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Summary (English)

The maritime transportation is the backbone of globalised trade and the man-
ufacturing supply chain, being the mode of transportation most widely used
worldwide, and allowing the transportation of large quantities of goods at very
competitive and economic prices. The international shipping industry carries
out more than 80% by volume of the world merchandise trade, and the majority
of the transportation is served by the liner shipping industry. The distinctive
characteristic of liner shipping is the use of standardised containers for trans-
porting cargo by means of specialised container vessels. Liner shipping connects
most of the important ports around the world. However, this makes the size of
the shipping network to be prohibitively large, notably increasing the complex-
ity of the service network design problem. Therefore, to reduce complexity, the
liner shipping network usually relies on a hub and feeder structure, facilitating
the transportation of containers between ports through an efficient use of the
hub ports as transshipment points.

The goal of this PhD project is to investigate the design of the shipping network
and determine how to transport containers under a feeder line structure. We
aim to define new mathematical and constraint programming formulations for
the network design and cargo routing for a feeder shipping company, and to
develop a number of decision support tools for feeder routing and scheduling to
help decision makers in the strategic and operational level.

The articles presented in this thesis contribute to the field of Operations Re-
search with application in maritime optimisation. This thesis begins with an
introductory chapter about maritime transportation, and continues with an ex-
tensive review providing an in-depth literature overview of existing models and
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solutions methods for liner shipping network design. The following article nar-
rows the size of the shipping network and presents an efficient heuristic method
for the feeder shipping network design problem. The next three articles focus on
the operational planning of feeder container vessels in hub ports with multiple
terminals. The first of these three articles introduces the new planning prob-
lem and develops a heuristic method to generate high-quality solutions in short
run times. The next article combines the previous heuristic with a constraint
programming formulation, and the last article extends the model to include
alternative berth options for feeder vessels during the operational planning pro-
cess. Finally, the last chapter draws some conclusions and addresses future
work.



Summary (Danish)

Maritim transport er rygraden i den globaliserede handel og forsyningskæde.
Det er den mest udbredte transportform i verden, idet den muliggør transport
af store mængder varer til meget konkurrencedygtige priser. Den internationale
skibsfartsindustri transporterer mere end 80 volumenprocent af verdenshandlen,
og størstedelen af transporten betjenes af linjefartindustrien. Kendetegnende for
linjefart er brugen af standardiserede containere til transport af gods ved hjælp
af specialiserede containerskibe. Linjefart forbinder størstedelen af de vigtige
havne rundt om i verden. Dette gør imidlertid størrelsen af transport netværket
særdeles stort, hvilket gør det uoverskueligt at designe et godt servicenetværk.
For at reducere kompleksiteten, benytter mange rederier et opdelt netværk hvor
oceangående skibe varetager hovedstrukturen, mens såkaldte feeder skibe be-
tjener de mindre havne. Dette giver en mere effektiv transport af containere
mellem havne ved at udnytte knudepunkterne som omladningspunkter.

Målet med dette ph.d.-projekt er at studere design af transportnetværk og be-
stemme hvordan containere skal transporteres i en feeder-struktur. Vi sigter
mod at definere nye formuleringer baseret på matematiske programmering og
constraint programmerings, til at designe transportnetværk og rute fragt for et
feeder-rederi. Endvidere vil vi udvikle en række beslutningsstøtteværktøjer til
feeder rutning og planlægning for at understøtte beslutningstagere på et strate-
gisk og operationelt niveau.

Artiklerne præsenteret i denne afhandling bidrager til forskningen indenfor Ope-
rationsanalyse anvendt til maritim optimering. Afhandlingen giver først en indle-
dende introduktion til søtransport og derefter følger en omfattende gennemgang
med fokus på litteraturoversigt over eksisterende modeller og løsningsmetoder
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til design af transportnetværk for linjefart. Den følgende artikel indsnævrer stør-
relsen på netværket og præsenterer en effektiv heuristisk metode til design af
transportnetværk. De følgende tre artikler fokuserer på den operationelle plan-
lægning af feedercontainerskibe i knudepunkt avne med flere terminaler. Den
første af disse tre artikler introducerer det nye planlægningsproblem og udvikler
en heuristisk metode til at generere løsninger af høj kvalitet på kort tid. Den
næste artikel kombinerer den foregående heuristik med en constraint programm-
ing formulering, og den sidste artikel udvider modellen til at omfatte alternative
kajmuligheder for feeder-skibe under den operationelle planlægningsproces. Til
sidst opsummeres konklusioner og fremtidigt arbejde bliver diskuteret.



Preface

This thesis has been carried out at the Division of Management Science, De-
partment of Management, Technical University of Denmark (DTU) in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for acquiring the degree of Philosophiae Doctor
(PhD) in Operations Research. The work has been conducted during the period
September 2017 - August 2020. The project has been supervised by Professor
David Pisinger and co-supervised by Professor Charlotte Vilhelmsen.

The PhD project is part of the FUTUREFEED project, and is carried out in
collaboration with Unifeeder, the largest feeder shipping company in Northern
Europe. FUTUREFEED is a project to develop decision support tools for the
design of shipping networks under feeder line structures. The project has been
financially supported by the Danish Maritime Fond and by DTU Management.

The thesis consists of four parts and seven chapters. The first part serves as an
introduction, and is used as the thesis guideline. The next part is dedicated to
liner shipping network design problems. The first chapter of this part provides
an in-depth literature overview of existing models and solutions methods in liner
shipping, while the next chapter investigates the design of the shipping network
under a feeder line structure. The third part is dedicated to the operational
planning of feeder container vessels in hub ports with multiple terminals. The
final part draws some conclusions and addresses future work. The chapters
of the thesis are based on academic papers that have been published or are
currently under review in peer-reviewed international journals. The papers are
co-authored and self-contained with separate bibliographies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The maritime transportation is the backbone of globalised trade and the man-
ufacturing supply chain, being the mode of transportation most widely used
worldwide (Unctad, 2019). Compared to other modes of transportation, such
as air, road and rail, seaborne transportation allows the transportation of large
quantities of goods at very competitive and economic prices. The international

Figure 1.1: Visualisation of the global shipping traffic. Source: https: // www.
shipmap. org/ .

https://www.shipmap.org/
https://www.shipmap.org/


4 Introduction

shipping industry carries out more than 80% by volume of the world merchan-
dise trade (Allianz, 2019; Unctad, 2019). In particular, liner shipping represents
one of the most important determinant of accessibility to global trade, and con-
tainerised trade accounts for more than 24% of the international maritime trade
in volume (Unctad, 2019).

The distinctive characteristic of liner shipping is the use of standardised con-
tainers for transporting cargo by means of specialised container vessels, allowing
a more secure and stable transportation of cargo as well as a better utilisation
of the capacity of the vessels. At the end of 2017, the container shipping in-
dustry reported an estimated total profit of $7 billion (Unctad, 2018), and the
container port throughput has steadily increased over the last decade to almost
800 million TEUs (Twenty foot equivalent units) (Unctad, 2019). The annual
growth in international seaborne trade continues to increase, with a projected
annual average growth rate of 3.4 per cent for the period 2019–2024. However,
this projection remains challenging, as the uncertainty in trade and the unpre-
dictability of current events such as the COVID-19 pandemic at the beginning
of 2020 created a significant disturbance in international trade (Equasis, 2018;
Unctad, 2019).

Containerised liner shipping constitutes one of the greenest and most energy
efficient modes of cargo transportation when measured in tonnes per kilometre.
A modern container vessel, fully loaded, is estimated to emit nearly 3 grams
of CO2 for transporting one metric tonne of cargo one kilometre. As a com-
parison, in Figure 1.3, trains have an estimated average emission of 18 grams,
trucks of 45 grams, and airplanes of 560 grams (Maersk, 2017). Nonetheless, the
international shipping industry is estimated to account for 2.2% of the global
greenhouse gas emissions. Although this percentage seems inconsequential, the

Figure 1.2: Estimated net profit and container port throughput of the container ship-
ping industry. Crane icon made by Freepik from www. flaticon. com .
Source: (Unctad, 2018, 2019).

www.flaticon.com
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Figure 1.3: Estimated CO2 emission for transporting one tonne of goods one kilo-
meter for different transportation modes. Source: (Maersk, 2017).

shipping industry transports the vast majority of international trade and con-
tributes significantly to the global CO2 emissions, corresponding to approxi-
mately 796 million tons of CO2, of which container vessels are responsible for
nearly 25%. Due to the continuous growth of global trade, an increase between
50% and 250% of the total emissions is expected in the next 30 years (IMO,
2014).

During the last decades, the container shipping industry has experienced re-
markable continuous growth rates. As a major player in the globalisation of
the world economy, there has also been an increasing interest in the research
literature on liner shipping (Christiansen et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the lit-
erature is not as comprehensive as in other disciplines such as railway, airline
or public transportation, and more research needs to be carried out to alleviate
this imbalance. Due to the large size of the international liner shipping network,
many different strategies have been implemented by liner shipping companies to
optimise and reshape operations on their networks (Cariou, 2008). Frequently,
liner operators organise the shipping network via hub and spoke systems (also
called hub and feeder systems), dividing the ports of the network by regions.
Each region follows a feeder line structure, with few hub ports connected to
many smaller ports, also called feeder or spoke ports, from the same region.
An example of a hub and feeder structure in the shipping network is depicted
in Figure 1.4. During the recent years, a number of decision support tools for
international liner shipping have been presented in the literature. However, the
design of the shipping network under a feeder line structure has received little
attention in the literature. This PhD dissertation aims to provide a contribu-
tion towards closing the research gap in feeder shipping operations. We focus on
containerised liner shipping, and we apply techniques from Operations Research
(OR) and Network Algorithms to optimise the operations of container vessels
in regional feeder networks.
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Figure 1.4: Example of a hub and feeder structure in the shipping network.

This thesis is divided into five parts. Part I is the thesis guideline and sum-
marises the contributions and dissemination of the work. Part II gives a de-
tailed introduction to containerised liner shipping and provides a review of the
OR literature focusing on most of the relevant papers dealing with liner shipping
network design problems. Part II continues to deal with the shipping network
design problem under a feeder line structure. Part III is the core part of the
thesis and contains the research work carried out on the operational planning of
feeder vessels in hub ports. Finally, Part IV draws the conclusions and discusses
the directions for future research.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.1 introduces
the context and objectives of the PhD project. Next, Section 1.2 gives a brief
description of the main modes of maritime transportation, whereas Section 1.3
presents the containerisation within liner shipping. The layout and operations
in container terminals are briefly introduced in Section 1.4. Finally, Section 1.5
provides a general overview of the scientific papers composing this thesis and
summarises the contributions and dissemination activities of each paper.

1.1 Context: FUTUREFEED

This PhD thesis is part of the research project called “FUTUREFEED - Future
Feeder Line Operations” funded by the Danish Maritime Fund and DTU Man-
agement. The research project is carried out in collaboration with Unifeeder,
the largest feeder shipping company in Northern Europe. The knowledge and
expertise of the company’s representatives provide important insights for the
definition of realistic problems within this PhD project. The overall research
project FUTUREFEED investigates the design of the shipping network and de-
termine how to transport containers under a feeder line structure. Due to the
intrinsic interaction between liner and feeder vessels in hub ports, it is of ut-
most importance to have an efficient feeder network to better utilise the overall
shipping network. The research project aims to understand the key parameters
related to feeder network design problems at different planning levels under dif-
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ferent assumptions, and to develop models and solution methods to tackle the
resulting problems. More specifically, the research project is motivated by the
following research questions:

• How should feeder networks be designed such that they optimise the total
network profit with a trade-off between competitive delivery times and
operational costs?

• How should feeder line operators schedule their fleet to improve the oper-
ational planning of container vessels in hub ports?

• What are the overall benefits on the operational planning when increasing
the flexibility of operations at container terminals and considering collab-
orative planning of sea and land transportation?

Within the FUTUREFEED context, the objective of the PhD project is to de-
velop new mathematical and constraint programming models for the network
design and cargo routing for a shipping company under a feeder line structure.
Additionally, for realistic sized instances, the PhD project aims to develop sev-
eral metaheuristic approaches, which will be used as decision support tools for
routing and scheduling feeder container vessels.

1.2 Modes of Maritime Transportation

Maritime transportation is the main mode of transportation for international
trade, carrying out more than 80% in volume (Unctad, 2019). In this section,
we provide a brief overview of the three main modes of operations that we can
distinguish in maritime transportation: Industrial, tramp and liner shipping
(Lawrence, 1972). The operational characteristics of these modes greatly differ
in practise, and each mode requires the application of specialised algorithms
and decision support tools.

In industrial shipping, the operators usually own the cargoes and control the
vessels. Industrial operators use a fixed fleet of heterogeneous vessels, usually
tankers and dry bulk carriers, to transport high volume liquid and dry bulk
products such as oil, chemicals and ores. The main objective in industrial ship-
ping is to minimise the transportation costs for shipping all of their cargoes
through vertical integration.

In tramp shipping, the operating vessels follow the available cargoes, operat-
ing a system that is often equivalent to taxi services in public transportation.
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As in industrial shipping, the fleet is also composed by tankers and dry bulk
carriers. However, tramp operators do not own the cargoes, and they engage
with charterers (customers who own the cargoes) in long-term agreements called
contracts of affreightment (CoAs), where the operating vessels must transport
a certain amount of cargoes between specified ports within a specific period
at a given rate. Additionally, tramp operators can also ship optional cargoes
(spot cargoes) in order to maximise profit. Hence, the main objective in tramp
shipping is to maximise the revenue from all transported cargoes minus the op-
erational and transportation costs. In particular, tramp shipping can be seen as
a general case of industrial shipping, since tramp shipping contains most of the
operational characteristics and practical constraints from industrial shipping.
As these modes operate under no fixed routing, itinerary or schedule, the plan-
ning problems share similarities with the multi-trip vehicle pick-up and delivery
problem with time windows (Desrosiers et al., 1995).

In liner shipping, the operating vessels follow a fixed rotation of ports under a
predetermined schedule, similar to bus services in public transportation. As in
tramp shipping, liner operators follow the available cargoes, and the schedules
are based on estimates of the demand between the distinct origin-destination
pair of ports in the network. The carrier (or the specific liner shipping com-
pany) operates a heterogeneous fleet of container vessels, and transports the
cargoes by means of containers of various standardised sizes. The shipper (the
customer or owner of the cargo) can order the transportation of a certain num-
ber of containers from the carrier based on the predetermined schedule and by a
given freight rate. The main objective in liner shipping is to maximise profit of
transporting the eligible cargoes and minimise operational and transportation
costs, while respecting the transit time of cargoes and the capacity of vessels.

As seen in Figure 1.4, liner shipping networks are frequently organised via hub
and feeder systems. The size of liner vessels is ever-increasing, and they only visit
main hub ports in each of the regions. To facilitate transportation of containers
in the liner shipping network, liner vessels interact with a small shipping network
(i.e. a feeder network) connecting small ports of the regions with hubs. The
operations in this shipping network are often referred as feeder shipping, and
feeder shipping can be seen as a particular case of liner shipping. The operating
vessels in feeder shipping, namely feeder vessels, have a significantly smaller
carrying capacity than liner vessels, and as in liner shipping, they also follow
fixed itineraries of ports under predetermined schedules. Feeder vessels operate
shorter routes, and the routes must start from and end at the same hub port of
the region. Transshipment operations are only allowed in hub ports, and feeder
vessels exclusively handle containers with origin or destination at the hub port.
Finally, feeder shipping have more varying demand with tighter transit times,
as feeder vessels must usually wait for liner vessels if they are delayed.
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For a more comprehensive overview of the relevant literature on ship routing
and scheduling for the aforementioned modes of operations, we refer the reader
to the reviews by Ronen (1983, 1993) and by Christiansen et al. (2004, 2013).
These reviews show a notably increase of the literature on liner shipping during
the last decades, and emphasise the shift from industrial to tramp shipping.
Finally, Brouer et al. (2014) and Hemmati et al. (2014) provide benchmark
suites for liner shipping and for industrial and tramp shipping, respectively, in
order to stimulate further research and development of solution methods and
algorithms in the maritime sector.

In this thesis, we focus on containerised liner shipping and feeder shipping oper-
ations. In Part II, we provide a more detailed description of the liner shipping
business and the corresponding network design problem. This part furthers
presents an in-depth literature review of the existing models and solution meth-
ods, and discusses the main challenges in designing a liner shipping network and
future research areas.

1.3 Containerisation

During the industrial revolution of the early 1960s, maritime trade was a devel-
oping economy, despite the fact that it still presented many limitations and com-
plications. Before the containerisation era, international trade was extremely
expensive and inefficient (Levinson, 2006). Loading and unloading cargo into
vessels required long handling times and space, causing extensive delays on the
schedules of vessels, and blocking docks for very long periods. Containerisation
has revolutionised the transportation of cargo around the world, and it has been
recognised as the major driver of the globalisation of the world economy in the
20th century (Bernhofen et al., 2016). The introduction and adaption of stan-
dardised containers improved the operations of vessels in ports – offering a more
secure, economical and faster transportation of cargo, and decreasing maritime
transport costs. Containers are large cargo-carrying standard-sized boxes de-
signed for the transport of goods. They are generally made of corrugated steel,
a highly resistant material intended to withstand harsh conditions (Haralam-
bides, 2019). As containers have standard dimensions and twistlocks on each
corner, they can be stacked together and secured on-board of vessels and in yard
areas of ports. Additionally, containers can be loaded and unload systematically
by specialised handling equipment in ports, such as quay cranes, gantry cranes
and other carriers and stackers. Consequently, vessels spend less time handling
cargo, leading to a reduction of congestion in ports. Containerisation also con-
tributed to improving the logistic processes and intermodal transportation, as
cargo can be seamlessly moved among vessels, trains and trucks.
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Figure 1.5: The 2012 worldwide cargo container fleet broken down by container type
per TEU. Container icon made by Freepik from www. flaticon. com .
Source: (Container Services International, 2012).

We can distinguish between many types of containers based on the intended
use, such as dry storage, open tops, flat rack, refrigerated (or reefer), and tank
containers, among many other special purpose containers. Based on the dimen-
sion, containers have different standard size. The most commonly used sizes are
20-foot (6.09 m) and 40-foot (12.18 m) length. The standard width and height
of containers are 8 foot (2.44 m) and 8.6 foot (2.62 m), respectively. The 20-foot
length is commonly referred as Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit (TEU), being the
industry standard for measuring the cargo carrying capacity of vessels; whereas
the 40-foot length is referred as Forty-foot Equivalent Unit (FEU), which has
become the most frequently used type of container. Some 40-foot containers are
higher, with a height of 9.6 foot (2.93 m). These containers are often referred
as high-cube containers. In 2012, it was estimated that the global container
fleet reached a total of 20.5 million containers, corresponding to roughly 32.9
million TEUs. As seen in Figure 1.5, dry storage containers represented ap-
proximately 84% of the worldwide container fleet, whereas the remaining 16%
consisted mainly of specialised units such as reefers and tanks (Container Ser-
vices International, 2012).

The liner shipping industry measures the profitability of the shipping network
by the revenue per unit of container that can be transported in the given net-
work. In particular, containerisation has led to a high-level of commoditisation
of the ocean freight, as cargo with different characteristics can be indistinguish-
able transported in dry storage containers (Koza, 2017). In this thesis, Part II
introduces different approaches proposed in the literature to solve the container
flow problem while designing the liner shipping network. On the other hand,
Part III focuses on the operational planning of container vessels in hub ports,
and includes the routing of containers during the scheduling of operations, as
all containers must be transported.

www.flaticon.com
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Figure 1.6: Evolution of the container carrying capacity for some classes of con-
tainer vessels since 1970. Source: (Rodrigue, 2020).

1.4 Container Terminals

The fast growth of the seaborne global trade over the last decades and the
introduction of standardised containers for transporting cargo have been ac-
companied by an increase of the world fleet capacity and a continuous growth of
the vessels’ average carrying capacity in liner shipping (Tran and Haasis, 2015).
As seen in Figure 1.6, the maximum capacity of container vessels has more
than tripled since 1970, and the largest vessels can now carry over 20,000 TEUs
(Rodrigue, 2020). Consequently, sea container ports are facing the challenge of
adapting their infrastructure, equipment and operations in order to accommo-
date the ever-increasing carrying capacity of container vessels. It is estimated
that container vessels spend between 15% and 30% of the total route time in
ports (Christiansen et al., 2013). Hence, the cargo handling operations and the
container throughput must be carried out efficiently by the container terminals
in the ports, in order to offer high and reliable productivity for the shipping
companies.

A sea container terminal is a designated area within the port for handling cargo.
A container terminal can be further divided into several areas (see Figure 1.7).
The quayside is the shipping operation area in the terminal where vessels can
berth to load and discharge containers. Along the quayside, the terminal has a
number of quay cranes, with the conventional capacity of lifting one container
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Figure 1.7: Layout of a sea container terminal. Source: (Pacino, 2012).

at a time. The quay crane either loads a container into the vessel from a yard
vehicle, or discharges a container from the vessel to be temporally stored in
the yard area. Containers are usually organised in container stacks, divided
into multiple block in the yard. Moreover, there are different type of vehicles
transporting and handling containers within the terminal, such as automated
guided vehicles, yard trucks and straddle carriers. Automated guided vehicles
and yard trucks transport containers between the yard area and the quay cranes,
whereas straddle carriers (and gantry cranes) are used for lifting and stacking
containers into the vehicles and in the yard. Finally, the landside area pro-
vides the connection with the hinterland transportation, where containers can
be transferred to other transportation modes such as trains or trucks. For more
information about handling equipment, different type of vehicles, and container
terminal operations, we refer to the reviews by Meisel (2009) and Gharehgozli
et al. (2016).

The operations in container terminals deal with many planning tasks on differ-
ent organisation levels. The most common optimisation problems in container
terminals comprise the Berth Allocation Problem (BAP) and the Quay Crane
Scheduling Problem (QCSP). In the BAP, terminal operators must decide berth
positions and berth times for a number of requested operations of incoming ves-
sels in the terminal, whereas in the QCSP, terminal operators must assign the
available cranes in the quay side to the berthed vessels. For a general survey
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of these problems, we refer the reader to Bierwirth and Meisel (2015). Fur-
thermore, there are many more port-side problems generally considered in the
container terminal operation literature, such as stowage planning, yard crane
allocation, workforce planning, among many others (Stahlbock and Voß, 2008;
Meisel, 2009; Gharehgozli et al., 2016). The literature on container terminals
is mainly focused on the optimisation of operations from the terminal point of
view. There seems to be few papers dealing with the operational planning of
container vessels in terminals from the carriers point of view, collaborating with
the terminals for a better management of the available resources. In Part III
of this PhD thesis, we focus on the cargo handling of container vessels, and we
study a new planning problem in container terminals where the carrier owns the
problem, and must schedule the operations of container vessels in hub ports.

Some ports, such as small ports from regional feeder areas, only have a single
container terminal. However, some other large ports are multi-terminals, hav-
ing a collection of container terminals that are usually located far apart with
a non-negligible sailing distance between them. These large ports are generally
hub ports, and they serve as transshipment points for many small ports within
the regional area to the main liner services. As we study in Part III, liner vessels
have a significantly larger upkeep than feeder vessels (Brouer et al., 2014; Ro-
drigue, 2020), handling more containers and requiring longer turnaround times
in ports. Therefore, liner vessels have higher priority when planning the port
visits, and they visit a single terminal in the port, which has been assigned
long time in advance. On the other hand, feeder vessels usually handle cargo
from multiple liner vessels, and they need to visit several terminals to transport
all the containers to their corresponding destinations. Additionally, the cargo
demand for feeder vessels fluctuates more, as feeder vessels frequently have to
adapt their schedules based on the available cargo, the terminal assignment, and
the arrival times to the port of liner vessels.

Generally, liner shipping operations in container vessels are based on Lift-on/Lift-
off (LoLo) operations, as containers must be loaded and unloaded from the vessel
using the quay cranes located on the docks. In contrast, we can distinguish other
segment within liner shipping based on Roll-on/Roll-off (RoRo) operations, car-
rying wheeled cargo such as cars, truck, semi-trailer trucks, and railroad cars
that can be driven on and off the vessel on their own wheels. Throughout this
PhD thesis, we focus on containerised liner shipping with LoLo operations, and
we briefly introduce RoRo liner shipping in Chapter 2.
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1.5 Papers Overview and Contributions

In the following section, we present the distribution of the thesis in different
parts, and provide a general overview of the content of the papers. We further
discuss the main scientific contributions of each of the papers, and provide an
outline of the dissemination activities.

The thesis is organised as a collection of scientific papers. The papers are further
grouped into different parts, each of them focusing on different aspect within
the liner shipping business.

Part I is used as the thesis guideline. It consists of one single chapter and it
includes the organisation and main objectives of this PhD thesis.

Part II consists of two chapters, and is dedicated to liner shipping network de-
sign problems. Chapter 2 collects the work of one research paper and two
book chapters. This chapter gives a brief introduction to containerised liner
shipping, RoRo liner shipping, and network design. The chapter further in-
cludes an overview of the main algorithms and approaches for solving the liner
shipping network design problem, and discusses the four families of solution
methods, including Mixed Integer Programming models, and two-stage algo-
rithms. Moreover, we briefly introduce the design of maritime services in liner
shipping with a focus on reducing the environmental impact. The chapter con-
tinues with a comparison of the performance for the leading algorithms on a
benchmark suite for liner shipping network design. And finally, the chapter
draws some conclusions and discusses future trends in liner shipping, indicating
directions for future research.

The work of Chapter 2 been disseminated as follows:

• A book chapter co-authored with Erik Hellsten, David Pisinger and Char-
lotte Vilhelmsen has been published in the book Sustainable Shipping: A
Cross-Disciplinary View (Hellsten et al., 2019);

• A journal paper co-authored with Marielle Christiansen, Erik Hellsten,
David Pisinger and Charlotte Vilhelmsen has been published in European
Journal of Operational Research (Christiansen et al., 2019);

• A book chapter co-authored with Marielle Christiansen, Erik Hellsten,
David Pisinger and Charlotte Vilhelmsen has been submitted and pending
for publication in the book Network Design (Christiansen et al., 2020).
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Part II continues with Chapter 3, narrowing the size of the shipping network
and investigating the design of the shipping network under a feeder line struc-
ture. Chapter 3 presents a tailored heuristic method for the feeder shipping
network design problem. This problem arises from the planning of services for
a fleet of small container vessels in regional feeder networks. The problem is a
generalisation of the classical Vehicle Routing Problem (Toth and Vigo, 2002),
but it further includes a heterogeneous fleet of container vessels with different
capacities, different sailing speeds of services, multiple visits to ports, and cargo
rejection. Due to the feeder network structure of the problem, all services must
depart from, and return to, the single hub. We propose an efficient iterative
two-phase heuristic to solve the network design problem. At each iteration,
the heuristic constructs a new solution using a randomised greedy algorithm,
which is further improved by a local search heuristic. The solution approach
encompasses the decomposition by stages of the problem into the framework of
the heuristic. During the first stage, the heuristic designs the service network.
In our approach, we work exclusively with simple services, and construct the
services in a later state using a grouping heuristic, based on a set partitioning
formulation. Next, the second stage solves the container flow problem. As we
ignore transshipment operations, we can solve the container flow problem us-
ing a fast Linear Programming model. The results in the chapter shows that
the heuristic returns high-quality solutions in short computational times for the
single-hub instances of some benchmark suites for liner shipping network design.
The chapter further highlights the importance of having fast solution times for
feeder network design problems, as they often need to be changed to adapt to
the schedules and varying demands from the larger vessels.

The work of Chapter 3 has been disseminated as follows:

• Poster presentation by David Sacramento and Erik Hellsten at the 2018
Maritime Logistics and Cybersecurity at DTU, Copenhagen, Denmark;

• A peer-reviewed extended abstract has been accepted for publication on
the Proceedings of the TSL Second Triennial Conference, Transportation
Science & Logistics, Arlington, USA (Sacramento and Pisinger, 2020b);

• A journal paper co-authored with David Pisinger has been submitted
to Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review
(Sacramento and Pisinger, 2020c).

Part III focus on the operational planning of feeder container vessels in hub
ports with multiple terminals. This part introduces a new planning problem
for feeder vessels, which has been developed in close collaboration with industry
representatives. The problem accounts for all of the most important practical
constraints faced by carriers in scheduling operations in multi-terminal ports.
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The resulting problem involves scheduling operations of feeder vessels at the
terminals within the hub port, and includes time windows constraints for oper-
ations, capacity constraints for vessels and closing periods constraints for ter-
minals. In this part, we explore different solution approaches for tackling the
routing and scheduling of feeder vessels in hub ports.

This part consists of three research papers. Chapter 4 introduces the new plan-
ning problem and proposes an Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS)
heuristic to generate high-quality solutions. The developed ALNS heuristic sep-
arates the order and the time assignment of operations. For a given order of
operations in the schedule, the starting time of operations can be optimally as-
signed as part of the solution evaluation through Dynamic Programming. We
perform impact analysis of parameters, run times, and different destroy and
repair methods for the heuristic, and compare the performance of the heuristic
to that of a commercial MIP solver. The results show that the heuristic outper-
forms the benchmark MIP solver using significantly shorter run times and find-
ing in general better solutions. Chapter 5 considers a Constraint Programming
(CP) formulation of the same planning problem, and proposes a math-heuristic
approach for solving large-sized instances, combining an adapted version of the
former ALNS heuristic with a CP model. The CP solver shows superior perfor-
mance than the MIP solver, and a similar performance to the ALNS heuristic.
The chapter further analyses the performance of the math-heuristic under dif-
ferent configurations, providing insights on how to design the math-heuristic
framework for the problem at hand. Computational experiments show that
the math-heuristic can lower the high instability in solution quality obtained
by local search heuristics, reporting overall best-known solutions and a more
consistent average performance. Finally, the CP formulation provides a flexible
modelling framework, allowing to add new side constraints to the problem with-
out changing the overall structure of the model. In Chapter 6, we extend the
planning problem to include alternative berth options for feeder vessels during
the operational planning process. The chapter studies the multiple berths case,
where the maximum berth capacity of terminals is increased, allowing terminals
to serve more than one vessel at the same time. Moreover, the chapter also
studies the co-planning of sea and land transportation, where vessels may per-
form some operations at nearby terminals instead of at the requested terminal.
And finally, the chapter includes the integration of both previous alternatives
into the same model. We propose a CP formulation to model the alternative
berth options, and we conduct detailed computational experiments to analyse
the impact of including these alternative berth options during the operational
planning process. The results shows that important benefits can be achieved
only if the extra leasing costs of the alternatives remain inexpensive.
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The work of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 has been disseminated as follows:

• Poster presentation by David Sacramento and Erik Hellsten at the 2018
Maritime Logistics and Cybersecurity at DTU, Copenhagen, Denmark;

• Presentation by David Sacramento at EURO 2018, the 29th European
Conference on Operational Research, Valencia, Spain (accepted and peer-
reviewed abstract);

• Seminar presentation by David Sacramento held in 2019 at the Technical
University of Denmark, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark;

• Seminar presentation by David Sacramento held in 2020 at the University
of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain;

• Presentation by David Sacramento at the 2020 4th AIROYoung Workshop,
Bolzano, Italy (Accepted and peer-reviewed abstract);

• A journal paper co-authored with Erik Hellsten and David Pisinger has
been published in European Journal of Operational Research (Hellsten
et al., 2020);

• A journal paper co-authored with Christine Solnon and David Pisinger
has been submitted to SN Operations Research Forum (Sacramento et al.,
2020);

• A journal paper co-authored with David Pisinger has been submitted
to 4OR - A Quarterly Journal of Operations Research (Sacramento and
Pisinger, 2020a).

Finally, Part IV consists of one single chapter and is dedicated to the conclusions
and outlines some future work.

1.5.1 Additional Research

This section introduces additional research carried out during the course of
this PhD programme, but not part of the main research project. Appendix A
summarises the work, and it includes a single research paper (Sacramento et al.,
2019). The paper studies the possibility of integrating a mothership system in
delivery operations through an application in vehicle routing problems (Toth and
Vigo, 2002). The mothership systems resemble to the hub and spoke systems,
and some examples of the former systems in liner shipping have been recently
studied by Medbøen et al. (2018), Holm et al. (2019) and Msakni et al. (2020).
In the latter systems, mother and daughter vessels operate together to transport
the demand in a given area. Daughter vessels can act as feeder vessels, and they
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can meet with mother vessels at specified locations (in the sea or in specified
ports) to synchronise their routes and transship cargo.

As presented in Sacramento et al. (2019), we investigate the collaborative route
planning and synchronisation of delivery activities between two different trans-
portation modes. The paper defines a vehicle routing problem with a variety
of additional constraints, which serves as a baseline analysis for the application
in the maritime sector. The main application of this work is specific to parcel
delivery in collaboration with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The problem
presented in this paper studies the multi-truck case in which each truck (equiva-
lent to a mother vessel) collaborates with a single UAV (equivalent to a daughter
vessel) to perform deliveries, and includes capacity and time completion con-
straints, while having cost minimisation as objective function. We denote this
problem as the Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones. This generalisation con-
siderably decreases the operational cost of the routes, by reducing the total fuel
consumption for trucks, as some customers can be serviced by drones without
covering additional miles, and hence increase productivity. The paper presents
an efficient and quick ALNS heuristic to solve large-size instances, based on the
progressive search of visiting customers using UAVs. Furthermore, extensive
computational experiments investigate how beneficial is the collaborative route
planning compared to the case of exclusively using trucks.

Figure 1.8: Left: An example of a solution for the mothership system in liner ship-
ping. Source: Msakni et al. (2020). Right: An example of a solution
for the collaborative routing planning of trucks and UAVs.
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Finally, to better illustrate the relation between these two systems, Figure 1.8
provides a conceptual outline of a solution of a mothership system in liner ship-
ping (left) and a solution of the collaborative route planning of trucks and UAVs
(right). The structure of both systems is very similar, and they share many so-
lution concepts and approaches. As seen in the figure, mother vessels sail the
main shipping route and meet with daughter vessels at conventional port visits
and specified transshipment points in the sea to load and discharge containers.
Similarly, trucks carry out a resembling mothership system in which trucks per-
form the main driving route and interact with UAVs to deliver commodities.
The interaction of trucks and UAVs is not only limited to delivery systems, and
results can be extrapolated for short-sea feeder network design problems.

The work presented in this section has been disseminated as follows:

• Seminar presentation by David Sacramento held in 2018 at the Technical
University of Denmark, Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark;

• A journal paper co-authored with David Pisinger and Stefan Røpke has
been published in Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies
(Sacramento et al., 2019).
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Publication Status: This chapter is based on multiple versions of the authors’
work, including:

• A survey paper published in European Journal of Operational Research
(Christiansen et al., 2019);

• A book chapter published in the book Sustainable Shipping: A Cross-
Disciplinary View (Hellsten et al., 2019);

• A book chapter pending for publication in the book Network Design
(Christiansen et al., 2020).

Abstract: The maritime industry is one of the greenest modes of transporta-
tion, taking care of almost 90 percent of the global trade. The maritime con-
tainer business revolves around liner shipping, which consists of container vessels
sailing on fixed itineraries. For the last 20 years, there has been an increasing
number of publications regarding how to design such fixed routes (services),
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to ensure a high level of service while minimizing operational costs and envi-
ronmental impact. The liner shipping network design problem can briefly be
described as follows: Given a set of demands (defined by origin, destination,
time limit) and a set of vessels with variable capacity, the task is to design a set
of weekly services, assign vessels to the services, and flow the demand through
the resulting network such that it arrives within the stated time constraints. The
objective is to maximize revenue of transported demand subtracting the opera-
tional costs. We present an in-depth literature overview of existing models and
solution methods for liner shipping network design, and discuss the four main
families of solution methods: integrated mixed integer programming models;
two-stage algorithms designing services in the first step and flowing contain-
ers in the second step; two-stage algorithms first flowing containers and then
designing services; and finally algorithms for selecting a subset of proposed can-
didate services. We end the chapter by comparing the performance of leading
algorithms using the public LINER-LIB instances. The chapter is concluded
by discussing future trends in liner shipping, indicating directions for future
research.

2.1 Introduction

Maritime transportation is fundamental to the world trade and globalisation,
since it enables carrying large volumes at relatively low costs. It is estimated
that around 90 percent of the world trade is carried by the international shipping
industry. Maritime transportation is generally considered safe. Losses caused by
incidents during transport by sea have dropped steadily, and are at the lowest
values in decades. Additionally, efficient port structures make it possible to
combine sea transportation with other land-based modes of transportation.

Roughly speaking, liner shipping can be split into ships designed for Lift-on/Lift-
off (LoLo) operations, and Roll-on/Roll-off (RoRo) operations. In LoLo opera-
tions, quay cranes located on the docks are used to load and unload containers
from the vessels, while RoRo operations are designed to carry cargo that can be
rolled on and off the vessel.

In this chapter, we mainly focus on containerised liner shipping network design,
i.e. networks using LoLo operations, though we also briefly describe RoRo liner
shipping. Although we have tried to cover most of the relevant papers dealing
with containerised liner shipping network design, we have chosen to focus on
models and algorithms that seem to be applicable in practice. This means that
the selected papers either have reported results on designing real-life networks,
or later papers have used the framework to reach the same goal.
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This chapter is organized as follows: The rest of this section gives a brief in-
troduction to containerised liner shipping, RoRo liner shipping, and network
design. Moreover, we briefly describe how to introduce measures to decrease the
environmental footprint of liner shipping. We also introduce the LINER-LIB
test instances for network design in containerised liner shipping. The following
sections are focused on containerised liner shipping. In Section 2.2 we discuss
the challenges in designing a liner shipping network, and show that algorithms
can roughly be split into four different families, which will be presented in the
following sections. In Section 2.3 we give an overview of integrated Mixed Inte-
ger Programming (MIP) models, while Section 2.4 studies two-stage algorithms
where the services are constructed in a first step, and containers are flowed
through the resulting network in the second step. Section 2.5 considers algo-
rithms for selecting a subset of proposed candidate services. In Section 2.6, we
consider algorithms based on first flowing containers, and then designing ser-
vices. Section 2.7 briefly analyses algorithms for speed optimisation in liner
shipping. Section 2.8 reports computational results for the LINER-LIB in-
stances. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.9 with a short discussion of
future trends and challenges. Finally, an overview of the notation used through-
out the chapter is found in Appendix 2.A. This chapter is based on the survey
paper by Christiansen et al. (2019) and the book chapters Hellsten et al. (2019)
and Christiansen et al. (2020).

2.1.1 Containerised Liner Shipping

The liner shipping industry is a vital part of the global economy, constituting
one of the cheapest modes of cargo transport. In full load, the new mega-vessels
emit only 3 grams of CO2 for transporting one metric ton of cargo one kilometer
(Maersk, 2017); in comparison, trains average on 18 grams and flights on 560
grams, see Figure 2.1. Today, around 90% of the global trade, by volume, is
carried out by seaborne transportation, a number which is expected to continue
rising. During the last three decades, the volume of containerised cargo has
grown by more than 8% per year, and more than 5,200 container vessels were
in operation worldwide in 2019. Standard containers come in two different
sizes, twenty and forty feet, which have given rise to the standard measures of
containerised cargo, twenty foot equivalent units (TEU) and forty foot equivalent
units (FFE). The largest vessels carry more than 20,000 TEU and during 2016,
a container volume of around 140,000,000 TEU was estimated to pass through
the vast liner shipping network (Unctad, 2018, 2019). Clearly, any improvement
in the network design in the liner shipping industry will correspond to enormous
savings. This section will briefly introduce the liner shipping business and then
the corresponding network design problem, along with its variants and various
solution and modelling approaches presented in the literature.
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Figure 2.1: Estimated CO2 emission for transporting one tonne of goods one kilo-
meter for different transportation modes. Source: (Maersk, 2017).

The liner shipping industry is built up by so called services. A service is a fixed
cyclic itinerary, sailed by a number of similar vessels. Services usually have
weekly or biweekly departures to add consistency and regularity for the cus-
tomers. The vessels are operated by shipping companies called carriers, where
the largest carriers operate over 600 vessels. As larger vessels are more energy
efficient, see Figure 2.2, the trend is to build ever larger vessels. To efficiently
utilise those very large liner vessels, each region typically has a few larger ports,
called hubs, where the liner vessels pick up and deliver containers. From the
hubs, the containers are then transported to other ports by smaller, more flex-
ible, so called feeder vessels. The act of transferring containers from one vessel
to another in a port is called transshipping. Transshipments occur both be-
tween larger vessels and smaller vessels, but also between larger vessels when no
suitable service connects the origin and destination hub. While transshipments
add flexibility, they tend to be costly, as the cargo needs to be unloaded, stored
until the arrival of the new vessel and then reloaded again. Finally, cabotage
rules need to be taken into account. To protect the national trade business,
many countries forbid foreign carriers to ship cargo between two ports within
the country as well as other restrictions. See Brouer et al. (2014a) and Zheng
et al. (2014) for examples of such rules.

The major costs for the carriers are vessel acquirement and bunker fuel. How-
ever, other costs, like canal fees, port costs and transshipment costs, are also
highly significant. The fuel consumption is frequently estimated as a cubic func-
tion of the speed, as seen in Figure 2.3. As the speed has such an impact on
the fuel consumption, slow steaming is often used to reduce the consumption.
Especially after the financial crisis in 2008, maritime shipping companies imple-
mented slow steaming policies for cost-cutting purposes. The obvious drawback
of slow steaming is that more vessels are required to transport the same amount
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Figure 2.2: Estimated cost per 1,000 container miles for different vessel sizes. The
vessels are assumed to sail at 19 knots and the bunker fuel price is
estimated as 750 $/tonne. We see that bunker represents the largest cost
and that transporting containers on larger vessels requires significantly
less fuel. Data has been obtained from Germanische Lloyd (2017).
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of cargo and also, that transit times become longer, yielding a lower level of
service for the customers. In general, services have two directions, head- and
back-haul, where most of the cargo is transported in the head haul direction. A
good example of this is the trade between Asia and Europe, where most of the
goods are delivered from Asia to Europe. In this case, vessels are slow steaming
in the back-haul direction where less customers are affected by the transit time.

Due to the ability to transport large numbers of containers with each vessel,
liner shipping is one of the most energy efficient transportation forms. Nonethe-
less, due to the large volumes transported, the shipping industry contributes
significantly to the global CO2 emissions. According to IMO Green House Gas
Study 2014, in 2012 the international shipping industry was estimated to ac-
count for 2.2% of the global greenhouse gas emissions, of which approximately
a quarter was caused by container vessels, which corresponds to around a bil-
lion tonnes of CO2 annually. These emissions are further expected to increase
between 50-250% in the next 30 years (Smith et al., 2014).

Although liner shipping is the most efficient mode of transportation in terms
of CO2, vessels commonly operate using “dirty” fuel, emitting various pollu-
tants which are harmful for the environment and the human health. In 2013,
it was estimated that, in Europe, vessels contributed to 18 % of the nitrogen
oxides (NOx), 18 % of the sulphur oxides (SOx) and 11 % of the particle matter
(PM2.5) of the total annual emissions respectively (Wan et al., 2016). Measures
to control SOx and PM emissions are being applied through the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (also known as MAR-
POL) and Emission Control Areas (ECA). The emission percentages, of these
gases, from seaborne trade is currently much higher than from other modes of
transportation, such as rail or aviation. The maximum permitted level of sul-
phur content contained in marine fuels is currently 3.5%, but it will be reduced
to 0.5% by 2020 (Smith et al., 2014).

There are several measures which could be applied to counteract these pollut-
ing emissions in the maritime industry. Cleaner practices and maritime poli-
cies should be imposed, both by industry and by governments, to control the
environmental impact. It is important, however, to emphasise that maritime
companies follow long-term strategic plans, where the vessel fleet has a long
life expectancy, around 25 and 30 years, since building new vessels is a huge
investment. Therefore, it takes a long time before green innovations regarding
engines or vessel design can be applied in practice.

Instead, one of the major roads towards a greener shipping industry must be
through more efficient utilisation of the current assets. If a more efficient service
structure can be developed, the same vessels could transport the same amount
of cargo, while running at a lower speed. This far, the literature on pure green
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liner shipping network design is highly limited. However, as the bunker cost is
one of the major costs for the carriers, reducing the cost is strongly correlated
to reducing the fuel consumption. Hence, reducing the cost can, indirectly,
be seen as contributing to the green objective. Further, increasing the level
of service would likely result in that transportation changes to shipping from
other modes. As the CO2 emissions of liner shipping are lower, an increase in
the level of service could also be expected to result in a more sustainable overall
transportation system. All in all, to make a greener shipping industry, it would
be of great value to develop models, solution algorithms and decision support
tools for liner shipping network design.

2.1.2 Containerised Liner Shipping Network Design Prob-
lem

The Liner Shipping Network Design Problem (LSNDP) can be defined as follows:
Given a collection of ports, a fleet of container vessels and a group of origin-
destination demands, a set of services is constructed for the container vessels
such that the overall operational expenses are minimised, while ensuring that
all demands can be routed through the resulting network from their origin to
their destination, respecting the capacity of the vessels.

In the following we present some notation of the LSNDP that will be used
throughout the chapter, introducing the necessary notation when required. A
complete table of notation can be found in Table 2.5 in Appendix 2.A. For a
complete model, where the LSNDP is described in detail as well as a presentation
of the liner-shipping business along with a description of its main assets and
infrastructure, see Brouer et al. (2014a).

The set of ports is denoted by N and represents the set of physical ports in the
problem. The set of arcs A represents all possible sailings between ports. The
set of demands or commodities is denoted by K and for each commodity k ∈ K,
there is an origin port ok, a destination port dk, as well as a quantity qk measured
in twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU). Furthermore, the corresponding unit-
cost for transporting a unit of commodity k through arc (i, j) ∈ A is defined
as ckij . Finally, the set V denotes the set of vessel classes. For each vessel
class v ∈ V there is a corresponding cargo capacity, uv, measured in number
of TEUs; an available fleet quantity mv; as well as additional speed limitations
and fuel consumption parameters. Furthermore, for convenience, the demand
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of the commodities in each port i ∈ N is defined as:

ξki =


qk if port i ∈ N is the origin port of commodity k ∈ k
−qk if port i ∈ N is the destination port of commodity k ∈ K

0 otherwise.
(2.1)

There is a limited fleet of container vessels, but not all vessels need to be used.
The deployment of a vessel from vessel class v ∈ V has an associated charter
cost cv. Additionally, there are other costs related to the resulting network,
such as the sailing cost cvij associated with each vessel and each arc, given as a
combination of the port call cost and the fuel consumption for the corresponding
leg. When containers of commodity k ∈ K are transferred from one vessel to
another in port i ∈ N , there is a transshipment cost cTik for each container.
Furthermore, there is an associated sailing time tvij for each container vessel
from vessel class v ∈ V sailing between ports i and j, calculated from the
vessel’s design speed and the distance between the ports. Moreover, each port
i ∈ N has an associated berthing time bi.

One of the main traits of the liner shipping industry is the regular operation of
services under a pre-established schedule. Sometimes it is possible to define the
set of candidate services in advance. In these cases, let S be the set of feasible
services in the model. Notice that S can be exponentially large. Each service
s ∈ S has an associated operational cost cs. As the set of services is defined
beforehand, the operational cost is given as a combination of the sailing cost of
the arcs on the service route and the corresponding port-call costs. Moreover,
it is demanded that all services should have weekly operations, meaning that
if a round trip takes eight weeks to complete, then eight similar vessels need
to be deployed to the service in order to ensure that each port is visited once
a week. Therefore, the required number of vessels from vessel class v ∈ V , to
maintain the weekly frequency, is defined as ms

v. In addition, services must be
cyclic, visiting a sequence of ports while respecting the weekly departures, but
the structure of the services can be divided into several types according to the
number of times a port is visited during the service. A simple service or a cir-
cular service visits each port in the service exactly once. However, a service is
often allowed to be non-simple, meaning that a port can be visited several times,
as this may improve transit times. Nodes (or ports in the sequence) that are
visited several times in the service are denoted butterfly nodes. We can distin-
guish between different types of services; a service containing a single butterfly
node defines a butterfly service, whereas a service visiting all ports twice in both
directions, but in reverse order, is defined as a pendulum service. Furthermore,
a service in which any node can be visited multiple times is defined as a complex
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service. Examples of the different type of services for some European ports are
illustrated in Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.

Figure 2.4: Example of a simple service, where each port is visited exactly once.

Figure 2.5: Example of a butterfly service, where Aarhus is the butterfly node.

The variants of the LSNDP, which have been studied in the literature, vary
mainly in the following four respects:

• Transit time constraints. As described above, the transit time of each
demand has an associated time limit that must be respected. If the transit
time is not respected, perishable goods may become spoiled.

• Transshipment costs. The costs of transshipments are a significant part
of the operational costs (Karsten (2015)), so it is generally important to
represent these costs properly in the model.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a pendulum service, where each port can be visited both on
the head-haul and back-haul trip.

Figure 2.7: Example of a complex service, where Aarhus is a butterfly node that is
visited three times.

• Rejected demands. Although the standard formulation of LSNDP states
that all demands must be flowed through the network, many models allow
rejection of demands by imposing a penalty.

• Speed optimisation. There are three main approaches to model regarding
speed optimisation: Models which have constant speed for all services,
models which choose a speed for each service, and models which choose
a speed on each individual leg in each service. As the fuel consumption
depends non-linearly on the speed, it is common to choose between a
number of discrete speed alternatives, each with a corresponding cost.
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Most models for LSNDP design the network without a specific schedule. Hence
the service for each vessel is defined, but not the exact day of arrival/departure.
This is typically done in a later step, where port availabilities are negotiated
and transshipment times at ports are adjusted.

For a detailed review of the research on liner shipping optimisation problems, see
the survey papers Ronen (1983, 1993), Christiansen et al. (2004, 2013), Kjeldsen
(2011), Meng et al. (2014), Tran and Haasis (2015), Brouer et al. (2016, 2017),
and Lee and Song (2017).

2.1.3 RoRo Network Design Problem

Roll-on Roll-off (RoRo) shipping is an important segment within liner shipping.
The RoRo ships are vessels designed to carry wheeled cargo, such as cars, trucks,
semi-trailer trucks, and railroad cars, that can be driven on and off the ship on
their own wheels. In addition, RoRo ships may carry complex cargo that is
placed on trolleys and rolled on and off the ships, such as boats, helicopters,
and heavy plant equipment. RoRo shipping is often the only viable method of
ocean freight transportation for these oversized vehicles, as they may not fit in
standard containers. There exist various types of RoRo ships, such as ferries,
cruise ferries, cargo ships, and barges. In this subsection, we consider the RoRo
ships used for transporting cars, trucks and complex general cargo across oceans
known as Pure Car Carriers (PCC), Pure Truck & Car Carriers (PCTC) and
general RoRo ships, respectively. A typical PCTC has a carrying capacity in
the range of 5,500 to 8,000 RT43. Here, RT43 is a capacity measure in the RoRo
business and corresponds to the size of a 1966 Toyota Corona. The world fleet
of RoRo ships consists of around 5,000 ships with a total capacity of more than
24 million deadweight tons (ISL, 2016).

The trades to be serviced in RoRo shipping are usually designed based on a large
number of contracts for transportation of cargo between the different port pairs
along a trade. Hence, trade routes are defined as transportation arrangements
from one geographical region to another, where the world is divided into a
number of geographical regions. Each trade route has a number of loading ports
in one region and a number of discharging ports in the other. In Figure 2.8, two
trade routes are illustrated by solid lines and the ports are shown as filled circles.
After a ship has sailed one voyage on a trade route it often needs to reposition
to start on the next one due to trade imbalances. This repositioning means
ballast sailing, i.e. sailing without cargo, which of course should be reduced as
much as possible. The ballast sailing between the two trade routes in Figure 2.8
is illustrated by a dashed line. Differences in contractual requirements and a
variety in the types of cargo transported on the various trade routes may restrict
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of two trade routes sailed in sequence, Oceania to Europe
and North to South America, with associated ballast sailing from Europe
to North America. World map by San Jose under a CC-BY-SA-3.0
license.

which vessels that can be assigned to a particular trade route, regarding both
capacity and vessel type.

Each trade route is sailed regularly, for example weekly, fortnightly, 3 times per
months, depending on demand and contractual obligations. Each sailing on a
trade route is called a voyage, and normally there is a time window for start
sailing a voyage. Due to contractual obligations, these voyages are mandatory
and must be covered either by a ship in the RoRo shipping company’s own
fleet or by a chartered ship. A RoRo shipping company owns and operates
a heterogeneous fleet of ships having different cargo capacities, sailing speed
ranges, and bunker consumption profiles, and serve a given set of trade routes.

Planning problems within RoRo shipping are far less studied in the OR literature
compared to container shipping. However, this segment has received increased
attention in the last decade. Pantuso et al. (2015) consider strategic planning
issues involving decisions regarding fleet size and mix. On the tactical planning
level, the fleet deployment problem consists of assigning ships in the fleet to
voyages that must be performed repeatedly on given trade routes. In addition
to the ship-voyage assignment, the results from fleet deployment are sailing
routes for the ships in the fleet, i.e. each ship is assigned a sequence of voyages
to perform, possibly with ballast (empty) sailing between the last port call of one
voyage and the first on the next. Fagerholt et al. (2009) present a mixed integer
programming model for the fleet deployment problem in RoRo shipping, and
Andersson et al. (2015) extend this model for a real fleet deployment problem
by including speed as a decision variable.
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Large RoRo shipping companies are well placed to offer end-to-end integrated
logistics services to car manufacturers engaged in international trade of vehicles.
The fleet deployment planning in RoRo shipping can achieve better results by
integrating inventory management of cargoes at ports where the cargo is pro-
duced and/or demanded. A few studies including fleet deployment and inventory
management in RoRo shipping exist to show the potential of combining these
planning tasks even though most RoRo shipping companies perform separate
planning today (Chandra et al., 2015, 2016; Dong et al., 2017).

The operations within RoRo shipping deviates from container shipping in sev-
eral ways as well as the cargo and vessels. In container shipping each vessel
is normally assigned to a single route, while in RoRo shipping a ship may sail
several trade routes during a planning horizon. Vessel classes instead of individ-
ual vessels are often considered in container shipping, while in RoRo shipping
a route for each ship is determined. This also means that in RoRo shipping
each trade route may be serviced by different ship types. Furthermore, there is
a great variation in when to start each voyage, as well as when and how often
to visit each port along the trade. Therefore, existing studies within fleet de-
ployment in RoRo shipping have used time windows for when each voyage along
each trade should start. This flexibility is in contrast to container shipping, as
each service is usually served on a strict weekly basis, and each voyage along
the trade visits all ports in the same order. Finally, transshipment rarely exist
in RoRo shipping in contrast to container shipping, and none of the relevant
RoRo studies includes this aspect.

2.1.4 Measuring and Calculating Transportation Emissions

The environmental effects associated with the maritime industry are becoming
a major concern. The large amount of pollution produced by container ves-
sels have not gone unnoticed, due to considerable emissions of various types of
pollutants such as SOx, NOx, PM and CO2. The International Maritime Or-
ganisation (IMO) is investigating the possibility of reducing these emissions by
establishing regulatory policies.

The maritime industry is an economy-dependent industry and the minimisation
of operational costs is paramount. As noted by Notteboom (2006), the price
of fossil fuels is one of the largest in maritime transportation. Ronen (2011)
estimates that the bunker cost makes up more than 75% of the total operating
cost of a vessel. The fuel cost is strongly related to the operating speed of the
vessels, where there exists an important trade-off. Based on this, the estimation
of greenhouse gases such as CO2 can be given by an energy-approach, which
can be obtained from the fuel consumption and an appropriate emission factor
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to convert carbon content of the fuel into CO2 emissions. These conversion
factors have been established by IMO according to the type of fuel used by the
container vessel (Smith et al., 2014). The default values are given on the basis
of gram CO2 per gram fuel, being 3.114 g CO2/g, for heavy fuel oil and 3.206
g CO2/g, for marine diesel and marine gas oils. An estimate ECO2ijv of the total
CO2 emissions for a vessel v ∈ V in a leg-trip between port i ∈ N and j ∈ N
can be obtained as:

E
CO2
ijv = αvzBz

[
gvzS
(svij
s∗v

)n
dij + gvzI bj

]
(2.2)

where Z is the set of bunker types, indexed by z, αvz is the corresponding
conversion factor for vessel v ∈ V according to the type of fuel z ∈ Z, Bz is the
bunker price of fuel type z ∈ Z, gvzS and gvzI is the fuel consumption of vessel
v ∈ V when sailing and idle at the port with bunker type z ∈ Z, respectively,
svij is the operational speed of the vessel between the ports, and s∗v is the design
speed of the vessel. The exponent n is usually approximated to be around 3,
meaning that the fuel consumption varies cubically with the speed (Stopford,
2009). Moreover, dij is the distance between the ports in nautical miles, and
bj is the berthing time. This estimate is a simple representation of how CO2
emissions can be calculated for its incorporation into a mathematical model.

Although sustainable maritime transportation is gaining more importance in
Operations Research, the literature is still very scarce. In the context of rout-
ing and scheduling, there are several papers dealing with green maritime trans-
portation. Kontovas (2014) presents different approaches that can be considered
when incorporating environmental dimensions: through the minimisation of to-
tal emissions, internalising the external cost of emissions and adding constraints
to limit the produced emissions. The author remarks that minimising fuel con-
sumption is not equivalent to minimise the total emissions, since vessels are
generally equipped with main and auxiliary engines, which usually use different
types of fuel. Another way to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions is to introduce
ECAs, which are predefined areas where vessels are not allowed to use fuels with
high sulphur content. Fagerholt et al. (2015) and Dithmer et al. (2017) present
mathematical formulations introducing these emission control regulations. In
the latter case, in a similar way as described in Kontovas (2014), the authors
also study the approach of internalising the external costs of emissions, making
possible to analyse the routing and scheduling of the services if a tax system is
implemented in the future.
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2.1.5 The LINER-LIB Test Instances

In order to make it easier to compare algorithms for liner shipping network de-
sign, Brouer et al. (2014a) introduced the LINER-LIB benchmark suite. The
test instances in LINER-LIB are based on real-life data from leading shipping
companies along with several other industry and public stakeholders. The
benchmark suite contains data on ports including port call cost, cargo han-
dling cost and draft restrictions, distances between ports considering draft and
canal traversal, vessel related data for capacity, cost, speed interval and bunker
consumption, and finally a commodity set with quantities, revenue, and maxi-
mal transit time. The commodity data is intended to reflect the differentiated
revenue associated with the current imbalance of world trade.

The LINER-LIB benchmark suite consists of seven instances described in Brouer
et al. (2014a) and is available at http://www.linerlib.org. The instances range
from smaller networks suitable for being solved by exact solution methods to
large scale instances spanning the globe. Table 2.1 gives an overview of these
instances.

Instance Category |N | |K| |V | min v max v
Baltic Single-hub 12 22 2 5 7
WestAfrica Single-hub 20 38 2 33 51
Mediterranean Multi-hub 39 369 3 15 25
Pacific Trade-Lane 45 722 4 81 119
AsiaEurope Trade-Lane 111 4,000 6 140 212
WorldSmall Multi-hub 47 1,764 6 209 317
WorldLarge Multi-hub 197 9,630 6 401 601

Table 2.1: The seven test instances included in LINER-LIB with indication of the
number of ports (|N |), the number of origin-destination pairs (|K|), the
number of vessel classes (|V |), the minimum (min v) and maximum num-
ber of vessels (max v) in each class.

Each of the instances can be used in a low, base, and high capacity case depend-
ing on the fleet of the instance. For the low capacity case the fleet quantity and
the weekly vessel costs are adjusted to fewer vessels with a higher vessel cost,
while for the high capacity case the adjustments are reversed.

Currently, most papers only report results for the base capacity case. Further-
more, most often only the six first instances are considered, with Krogsgaard
et al. (2018) being the only to report results for the WorldLarge instance.
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2.2 Overview of Models and Algorithms

Designing a liner shipping network is a difficult task, embracing several deci-
sions: Not only do we need to construct the individual services, but we should
also deploy vessels of the right size to each service and ensure that there is suf-
ficient capacity in the network to transport all containers from their origin to
their destinations. Designing the individual services is an NP-hard problem, as
proved in Brouer et al. (2014a). Furthermore, routing the containers through a
given network subject to time constraints for each container, can be recognised
as a time-constrained multi-commodity flow problem, which is also NP-hard
(Karsten et al., 2015).

The problem is further complicated by the fact that ports are often visited sev-
eral times in the same service. This is obviously the case for pendulum services
where a vessel is sailing back and forth along the same service, but multiple vis-
its to a port (typically a hub) often takes place to ensure that containers quickly
can be transshipped to other services. However, formulating the problem with
multiple visits to a port as a MIP model becomes more difficult.

Finally, one should notice that transshipment costs represent the majority of the
cost of routing the containers through the network according to Psaraftis and
Kontovas (2015). It is therefore important to carefully model which containers
might be transshipped and at which costs. This adds further complexity to the
problem, and makes a graph or MIP formulation huge and difficult to solve.

Algorithms for liner shipping network design can roughly be divided into the
following four groups:

• MIP-based algorithms. These algorithms are based on a unified MIP model
that designs services and flows containers through the resulting network.
In order to handle this task, two sets of variables are needed: Variables
to select arcs in a service, and variables to denote the flow on each arc.
If multiple visits to a node are allowed (butterfly nodes) then an addi-
tional index is needed to indicate the visit number at each node. Several
MIP-based models have been presented in the literature, including Álvarez
(2009), Reinhardt and Pisinger (2012), Plum et al. (2014a,b), and Wang
and Meng (2014).

• Two-stage algorithms. As the name suggests, these algorithms solve the
problem in two steps: Designing the services, and flowing containers
through the resulting network. Frequently, these algorithms contain a
feed-back mechanism, where output from the second-stage flow model is
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used as input to improve the services in the first stage. Successful applica-
tions of this approach include Agarwal and Ergun (2008), Álvarez (2009),
Brouer et al. (2014a,b), Mulder and Dekker (2014), Karsten et al. (2017a),
Thun et al. (2017), and Neamatian Monemi and Gelareh (2017).

• Subset of routes. Both Meng and Wang (2011a) and Balakrishnan and
Karsten (2017) suggest a heuristic method for generating a network by
having a list of candidate services as input. The idea behind these algo-
rithms is to use the experience from existing planners to design a large
number of promising candidate services. The algorithm then selects a sub-
set of the candidate services to form a network. Many shipping companies
and customers do not want the network to be completely restructured, in
which case proposing small variations to each service may be a sensible
method.

• Backbone flow. It can be difficult to design the individual services with-
out knowing how the containers will flow through the network. Hence,
another approach is to reverse the order of the subproblems in the two-
stage algorithms, and start by finding an initial flow (a so-called backbone
network) where cargo is flowed through a complete network with all con-
nections between ports available. The connections are priced such that
they are expensive at low loads and cheap at high loads, in order to make
the cargo gather at few connections. The initial flow can be seen as an
accomplishment of the physical internet (Montreuil, 2011) where point-to-
point transport has been replaced by multi-segment intermodal transport.
A successful application of the backbone network idea was presented in
Krogsgaard et al. (2018).

Many of the MIP-based algorithms can in principle solve the LSNDP to op-
timality. However, due to the intrinsic complexity, only small instances can
be solved to proven optimality within a reasonable time frame. The subset-of-
services based algorithms also solve the problem to optimality given that only
the proposed candidate services are valid. In practice, however, there may be
an exponential number of valid services, and we cannot expect to get all services
as input. The two-stage algorithms and backbone-network algorithms are both
heuristics, since they first solve one stage, and then optimise the second stage
with the first-stage decisions fixed.

Table 2.2 gives an overview of the most important papers that have presented
algorithms for the LSNDP. The papers are ordered according to year of publica-
tion. For each paper we indicate which variant of LSNDP is considered (transit
time constraints, transshipment costs, rejected demand, and speed optimisa-
tion). Moreover it is indicated which solution method is used, and whether
services are simple, butterfly, or general.
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It is generally seen that there is a large variation in which variant of the problem
authors consider, and a large spectrum of solution methods are being developed.
This somehow indicates that the LSNDP is still a quite young research area
under development. Moreover, most work on the LSNDP is tightly linked to
industrial applications, meaning that constraints and assumptions need to be
adjusted according to the setup of the industrial collaboration partners.
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2.3 Mixed Integer Programming Models

Numerous decisions must be taken when designing a service network, among
which the routing of containers, the fleet deployment and the service design
stand out. Defining a problem that correctly accounts for all these details in
real life is beyond the limited capacity of human planners. Therefore, the use
of complex decision support tools to design liner networks can be of great use.
In this section we present MIP and graph-based models to define the LSNDP.
Different formulations are briefly introduced to model the network design prob-
lem in liner shipping and a summary of the main mathematical formulations
proposed in the literature are presented under different assumptions.

2.3.1 Service formulation for LSNDP

In this section, a service formulation for the LSNDP is introduced, where the
set of all feasible services is defined in advance. This reduces the network design
problem to the selection of feasible services.

Let us begin with introducing a basic service formulation. We use the terminol-
ogy presented in Section 2.1.2 with the addition of the following definitions: Let
G = (N,A) be a directed graph. Define for each service s ∈ S and for each arc
(i, j) ∈ A, the associated capacity usij . Finally, let xksij be a continuous variable
denoting the amount of commodity k ∈ K transported by service s ∈ S on arc
(i, j) ∈ A, and ys a binary variable for the selection of service s ∈ S in the
network. Now, the service formulation of the LSNDP can be expressed as:

min
∑
s∈S

csys +
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

ckij
∑
s∈S

xksij (2.3a)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xksij −
∑
s∈S

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

xksji = ξki i ∈ N, k ∈ K (2.3b)

∑
k∈K

xksij ≤ usijys s ∈ S, (i, j) ∈ A (2.3c)

∑
s∈S

ms
vys ≤ mv v ∈ V (2.3d)

xksij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, s ∈ S (2.3e)

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S. (2.3f)
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The objective function (2.3a) minimises the total operational cost of the net-
work. The first term accounts for the fixed cost of the selected services, whereas
the second term constitutes the sailing cost of shipping the demand. Constraints
(2.3b) are the flow conservation constraints, and the flow of commodities on
the legs has to respect the capacity of the vessel deployed in the selected ser-
vice s ∈ S as formulated in constraints (2.3c). For each vessel class v ∈ V ,
constraints (2.3d) ensure that the number of deployed vessels on the selected
services using vessel class v ∈ V does not exceed the maximum availability mv.
Finally, the domain of the variables is defined in constraints (2.3e) and (2.3f).

The formulation allows to design networks considering only a subset of promis-
ing candidate services. Examples of papers using this formulation are Álvarez
(2009), Meng and Wang (2011a) and Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017).

For a better utilisation of the capacity of the vessels, the model can handle
the cargo rejection by defining extra continuous variables accounting for the
demand that is rejected by the liner company, and incurring a large penalty in
the objective function. Moreover, if we only consider simple services, additional
continuous variables fksi could be added to account for transshipments, denoting
the amount of commodity k ∈ K that is transshipped at port i ∈ N from service
s ∈ S. The following constraints (2.4) could be added to model transshipments.

fksi ≥
∑
j∈N
j 6=i

xksji − xksij i ∈ P \ {ok, dk}, k ∈ K, s ∈ S. (2.4)

Some of these approaches have been considered by Álvarez (2009), who studied
an LSNDP at the tactical level, considering the joint routing and deployment of
container vessels. The model includes many relevant parameters in the objective
function to correctly represent the operational cost of the selected services over
a tactical planning horizon, and it is one of the first formulation to consider
transshipments when designing the shipping network.

The formulation presented in this chapter is based on the set of all feasible
services, given as a combination of a vessel class, an operating speed and a route
structure. Therefore, it is possible to accommodate services that are proposed
externally by the planners as well as services generated internally by a solution
algorithm, meaning that any type of non-simple services, i.e. services that visit
one or more ports several times during a service round, can be considered in
the service set S. However, the model is unable to accurately calculate the
transshipment cost of non-simple services. Finally, the model considers the
fleet deployment of the available fleet, defining integer variables that control the
amount of vessels deployed for a chosen service.
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As the size of the problem increases, the number of feasible services in the
problem grows exponentially, making the model intractable to solve. Álvarez
(2009) proposes a tabu search algorithm combined with a column generation
procedure to solve a case study with up to 120 ports.

2.3.2 Arc formulation for LSNDP

The main problem with a service-based formulation is that generating all ser-
vices S is non-trivial, due to the high number of combinatorial possibilities.
Therefore, an alternative compact formulation is introduced in this section,
which is based on an arc formulation. We are no longer considering a set S of
predefined services, but instead let Sv be an index set for the services of vessel
class v ∈ V , indexed by s.

We first present a basic mathematical model based on arc formulation. We
again use the notation presented in Section 2.1.2, with small extensions. Let
G = (N,A) be a directed graph. Let xksij be a continuous variable denoting the
flow of commodity k ∈ K on arc (i, j) ∈ A by service s ∈ Sv, which is operated
by vessel class v ∈ V , and ysij a binary variable for the selection of arc (i, j) ∈ A
in service s ∈ Sv. The binary variable γsi is equal to 1 if port i ∈ N is the
hub port in service s ∈ Sv. Moreover, we define τsi as a continuous variable
representing the time of departure of service s ∈ Sv from port i ∈ N , and ws as
an integer variable indicating the number of vessels from class v ∈ V needed to
maintain the weekly frequency of service s ∈ Sv. Then, the arc formulation of
the LSNDP can be expressed as follows:

min
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Sv

cvws +
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Sv

∑
(i,j)∈A

cvijy
s
ij

+
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

ckij
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Sv

xksij (2.5a)

s.t.
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Sv

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xksij

−
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Sv

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

xksji = ξki i ∈ N, k ∈ K (2.5b)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

ysij −
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

ysji = 0 i ∈ N, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5c)
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∑
i∈N

γsi = 1 v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5d)

∑
k∈K

xksij ≤ uvysij (i, j) ∈ A, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5e)

τsj ≥ (τsi + tvij + bj)(1− γsj )ysij i, j ∈ N, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5f)∑
(i,j)∈A

(tsij + bj)y
s
ij ≤ 24 · 7 · ws v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5g)

∑
s∈Sv

ws ≤ mv v ∈ V (2.5h)

xksij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5i)

ysij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5j)

ws ∈ Z+ v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5k)

τsi ≥ 0 i ∈ N, v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv (2.5l)

The objective function (2.5a) minimises the cost of deploying the vessels and
designing the services, and the cost of transporting the containers through the
network. The flow conservation constraints for the cargo variables are given
in constraints (2.5b), whereas the flow conservation constraints for the routing
variables are given in constraints (2.5c). Constraints (2.5d) ensure that there is
only a single hub port for each service. The flow of cargo on an arc (i, j) ∈ A
cannot exceed the capacity uv of a vessel class, as expressed in (2.5e). If the
service does not use a given arc in the graph, i.e. ysij = 0, then the capacity is
zero. The time schedule constraints for the routing variables are given by the
time variables in constraints (2.5f). Note that it is necessary to linearise these
constraints, as they are non-linear. Moreover, these constraints also ensure the
elimination of sub-tours when designing the liner network. The weekly frequency
of the services and the deployment of the fleet are expressed by constraints
(2.5g). The availability of the fleet is limited by constraints (2.5h). Finally, the
domain of the variables is defined by constraints (2.5i)-(2.5l).

This model is a simple representation of the arc formulation for the LSNDP, and
it is a fairly easy adaptation of a variant of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
(Toth and Vigo, 2015). However, this model can be extended to incorporate the
various constraints and considerations encountered in liner shipping.
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2.3.2.1 An arc formulation with butterfly services

As argued by Agarwal and Ergun (2008), transshipment is the core of liner ship-
ping. Hence, these operations should not be ignored when designing the shipping
network. Reinhardt and Pisinger (2012) extend the literature by proposing a
MIP model based on an arc-flow formulation, where the network design and
fleet assignment are combined. The model can handle butterfly services as well
as account for the transshipment cost in the butterfly nodes.

Next follows a description of this model, adapted to the notation presented in
the Section 2.1.2, with small extensions. Let G = (N,A) be a directed graph.
Due to the heterogeneous fleet considered by the authors, the set V defines the
set of vessels, instead of the set of vessel classes. Therefore, we consider each
vessel v ∈ V to belong to its own vessel class.

The design of the network is modelled with the binary variables yvij for the util-
isation of an arc (i, j) ∈ A in the service for vessel v ∈ V . Similarly, as proposed
by Miller et al. (1960), positive integer variables evij are defined for enumerating
the arcs used in the vessel service and avoid subtours in services. The binary
variables γvi and zvij identify, respectively, the unique center-point, i.e. the but-
terfly node in the vessel service, and allow the possibility of identifying the first
and last arc visiting the butterfly node. These variables are used for modelling
the transshipment of cargo in butterfly nodes.

The routing of containers through the network is modelled with continuous
variables xkvij , and extra continuous variables are defined for the transshipment
of containers in intermediate ports within the same service. Let the continuous
variables fkvj define the amount of commodity k ∈ K transshipped by vessel
v ∈ V at port j ∈ N , while the continuous variables fkvjih denote the amount
of commodity k ∈ K, arriving at port i ∈ N through arc (j, i) ∈ A, in vessel
v ∈ V , not leaving in arc (i, h) ∈ A.

Let tmax be the length of the time horizon. The deployment of a vessel is
controlled by the binary variable λv, whereas the continuous variables τv limit
the service length of the vessels. Then, the arc-flow model can be defined as:

min
∑
k∈K

∑
(i,j)∈A

ckij
∑
v∈V

xkvij +
∑
k∈k

∑
i∈N

cTik
∑
v∈V

fkvi +
∑
v∈V

cvλv (2.6a)

s.t.
∑
v∈V

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

xkvij −
∑
v∈V

∑
j:(j,i)∈A

xkvji = ξki i ∈ N, k ∈ K (2.6b)
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fkvi ≥
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

xkij −
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

xkji k ∈ K, i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6c)

fkvi ≥
∑
j∈N

∑
h∈N

∑
v∈V

fkvjih −M1(1− γvi ) k ∈ K, i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6d)

fjih ≥ xkvji − xkvih
−M2(2− yvji − yvih + zvji + zvih) k ∈ K, j, i, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6e)

fjih ≥ xkvji − xkvih
−M3(4− zvji − zvih − yvji − yvih) k ∈ K, j, i, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6f)∑
i∈N

γvi = 1 v ∈ V (2.6g)

∑
(i,j)∈A

zvij = 2 v ∈ V (2.6h)

γvi −
∑

j:(i,j)∈A

zvij ≤ 0 i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6i)

γvi −
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

zvji ≤ 0 i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6j)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

yvij −
∑

j:(j,i)∈A

yvji = 0 i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6k)

∑
j:(i,j)∈A

yvij − γvi ≤ 1 i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6l)

evji − evih
+M4(yvih + yvji − 2− zvji − zvih) ≤ −1 i, j, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6m)

yvij − λv ≤ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, v ∈ V (2.6n)

τv ≤ tmax v ∈ V (2.6o)

τv =
∑

(i,j)∈A

yvij(t
v
ij + bj) v ∈ V (2.6p)

tmax
τv

uvy
v
ij ≥

∑
k∈K

xkvij (i, j) ∈ A, v ∈ V (2.6q)

zvij , y
v
ij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, v ∈ V (2.6r)

fkvjih ≥ 0 k ∈ K, j, i, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6s)

fkvj ≥ 0 k ∈ K, j ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6t)

evij ∈ Z+ i, j ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6u)
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xkvij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, v ∈ V (2.6v)

γvi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.6w)

λv ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V (2.6x)

τv ≥ 0 v ∈ V (2.6y)

The objective function (2.6a) minimises the total cost of transporting the cargo
through the network, the transshipment costs of the demand in butterfly nodes,
and the associated cost for deploying the vessels. Furthermore, the flow conser-
vation constraints (2.6b) ensure that all demand is satisfied. Constraints (2.6c)
account for the amount of containers transshipped in intermediate ports; how-
ever, if the corresponding service is non-simple, the model requires constraints
(2.6d)-(2.6f) for updating the commodities transshipped by the same vessel in
butterfly services. Constraints (2.6g)-(2.6j) are used to handle butterfly services.
Constraints (2.6g) identify the unique butterfly node for the vessel service and
constraints (2.6h)-(2.6j) find the adjacent arcs corresponding to the first or last
visit to the butterfly node of the vessel service. Moreover, constraints (2.6k) are
the flow conservation constraints for the network design of the vessel service,
and constraints (2.6l) control the number of times a vessel visits the butterfly
node in a service. In addition, constraints (2.6m) use the previous information
for correctly enumerating the order in which the vessel traverses the arcs in the
vessel service. Additionally, the fleet deployment is controlled by constraints
(2.6n), and the corresponding service length is computed in constraints (2.6o)
and (2.6p). As first introduced in Agarwal and Ergun (2008), the service length
is included in the capacity constraints (2.6q). However, the model does not
require weekly departures for all ports. The inclusion of time for the service in
the calculation of the capacity, results in a non-linear model. Therefore, it is
necessary to linearise the corresponding constraints (2.6q) together with (2.6o)-
(2.6p) in order to obtain a MIP formulation. Finally, constraints (2.6r)-(2.6y)
define the domains of the decision variables.

The high number of details in the previous model allows the representation of
a fairly realistic problem, making possible to design efficient services, and to
reduce the overall operational costs. Nonetheless, it can easily be seen that the
compact model is computationally hard to solve. The model presents several
“big-M” constraints, which produce a very weak relaxation. Techniques such
as Branch-and-Bound provide large integrality gaps and poor bounds. The au-
thors propose a Branch-and-Cut algorithm to solve this problem, as the method
has presented good results for the VRP and other transportation network de-
sign problems. The idea is to solve the previous relaxed problem without the
transshipment constraints, (2.6d)-(2.6f), and the connectivity constraints (2.6h)-
(2.6j) and (2.6m) in butterfly nodes and then, gradually add cuts to the for-
mulation when those constraints are violated. Hence, the authors distinguish
between two types of cuts; the connectivity cuts and the transshipment cuts.
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The connectivity cuts are inspired by Fischetti et al. (1997) and have been
modified to handle butterfly services. Let S be a subset of ports. Then, the
connectivity cuts are defined for each vessel v ∈ V , for any non-empty subset S
of ports, and for any pair of ports such as k ∈ S and l 6∈ S as follows:

∑
i,j∈S

yvij ≤
∑
h∈N

∑
g∈S\{k}

yvhg + γvk −
∑
e∈N

yvel + γvl + 1 v ∈ V, ∅ ⊂ S ⊂ N,

k ∈ S, l ∈ N \ S (2.7)

These cuts prevent the service of a given vessel v ∈ V to be disconnected.
Otherwise, if the service is connected, the previous constraints (2.7) must hold.
The cuts ensure that the number of arcs contained in the subset S has to be
smaller or equal to the difference between the sum of the arcs for the vessel
service with an end-point in the subset S \ {k} and the sum of the arcs in the
vessel service with an end-point in port l ∈ N \ S, and plus one. Moreover, for
butterfly services, the right-hand side of the constraints need to be extended
to identify if either port k or l is the butterfly node within the service. If a
subset S is identified such as the previous constraint is violated, it means that
the service operated by vessel v ∈ V is not connected and the corresponding
cuts are added to the model.

Next, we present the transshipment cuts. As transshipments of containers can
only occur in the port identified as the butterfly node of the service, the trans-
shipment cuts are only defined for butterfly services. Given a vessel v ∈ V , we
first identify if the corresponding service is a butterfly service or not. Then, we
define B(A) as the set of butterfly services on the set of arcs A, A as a subset
of arcs for a butterfly service in B(A), and yv(A) as the number of arcs sailed
by the corresponding vessel v ∈ V in the set A. Moreover, let T ((j, i),A) be
the simple tour of A in which the arc (j, i) is located. Hence, the transshipment
cut can be constructed as:

zvji + zvih + 2(|A| − yv(A)) ≥ 2 v ∈ V, (j, i), (i, h) ∈ A ∈ B(A),

T ((j, i),A) 6= T ((i, h),A) (2.8)

The transshipment cuts (2.8) are defined for each vessel v ∈ V and pair of arcs
in the subset A not belonging to the same simple tour of A, as represented by
T ((j, i),A) 6= T ((i, h),A). The previous cuts make sure that if all arcs in the set
A are sailed in the service operated by vessel v ∈ V , then the arcs (j, i) and (i, h)
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belong to different loops. When a set of arcs A representing a butterfly service
is identified violating the previous constraints, the previous transshipment cut
is added to the model together with the following constraints:

fkvi ≥
∑
j,h∈N

∑
v∈V

fkvjih −M1(1− γvi ) k ∈ K, i ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.9)

fjih ≥ xkvji − xkvih
−M2(2− yvji − yvih + zvji + zvih) k ∈ K, j, i, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.10)

fjih ≥ xkvji − xkvih
−M3(4− zvji − zvih − yvji − yvih) k ∈ K, j, i, h ∈ N, v ∈ V (2.11)

The cuts are found through a separation algorithm based on depth-first search,
and the first found violated cut is added to the formulation. The paper presented
by Reinhardt and Pisinger (2012) is the first paper studying exact methods for
liner shipping with transshipment operations and butterfly services. However, it
cannot solve real-life problems from LINER-LIB. Despite this, it gives promising
results for small liner shipping network design problems such as feeder services,
and computational results are provided for randomly generated instances of up
to 15 ports.

2.3.3 Modelling complex-structures for services

The majority of models for LSNDP are defined using an arc formulation. How-
ever, this formulation can be problematic when formulating non-simple services,
as it requires the inclusion of many extra variables in the model as seen in Rein-
hardt and Pisinger (2012). In this section, we briefly present some modelling
approaches for modelling non-simple structures for the services.

2.3.3.1 Port-call formulation for LSNDP

The general idea of this formulation is to define services as a sequence of port-
calls. This is done in order to handle non-simple services, because it better
reflects how services are designed in practice. By defining these sequences, it is
possible to distinguish between multiple calls to the same port during the same
service.
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Figure 2.9: Example of a asymmetric service with five ports with the outbound-
inbound principle.

Plum et al. (2014a) propose a new mathematical formulation based on a service
formulation, where the set of all services S is defined a-priori. This formulation
defines service flow variables to model how containers are transported within
and between services. The model makes use of a number of continuous flow
variables that represent the amount of cargo that is transported on a given leg
of a service. Similarly, extra continuous flow variables are defined for accounting
for the amount of cargo from and to a port in a given leg of a service. In this
way, the service flow can be used to model the transshipment of cargo, and
correctly accounting for the transshipment costs. Furthermore, this formulation
allows cargo rejection by imposing a penalty in the objective function. The
model moreover imposes the services to have weekly frequency, while limiting
the fleet deployment according to the available fleet. Finally, the authors define
the objective function to maximize the profit of the transported cargo, while
minimising the operational cost of the services and handling costs of cargo.

The problem is proved to be NP-hard by reduction from the TSP, and the
authors report promising solutions for the two smallest LINER-LIB instances
using CPLEX. However, due to the large number of constraints and decision
variables, the optimal solutions are not achieved.

2.3.3.2 Outbound-inbound principle

The geographical distribution of ports and coastal lands may limit the structure
of services. In the case that ports follow a natural sequence, it may be convenient
to define services following a so-called “outbound-inbound principle”, i.e. each
service goes back and forth along this natural sequence of ports. These services
are similar to pendulum services; however, they may be asymmetric, as some
ports can be omitted in each direction, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.

Wang and Meng (2014) study the LSNDP with services following this structure
and incorporate transit time constraints. However, transshipments between
services are excluded in this approach, as they are less significant when working
with this kind of services. The proposed model is mixed-integer, non-linear and
non-convex and it both designs the service network, as well as determines the
cargo flow through the network, while considering a limited fleet.
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The demand is allowed to be split between different services, and the model uses
continuous variables, representing the amount of containers flowing through the
arcs. Moreover, the model enforces maximum transit times, between each pair
of nodes, and containers cannot be served by a service which uses more than this
maximum time, to get from the containers origin to their destination. Finally,
the model defines the port times as a functions of the number of containers
handled at the ports and the services ire enforced to have weekly frequencies.

The problem is proved to be strongly NP-hard by reduction from the Bin Pack-
ing Problem. To handle the non-linearities, as well as making the problem more
tractable, Wang and Meng (2014) describe a column generation based algorith-
mic scheme to solve it. The approach efficiently finds high-quality solutions
that can help planners to design better liner shipping networks. The algorithm
is tested on instances consisting of 12 ports and 3 vessels classes. However, the
comparison with exact solutions is studied with instances having 7 ports, as
CPLEX is able to find the optimal solution in these cases.

2.3.3.3 Layer-network for complex services structures

Thun et al. (2017) propose a new mathematical formulation for the LSNDP
where all kinds of service-structures are allowed, i.e. each port in the service
can be visited several times. The authors present an approach where the gen-
eration of services is separated from the fleet deployment and the coordination
of services, which is carried out following a Column Generation approach. The
innovative feature about this modeling is given by the way in which the network
is defined for creating the services.

The master problem is responsible for coordinating the services, which are
known, and a service is given as a sequence of ports, a vessel type and a number
of assigned vessels. Additionally, the set of possible delivery patterns for each
service is defined, where information about the amount of cargo loaded and un-
loaded in the ports is provided. However, this set can be very large, and the
model allows any convex combination of generated delivery patterns, as long as
they add up to an integer number of delivery patterns for each service. The
master problem is defined with decision variables for the selection of a service
with a demand pattern, subject to the constraints that all demand must be
transported, respecting the availability of the fleet, while minimising the cost
associated to the selected services.

As mentioned above, the generation of the entire set of services can be quite
time-consuming. Therefore, Thun et al. (2017) propose a sub-problem for each
vessel type for finding new services and delivery patterns.
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Figure 2.10: Visual representation of the layer-network with four ports and L lay-
ers.

To allow complex route structures, the services are modelled using a multi-layer
graph, where each layer is a complete sub-graph containing exactly one copy
of each port. The layers are then connected with edges between the nodes
representing the same port. This way, a port can be visited multiple times, but
in different layers, while keeping the benefits from working with simple routes
in the extended network. A similar approach, to use a multi-layered graph to
model complex services, was also earlier used by Guericke and Tierney (2015).
A graphical representation of the network can be seen in Figure 2.10. Using this
network, the sub-problem is then to create the services with minimum reduced
cost, satisfying constraints on speed and sailing time. An arc formulation is
used to model these sub-problems, where the flow of the cargo is controlled with
continuous variables, taking into account the amount of transshipped cargo from
other services.

It can easily be observed that the complexity of the sub-problem increases with
the number of layers, and Thun et al. (2017) impose a limitation of two lay-
ers. This is a realistic limitation, as a service seldom visit a port more than
twice. Hence, the sub-problem allows the creation of both simple, butterfly and
pendulum services. The problem is solved to integer optimality using Branch-
and-Price.

In each node of the tree, the feasibility of the solution is verified with respect
to the integrality restriction of the convex combination of the delivery patterns.
If integrality does not hold, the tree is branched by stages. In the first stage
of the branching, an integer number of assigned vessels is searched for. Once it
is obtained, the second stage similarly branches in the number of visits to each
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port for each of the vessel classes. Finally, in the third stage, the branching is
applied on the total number of time the vessels of a certain type sails between
two ports. Although this branching is usually sufficient, fractional solutions
can still be obtained with respect to the number of vessels deployed on a ser-
vice. Consequently, a second stage arc-branching can be applied, branching on
the total number of times vessels of a certain class sails between ports on two
consecutive voyages.

The algorithm is tested in small instances of between 5 and 7 ports, presenting
between 7 and 14 demands, and is compared with cases where the structure
of the services is limited. The authors present results showing that when con-
sidering more complex service structures, solutions with better cost-effective
networks can be obtained.

2.4 Two-stage Algorithms

The LSNDP consists of two tightly interrelated problems — the vessel service
network design and the container flow problem. One of the most successful
approaches so far for finding good solutions to the LSNDP has been to use
heuristics exploiting this two-tier structure.

The idea, in general, is to first generate a set of services for the vessels and
then to solve the container flow problem, given the set of services. It is then
common to use information from the container flow to update the services. This
way a feedback loop is created, iteratively improving the services and solving
the container flow. The different frameworks, in which this has been used,
range from column generation and Bender’s decomposition (Agarwal and Ergun
(2008)) to various matheuristics (Álvarez (2009), Brouer et al. (2014b)). This
section will discuss some of those methods. Various versions of the LSNDP will
be featured, both with and without transshipment costs, transit time constraints
and rejection of demand.

2.4.1 The Container Flow Problem

Before introducing two-stage algorithms, let us briefly discuss the container flow
problem, which is the lower tier problem in the LSNDP two-tier structure. In
general, for a given set of services, the container flow problem reduces to a
multi-commodity flow problem (MCFP) with fractional flows allowed.
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In addition to the notation defined in Section 2.1.2, we need an additional
parameter: to each arc (i, j) ∈ A define its corresponding flow capacity, uij . The
arc set A and its corresponding costs ckij and capacities uij are defined by the
vessel services, designed in the upper-tier problem. Also, let xkij be a continuous
variable denoting the flow of commodity k ∈ K through arc (i, j) ∈ A. The
MCFP can then be expressed as:

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

∑
k∈K

ckijx
k
ij (2.12a)

s.t.
∑

j∈N :(i,j)∈A

xkij −
∑

j∈N :(j,i)∈A

xkji = ξki i ∈ N, k ∈ K (2.12b)

∑
k∈K

xkij ≤ uij (i, j) ∈ A (2.12c)

xkij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K. (2.12d)

Here, the objective (2.12a) minimises the total cost. Constraints (2.12b) are the
flow conservation constraints, constraints (2.12c) are the capacity constraints,
and constraints (2.12d) define the domain of the variables xkij .

When fractional flows are allowed, the MCFP is solvable in polynomial time.
For larger instances, it is, however, still computationally demanding. As the
model generally has to be solved a multitude of times in the presented two-tier
solutions to the LSNDP, efficient solution methods to the MCFP are essential.

One of the most common solution approaches is to exploit its block-angular
constraints matrix and apply Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition (Ahuja et al. (1993);
Karsten et al. (2015)). The problem should first be reformulated as a path-flow
formulation, where the goal is to allocate the commodities to a number of flow
paths from the commodities’ origins to their destinations, while respecting the
capacity constraints on the arcs. Let P k be the set of all paths for commodity
k ∈ K, from ok to dk, and let P ka be the set of paths for commodity k ∈ K,
which uses arc a ∈ A. Then we define

Pa =
⋃
k∈K

P ka ,

to be the set of all paths going through arc a ∈ A. For each path, p ∈ P k, for
commodity k ∈ K, define its cost ckp =

∑
a∈A:p∈Pka

cka, and a corresponding de-
cision variable fkp , deciding the flow through path p. The path-flow formulation
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can then be expressed as:

min
∑
k∈K

∑
p∈Pk

ckpf
k
p (2.13a)

s.t.
∑
p∈Pk

fkp = ξkok k ∈ K (2.13b)

∑
p∈Pa

fkp ≤ ua a ∈ A (2.13c)

fkp ≥ 0 k ∈ K, p ∈ P k. (2.13d)

The objective function (2.13a) minimises the cost. Constraints (2.13b) ensure
that all commodities are delivered and constraints (2.13c) assert that the arc
capacity cannot be exceeded. Lastly, constraints (2.13d) define the domain for
the variables.

The path formulation has a very large number of variables, but generally, only
a few of them are needed for the optimal solution. Using column generation,
the problem can be restricted to only consider a limited amount of paths for
each commodity and new paths can then be generated dynamically. In this way,
the path formulation can generally be solved faster than the arc formulation,
described earlier. The path formulation makes it relatively easy to implement
transit time constraints as they can be handled in the pricing problem.

2.4.2 Matheuristics Methods for the LSNDP

While the lower-tier container flow problem is solvable in polynomial time (when
no transit time constraints are imposed), the upper-tier service selection prob-
lem is NP-hard, and just calculating the objective value of a given solution,
demands solving the container flow problem. This makes the service selection
problem difficult to solve to optimality and instead several matheuristics have
been developed to find good solutions to larger instances. A matheuristic is a
method that employs heuristics together with methods from linear and integer
programming. In the case of the LSNDP, the most common procedure is to use
linear programming (LP) tools to solve the MCFP and then various heuristics
to update the vessel services.

The first two-stage algorithms for liner shipping network design were presented
by Agarwal and Ergun (2008), that solved the simultaneous ship scheduling
and cargo routing problem (SSSCRP) with a column generation and a Bender’s
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decomposition heuristic. As the name implies, they also took the ship scheduling
into account which has been more or less neglected since. They did not, however,
account for transshipment costs. The column generation heuristic was designed
such that the cargo routing was solved in the master problem, and the dual
variables were then utilised to generate and choose new services for the vessels.
Once no more services with negative reduced cost could be found, they used
the generated columns to find an integer solution using branch-and-bound. In
the Bender’s decomposition heuristic, the container flow problem was solved in
the subproblem to add optimality cuts for the service generation in the master
problem. In both cases they found it most efficient to generate new services
using a labelling algorithm. They reported good results for instances of up to
20 ports and 100 vessels.

Another prominent approach was presented by Álvarez (2009), who used a
matheuristic which perturbed the services with a tabu-search scheme, solved
the container flow problem using an interior point method, and generated new
services from the dual variables from the container flow solutions. Álvarez’s
model included transshipment costs and also allowed for butterfly services. The
moves considered in the tabu-search for the services are deletion, change in ves-
sel speed, and change in number of vessels assigned. To guide the search, from
the solution of the commodity flow, he checked which services are under/over
utilised and added/removed vessels and increased/decreased speed, where nec-
essary. The paper presents computational results for up to 100 available vessels
and 120 ports.

Another tabu-search approach was presented by Brouer et al. (2015) and was
later improved upon by Karsten et al. (2017a), by adding time-constraints for
the commodities. As it is computationally costly to solve the full cargo flow
problem, both papers instead developed a method to estimate the impact of
a change in the service structure. Their solution method is then based on an
improvement heuristic, first presented by Archetti and Speranza (2014), where
an integer program is solved to update the current services, in each iteration.

Here follows a brief description of the algorithm from Brouer et al. (2015). The
algorithm is initialised by using a greedy knapsack heuristic to generate an
initial set of services. The change in revenue and time by including or excluding
ports from the current services is estimated by solving a set of shortest path
problems. In addition to the notation from the Section 2.1.2, let Ns be the set
of ports and let τs be the time length of a service s ∈ S. Let ∆R+

is (∆R−
is ) be the

estimated revenue change and ∆T+
is (∆T−

is ) be the estimated duration change
from including (excluding) port i ∈ N in (from) service s ∈ S. Also, let η+

s (η−s )
be the maximum number of inclusions (removals) allowed and let N̄s denote the
set of ports which can be included. Let m̂v denote the number of free vessels of
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class v ∈ V , such that
m̂v = mv −

∑
s∈S

ms
v.

Lastly, let us define the binary variables x+
is and x−is, controlling the inclusion

and removal, respectively, of port i ∈ N from service s ∈ S, and the integer
variables ζs, denoting the number of vessels to add/subtract from service s ∈ S.
For each service s ∈ S, with corresponding vessel class v ∈ V , we define the
following integer program:

max
∑
i∈Ns

∆R+
is x+

is +
∑
i∈N̄s

∆R−
is x−is − cvζs (2.14a)

s.t. τs +
∑
i∈Ns

∆T+
is x+

is +
∑
i∈N̄s

∆T−
is x−is ≤ 24 · 7 · (ms

v + ζs) (2.14b)

ζs ≤ m̂v (2.14c)∑
i∈N̄s

x+
is ≤ η

+
s (2.14d)

∑
i∈Ns

x−is ≤ η
−
s (2.14e)

∑
j∈Li

x−js ≤ |Li|(1− x
+
is) i ∈ N̄s (2.14f)

∑
j∈Li

x−js ≤ |Li|(1− x
−
is) i ∈ Ns (2.14g)

x+
is ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ N̄s, x−is ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ Ns, ζs ∈ Z. (2.14h)

Here, the objective (2.14a) maximises the increase in revenue. Constraint
(2.14b) ensures that there is enough vessels assigned to keep the weekly fre-
quency, and constraint (2.14c) says that no more than the number of free ves-
sels can be added to the service. Constraints (2.14d) and (2.14e) set a limit on
the number of insertions and removals, while (2.14f) and (2.14g) prevent cer-
tain combinations of insertions and removals. Constraints (2.14d)–(2.14g) are
defined to limit the amount of changes which can be applied, as the revenue
and time change estimates are made for one or a few changes and deteriorates
rapidly when multiple changes are applied. The sets Li are defined such that if
a new port call is to be inserted in between two ports, then neither of those are
allowed to be removed, and if inserting a new port means that a new commodity
is transported, then the origin and destination nodes, of this commodity, are
not allowed to be removed. Lastly, (2.14h) define the domain of the variables.
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The algorithm works such that each service, one by one, is updated according
to the solution of the above defined mixed integer problem. Then, the MCFP is
solved to update the total revenue, and the effect of new changes is once again
estimated with the shortest path procedure. To diversify the solutions, in every
tenth iteration the services with lowest utilisation are removed and new services
are created using the greedy creation heuristic. Brouer et al. (2015) report
satisfactory solutions for 6 out of 7 instances from the LINER-LIB benchmark
set where the largest solved instance, WorldSmall, contains 47 ports and 317
available vessels.

2.5 Subset of Routes

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) suggest a method for generating a network by
selecting a subset of sailing services from an initial pool of candidate services
given by expert planners in advance. The problem is therefore reduced from
service design to service selection. Limits on the number of transshipments for
each container are included in the model and rejection of demand is allowed.
This profit maximising problem is denoted the Liner Service Planning (LSP)
problem.

We extend the basic notation from Section 2.1.2 to include As as the set of
sailing arcs associated with each candidate service s ∈ S. Each arc a ∈ As
represents the part of a ship’s itinerary between two successive ports on the
service route. Associated with each service s ∈ S is also a cost cs and for each
arc a ∈ As a capacity ua. It is allowed to split the flow of each commodity and a
penalty cost ckR per container is used to penalise rejected demand of commodity
k ∈ K.

Given a commodity’s route, a sub-path is defined as the part of the route in
which the containers travel on a single service. If this part is from port i ∈ N
to port j ∈ N on service s ∈ S, the sub-path is denoted 〈i, j, s〉. The set Hs

denotes the full set of sub-paths for service s ∈ S, i.e. the set contains one sub-
path 〈i, j, s〉 for each combination of ports i ∈ N and j ∈ N included in service
s ∈ S. These sub-paths are used to introduce an augmented multi-commodity
flow network in order to incorporate the limits on the number of transshipments
and their associated costs. This modelling approach falls somewhere between
the two more traditional modelling approaches of either using arc-flow, i.e. flow
over sailing edges, or path-flows, i.e. flow over origin-to-destination paths.

The augmented network contains one node for each port and one link for each
sub-path of each service. The sub-path structure also extends to more complex
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routes, e.g., butterfly routes. Asij denote the set of sailing arcs of service s ∈ S
included in sub-path 〈i, j, s〉. The cost of routing one container of commodity
k ∈ K on sub-path 〈i, j, s〉 is denoted ckijs. Finally, rk denote the maximum
allowed number of sub-paths on which commodity k ∈ K can travel. Note that
rk must be one larger than the maximum permitted number of transshipments
to enforce this constraint.

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) present a multi-commodity model based on
flows along sub-paths in the augmented network. The binary variable ys is equal
to 1 if service s ∈ S is selected, and 0 otherwise. The flow of commodity k ∈ K
using sub-path 〈i, j, s〉 as the hth stage is defined by the variable xhkijs for s ∈ S,
〈i, j, s〉 ∈ As, and h = 1, 2, . . . , rk. Finally, zk is equal to the unmet demand
(number of containers) for commodity k ∈ K.

The LSP problem can then be described by the following mixed-integer program:

min
∑
s∈S

csys +
∑
k∈K

∑
s∈S

∑
〈i,j,s〉∈As

rk∑
h=1

ckijsx
hk
ijs +

∑
k∈K

cRk zk (2.15a)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

∑
〈ok,j,s〉∈Hs

x1k
okjs

+ zk = qk ∀k ∈ K, (2.15b)

rk∑
h=1

∑
s∈S

∑
〈j,dk,s〉∈Hs

xhkjdks + zk = qk ∀k ∈ K, (2.15c)

∑
s∈S

∑
i:〈i,j,s〉∈Hs

xhkijs −
∑
s∈S

∑
l:〈j,l,s〉∈Hs

xh+1,k
jls = 0 ∀k ∈ K, j ∈ N \ {ok, dk},

h = 1, . . . , rk − 1,
(2.15d)∑

k∈K

rk∑
h=1

∑
〈i,j,s〉∈Hs:a∈Asij

xhkijs ≤ uays ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ As (2.15e)

∑
s∈S

ms
vys ≤ mv ∀v ∈ V, (2.15f)

xhkijs ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K, s ∈ S, 〈i, j, s〉 ∈ Hs,

h = 1, . . . , rk, (2.15g)

zk ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K, (2.15h)

ys ∈ {0, 1} ∀s ∈ S. (2.15i)
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The objective function (2.15a) minimises total cost comprised of fixed costs for
the selected services, the cost of transporting commodities along each sub-path,
and finally the penalties incurred for rejected demand. By including penal-
ties, the problem is formulated as a cost minimisation problem as opposed to a
profit maximisation problem where ckR would instead represent the revenue for
transporting one unit of commodity k ∈ K.

Constraints (2.15b) and (2.15c) ensure that the flow of each commodity k ∈ K
is assigned to sub-paths incident to the corresponding origin port ok and the
destination port dk. They also ensure that the flow out of the origin port in
combination with the unmet demand for commodity k ∈ K adds up to the total
demand for commodity k ∈ K. Constraints (2.15d) are flow-balancing con-
straints for intermediate ports. Together with constraints (2.15b) and (2.15c),
these constraints ensure that for each commodity k ∈ K, the demand, minus any
unmet demand, will arrive at the destination port using at most rk sub-paths,
i.e. fulfilling the constraint on a maximum number of transshipments.

Constraints (2.15e) impose capacity constraints on the sailing arcs and ensure
that only sub-paths from the selected services are used. Constraints (2.15f)
ensure that no more than the available vessels are used. Finally, constraints
(2.15g)-(2.15i) impose non-negativity and binary restrictions on the respective
decision variables.

The LSP model formulation is flexible enough to allow incorporation of several
practical container routing issues such as cabotage rules, regional policies and
embargoes. The incorporation of many of these constraints can be handled dur-
ing preprocessing simply by removing sub-paths that are no longer permitted.

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) show that the LSP problem is NP-hard. A
problem reduction procedure to eliminate or combine variables is outlined and
valid inequalities for increasing the lower bounds of its LP relaxation are de-
scribed.

2.5.1 Optimisation-based Heuristic Procedure

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) propose an optimisation-based heuristic al-
gorithm to generate good initial solutions. The heuristic iteratively solves the
LP-relaxation of the problem and fixes service selection variables, ys, that are
integer in the corresponding solution, and rounds service selection variables,
ys, that are fractional. The highest or lowest fractional variable is selected in
each iteration and rounded up or down correspondingly. The heuristic proce-
dure first rounds down low y-values before rounding up high y-values. Thereby,
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unattractive services are eliminated early in the process. If rounding a variable
up causes a violation of the fleet availability constraints, the variable is instead
set to zero. The LP-relaxation is then re-solved. When all ys variables assume
binary values the procedure stops.

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) test their solution method on four data sets
from the LINER-LIB benchmark suite with at most two transshipments per con-
tainer. The initial pool of candidate services is generated using the matheuristic
from Brouer et al. (2014b). The LP-based heuristic yields solutions that are close
to optimality in relatively short time. This method can therefore be used as a
stand-alone tool or to warm-start an exact solution procedure.

2.6 Backbone Flow

The main idea in the backbone flow algorithm, as presented by Krogsgaard
et al. (2018), is to reverse the order of two-phase algorithms by first flowing the
containers, and then constructing services that cover the flow.

The backbone flow algorithm uses a complete and directed graph G = (N,A).
There are no capacities associated with the edges, but the cost of using an edge
(i, j) ∈ A depends on how many containers in total are flowing on that edge.
This can be expressed as a concave function c(x) of the flow x reflecting the
economy of scale for flowing more containers: There is a large cost associated
with opening an arc (i.e. deploying a vessel), while the cost per container
decreases as the flow (and hence vessel size) is increased. See Figure 2.2 for
an illustration of the costs. The cost function implicitly aims at aggregating
the flow on fewer arcs. Sun and Zheng (2016) also use a concave function to
optimise the container flow.

Let xkij denote the flow of commodity k ∈ K on edge (i, j) ∈ A. Then the
backbone flow problem becomes a non-linear MCFP as given by

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

c(
∑
k∈K

xkij) (2.16a)

s.t.
∑

(i,j)∈A

xkij −
∑

(j,i)∈A

xkji = ξki i ∈ N, k ∈ K (2.16b)

xkij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K. (2.16c)

As before, the objective (2.16a) minimises the total cost, and constraints (2.16b)
are the flow conservation constraints. Constraints (2.16c) define the domain of
the variables.
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Figure 2.11: Typical backbone flow for the WorldSmall instance. Data from Krogs-
gaard et al. (2018) and World map by San Jose under a CC-BY-SA-3.0
license.

Since the model is non-linear, Krogsgaard et al. (2018) solve the problem heuris-
tically through a randomised greedy algorithm. As the arc costs depend on pre-
viously flowed containers, the result of the flow will be very dependent on the
order in which containers are flowed. Generally, the first containers are more
decisive for the arcs used heavily in the final solution than the last containers
flowed. It is thus necessary to run several iterations of the problem, with a
random order of the containers, to achieve a reasonable average picture of the
backbone flow. Running ten iterations for the demand matrix of the WorldSmall
instance gives the average arc loads shown in Figure 2.11. The figure clearly
shows that only a fraction of the possible arcs is used in the solution.

2.6.1 From Backbone Flow to Network Design

Having found a backbone flow, Krogsgaard et al. (2018) present a greedy heuris-
tic for generating services. The idea is to add one arc at a time to a service until
all services have reached their maximum duration.

To generate a service, the unserved arc with the largest flow is selected as the
first arc in the service, and a return arc is added to close the service. While the
service is at or below the desired duration, a new arc is added to the service
to expand it, and this arc replaces the return arc. The new arc is the unserved
arc with the largest demand that either starts at the same port as the return
arc, which is to be replaced, or ends at the same port as the return arc. A new
return arc is added to close the service. The selection process continues until it
is not possible to add a new arc without exceeding the maximum duration of
the service. After this, the creation of the next service starts.
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To obtain a number of different start solutions to select from, the algorithm
is repeated a number of times with random settings on the maximum service
length for every service. The length is selected in a predefined interval depending
on the size of the vessel, such that larger vessels, typically travelling between
continents, get longer services than smaller vessels doing feeder service. For
every service generated, a duration is selected in the interval at random, and
the service is constructed. This is repeated until all available resources have
been exhausted.

In the computational study by Krogsgaard et al. (2018) it is shown that usable
solutions can be found in relatively short time. Using the WorldSmall instance,
the authors generate 20 different sets of services by running the above algorithm
where the containers are flown in random order. This can be done in about 80
seconds, and results in profitable network, although the resulting network is far
from optimal.

In order to improve the initial services found by the greedy heuristic, Krogsgaard
et al. (2018) use a Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) algorithm to reach a
high quality network. The general idea in VNS, as presented by Hansen and
Mladenovic (2014), is to apply different neighbourhood structures throughout
the search to exploit the benefits from neighbourhood changes. When a local
optimum is encountered, it is escaped by doing a random move, a shake, from
the best known solution and do hill climbing from here until a new local optimum
is reached. If this solution is better than the previously best known, the search
is continued from here with a new shake, otherwise the search returns to the
previously best known solution and searches from here again after a new shake.
The pseudocode of the metaheuristic is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Improvement Algorithm
Initialisation: Find an initial solution x

1 while Stopping criterion not met do
2 Generate a new solution x′ from x (shake);
3 while Any neighbourhood in N is unused (local search) do
4 Choose at random an unused neighbourhood and search from x′;
5 if An improved solution x′′ is found then
6 Set x′ := x′′ and set all neighbourhoods unused;

7 if x′ is better than x (test solution) then
8 Set x := x′;

9 return x;
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As can be seen from the pseudocode, the local search procedure terminates
after all neighbourhoods have been tested without yielding an improving solu-
tion, as a local optimum with respect to all neighbourhoods must then have been
encountered. The shake procedure is applied less frequently than in a standard
VNS framework. A lower degree of randomness is preferable here, because the
evaluations are relatively expensive. It is thus desirable to search directly for a
local optimum with respect to all neighbourhoods before randomly altering the
solution.

Although the local search only accepts moves that have an expected improve-
ment, some moves may turn out to be degrading when calculating the real
objective function. These moves are nevertheless kept on to progress the search.
This can, however, lead to cycling in the local search, as it might both be ex-
pected to be an improvement to first insert a port and to remove it afterwards.
To break such cycles, only 20 loops are allowed in the local search part, after
which the algorithm must continue to test solution.

If a cycle is encountered or a local optimum has been reached, the shake proce-
dure is applied to progress the search from another point in the solution space.
The procedure must change the solution sufficiently to escape the local optimum,
but should, on the other hand, not destroy good characteristics of the solution.
Preliminary studies show that there is a high risk of changing the solution too
much to be able to return to a good solution, and a relatively modest shake
procedure is thus implemented. This procedure modifies a number of services
by either inserting or removing a port randomly, without considering the effect
on objective value. To avoid inserting an obviously irrelevant port, a distance
requirement is enforced such that only ports relatively close to the service can
be inserted. The number of modified services is 10% of the total number of
services and a least one.

In each iteration of local search, a neighbourhood is randomly selected and
one or more services are altered through that neighbourhood. Six different
neighbourhoods are applied: Insert port, Service omission, Service unserved
port, Remove port, Simple remove port, and Create feeder services.

In order to select the best move, delta evaluation is used to avoid time consuming
evaluations of the multi-commodity flow for the entire graph. Instead, a small
graph (rotation graph) is constructed, covering only the rotation currently being
altered. As this graph is much faster to evaluate, more moves can be tested
before one is selected for implementation. See Krogsgaard et al. (2018) for a
detailed description of the neighbourhoods.

Promising computational results using the LINER-LIB instances are reported as
will be described in Section 2.8. Perhaps the most important result is that the
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number of transshipments in general is very low, being around 1.14 on average
per commodity. For the smaller instances, the number of transshipments is
around 0.5 per commodity. Fewer transshipments means shorter port stays,
and hence vessels can sail at slower speed between the ports.

2.7 Speed Optimisation

As described in Brouer et al. (2017), a key tool in achieving lower fuel consump-
tion in liner shipping is to reduce the sailing speed between the serviced ports.
However, a lower sailing speed will increase the transit times for containers, and
more vessels are needed to transport the same amount of cargo as it takes longer
time to complete a rotation.

Bunker consumption for a vessel profile is often modelled as a cubic function of
speed, although in practice it depends not only on the operational speed, but
also on wind and currents, vessel type, draft of the vessel, the time since the hull
was cleaned and the number of reefer containers powered by the vessel’s engine.
During a round trip, the vessel may sail at different speeds between ports. The
vessel may slow steam to save bunker fuel or increase speed to meet a crucial
transit time. Hence, speed optimisation is a complex trade-off between these
two criteria. A good strategy is to speed up when the vessel is fully loaded (and
hence many containers need to meet their transit time) while slow-steaming can
be used when the load is low.

Several recent papers study speed optimisation with increasing complexity and
integration with routing decisions. Ronen (2011) presents a simple model where
the speed and number of allocated vessels are optimised to minimise cost on a
single predefined service and a single speed for the full service is assumed. Meng
and Wang (2011b) also work with a single service, but use a more detailed
model, taking for example transit times into account. Further, the speed is
optimised for each individual leg. Wang and Meng (2012b) consider a liner
shipping network with multiple predefined services and present a non-linear
MIP model to optimise the ship deployment, speed of those services and the
container routing through this network. The sailing speeds are optimised on
each leg individually. In this model, however, no transit time constraints are
considered. Kim (2013) presents a model to determine the speed and bunkering
ports for a single vessel on a predetermined path. There are no transit time
constraints, but a cost is imposed for each day a container is on the ship.
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Another appearance of speed optimisation is in the paper by Álvarez (2009),
integrated with liner shipping network design. However, the model assumes a
single speed for the full service, and the model has no transit time constraints.

Reinhardt et al. (2016) present a model for speed optimisation of an existing liner
shipping network which adjusts berthing times to minimise the overall bunker
consumption. It is assumed that all services, as well as the number of deployed
vessels, are fixed, and that all containers are flowed along the same route as
before speed optimisation. Moreover, transit time constraints are taken into
account. When rescheduling berthing times, the overall transit time of a demand
may change. Hence a constraint is imposed for each commodity ensuring that
the transit time is within an acceptable range. A penalty is paid for each change
in port calls to keep the schedule similar to the original one. Reinhardt et al.
(2016) report that the model is able to save around 2% of bunker consumption
while keeping all transit times unchanged. If transit times can be extended by
up to 48 hours, a saving of around 6-7% can be achieved.

Karsten et al. (2018) present a more advanced speed optimisation model, where
the services are fixed, but the speed on each leg is allowed to vary and hence
commodities may take different routes if speed changes allow for a cheaper or
faster route than currently available. The problem is solved using Benders’
decomposition and results indicate that the flow changes significantly when the
speed on the individual legs is changed.

Finally, Karsten et al. (2017b) consider a complete network design problem
with speed optimisation on individual legs, by extending the matheuristic from
Karsten et al. (2017a). The leg speeds are iteratively calculated for each single
service based on the current flow of containers. The method adjusts speed
to the required transit times of the current container routings throughout the
roundtrip. The individual leg speeds are calculated by solving a MIP model
with the objective of minimising the bunker consumption. A piece-wise linear
function is used to approximate the cubic bunker consumption function.

2.8 Computational Results for LINER-LIB In-
stances

In this section we compare computational results for most of the presented
models, using the LINER-LIB instances introduced in Section 2.1.5. Table 2.3
reports solution values and computational times for LINER-LIB instances with-
out transit time limits, while Table 2.4 reports the same values for instances
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with transit time limits. Objective values are reported in k$, while CPU-time
is reported in seconds.

The objective function minimises the operational costs, hence negative values
indicate a profitable network. Also, we indicate whether the authors operate
weekly or bi-weekly frequency, and whether constant or variable speed is used.
For the instances without time constraints, constant speed is always used.

Balakrishnan and Karsten (2017) only report relative improvements, hence the
objective values have been obtained from the authors. Krogsgaard et al. (2018)
maximise profit instead of minimising operational costs, hence the objective
values have been converted to the minimisation form. Krogsgaard et al. (2018)
report two different objective values. The first value, obj.h, is the objective
value obtained by solving the container flow problem from Section 2.4.1 heuris-
tically. The second value, obj.c, is the objective value obtained by solving the
flow problem to optimality with CPLEX, using the same network. The flow
problem of WorldLarge could not be solved by CPLEX. Koza et al. (2020) con-
sider an integrated LSND and scheduling problem, hence transshipment times
depend on the exact schedule. In order to compare the results to other algo-
rithms, we report the results from Koza et al. (2020) where the same (48 hours)
transshipment times are used as in all the other algorithms in this section.

Looking at the results in Table 2.3 for instances without transit time limits, it
is seen that Brouer et al. (2014a) generally obtains good results for the small
and medium-sized instances, but the algorithm is using bi-weekly frequency at
some services, making it possible to utilise the vessels in a better way than the
other algorithms. If weekly operation is requested, then Brouer et al. (2014b)
and Krogsgaard et al. (2018) generally have the best performance. Brouer et al.
(2014b) reports the best results for Baltic and AsiaEurope while Krogsgaard
et al. (2018) reports the best results for WestAfrica, Pacific, WorldSmall and
WorldLarge. The CPU times are also very fast, with only 1 hour for solving
even the biggest instances.

For instances with transit time limits, reported in Table 2.4, it is seen that Koza
et al. (2020) obtain some very impressive results for the small instances, but
solution times are very large. For larger instances Karsten et al. (2017b) show
good results with reasonable CPU times.

Looking at the flow values, generally all algorithms are able to service 85–98% of
the containers. It is generally more difficult to flow all containers for the large-
sized instances, in particular if time constraints are imposed. Since the demands
in LINER-LIB have been constructed by merging networks and demands from
several companies it is not necessarily possible to fulfill all demands, nor to make
a profitable network.
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2.9 Concluding Remarks and Future Challenges

Liner shipping is the backbone of international trade, and hence it is important
to develop decision support tools that can help design more cost-efficient ser-
vices, and balance several objectives. This includes finding the right trade-off
between speed, transportation times, number of transshipments, and operational
costs.

Although liner shipping generally is one of the most energy-efficient modes of
transportation per kilometer, the shipping industry still emits large quantities
of SOx and NOx. IMO has stated the goal that the CO2 emission from mar-
itime operations should be reduced by 50% until 2050. The stricter limits on
the amount of emitted pollutants by container vessels mean that speed optimi-
sation will play a more important role while designing the shipping network,
as reducing the vessel speed goes hand in hand with reducing CO2 emissions.
However, this restriction does not only affect the operational speed of services,
but also the overall liner shipping network design. Some port connections may
be unreachable by some vessel classes when imposing emission control regula-
tions in certain areas, forcing vessels to take alternative routes. This also affects
the cargo routes, as transit time constraints for cargo must still be respected.
Hence, better liner shipping network design and optimisation of the affiliated
activities may be an important tool in reaching the goal, though this will involve
both industrial developments and algorithmic newthinking.

2.9.1 Industrial Development and Future Research Areas

Slow steaming together with larger vessels has proven to be an efficient tool for
reducing the energy consumption. However, slow steaming decreases the capac-
ity of vessels, since they cannot transport as much cargo per time unit as before.
Hence, more vessels are needed in order to maintain the same capacity, strain-
ing the environment. Furthermore, for perishable goods or high-value cargo,
longer transportation times might not be an option. We may therefore see in
the future that we will have a high-speed network for perishable and high-value
cargo, and a low-speed network for the remaining cargo. The two networks need
to collaborate since they share the feeder network, and perishable goods may
use the low-speed network for shorter distances while the non-perishable goods
may use the high-speed network if the price is competitive. So network design
of the high- and low-speed network should be addressed together to ensure a
good utilization.
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Larger vessels tend to be more energy efficient per container, but the increased
capacity results in longer port stays, making it necessary to speed up between
ports. It is therefore necessary to design services such that fewer port calls are
needed, while still ensuring a good utilisation of the mega vessels.

By having fewer port calls, we save the pilot and mooring time in ports, and
vessels can hence sail slower long distances. This corresponds to the development
in the airline industry, where the biggest airplanes only operate direct flights
between the biggest hubs.

Moreover, in the future, we will see container vessels operating with new, greener,
propulsion methods. Electric vessels may operate shorter services, while liquid
natural gas (LNG) may be used for operating longer services. The new propul-
sion types will most likely radically change how service networks should be
designed, since refueling/recharging will be more complicated, and vessels will
have a more limited range of operations.

The introduction of autonomous vessels in the container shipping industry may
also significantly change the way a network is designed and operated. In par-
ticular for feeder lines, we may see more smaller vessels sailing on-demand,
depending on the cargo. This would turn the network design process into a
dynamic routing problem. It would also be interesting to investigate whether
fuel savings are achievable if autonomous vessels are sailing in convoys close to
each other. If this is the case, the network design should take these convoys into
account.

Nearly every vessel will be delayed in one or more ports during a round trip.
Instead of just speeding up (and hence using more energy) advanced disruption
management tools need to be developed that can ensure timely arrival to the
end customer with the lowest possible energy consumption. Some studies along
this path include Brouer et al. (2013), who proposed a MIP model for handling
disruptions in liner shipping; and Wang and Meng (2012a), who included un-
certain wait and handling times at ports for designing a more robust shipping
network. However, much more work needs to be done in this area.

Vessel sharing agreements are an important tool for making possible to operate
larger and more energy-efficient vessels. In a vessel sharing agreement, two or
more companies share the capacity of a vessel throughout the full rotation or
on certain legs. Vessel sharing agreements, however, substantially increase the
complexity of designing a network, since some legs and capacities are locked
according to the agreement.
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2.9.2 Industrial and Academic Synergy

Shipping companies currently use the experience of decision makers and planners
to carry out most of the logistic and planning decisions. High-level analytical
support-tools would have a massive impact in this decision process, both from
an economical and an environmental point-of-view. However, optimisation in
liner shipping is still in early research stages, and the implementation of current
designed models and algorithms to be used in real-life applications is one of the
main future challenges.

During recent years, there has been an increase in the literature on optimisation
in liner shipping. Nonetheless, the majority of the assumptions may be unreal-
istic and most approaches so far are rather abstract and do not capture all of
the practical constraints and restrictions faced by the liner shipping industry.
Therefore, a strong collaboration between industry and academia is necessary,
in order to develop more realistic decision-support tools which can be used by
liner shipping companies in real-life applications. However, this is a challenging
task, as it requires the detailed implementation of many complex business rules
and considerations, some of which are most likely not yet completely understood
or considered in the literature.

Finally, there is also a significant challenge from the perspective of change man-
agement – to reach out to the industry and earn their trust, so that they will
adopt those new methodologies, once they are ready. It is key that the devel-
oped tools should be made understandable for planners, in order to encourage
and foster their use by the shipping companies.

2.9.3 Algorithmic Challenges and Directions

It should be clear from the survey that current exact methods cannot solve
network design problems involving more than a dozen ports, and we do not
expect any major break-through on exact methods in the near future. Hence,
large-scale liner shipping network design will have to rely on heuristics. The
current approach of splitting heuristics into a service design step, and a flow
step seems promising and more research should be put into exploiting such
algorithms. Whether it should be route-first-flow-next or flow-first-route-next
algorithms may depend on how well the two problems interact.

Since liner shipping network design problems are highly complex, due to the
large number of real-life constraints, it can be difficult to achieve useful the-
oretical results. It is therefore a good idea to study simplified problems that
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are easier to analyse. Once we understand how to solve these problems, we
can add more real-life constraints. It is also the case, that many of the real-life
constraints can be considered without significantly changing the problem struc-
ture, by modifying the underlying graph. Some of the basic problems could be
various network flow models with setup costs on edges, and/or time constraints
for the demands.

The time-space models studied in e.g. Koza et al. (2020) are showing promising
results for small-/medium-scale problems, and should be investigated further in
future research. In particular, the models allow various time-dependant con-
straints to be handled.

Finally, in the airline industry, we see a tendency that carriers operating com-
plex networks are slowly being replaced by carriers operating only point-to-point
flights. It could be interesting to study network design where services are re-
stricted to simple routes involving only a few ports. Having fewer intermediate
port calls on a service also means that the vessels can sail at lower speed, and
hence reduce fuel costs and emission.
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2.A Appendix: Notation used in this chapter

We have tried to use an uniform mathematical notation throughout the chap-
ter, although each section needs some additional symbols. The notation has
been gathered and presented in the following tables. First, the general notation
presented in the introduction that will be commonly used in the mathematical
models of the chapter will be compiled. Next, the extra notation needed to
define the models of each specific section is presented.

Table 2.5: General Notation from the Introduction

Sets
N Set of Ports
A Set of Sailing Arcs
K Set of Commodities
V Set of Vessel Classes
S Set of Services

Parameters
ok Origin port for commodity k ∈ K
dk Destination port for commodity k ∈ K
qk Quantity of commodity k ∈ K
uv Cargo capacity for vessel class v ∈ V
mv Available fleet quantity of vessel class v ∈ V

ξki


qk if port i ∈ N is the origin port of demand k ∈ K
−qk if port i ∈ N is the destination port of demand k ∈ K

0 otherwise.
ckij Unit-cost for transporting a unit of commodity k ∈ K through arc

(i, j) ∈ A
cv Cost for deployment of a vessel from vessel class v ∈ V
cvij Sailing cost for vessel class v ∈ V traversing arc (i, j) ∈ A
cTik Cost per unit of commodity k ∈ K transshipped in port i ∈ N
tvij Sailing time for vessel class v ∈ V traversing arc (i, j) ∈ A
bi Berthing time for the port call i ∈ N
cs Cost for operation service s ∈ S.
ms
v Required number of vessels from vessel class v ∈ V to maintain the

weekly frequency in service s ∈ S
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Table 2.6: Additional notation for Section 2.3.1

Parameters
usij Capacity for service s ∈ S along arc (i, j) ∈ A

Decision variables
xksij ∈ R+ Amount of commodity k ∈ K transported in service s ∈ S along arc

(i, j) ∈ A
ys ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if service s ∈ S is selected in the network, and 0 otherwise

Table 2.7: Additional notation for Section 2.3.2

Sets
Sv Set of maximum number of services for vessel class v ∈ V

Decision variables
xksij ∈ R+ Amount of commodity k ∈ K transported in service s ∈ Sv along arc

(i, j) ∈ A
τsi ∈ R+ Departure time from port i ∈ N of the vessel operating service s ∈ Sv
ws ∈ Z+ Number of deployed vessels to maintain a weekly frequency in service

s ∈ Sv
ysij ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is selected on the service s ∈ Sv, and 0

otherwise

Table 2.8: Additional notation for Section 2.3.2 (Reinhardt and Pisinger (2012))

Parameters
tmax Length of the time horizon

Decision variables
xkvij ∈ R+ Amount of commodity k ∈ K transported by vessel v ∈ V along arc

(i, j) ∈ A
fkvj ∈ R+ Amount of commodity k ∈ K transshipped at port j ∈ N by vessel

v ∈ V
fkvjih ∈ R+ Amount of commodity k ∈ K arriving at port i ∈ N through arc

(j, i) ∈ A and not leaving in arc (i, h) ∈ A by vessel v ∈ V
evij ∈ Z+ Position of arc (i, j) ∈ A in the service of vessel v ∈ V
τv ∈ R+ Route length of the service operated by vessel v ∈ V

yvij ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is selected in the service for vessel v ∈ V ,
and 0 otherwise

zvij ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if arc (i, j) ∈ A is either the first or the last arc in the service
for vessel v ∈ V , and 0 otherwise

γvi ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if port i ∈ N is the hub-port in the service for vessel v ∈ V ,
and 0 otherwise

λv ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if vessel v ∈ V is deployed for operating a service, and 0
otherwise
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Table 2.9: Additional notation for Section 2.4.1

Sets
P k Set of paths for commodity k ∈ K
Pa Set of paths using arc a ∈ A

Parameters
uij/ua Flow capacity through arch a = (i, j) ∈ A

ckp Unit flow cost of commodity k ∈ K through path p ∈ Pk

Decision variables
xkij ∈ R+ Flow of commodity k ∈ K through arc (i, j) ∈ A
fkp ∈ R+ Flow of commodity k ∈ K through path p ∈ Pk

Table 2.10: Additional notation for Section 2.4.2

Sets
Ns Set of ports in service s ∈ S
N̄s Set of ports available for inclusion into service s ∈ S
Li Lockset containing the ports which are forbidden to remove, if port

i ∈ Ns ∪ N̄s is included (removed)

Parameters
∆R+
is Estimated revenue change from including port i ∈ N̄s into service s ∈ S

∆R−
is Estimated revenue change from removing port i ∈ Ns from service

s ∈ S
∆T+
is Estimated duration change from including port i ∈ N̄s into service

s ∈ S
∆T−
is Estimated duration change from removing port i ∈ Ns from service

s ∈ S
m̂v Number of free vessels of vessel class v ∈ V
τs Round trip time for service s ∈ S
η+
s Maximum number of inclusions into service s ∈ S
η−s Maximum number of removals into service s ∈ S

Decision variables
x+
is ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if port i ∈ N̄s is included into service s ∈ S, and 0 otherwise
x−is ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if port i ∈ Ns is removed from service s ∈ S, and 0 otherwise

ζs ∈ Z Change in number of vessels in service s ∈ S
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Table 2.11: Additional notation for Section 2.5

Sets
As Set of sailing arcs for service s ∈ S
Hs Full set of sub-paths for service s ∈ S (a sub-path is a part of a route in

which the container travels on a single service and is denoted 〈i, j, s〉)
Asij Set of sailing arcs of service s ∈ S included in sub-path 〈i, j, s〉

Parameters
ua Capacity for arc a ∈ As
cRk Penalty cost per container for rejected demand of commodity k ∈ K
ckijs Cost of routing one container of commodity k ∈ K on sub-path 〈i, j, s〉
hk Maximum allowed number of sub-paths on which commodity k ∈ K

can travel

Decision variables
ys ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if service s ∈ S is selected, and 0 otherwise
xhkijs ∈ R+ Flow of commodity k ∈ K using sub-path 〈i, j, s〉 as the hth stage for

s ∈ S, 〈i, j, s〉 ∈ As, and h = 1, 2, . . . , hk
zk ∈ R+ Unmet demand (number of containers) for commodity k ∈ K

Table 2.12: Additional notation for Section 2.6

Parameters
c(x) Concave cost function of using an edge (i, j) ∈ A for the flow x

Decision variables
xkij ∈ R+ Flow of commodity k ∈ K on edge (i, j) ∈ A
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Abstract: In this paper we present a heuristic approach for the service net-
work design of container vessels in feeder regional networks, namely the Feeder
Network Design Problem. This problem consists in finding a set of shipping
services for container vessels originating in one hub port while maximising the
flow of demand through the resulting network and minimising the operational
expenses. The resulting problem is a variant of the pick-up and delivery vehicle
routing problem with additional operational constraints. We develop an iter-
ative two-phase heuristic to solve the feeder network design problem. At each
iteration, the heuristic constructs a new solution using a randomised greedy al-
gorithm, which is further improved by a local search algorithm. The heuristic
framework encompasses the natural decomposition of the problem into two in-
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terrelated problems: the service network design problem and the container flow
problem. The latter problem is solved using a linear programming model for
evaluating the resulting service network. We report computational results for
the single-hub instances and some adapted instances from the Liner-Lib bench-
mark suite, and for the Ameln instances. The proposed heuristic reports overall
very promising performance, finding better solutions than the current state-of-
the-art methods for shipping network design problems and using significantly
shorter run times.

3.1 Introduction

Since the birth of modern container shipping in 1956, the number of containers
sent across the world has skyrocketed. Today, the vast majority of international
trade plies seas and oceans, transported by container vessels. The maritime con-
tainer business revolves around liner shipping, based on container vessels sailing
on fixed itineraries. The liner shipping industry is a vital part of the global
economy, as it constitutes one of the cheapest and most energy efficient modes
of cargo transport. During the last decades, the volume of containerised cargo
has grown close to 8% per year, and it is expected to continue rising (Unctad,
2018). As a result, the size of container vessels are also increasing, currently
having the largest vessels a capacity of over 20,000 twenty-foot equivalent units
(TEU) (Unctad, 2019).

One of the main features in liner shipping is the operations of services under
a previously established schedule. We define a service as a cyclic itinerary
of ports, which is sailed by a number of similar container vessels. We can
distinguish between different service structures: A simple service is a circular
service where each port is visited exactly once, a butterfly service visits a single
port exactly twice during a rotation, and a complex service allows multiple
visits to any port of the service. Figure 3.1 depicts examples of the different
types of service rotations. The vessels are operated by shipping companies
called carriers, and liner shipping operators face the problem of designing a
service transportation network as efficient as possible, which can best allocate
their scarce resources to provide an operating shipping network maximising
the total revenues for transporting the demand at minimum operational costs.
Liner shipping companies frequently organise the shipping network as hub-and-
spoke networks. Ports are divided by regions, and each region typically has a
few large ports, called hubs, and many smaller ports, called spokes or feeder
ports. Large vessels mainly visit hub ports, where they pick-up and deliver all
containers designated to the region. Then, smaller vessels operate feeder lines,
where containers are transported to feeder ports from hub ports. Hence, it is of
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utmost importance to have an efficient feeder network for the small vessels in
order to better utilise the overall shipping network.

Figure 3.1: Example of different types of service rotations.

The major driving force of the shipping network is economic, as carriers can
benefit from economies of scale on container vessels. The cargo transshipment
is a major concern when operating this kind of shipping network, as it can
incur a high cost in the total transport chain. However, transshipment op-
erations provide an effective utilisation of the capacity of large vessels. The
high transshipment costs can be compensated by a reduction in the sailing and
deployment costs. Another important quality feature of this network is that
carriers can also benefit from economies of density, as cargo with different desti-
nations can be jointly transported. Consequently, the sailing service frequency
can be increased. This leads to better quality services that can be more at-
tractive for customers, as they reduce the waiting time between the desired and
available departure time of customers’ cargo. Therefore, the structure of the
network can have a huge impact in the overall operations within liner shipping.
In particular, a well-designed feeder network is paramount, as it facilitates the
transportation of containers between the services of large vessels and brings po-
tential advantages to the overall shipping network. Also, fast running times may
be needed, since the feeder network structure has to be updated frequently to
adapt variations in the main network.

In this paper, we study the Feeder Network Design Problem (FNDP). This prob-
lem arises from the planning of services for a fleet of container vessels in regional
feeder networks. We consider the feeder network structure of the problem, in
which there is a single hub port in the region. This problem can be seen as
a sub-problem from the overall optimisation of liner shipping network design
problem. Instead of creating the entire shipping network from scratch, it seems
reasonable to divide the network into regions, where each region has an assigned
allocation of nearby ports. This can greatly reduce the complexity of the net-
work design problem, as the services for large vessels focus in visiting the most
important ports of each region. Then, a fleet of small container vessels interacts
with the large vessels at the hub ports to serve the demand from the nearby
ports within the region.
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The FNDP can be verbally described as follows: Given a collection of ports, a
group of origin-destination demands and a heterogeneous fleet of small container
vessels, the task consists in designing a set of services for the fleet so the demand
can be routed through the resulting network, while respecting the capacity of
vessels and the transit times of demands. The objective is to maximise the total
revenue for transporting the demand and to minimise the overall operational
expenses for serving the shipping network.

We assume a heterogeneous fleet of small container vessels, which are grouped
according to their vessel class. Each vessel class have a limited carrying capac-
ity, a maximum available quantity, and additional speed limitations and fuel
consumption parameters. All services operate at variable speed, but constant
speed in all legs of the same service. Moreover, a service should maintain a
weekly service frequency, meaning that if the total rotation time of a service
takes three weeks to complete, then three vessels from the same class are de-
ployed in the service. Furthermore, each service must depart from, and return
to, the single hub port. The remaining ports are denoted as feeder ports. Each
feeder port has associated at most two origin-destination demands: the loading
demand, corresponding to the demand destined to the hub from the feeder port,
and the discharge demand, corresponding to the demand to be delivered at the
feeder port from the hub. Moreover, the problem assumes splittable demand,
meaning that the discharge and loading operations can be split across multiple
visits to the ports. Therefore, according to Berbeglia et al. (2007), the FNDP
can be characterised as a variant of the one-to-many-to-one pick-up and delivery
problem with combined demands. We further assume that each vessel stays only
one day in the port, and it is assumed that all loading and discharge operations
are done during this day. Finally, in case that serving part of the demand is not
profitable, the demand can be rejected, although we consider a penalty for not
fully serving the demand.

The FNDP isNP-hard problem, since the problem is a generalisation of the clas-
sical Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). More precisely, the FNDP can be seen
as a generalisation of the Vehicle Routing Problem with Simultaneous Pickup
and Delivery Problem (VRSPDP). However, the FNDP includes a heteroge-
neous fleet of container vessels with different capacities, different sailing speeds
for services, multiple visits to ports, and cargo rejection. The contribution of
this paper is to provide an efficient and fast solution method for solving the
feeder network design problem. The proposed method is an iterative two-phase
heuristic. At each iteration, the heuristic constructs a new solution using a
randomised greedy algorithm, which is further improved by a local search algo-
rithm. To promote diversification during the construction phase, the heuristic
generates a set of initial solutions using a tabu mechanism and a roulette wheel
strategy for selecting candidate ports to insert into the current solution. Further-
more, the method decomposes the problem in two stages: the service network
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design problem and the container flow problem. Due to the structure of the
demand, we ignore transshipment operation, and we propose a fast Linear Pro-
gramming (LP) problem to solve the container flow problem from the second
stage. It is experimentally shown that the heuristic returns high-quality solu-
tions in short computational times, obtaining new best-known solutions for the
single hub instances from the Liner-Lib benchmark suite for the liner shipping
network design problem, and the feeder instances from Ameln et al. (2019).

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 3.2 presents the literature
review on maritime optimisation related to this problem. Section 3.3 describes
the mathematical formulation of the FNDP, whereas Section 3.4 presents a
description of the heuristic approach employed for solving the problem. Section
3.4.1 describes in detail the decomposition by stages of the problem, and Section
3.4.2 is devoted to the heuristic structure together with the description of the
main consideration to the problem at hand. Section 3.5 contains the results of
the computational experiments. Finally, Section 3.6 summarises and concludes
the paper.

3.2 Literature Review

In this section, we summarise the most relevant literature to the problem stud-
ied in this paper. The FNDP has some similarities with the VRSPDP, which is
known to be a NP-hard problem (Dethloff, 2001), extending the latter problem
to include time limit constraints and weekly frequency deployment. Moreover,
the assumption of multiple visits to a single port further increases the complex-
ity of the problem. Different approaches have been considered to solve the VR-
SPDP, from heuristics (Montané and Galvao, 2006; Ai and Kachitvichyanukul,
2009; Goksal et al., 2013) to some exact methods (Subramanian et al., 2011,
2013), among which heuristics seem to perform best on large instances. Within
the field of maritime optimisation, we classify the FNDP as a variant of the
Liner Shipping Network Design Problem (LSNDP). For a more detailed review
of the research in maritime optimisation and description of the shipping indus-
try, we refer to the survey papers by Christiansen et al. (2013, 2019) and Meng
et al. (2014), and further aspects in routing and scheduling in liner shipping can
be found in the survey by Kjeldsen (2011) and Tran and Haasis (2015).

The research in maritime optimisation is still in early stages. However, in the
recent years, there has been an increase in the literature on the topic of optimisa-
tion in liner shipping. The LSNDP is first studied by Rana and Vickson (1991),
who propose a mixed integer non-linear optimisation program for the optimal
routing of multiple container ships on a trade line to maximise profit, but with-
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out the consideration of transshipment operations. The employed methodology
is a Lagrangian relaxation method combined with Benders decomposition. The
authors report results for instances with 3 vessels on networks of 10 to 20 ports.
Another early contribution is the work by Fagerholt (2004). The author studies
the liner shipping network for a heterogeneous fleet of vessels, and it can be seen
as a variant of VRP, as there is a single designated depot and transshipment
operations are not allowed. The problem is formulated as a set partitioning
based-model, where the input is the set of all feasible routes for each vessel, pre-
viously generated with a maximum duration of one week. Results for instances
with 40 ports and 20 vessels are reported.

Agarwal and Ergun (2008) propose a multi-commodity-based space-time net-
work model for the LSNDP. The model is one of the first to include hetero-
geneous fleet with weekly frequency deployment by grouping the vessels into
vessel classes. Moreover, the authors argue that cargo transshipment opera-
tions are the core of liner shipping, and these operations must be included in
the model. However, transshipment costs are excluded from the model. The
employed methodology is a column generation and a Benders decomposition
heuristic, tested on instances up to 20 ports and 100 vessels. Álvarez (2009)
considers a tabu search column generation heuristic based method for solving
the joint routing and deployment of container vessels. Together with Agarwal
and Ergun (2008), it is one of the first approaches to consider transshipment
operations, but the model cannot coherently compute the transshipment cost of
complex services. The heuristic reports solutions for instances with up to 120
ports. Later on, Reinhardt and Pisinger (2012) propose an exact method to
solve the LSNDP. The model allows the construction of butterfly routes, i.e. a
route where a single port can be visited twice, and accounts correctly for the
transshipment cost between services. A branch-and-cut method algorithm is
applied to solve the problem, reporting optimal solutions for instances up to 10
ports and 3 vessels.

Brouer et al. (2013) provide a detailed introduction to the liner shipping busi-
ness together with a reference model for the LSNDP. The authors also present
the Liner-Lib benchmark suite of data instances, a library of real-life instances
developed in collaboration with global liner shipping companies. Brouer et al.
(2013) further present a heuristic approach based on tabu search and column
generation to solve the benchmark suite, which can be seen as an extension of
the methodology used by Álvarez (2009). Later on, Brouer et al. (2015) develop
a matheuristic for solving the same problem. The method is an improvement
heuristic, in which, at each iteration, aMixed Integer Programming (MIP) model
for each service is solved to modify the existing network and generate new can-
didate solutions. Karsten et al. (2017a) extend the work of Brouer et al. (2015)
to include transit time constraints. All the previous approaches report results
for six out of the seven benchmark instances.
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Koza et al. (2020) study the integrated liner shipping network design and schedul-
ing problem and propose a column generation matheuristic to solve the Liner-
Lib instances of up to 114 ports. Krogsgaard et al. (2018) propose a quick
heuristic for solving the LSNDP without transit times constraints. The heuris-
tic follows a flow-first route-next approach, in which the cargo is first flowed in
a complete network, and then the services are constructed to cover the resulting
flow. Krogsgaard et al. (2018) report results for all Liner-Lib instances, and it
is the first paper to report a solution for the largest instance of the benchmark
suite. Furthermore, Thun et al. (2017) present a novel layer network structure
for modelling the LSNDP, allowing the design of all kind of service structures.
The authors develop a column generation approach to solve small instances up
to 7 ports and 14 demands. Due to the complexity of the problem, a maxi-
mum of two layers is imposed in the experiments. Later on, Ameln et al. (2019)
present a new mathematical formulation for the LSNDP based on a two-layer
network structure. The formulation is tested on small feeder and hub-and-spoke
instances up to 12 ports. The previous works further argue that the considera-
tion of more complex service structures brings more cost-effective solutions with
respect to the cases where the service structure is limited.

During the last decade, the literature studying the feeder version of the LSNDP
has received increasing attention. Karlaftis et al. (2009) studies the feeder ser-
vice network design problem with a single hub port for a fleet of homogeneous
container vessels, which is an extension of the VRP performing simultaneous
pick-ups and deliveries with time deadlines in the vessels’ arrivals at ports. The
authors do not deal with transshipment operations nor multiple visits at the
ports, and they further propose a genetic algorithm for routing the fleet on a set
of 25 island in the Aegean Sea. Later on, Polat et al. (2014) address a similar
feeder service network design problem with a heterogeneous fleet of container
vessels. The problem is formulated as a MIP model, and an adaptive neighbour-
hood search algorithm is applied to determine the service network design while
minimising the operational costs within a given planning period. The authors
analyse different strategic options for the hub ports with a case study in the
Black Sea region with two hub port locations and 26 feeder ports.

Plum et al. (2014) introduces a service flow formulation for the LSNDP. In
contrast to the classic arc flow formulations, the service flow formulation can
handle complex services by allowing multiple calls to the same port within the
service. This model can correctly account for transshipments cost between ser-
vices, and the authors report results for the two smallest Liner-Lib instances.
However, due to the large number of constraints and decision variables, optimal
solutions are not achieved in reasonable times. Santini et al. (2018) propose a
branch-and-price approach to the path flow formulation of the FNDP. The au-
thors consider a time-space model, allowing the modelling of leg-by-leg speeds
and cargo transit times. Transshipment operations are not allowed, and the
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maximum number of visits to a port is limited to one. Results are reported to
the modified versions of the two smallest instances to the Liner-Lib instances.
Msakni et al. (2020) present a case study on the Norwegian ports to analyse
the impact of different feeder network structures. The authors present several
mathematical models under various assumptions, and propose a label setting
algorithm for the route generation. Finally, Holm et al. (2019) study a particu-
lar case for the feeder service network design problem with a single hub port, in
which mother and daughter vessels interoperate to transport the demand in a
regional feeder area. Daughter vessels act as feeder vessels, synchronising their
routes with mother vessels at specific sea locations to perform transshipment
operations. The problem is formulated as a MIP model, and analysed on a real
case study in the Norwegian West coast with up to nine ports.

3.3 Mathematical Formulation

In this section, we introduce a mathematical formulation for the FNDP. We
make use of a service flow formulation, where the set of all feasible simple ser-
vices are defined beforehand. As we consider the feeder network structure of the
problem (i.e. there is a single hub in the network, and every demand has the
hub port as either the origin or destination node), we decide to ignore trans-
shipment operations and define exclusively simple services in the mathematical
formulation.

The problem is defined on the directed graph G = (P,A), where P is the set of
ports, and A is the set of arcs. We assume the hub port to be indexed by 0, and
for each port p ∈ P , we define cLp (cUp ) and bp as the (un)loading cost per unit
of container and the berthing time at the port. Each arc a ∈ A represents the
sailing distance between two pair of ports. Let K denote the set of demands.
For each demand k ∈ K, there is an origin port ok, a destination port dk, a
quantity qk measured in TEU, and a maximum transit time tk. Further, let zk
and z̃k be the revenue and penalty for transporting (not transporting) one unit
of demand k ∈ K, respectively. The penalty cost represents the opportunity
loss for not serving part of the demand. Moreover, we define K = KL ∪ KD,
where KL = {k ∈ K : dk = 0} is the set of loading demands, and KD = {k ∈
K : ok = 0} is the set of discharge demands.

Let V be the set of vessel classes. For each vessel class v ∈ V , we define Qv
as the maximum carrying capacity measured in TEU, and mv as the available
number of vessels. Moreover, each vessel has a design speed ν∗v , and a minimum
and maximum speed, νminv and νmaxv , respectively. Furthermore, we define S as
the set of all feasible simple services in the network, and we denote Ps and cs as
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the ordered subset of ports and the operational cost for service s ∈ S. Note that
the operational cost cs is given by the fuel consumption, sailing costs and fixed
port call costs of the service, and the weekly deployment costs of the vessels.
We define v(s) as the mapping function defining the vessel class of service s ∈ S,
and let mv(s) be the number of vessels from vessel class v(s) ∈ V required by the
service to maintain the weekly frequency. Lastly, we further define the binary
parameter ask to take the value 1 if demand k ∈ K can be served by service
s ∈ S. This means that the service visits both the origin and destination port of
the demand, and the sailing time between these ports satisfies the transit time
of the demand.

Let further I be an auxiliary set to define the decision variables. Each value
i ∈ I represents a discharge or loading operation at the specific port of a given
service. Let s(i) and k(i) be functions mapping the associated service s ∈ S
and the demand k ∈ K to discharge or load, respectively, to the index i ∈ I.
Moreover, let d(p, s) and l(p, s) be functions mapping the associated operation
i ∈ I from port p ∈ P in service s ∈ S. Finally, let ys be a binary variable
for the selection of service s ∈ S, and let xi be a continuous variable denoting
the amount of demand k(i) ∈ K loaded or discharged at service s(i) ∈ S, for
each index i ∈ I. Note that, by definition of the set I, the set does not include
the operations whose transit time is violated by the services. In other words,
operation i ∈ I is not defined if as(i)k(i) = 0. Therefore, we can define the service
selection model for the FNDP as follows:

max
∑
i∈I

(zk(i) + z̃k(i) − cLok(i) − c
U
dk(i)

)xi −
∑
s∈S

csys (3.1a)

s.t.
∑
j∈Pr:
j≥i

∑
k∈KD:
dk=j

xd(j,s)

+
∑
j∈Pr:
j≤i−1

∑
k∈KL:
ok=j

xl(j,s) ≤ Qv(s)ys s ∈ S, i ∈ Ps \ {0} (3.1b)

xi ≤ askqkys k ∈ K, s ∈ S,
i ∈ {I : k(i) = k, s(i) = s} (3.1c)∑

i∈I:
k(i)=k

xi ≤ qk k ∈ K (3.1d)

∑
s∈S:
v(s)=v

mv(s)ys ≤ mv v ∈ V (3.1e)
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xi ∈ R+ i ∈ I (3.1f)

ys ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S. (3.1g)

The objective function (3.1a) maximises the total profit of transporting the
demand in the service network while minimises the operational costs for opening
the selected services. Moreover, the objective function includes the constant
term for rejecting all demand in the network. Note that the profit accounts
for the revenue and penalty parameters minus the loading and unloading costs
at the origin and destination ports. By serving part of the demand, we avoid
paying the goodwill penalty for not transporting the demand, and we therefore
include the penalty parameter z̃k as a positive term in the objective function.

Constraints (3.1b) ensure that the capacity of the vessel is respected at any
given leg of the rotation if the service is selected. These constraints hold for
each service due to the feeder network structure of the problem. The first term
accounts for the amount of demand to be discharged in the following ports of the
service rotation, whereas the second term accounts for the amount of demand
loaded in the previous port visits. Constraints (3.1c) are linking constraints,
and they make sure that an operation can take place, i.e. a service can serve
demand k ∈ K, only if the service is open, visit both the origin and destination
ports of the demand, and the transit time is respected. Moreover, Constraints
(3.1d) limit that the amount of demand that can be served by the services to
the available quantity, and Constraints (3.1e) ensure that the amount of vessels
deployed on the selected services do not exceed the available number of vessels
for each vessel class v ∈ V . Finally, the domain of the variables is reflected in
Constraints (3.1f)–(3.1g).

3.4 Solution Approach

The FNDP is a highly complex combinatorial optimisation problem, and exact
methods cannot in principle solve the problem to optimality within a reasonable
time limit for large instances. There may be an exponential number of feasible
services, and the numeration and generation of all these candidate services may
be prohibitive. In this section, we describe the heuristic approach employed to
solve the FNDP. First, Section 3.4.1 describes the natural decomposition of the
service network design problem by stages, which is encompassed in the heuristic
framework. Next, Section 3.4.2 provides a detailed description of the heuristic
framework.
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3.4.1 Decomposition by Stages

Among the most common algorithms used in the literature to solve shipping net-
work design problems, the two-stage algorithms stand out (Christiansen et al.,
2019). As the name suggests, these algorithms exploit the two-layer structure
of the problem to design the shipping network. This is not an exception for the
FNDP, whose structure also consists of two problems that are tightly connected:
the vessel service network design problem and the container flow problem. Dur-
ing the first stage, the service network is constructed. Next, at the second stage,
the demand is flowed in the resulting network. The proposed solution approach
in this paper encompasses this decomposition by stages into the framework of
the heuristic. In the following subsections, we describe how the modelling of
these two problems is integrated in the framework of the heuristic.

3.4.1.1 First Stage: Service Network Design Problem

The first stage focuses in designing the service network. In this stage, we only
consider the operational and deployment costs of services, as the revenue is
computed when evaluating the resulting network at the second stage. In our
implementation, we work exclusively with a subset of simple services previously
obtained by the heuristic (See for example the structure of service (a) from
Figure 3.1), and we create full services combining the simple services using a
grouping heuristic. Hence, the structure of the resulting full services is not
limited to simple or butterfly services, but to a general service structure where
the hub can be visited several times. The grouping heuristic combines simple
services, and adapt the sailing times of the full services, to better utilise hub
ports and to reduce the number of deployed vessels in the network. Figure
3.2 depicts possible service structures that can be constructed from a subset of
simple services. Each simple service has an associated vessel class, and total
rotation time given by operating the service at design speed. Given a number of
simple services, the full services are constructed by solving a grouping heuristic,
as described in Algorithm 2.

The grouping heuristic starts by creating an empty service. Next, the heuristic
begins to fill up the current service with simple services from the same vessel
class, selecting iteratively the simple service that minimises the overall sailing
time of the full service while respecting the maximum rotation time. Here, we
consider that simple services are operated at design speed, and the maximum
rotation time of a service is given by the available vessels of its class, with a
maximum rotation time of up to 5 weeks. When the current service can no
longer be filled up with the available simple services, the full service is added
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Figure 3.2: Example of three possible solutions that can be constructed from the
set of three simple services. Each full service is depicted with different
colours. (a) Three simple services. (b) One butterfly service and one
simple service. (c) One complex service where the hub port is visited
multiple times.

Algorithm 2: Grouping heuristic for creating services at the first stage.
input: Set of simple services: R, Set of services: S

1 S = ∅;
2 while R 6= ∅ do
3 Open a new empty service s;
4 flag = true;
5 while flag do
6 Select a simple service r ∈ R from the same vessel class that

minimises the overall sailing time and such as the maximum
rotation time of the service s is not exceeded;

7 if r 6= ∅ then
8 R = R \ {r};
9 s = s ∪ {r};

10 else
11 flag = false;

12 S = S ∪ {s};
13 return S;

to the current solution. The grouping heuristic continues creating new services
until all simple services have been assigned to a service. Note that this algorithm
always terminates, as a simple service can always be assigned to a new empty
service. Furthermore, if the services use more vessels than the available fleet, a
high penalty is incurred in the objective function.

Once the services have been constructed, the heuristic can decide whether to
adapt the operating speed of the services based on the associated cargo, or to
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keep the design speed. Adapting the speed may allow a service to transport
demands whose transit times are very restricted, and therefore, it will be ben-
eficial to increase the service speed. Nevertheless, the heuristic has not solved
yet the container flow problem, and may unnecessarily increase the operational
speed of a service to satisfy the transit times of all associated demands. Hence,
the heuristic alternates, at each iteration, between adapting the operating speed
of services or keeping the design speed. Section 3.4.2 gives a more precise de-
scription on how to compute the operating speed of the services.

3.4.1.2 Second Stage: Container Flow Problem

Once the service network has been designed in the first stage, the resulting con-
tainer flow problem reduces to a Multi-Commodity Flow problem (MCF) with
fractional flows, which can be solved in polynomial time. However, the problem
becomes the time constrained MCF when including transit time constraints for
demands, which is known to be a NP-hard problem (Karsten et al., 2015). The
most common approach to solve this problem is to apply a column generation al-
gorithm to the path formulation of the MCF, and a successfully implementation
of this approach can be found in Karsten et al. (2015).

The column generation approach for solving the MCF can be applied to the
generalised LSNDP, as many assumptions can be easily implemented and han-
dled in the pricing problem. However, many of these generalisations affect the
performance of the heuristic for the FNDP, and we decide to model the con-
tainer flow problem exclusively for this variant. Due to the structure of the
demand, we ignore transshipment operations in ports, as it is highly unlikely
that these operations take place in regional feeder networks. Therefore, we can
adapt the mathematical formulation from Section 3.3 to formulate the container
flow problem of the second stage as an LP model. Here, we use the set R of
simple services in the current network, instead of the set S of services. Hence,
the container flow problem for the FNDP can be expressed as:

max
∑
i∈I

(zk(i) + z̃k(i) − cLok(i) − c
U
dk(i)

)xi (3.2a)

s.t.
∑
j∈Pr:
j≥i

∑
k∈KD:
dk=j

xd(j,r) +
∑
j∈Pr:
j≤i−1

∑
k∈KL:
ok=j

xl(j,r) ≤ Qv(r) r ∈ R, i ∈ Pr \ {0} (3.2b)

∑
i∈I:
k(i)=k

xi ≤ qk k ∈ K (3.2c)

xi ∈ R+ i ∈ I. (3.2d)
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The objective function (3.2a) maximises the total profit of transporting the de-
mand in the service network. The profit factor accounts for the revenue and
penalty parameters minus the loading and unloading costs at the corresponding
ports of the performed operations. Constraints (3.2b) are defined for each sim-
ple service of the final service network, and keeps track that the amount of cargo
that vessels transport at any given leg of the service does not exceeded the maxi-
mum carrying capacity. Moreover, Constraints (3.2c) ensure that the amount of
transported demand by the services does not exceed the total available quantity.
Lastly, Constraints (3.2d) define the domain of the decision variables.

3.4.2 Heuristic Framework

We develop an iterative two-phase heuristic to solve the FNDP, where the two-
layer structure is embedded in an iterative heuristic framework. The proposed
heuristic is a probabilistic algorithm based on greedy methods. Although the
search direction is not defined beforehand, the randomness allows to diversify the
search to find new local optimum solutions. The heuristic consists of two phases:
A first construction phase, where the solution is constructed using a randomised
greedy algorithm, and a second phase that searches for a local optimum on the
previously constructed solution. The greedy algorithm chooses elements from
a Restricted Candidate List (RCL) to be added to the current solution using a
greedy function. This algorithm usually contains probabilistic components so
there is some randomness when selecting elements from the list.

In the following, we describe the main specialisations of the proposed heuristic to
solve the FNDP. At each iteration, the heuristic constructs a new solution using
a randomised greedy algorithm, which is further improved by a local search
heuristic. The heuristic works with a subset R of simple services, which are
continuously updated to construct the final shipping network.

Construction Phase: The construction phase starts by creating an empty so-
lution, corresponding to an empty network where no ports are visited. Next, the
heuristic continues inserting ports into the current solution using a randomised
greedy algorithm, until no more ports can be inserted.

Greedy Algorithm: The greedy algorithm chooses elements (in our case,
ports) from a RCL of ports to be inserted into a current solution. The RCL
contains information about the current potential revenue of the ports. Given the
current shipping network, we compute the current potential revenue for a port as
the total revenue of the remaining cargo that has not been yet transported (after
solving the container flow problem (Second Stage)). Let Ψp(s) denote the poten-
tial revenue for port p ∈ P at the current solution s, and let Tk(s) be the quantity
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of cargo k ∈ K transported at the current solution s. We also define Kp ⊆ K
as the cargo associated to port p ∈ P , i.e. Kp = {k ∈ K|ok = p ∨ dk = p}.
Then, for each port p ∈ P of solution s, the current potential revenue can be
computed as follows:

Ψp(s) =
∑
k∈Kp

zk · (qk − Tk(s)) (3.3)

We consider two different strategies for selecting ports from the RCL, in order
to control the randomness during the construction phase. The greedy algorithm
can either follow a full greedy strategy, where we select the most profitable port
from the list; or the greedy algorithm can follow a roulette wheel strategy, where
we select the port according to some probabilities based on the current potential
revenue, which allows to promote diversification in the construction phase.

Once a port has been selected for insertion, the greedy algorithm inserts the
candidate port in the set R of simple services of the current solution through
the best simple service insertion algorithm. We either insert the candidate port
in a simple service in the position where the resulting objective value is minimal
(i.e. the best position of an existing simple service r ∈ R), or we open a new
simple service with a single visit for the corresponding candidate port (for the
most profitable vessel class). At each insertion attempt, the service network is
constructed (First Stage), and the resulting network is evaluated by solving the
container flow problem (Second Stage).

Batch of Initial Solutions: At each iteration, the heuristic follows the con-
struction phase to generate a batch of n initial solutions, and selects the most
profitable solution from the batch to be optimised in the next phase.

Tabu Mechanism: We provide the heuristic with a tabu mechanism during
the generation of the batch of initial solutions. The tabu mechanism stores
information about the simple services of the previous solutions from the same
batch (i.e. each element of the tabu list contains the itinerary of port-visits and
the assigned vessel class of a simple service). The tabu mechanism promotes
diversification at each iteration, as it prevents the generation of the same solution
several times during the construction phase. Every time a new initial solution is
generated in the batch, the tabu mechanism adds elements (simple services) to
the tabu list with equal probability. Therefore, when generating the next initial
solution in the batch, the heuristic will forbid the construction of certain simple
services during the best simple service insertion algorithm. Once all solutions
from the batch have been generated, the tabu list is erased.
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Local Search Phase: Once an initial solution has been generated, the heuristic
performs the local search phase. First, we apply a local search heuristic with a
simple-service-removal and greedy insertion neighbourhood. Given the current
solution s, the local search heuristic iterates on the set R of simple services.
For each simple service r ∈ R, we generate a new solution s′r by removing all
corresponding port-visits from s, and greedily inserting the ports following the
same greedy algorithm as described before. The only exception is that the tabu
mechanism is now deactivated. From the previously generated solutions, we
store the solution that maximises the objective function, i.e. s = max

r∈R
f(s′r). We

continue this procedure until the local search heuristic can no longer improve
the current solution s.

Next, we apply a perturbation heuristic with a higher degree of randomness
to obtain new solutions without evaluating several solutions from the neigh-
bourhood. Given the current solution s, the perturbation heuristic randomly
removes b port-visits, and performs the greedy algorithm as described before.
If the newly constructed solution improves the best-known solution, we store
the solution. Otherwise, we return to the previous solution s. This procedure
is repeated until the perturbation heuristic cannot improve a current solution s
after a certain number of improving attempts.

Adapting the Service Speed: Lastly, we adapt the operating speed of services
to further reduce the operational cost. This reflects an important fraction of
the total cost of a service, as the fuel consumption per day is a cubical function
of the sailing speed. Given a service s ∈ S, Equation (3.4) denotes the fuel
consumption cost F (ν) of a vessel sailing at certain speed ν:

F (ν) = cB(
∑

i∈Ps\{0}

f
v(s)
I bi + τsf

v(s)
∗

( ν

ν∗v(s)

)3

), (3.4)

where cB is the fixed bunker price per metric ton, fv(s)
I and fv(s)

∗ are the daily
fuel consumption for vessel class v(s) when idle and sailing at design speed ν∗v(s),
respectively, bi is the berthing time at port i ∈ P , and τs is the total sailing
time of the service. Based on this, the operating speed of a service is set to
the lowest allowable speed (within the allowed speed interval of the vessel class,
i.e. ν ∈ [νminv(s) , ν

max
v(s) ]) such as the transit time limit of the associated cargo

is still respected while maintaining the same weekly frequency. As pointed
out in Section 3.4.1.1, the grouping heuristic may adapt the operating speed
of the services before solving the container flow problem. Therefore, we further
consider a post-processing phase at the end of each iteration, where the heuristic
adapts the operating speed of the services based on the actual transported cargo
instead of the associated cargo.
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Overall Structure: Finally, Figure 3.3 depicts the flow chart of the proposed
iterative heuristic for solving the FNDP.

Figure 3.3: Flow chart of the iterative heuristic.

3.5 Computational Results

The proposed heuristic has been implemented in Java, and run on a Huawei
XH620 V3 computer with a 2.6GHz Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3. The mathe-
matical model presented in Section 3.4.1.2 has been solved using CPLEX version
12.9.

3.5.1 Test Instances

The heuristic is tested on a set of realistic feeder instances. We use the bench-
mark suite Liner-Lib (Brouer et al., 2013), as the instances are on real-life data
from leading shipping companies, and contains relevant data for shipping net-
work design problems. The benchmark suite also contains realistic demand data
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(quantities, revenue, and maximal transit times), capturing the asymmetry in
world trade.

We consider the two single hub instances from the Liner-Lib benchmark: Baltic
and Western Africa (WAF). The hub port for the Baltic instance is Bremer-
haven, whereas the hub port for the WAF instance is Algeciras. Moreover, both
instances use the two feeder vessel classes from the benchmark suite: Feeder 450
and Feeder 800.

To further test the performance of the heuristic on larger instances, we also
adapt the multi-hub instance Mediterranean to a collection of single hub in-
stances. We consider the three hub ports of the instance (Tangier, Gioioa Tauro
and Algeciras). The instances are named MedTangier, MedTauro and MedAlg,
respectively. For each of these instances, we consider exclusively the feeder-hub
demands for the corresponding hub, and the same fleet quantity for the feeder
vessel classes (Feeder 450 and Feeder 800 ) from the Mediterranean instance.
Furthermore, we consider an additional instance for the non-hub port from the
Mediterranean instance with the highest container traffic (Port Said). The in-
stance has been adapted in a similar way to create a small single hub instance
in the east of the Mediterranean sea, named MedPSD. Lastly, we further adapt
a small single hub instance in the south of the Asian coast from the trade-lane
instance Pacific to create an instance with tight transit times. The instance is
named PacTP, and the hub port is Tanjung Pelepas. Finally, the cargo demand
of the ports has been increased by a factor of five.

For each instance, we report results for three different scenarios of the fleet
size: low, base and high. The weekly vessel cost for each scenario is adjusted
to be proportional to the available fleet quantity of each vessel class. Table
3.1 gives a more detailed overview of the instance. Furthermore, as in Karsten
et al. (2017a), we fix the berthing time to 24 hours for all ports, the bunker
price to $600 per tonne, and we further consider the goodwill penalty for not
transporting a unit of demand to be $1, 000.

3.5.2 Construction Heuristic with full greedy strategy

First, we test the performance of the construction heuristic following the full
greedy strategy. This strategy defines a pure deterministic algorithm, as the
greedy algorithm always selects the port with the highest potential revenue.
Table 3.2 provides information of the results, regarding the objective value of the
obtained solution (Z); the fleet deployment (D), where F450 stands for vessel
class Feeder 450 and F800 stands for vessel class Feeder 800 ; the percentage
of transported demand (F); and the execution time in CPU seconds (T). The
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Total Weekly Total Vessel
Instance Hub Scenario |P | |K| |V450| |V800| Demand (TEU) Capacity (TEU)

Low 12 22 3 2 4,904 2,950
Baltic Bremerhaven Base 12 22 4 2 4,904 3,400

High 12 22 5 2 4,904 3,850
Low 20 37 11 22 8,541 22,550

WAF Algeciras Base 20 37 14 28 8,541 28,700
High 20 37 17 34 8,541 34,850
Low 15 26 5 5 14,230 6,250

PacTP Tanjung Base 15 26 6 6 14,230 7,500
Pelepas High 15 26 7 7 14,230 8,750

Low 16 30 3 3 4,580 3,750
MedPSD Port Base 16 30 4 4 4,580 5,000

Said High 16 30 5 5 4,580 6,250
Low 29 49 6 6 4,295 7,500

MedTangier Tangier Base 29 49 8 8 4,295 10,000
High 29 49 10 10 4,295 12,500
Low 32 41 6 6 2,995 7,500

MedTauro Gioia Base 32 41 8 8 2,995 10,000
Tauro High 32 41 10 10 2,995 12,500

Low 33 53 6 6 9,230 7,500
MedAlg Algeciras Base 33 53 8 8 9,230 10,000

High 33 53 10 10 9,230 12,500

Table 3.1: Description of the Liner-Lib benchmark suite for the Baltic and WAF
instances, and for the adapted instances from Mediterranean and Pa-
cific. The table includes information about the number of ports (|P |), the
number of origin-destination pairs (|K|), the number of vessels for the
vessel class Feeder 450 (|V450|) and the vessel class Feeder 800 (|V800|).

heuristic returns profitable solutions (i.e. positive objective values) in most of
the cases, except for PacTP, MedAlg, Baltic-Low, and MedPSD-Low instances.
For these instances, the total vessel capacity is smaller than the total weekly
demand, and the services cannot transport all demand in the shipping network,
incurring a high cost for rejecting part of the demand. Moreover, we can see
how all instances become more profitable as we increase the total vessel capacity,
and more cargo can then be transported by the vessels. In particular, Baltic
and MedPSD return now profitable solutions. Furthermore, we see that the
heuristic returns the same shipping network for WAF instance in all scenarios.
However, the costs of the solutions are different, as the time charter rates of the
fleet depends on the scenario of the instance.

The heuristic returns solutions with high volumes of transported demand, more
than 90% of the total demand. In general, we can see how the transported
cargo is close to 100% for almost all instances as we increase the fleet size. The
only exceptions are PacTP and MedAlg instances, returning solutions with a
total transported cargo up to 54% and 71%, respectively, for the high scenario.
This may be due to the tight transit time limits of the demand of the PacTP
instance, and the high ratio of the total weekly demand compared to the total
vessel capacity of both instances.
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F450 F800
Instance Scenario Z(k$) D(%) D(%) F(%) T(s)

Low -358 100 100 82.5 0.1
Baltic Base 127 100 100 91.1 0.1

High 224 100 100 93.1 0.1
Low 4,292 72.7 100 90.1 0.5

WAF Base 4,866 57.1 78.6 90.1 0.5
High 5,230 47.1 64.7 90.1 0.5
Low -6,977 100 100 49.2 0.3

PacTP Base -6,531 83.3 100 51.3 0.3
High -6,275 100 100 53.5 0.3
Low -131 100 100 92.4 0.2

MedPSD Base 218 100 100 95.4 0.2
High 412 100 60 100 0.2
Low 25,785 100 100 79.9 0.3

MedTangier Base 31,103 100 100 97.0 0.3
High 31,784 100 80 98.1 0.5
Low 12,226 83.3 100 86.0 0.4

MedTauro Base 14,222 100 100 97.5 0.5
High 14,945 100 80 99.1 0.5
Low -5,032 100 100 57.8 0.3

MedAlg Base -3,943 100 100 71.7 0.4
High -3,764 100 60 70.8 0.6

Table 3.2: Results for the single hub and adapted instances from the Liner-Lib bench-
mark suite for the construction heuristic with full greedy strategy.

Finally, the results show that the construction phase is quite fast with execution
times of less than 0.6 seconds. An optimisation algorithm can take advantage
of this fast performance to design a heuristic approach that builds multiple
solutions iteratively, and optimise the best found solution in a later phase.

3.5.3 Iterative Two-Phase Heuristic with diversification
techniques

The fast performance of the heuristic using the full greedy strategy shows that
the heuristic can easily be extended to the more general case. However, the
full greedy strategy is purely deterministic, and the same solution will always
be obtained at each iteration of the heuristic. Hence, we decide to implement
the roulette wheel strategy at the construction phase. This strategy differs from
the former strategy in the way that candidate ports are selected from the RCL.
The heuristic now chooses the port randomly from the RCL with a probability
proportional to the current potential revenue of the ports. This adds randomness
to the heuristic and favours the construction of different solutions. However, it
is still possible that the heuristic keeps returning the same set of solutions when
following the previous strategy. Hence, the heuristic has been further equipped
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with a tabu mechanism during the construction phase, in order to prevent the
construction of some simple services during the generation of the batch of initial
solutions at each iteration.

The heuristic has been applied 10 times to each instance. As stopping criteria,
we choose the maximum number of iterations, setting the limit for all instances
to 100 iterations. At each iteration, the heuristic creates a batch of initial solu-
tions following the construction phase with the roulette wheel strategy and the
tabu mechanism. The heuristic selects the best solution from the batch of 10
initial solutions, and continues to the local search phase. First, we apply a local
search heuristic with a simple-service-removal and greedy insertion neighbour-
hood, and continue performing this procedure until the current solution can no
longer be improved. Next, we apply a perturbation heuristic, where we remove
b port-visits from the current solution. The number b is randomly chosen from
the interval [1,min(10, |P |)], where |P | is the total number of ports in the in-
stance. The perturbation heuristic is performed until 25 unsuccessful attempts
to improve the current solution are reached.

Table 3.3 summarises the results and reports the weekly profit of the obtained
solutions (Z) in k$; the fleet deployment (D) in percentage, where F450 stands
for vessel class Feeder 450 and F800 stands for vessel class Feeder 800 ; the
transported demand (F) in percentage; and the total CPU time (T), the total
time spent during the construction phase (TC), and the total time spent during
the local search phase (TL) in seconds. As seen from the results in Table 3.3,
the heuristic provides a robust average performance, returning overall profitable
solutions with high values of transported demand. Moreover, we see that the
diversification techniques have an important effect on the heuristic, returning
solutions that are much more profitable to the ones obtained by following the
full greedy strategy from Table 3.2.

For the Baltic instance, we see that the heuristic always returns the same so-
lutions. The fleet is fully deployed for all scenarios, transporting in all cases
more than 83% of the total demand. Moreover, the shipping networks, except
for the low scenario, are always profitable, i.e. returning positive values of the
objective function. The fleet size for the low scenario cannot cover most of the
profitable demand, and negative objective functions are achieved. Furthermore,
the heuristic has short average execution times of around 70 seconds.

For the WAF instance, we draw similar conclusions as discussed above for the
Baltic instance. In this case, the value of the transported demand is much higher,
being always above 95%. For this instance, the fleet has sufficient capacity to
transport most of the weekly demand, and we see that the fleet for the WAF
instance is not fully deployed in all cases. Only for the low scenario, the fleet
deployment is close to 100%. However, this is not the case as the capacity
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of the scenario increases. In particular, we see how the number of deployed
vessels for the class Feeder 450 decreases drastically. For the high scenario,
the best-known solution does not deploy any vessel from the class Feeder 450.

F450 F800
Instance Scenario Z(k$) D(%) D(%) F(%) T(s) TC(s) TL(s)

Low Best -159 100 100 83.3 38.1 10.7 27.4
Average -159 100 100 83.3 40.0 10.8 28.9

Baltic Base Best 293 100 100 92.1 41.8 12.8 28.9
Average 293 100 100 92.1 43.1 12.9 30.1

High Best 433 100 100 94.7 67.1 17.4 49.6
Average 433 100 100 94.7 69.5 17.9 51.4

Low Best 5,279 90.9 100 95.1 388.9 68.3 319.7
Average 5,243 89.1 99.5 95.4 363.6 65.8 296.9

WAF Base Best 6,182 28.6 96.4 96.7 320.7 64.7 255.3
Average 6,166 32.1 96.1 96.8 332.6 65.7 266.2

High Best 6,703 0 88.2 97.0 318.3 66.0 251.7
Average 6,623 37.1 80.3 97.0 321.7 67.0 254.0

Low Best -3,875 100 100 70.1 128.6 26.9 101.5
Average -4,014 100 100 69.9 130.0 26.6 103.2

PacTP Base Best -2,773 100 100 77.7 151.8 30.7 120.8
Average -2,819 100 100 77.8 164.6 32.6 131.6

High Best -1,208 100 100 87.9 189.5 34.9 154.3
Average -1,291 100 100 87.3 190.3 34.8 155.1

Low Best 335 100 100 94.2 105.4 24.6 80.6
Average 325 100 100 94.2 104.2 24.7 79.4

MedPSD Base Best 493 100 75 99.0 159.4 39.2 120.0
Average 489 100 75 99.0 160.9 39.6 121.1

High Best 567 100 60 99.1 155.3 43.4 111.7
Average 561 96 60 99.2 157.0 43.3 113.5

Low Best 31,349 100 100 97.4 209.5 47.2 161.9
Average 31,084 100 100 96.8 215.7 47.8 167.5

MedTangier Base Best 32,609 100 87.5 99.4 273.1 61.9 210.8
Average 32,543 96.3 97.5 99.4 284.5 64.3 219.9

High Best 32,765 90 70 99.4 316.3 76.7 239.1
Average 32,736 83 77 99.4 328.8 79.4 248.9

Low Best 14,776 100 100 98.0 272.1 56.0 215.8
Average 14,605 100 100 98.1 268.4 56.3 211.7

MedTauro Base Best 15,433 100 87.5 99.7 290.2 72.7 217.1
Average 15,413 100 93.8 99.7 285.2 72.8 212.1

High Best 15,623 90 60 99.7 306.5 81.2 224.9
Average 15,559 97 59 99.7 316.0 84.6 231.1

Low Best -3,695 100 100 70.1 383.5 65.1 318.1
Average -3,744 100 100 70.6 402.4 71.7 330.3

MedAlg Base Best -2,795 100 100 83.7 448.0 85.0 362.5
Average -2,880 100 98.8 82.4 482.4 90.6 391.4

High Best -2,112 100 100 89.7 618.0 102.1 515.4
Average -2,169 100 100 89.5 639.1 103.3 535.2

Table 3.3: Comparison of results for the single hub and adapted instances from the
Liner-Lib benchmark suite for the iterative two-phase heuristic with di-
versification techniques.
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As more vessels from the class Feeder 800 become available, the solutions tend
to open more services for this vessel class. Although we see a decrease in the
total percentage of vessels deployed in the class Feeder 800, the total number of
vessels deployed actually increases slightly. This indicates that a good allocation
of the demand among the available vessels can return more profitable solutions
without deploying extra vessels. The WAF instance has the hub port in the
south of Spain, whereas the remaining ports are located on the east coast of
Africa. The services will have long rotation times, and the shipping network
will deploy bigger and faster vessels. Finally, we note that the heuristic also has
reasonable average execution times, converging after approximately 390 seconds.

The PacTP instance is a small instance adapted from the trade lane Pacific
instance. The main characteristic of this instance is the close proximity between
all ports and the short transit times of the demands. Therefore, adapting the
operating speed of the services is essential to obtain more profitable solutions.
We further see that the fleet capacity is much smaller than the total weekly
demand, and the fleet is always fully deployed in all scenarios. Having a larger
fleet allows the carrier to visit ports more frequently, reducing the transit time
of the demands. Furthermore, we see that more cargo can be transported in
the shipping network as the fleet size increases, and more profitable solutions
can be found. However, some cargo is still rejected, incurring a high penalty in
the objective function and returning unprofitable solutions (i.e. solutions with
negative objective values). Finally, the heuristic has short execution times of
up to 200 seconds.

For the Mediterranean instances, we observe the same increase in profit as the
fleet size increases. For these instances, the fleet deployment for the vessel
class Feeder 450 is generally larger than 80% for all scenarios, whereas the fleet
deployment for the vessel class Feeder 800 tends to decrease with the fleet size,
except for the MedAlg instance. Moreover, for the MedPSD, MedTangier and
MedTauro instances, the average transported demand is always higher than 94%.
This indicates that there is a tendency among these instances to deploy more
vessels from the class Feeder 450 to transport the demand if they are available,
since they have a lower operational cost. Another possible explanation for this
decrease in the feeder classes for the latter instances may be that the shipping
networks transport almost all cargo with the available fleet in the base scenario,
where the average transported demand is around 99%. Therefore, the increased
number of vessels has little effect in the final shipping network. Nevertheless,
more vessels from class Feeder 450 are deployed yielding a small increase in the
objective function.

The MedAlg instance reports average values of transported demand around 70%
for the low scenario, 82% for the base scenario, and 90% for the high scenario.
This is opposed to the rest of the Mediterranean instances, which report more
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than 94% of transported demand in all scenarios. The MedAlg instance corre-
sponds to the largest instances, with up to 53 demands and 33 ports. The vessel
capacity of the instance is smaller than the total weekly demand, only having
a slightly higher capacity for the high scenario. This implies that the obtained
shipping networks in all scenarios of the MedAlg instance are not profitable, re-
turning always negative objective values, and the solutions tend to fully deploy
the fleet.

Lastly, the Mediterranean instance represent the largest instances from this
benchmark suite. Nevertheless, the heuristic has reasonable average execution
times, around 150 seconds for the MedPSD instance, 300 seconds for the Med-
Tangier and MedTauro instances, and up to 600 seconds for the MedAlg in-
stance, the largest instance.

Finally, we see how the computational times increase with the fleet size for all
instances. In general, we can see from the results that the heuristic spends most
of the execution time (approximately 75% of the total time) in the local search
phase. The fast performance of the construction phase allows the heuristic to
find high quality solutions quickly, and to spend more time during the local
search phase to optimise the previously obtained solution.

3.5.4 Computational Comparison on the Liner-Lib Instances

In this section, we compare the computational results of the proposed heuristic
with the current state-of-the-art methods for the single hub instances from the
Liner-Lib benchmark suite, i.e. Baltic and WAF instances. We consider three
solution approaches that have studied the same problem under similar assump-
tions: Karsten et al. (2017a), Karsten et al. (2017b) and Koza et al. (2020).
Although the latter papers investigate algorithms tailored for the LSNDP and
not limited to the FNDP, we want to study the performance of the previous
solution approaches in feeder instances. Moreover, we compare the results for
the base scenario for each instance, since it is the only scenario considered by
the current methods in the literature.

All the previous papers study the shipping network design problem with tran-
sit time constraints for the demand and weekly frequency deployment of the
vessels. Karsten et al. (2017a) consider variable speed in the services, where
a service maintains the same speed in all legs, whereas Karsten et al. (2017b)
and Koza et al. (2020) study the problem with variable speed in the legs of
the services. Furthermore, these papers consider transshipment operations with
transshipment times of 48 hours. This is not the case for the heuristic proposed
in this paper, which ignore the cargo transshipment between services. Lastly,
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Koza et al. (2020) do not limit the service structure to only simple or butterfly
types, as done by Karsten et al. (2017a) and Karsten et al. (2017b). Table 3.4
summarises the results from the comparison, and reports the objective values
(Z) in k$, the transported demand (F) in percentage (%) and the CPU time
(T) in seconds (s). Table 3.4 includes the assumption on the transshipment op-
erations (TT), speed optimisation (SO), and service structure (SS). The speed
optimisation approach for the different methods: Services states variable speed
on services but constant speed in all legs, whereas Legs states variable speed in
the legs of the services.

Assumptions Iterative Heuristic Karsten et al. (2017a) Karsten et al. (2017b) Koza et al. (2020)
TT No 48h 48h 48h
SO Service Services Legs Legs
SS General Butterfly Butterfly General
Instance Z(k$) F(%) T(s) Z(k$) F(%) T(s) Z(k$) F(%) T(s) Z(k$) F(%) T(s)
Baltic

Best 293 92.1 41.8 14 87.4 101 5 87.9 144 284 92.1 900
Average 293 92.1 43.1 -74 86.7 108 -17 85.1 115 159 90.5 900

WAF
Best 6,182 96.7 320.7 5,590 97.0 255 5,480 97.6 362 6,000 96.7 3,600
Average 6,166 96.8 332.6 4,870 94.3 354 4,890 91.7 396 5,780 96.2 3,600

Table 3.4: Comparison of results for the single hub instances from the Liner-Lib
benchmark suite.

From the results in Table 3.4, we see that the iterative two-phase heuristic is
very competitive, both in time and solution quality compared to the results from
the current state-of-the-art methods. The heuristic approach reports the best
results for the instances within reasonable CPU times. In particular, we see that
even though some assumptions have been simplified (such as same speed in all
legs of a service and forbidding the transshipment of cargo between services),
the heuristic approach finds higher quality solutions in shorter times.

In terms of solution quality, Koza et al. (2020) report the best solutions of
the previous algorithms. The authors present a column-generation matheuristic
approach with a high level of details on the service definition. Even though
the proposed approach returns high-quality solutions, the execution times are
still quite long for both instances. Nevertheless, the performance of the column-
generation matheuristic may be improved by incorporating better heuristics
to construct initial solutions. Due the short execution times reported by our
heuristic, the hybridisation of both approaches can lead to even better solutions
close to optimality.
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3.5.5 Computational Comparison on the Ameln Instances

Finally, we provide a brief comparison to the feeder instances presented in Ameln
et al. (2019). These instances have been randomly generated based on infor-
mation from the Liner-Lib benchmark suite, in order to complement the suite
with feeder and hub-and-spoke instances. The size of the new set of instances is
rather small, up to 12 ports, and the feeder instances are similar to the Baltic
instances. The instances are named F_P_K, where P stands for the number
of ports and K stands number of demands.

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed heuristic on the
feeder instances with the results from mathematical formulation reported by
Ameln et al. (2019). For a fair comparison, we adapt the heuristic to accom-
modate the same assumptions. The feeder instances lack information about the
revenue per container of the demand, since the problem addressed in Ameln
et al. (2019) considers a cost-minimisation objective function and without re-
jection of demand. Therefore, we disregard the revenue zk of the demand and
increase the penalty factor z̃k to $10, 000. Furthermore, we disregard the load-
ing and unloading costs at ports, and we include in the objective function the
port-fee for a vessel class visiting a port. As the feeder instances only report the
design speed for vessel classes, we do not adapt the operating speed of services.
Finally, we consider the maximum duration of a service to 4 weeks, and set the
available fleet of each vessel class to be proportional to the number of services
obtained from the heuristic procedure described in Ameln et al. (2019).

Table 3.5 summarise the results. For each feeder instance, we report the lower
bound, the best feasible solution, and the total computational time for the
mathematical model from Ameln et al. (2019). We further report the best solu-
tion, the average performance, and the average execution time for the proposed
heuristic. Finally, for this set of experiments, we consider the minimisation of
the operational costs as objective function, as presented in Ameln et al. (2019).

Ameln et al. (2019) Iterative Heuristic
Instance Lower Best Time (s) Best Average Avg.

Bound Feasible Time (s)
F_4_6 297,682 297,682 1 297,682 297,682 2.9
F_6_10 347,900 347,900 3 347,900 347,900 11.5
F_8_14 556,313 556,313 1,006 556,313 556,313 31.1
F_10_18 663,784 695,939 36,000 699,910 699,910 95.0
F_12_22 687,613 877,194 36,000 761,751 761,751 103.7

Table 3.5: Comparison of results for the feeder instances from Ameln et al. (2019).
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As seen in Table 3.5, the iterative two-phase heuristic shows good performance
on the feeder instances, finding optimal solutions for the smallest instances. In
particular, the heuristic finds the optimal solution for the F_8_14 instance in
an average time of 31 seconds, whereas the mathematical model spends 1,000
seconds to prove optimality. The heuristic also shows competitive performance
on the largest feeder instances, where the mathematical model cannot prove
optimality after 10 hours of execution time. For the largest feeder instance,
F_12_22, the heuristic returns better quality solutions in an average time of
just 103 seconds. On the other hand, the heuristic cannot find better quality
solutions for the feeder instance F_10_18. Nevertheless, the execution times
of the heuristic are significantly shorter, spending in average just 95 seconds
to obtain a solution that is approximately 1% worse than the best feasible
solution obtained by the mathematical model after 10 hours. In short, these
experiments underline the good performance of the heuristic on small feeder
instances. The heuristic returns optimal solutions in short execution times for
the smallest instances, where the mathematical model can prove optimality.
As the instance size increases, the mathematical model cannot return optimal
solutions. Nevertheless, the heuristic returns high-quality solutions in execution
times of less than 103 seconds.

3.6 Conclusion and Future Research

During the recent years, a number of decision support tools for liner shipping
network design have been presented in the literature. However, these results
are difficult to use for feeder lines. As the size of the service network for feeder
lines is often much smaller, different specialised algorithms can be developed to
design this type of shipping networks. Due to the intrinsic interaction between
the main liner and feeder lines, a well-working feeder network is paramount. The
overall shipping network can benefit from the potential advantages of the feeder
network. Hence, feeder networks need fast solutions times, since the routes are
frequently changed to adapt to the schedule/demands from the larger vessels.

We investigated the shipping network design under a feeder line structure,
namely the Feeder Network Design Problem. This problem arises from the plan-
ning of services for a fleet of small container vessels in regional feeder networks.
Due to the feeder structure of the problem, the FNDP can be characterised as a
variant of the one-to-many-to-one pick-up and delivery problem with combined
demands. We exploited the two-layer structure of the problem to design the
shipping network, allowing to decompose the problem by stages.
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We proposed an efficient iterative two-phase heuristic to solve the FNDP. At
each iteration, the heuristic constructs a shipping network from scratch, taking
into account the potential revenue of inserting a port in the current network.
The construction steps were improved by diversification techniques, leading the
heuristic to find more profitable solutions. The quick performance of the con-
struction phase allows to design a fast optimisation algorithm for solving this
problem. Furthermore, in order to reduce the vessels’ bunker cost, the opera-
tional speed for each service was further adapted to the lowest allowable speed
while maintaining the same weekly frequency and transit time of the demand.

The heuristic was tested on the Baltic and WAF instances, the single hub in-
stances from the Liner-Lib benchmark suite, some adapted instances from the
same benchmark suite, and the feeder instances from Ameln et al. (2019). The
results reported very promising results compared to the current state-of-the-
art methods for shipping network design problems, outperforming the methods
on both solution quality and computational times. Furthermore, one interest-
ing insight from the results is that better solutions can be obtained in practise
by simplifying some assumptions. The heuristic approach can return overall
best-known solutions when transshipment operations are omitted, as opposed
to other methods from the literature.

Finally, interesting directions for future work may be dedicated to study the
network design problem with further assumptions. One possible extension would
be to study the case of having multiple hubs in the region and demand between
the feeder ports. In these cases, the container flow problem from the second stage
can no longer be solved by the LP model from Section 3.4.1.2. Consequently, the
LP model should be replaced with a column generation approach, for example,
for solving the resulting MCF problem, requiring to use methodology from the
general version of the liner shipping network design problem. In these cases,
transshipment operations play an important role in the shipping network, and
they should not be excluded from the modelling framework. The main challenge
is to define specialised methodology for feeder network design problems including
transshipment operations in a meaningful way.
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Abstract: This paper proposes an Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search
heuristic for solving the Port Scheduling Problem, the problem of scheduling
feeder vessels’ operations in multi-terminal ports. Each vessel has a number of
operations to perform at different terminals within the port, and each terminal
can only serve a single vessel at a time. The resulting problem is a general shop-
like problem, with a variety of additional operational constraints. The objective
is to let the vessels depart from the port as early as possible, as this allows them
to sail at reduced speed to the next port, saving large amounts of fuel; as well as
scheduling operations early, which leaves more slack for later and hence makes
the system more robust. The developed Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search
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heuristic works with the order of operations, and assigns the start times of the
operations first as part of the solution evaluation. To conduct the computa-
tional experiments, a large set of benchmark test instances, denoted PortLib,
was developed, and the performance of the heuristic was compared to that of a
commercial solver. The results show that the heuristic in general finds better
solutions, even with significantly shorter run times.

4.1 Introduction

The maritime industry is a vital part of the global economy and there has
in recent years been a large increase in the number of papers published on
the topic of optimisation in maritime operations. Some of the main topics
are liner shipping network design, stowage planning, and berth scheduling, for
which advanced decision support tools are also increasingly being implemented
in practice.

Today, the vast majority of international trade, around 90% by volume, is car-
ried out by seaborne transportation. The containerised cargo trade roughly
accounts for 23.8% of the total global trade, and the majority of the trans-
port of this cargo is served by the liner shipping industry. Liner vessels are
large vessels sailing on fixed itineraries, with weekly or bi-weekly frequency, and
in 2019, more than 5,200 container liner vessels were in operation worldwide.
The volume of containerised cargo has grown close to 8% per year during the
last three decades, attaining an estimated volume of around 140 million TEUs
(twenty-foot equivalent units). To satisfy this massive trade demand, the size
of container vessels is increasing, and the largest vessels today can carry over
20,000 containers (Unctad, 2018, 2019). To facilitate the ever-growing liner ves-
sel, each region typically has a few large ports, called hubs, where liner vessels
load and discharge containers. From the hubs, the containers are then trans-
ported to other smaller ports, also called spoke ports or feeder ports, by more
flexible vessels, so called feeder vessels. Figure 4.1 depicts an example of a
hub and feeder structure in the shipping network. Clearly, an efficient feeder
structure is crucial for the liner shipping industry to operate effectively.

One of the drawbacks with this system, however, is that it heavily burdens the
major hubs, as nearly all long-distance container traffic will be transshipped in
those ports, between the liner vessels and the feeder vessels. To keep down the
resulting congestion, as infrastructural improvements are huge capital invest-
ments and take significant time to implement, well-planned scheduling is of the
essence to maximise the utilisation of the existing resources.
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Figure 4.1: Example of a hub and feeder structure in the shipping network.

While feeder ports generally have only a single terminal, some large ports, such
as Rotterdam or Singapore, are multi-terminal ports, i.e. they have several ter-
minals that are located far apart. A terminal is a station within the port, where
containers are loaded and discharged, using so called quay-cranes. As liner ves-
sels are very large, and have a significantly larger upkeep than feeder vessels,
they have priority in the planning process when visiting large ports. In practice,
this means that every liner vessel visits only a single fixed terminal, where it
discharges and loads all the containers for that port. Therefore, when planning
the port stays of feeder vessels, the terminal at which to load or discharge each
container is already decided. Moreover, as each feeder vessel generally handles
containers to and from multiple liner vessels, they need to visit multiple termi-
nals within the port, especially as transporting containers between terminals by
means of trucks or similar is expensive and should be avoided.

The port inspiring this work is Rotterdam, which is the largest hub in Europe
and the gateway to the European market, with more than 500 visiting liner
services connecting more than 1,000 ports all around the world. During 2017,
more than 7,000 container vessels arrived to the port for loading and discharge
operations, resulting in a total throughput of 142.6 million tonnes (Port of Rot-
terdam, 2017). Feeder and short-sea services play a very important role in the
operations of the port of Rotterdam, and account for around 40% of the total
container traffic. Figure 4.2 provides an illustration of the port of Rotterdam,
where it can be seen how the container terminals are spread out along the river
bank. In this case, the sailing time between the inner and outer terminals is
around three hours.

Together with industry representatives, we have identified a new planning prob-
lem, namely that of routing and scheduling the feeder vessels through multi-
terminal ports, deciding in which order to visit the terminals, and at which
times. The main aim is to let vessels leave for the next port as early as possible,
as sailing at a lower speed significantly lowers the fuel consumption, over the
same distance. Additionally, we try to schedule operations early, to leave more
resources available, in case of later changes, which makes the schedule more
robust.
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Figure 4.2: Layout of the different container terminal areas in the port of Rotter-
dam.

4.1.1 Problem Definition

Each feeder vessel visiting the multi-terminal port has a number of operations
to perform at fixed, but usually different, terminals. The operations generally
consist of either loading or discharging all the containers designated for a single
terminal, and a vessel can have several operations assigned to the same terminal.
In this way, a vessel can visit the same terminal multiple times during its stay
at the port, if not all operations assigned to the terminal can be carried out
consecutively. We also assume that the operations are non-preemptive, i.e. that
they have to be completed without interruption once started, as this is almost
always the case in practice. We use estimates for the arrival and latest departure
for the vessels, for the travelling times between terminals and for the required
time to perform the operations. The travel times and the arrival and departure
times are normally given, whereas the operation times have to be estimated.
We assume a known and given gross crane productivity for each operation,
based on historical data, and estimate the operation time as the number of
moves, i.e., the number of containers to lift on and off, to perform divided
by this productivity. The gross crane productivity depends on the terminal,
the vessel, the number of quay cranes active, etc. Generally, the terminal is,
furthermore, contractually obliged to perform a minimum amount of moves
per hour. More accurate operation times could likely be achieved by using
an appropriate prediction algorithm, learning from historical data, but that is
beyond this project.

The particular scope of this problem is based on an agreement between a single
carrier, owning a fleet of vessels, and the terminal administration, which states
that a number of terminals, with a set of accompanying quay cranes and work-
force, are freely available to the carrier during certain time windows. The carrier
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is then free to schedule the operations of its feeder vessels at those terminals.
Hence, in this case, the carrier is the owner of this problem. This way, the or-
ganisational interface between the terminal and the carrier becomes significantly
more clear-cut.

In the real-life case we have studied, the carrier was allowed to have a single
vessel served at each terminal at a time, which is probably the most common
scenario. In general, leasing the terminal for more time during the week allows
for more flexibility than leasing space for multiple vessels simultaneously. Of
course, if a carrier has a very large number of vessels, leasing space for multiple
vessels would be necessary. However, we worked with one of the world’s largest
feeder companies, and so, such carriers are likely to be few. In some other cases,
the physical layout of the terminal can also limit the maximum number of vessels
to serve at the terminal.

Following this, we have assumed that each terminal can only serve one vessel
simultaneously. It is of course possible, that in certain agreements, some of the
terminals allow multiple vessels, and if there is no way to circumvent it, the
carrier can sometimes manage to negotiate an additional berth. However, that
is out of the scope of this work.

Most containers served in those large ports are being transshipped, i.e. they
are being delivered to the port by one vessel and then picked up by another.
Transshipments most commonly occur between a feeder vessel and liner vessel.
For the feeder vessels this means that a load operation can first be performed
once all containers are in place, and similarly a discharge operation has to be
performed before any of the containers has to be delivered to another vessel.
Again, as the connecting liner vessels are significantly larger, their schedule is
created first and the schedule for feeder vessels then has to adhere to that.
Hence, this imposes time windows for the loading and discharge operations for
feeder vessels. We define the time window of an operation as the time period in
which the operation must be started. Further, we also define time windows for
the port stay of the vessels. A vessel’s time window begins at the arrival of the
vessel to port, and ends at the latest point of departure at which the vessel will
arrive on time to the next port on its itinerary, sailing at maximum speed.

A vessel may never arrive to the terminal after the end of the time window of the
operation, but is allowed to wait until the start of the time window in a lay-by
terminal close to the associated terminal of the operation. The availability of
lay-by terminals is generally not binding and so, they are not considered in this
work. The terminals can also have time windows; some terminals do not work
during night hours or in the weekend, and others might not be open for the
carrier in question during certain hours.
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Additionally, we have a set of precedence requirements, defined by the carrier.
The most common of those arise from the fact that a vessel has to discharge
its containers at a terminal before it loads containers from the same terminal.
Other precedence relations depend on for example the stowage plans, as to
avoid unnecessary moves. In other more rare occasions, some containers need
to be transshipped between two feeder vessels, in which the discharge of those
containers has to be performed before they are loaded onto the next vessel.

We can then define the Port Scheduling Problem (PSP) as finding an operational
schedule for the feeder vessels, i.e. a starting time for each operation, which
satisfies the above mentioned requirements as well as let the feeder vessels depart
from the port as early as possible and packs the schedule as tight as possible to
keep some slack for alterations and unexpected events. The fuel consumption
of a vessel is generally estimated to grow as the cube of the speed, which makes
sailing slow highly tractable. Other costs, such as in-port fuel costs are marginal
and are not considered in this work.

The PSP is a generalisation of the general shop problem, as defined in Brucker
(1999), with time windows, capacity constraints and closing periods for the
terminals. If the capacity at each terminal was unlimited, it would boil down to
a set of single vehicle, 2-commodity, capacitated vehicle routing problems with
time windows and precedence constraints. If instead, the order of terminals for
each vessel was fixed, the problem would be a job shop problem with additional
constraints. Further, the PSP is NP-hard as it has the m-machine open shop
problem as a special case.

The problem could be considered a sub-problem in the larger picture of optimis-
ing container terminal operations. The schedules generated for the vessels will
then be combined with quay crane schedules, stowage plans, yard operations,
all the way down to worker schedules. Clearly, optimising the full operations
is immensely complex, and so, dividing it into several steps seems to be an
appropriate approach.

4.1.2 Literature Review

We will divide this literature review in two parts. In the first part we will
briefly introduce the main literature on port operations and discuss how the
PSP relates to other previously defined port operation problems. In the second
part we will focus more on the mathematical structure of the problem and try
to classify and compare it to other well-known optimisation problems.
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For a detailed review on the topics of maritime optimisation, we refer the reader
to the survey papers by Christiansen et al. (2013, 2019). There has been plenty
of work on container terminal operations, over which Stahlbock and Voß (2008),
Meisel (2009) and Gharehgozli et al. (2016) have written excellent reviews.

In many regards, the Berth Allocation Problem (BAP) (Kim and Moon, 2003) is
one of the most closely related problem. It serves essentially the same purpose
as the PSP, which is to decide which vessel should occupy which berth at what
time. The BAP appears when the terminal owns the problem of scheduling the
berth allocation, where they have a number of available berths and a number of
requested operations to perform on incoming vessels. In contrast, as mentioned
before, the PSP appears when the carrier owns the problem, and as such the
problems could be considered mutually exclusive.

The two other port-side problems generally considered in the container-terminal
operation literature are stowage planning (Avriel and Penn, 1993), and crane-
split and quay crane scheduling problem (QCSP) (Daganzo, 1989). There has
been many studies on how to combine the BAP and the QCSP, for more efficient
operations (Imai et al., 2008; Iris et al., 2017). But as the carrier is promised a
fixed number of cranes, and there is only a single berth used at each terminal,
performing the quay crane split and scheduling posterior to the port scheduling
should be sufficient. The stowage planning, however, is deeply connected to the
port scheduling, through the number of extra quay crane moves necessary due to
overstowage. Solving an integrated stowage planning and port scheduling prob-
lem would, though, be prohibitively complex. So, in this work we are content
with defining a number of precedence relations between operations, preventing
schedules which would require a large number of extra moves.

Another similar approach, application-wise, is the in-port routing of tanker ships
by Wang et al. (2018). They developed a method to efficiently route a single
tanker vessel through a large port with several operations at multiple termi-
nals, far apart, with various tank allocation restrictions. The resulting problem,
however, turns out to be widely different. The main property of the problem in
Wang et al. (2018) is the tank allocation, whereas the defining property of the
PSP is the limited availability of quay cranes which gives the PSP its scheduling
characteristics. In contrast, in the tanker routing problem, only a single vessel
is present, which makes it is a pure routing problem.

Structurally, the PSP is in essence a machine scheduling problem (Kan, 2012).
More specifically, the PSP has a similar structure to theGeneral Shop Scheduling
Problem (GSP), as described in Brucker (1999). This is a more general definition
of the shop scheduling problems which encompasses the well-studied Open Shop
Problem (OSP) and the Job Shop Problem (JSP). Each vessel could be seen
as a machine and each terminal could be seen as a job, such that each job
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has a number of operations that have to be performed at specific machines.
Preemption is not allowed, and any machine can process at most one job at
any time, and similarly, a job cannot be processed at more than one machine
simultaneously. Additionally, there may be some precedence relations between
the operations. The distances between terminals can further be formulated as
sequence dependent setup times.

According to Graham’s notation (Graham et al., 1979), the PSP can be roughly
classified asGm|pred; rp; dp; spq|

∑
wpCp, i.e. an m-machine General Shop Prob-

lem with precedence constraints, release and due times for operations and se-
quence dependent set-up times under an objective function which minimises the
weighted sum of the completion time of operations. However, the PSP is not a
GSP, as this framework does neither include closing periods for terminals nor ca-
pacity constraints for vessels. Also, time windows for each individual operation
is uncommon in the scheduling literature.

As the GSP has seen little attention in the literature, it is interesting to try
to relate it to other more well studied scheduling problems. Among the classic
machine scheduling problems, it has most similarities with the OSP (Anand and
Panneerselvam, 2015; Blazewicz et al., 2019). While there are still significant
differences between the OSP and the PSP, the base structure is similar and
many of the solution concepts for OSP would also work for the PSP. A wide
variety of heuristic approaches have been studied for solving both the classi-
cal OSP and different variants with additional constraints. The most common
additional extra constraint, which is also present in the PSP, is the sequence-
dependent setup times (Zhuang et al., 2019; Mejía and Yuraszeck, 2020; Abreu
et al., 2020). Among the most successful approaches, we can highlight Genetic
Algorithms (Hosseinabadi et al., 2018; Abreu et al., 2020) and Particle Swarm
Optimisation (Sha and Hsu, 2008; Lin and Sha, 2011). Several authors have
tried various hybrid genetic algorithms, combining a genetic algorithm with for
example greedy heuristics (Kokosiński and Studzienny, 2007) and Tabu Search
(Liaw, 2000).

In terms of local search neighbourhood-based heuristics, there are a number of
papers that use efficient methodology to solve different variants of the OSP, such
as Simulated Annealing (Harmanani and Ghosn, 2016) and Variable Neighbour-
hood Search (VNS) (Mejía and Yuraszeck, 2020). The majority of the previous
approaches use a permutation list of operations to efficiently model the problem.
For example, Mejía and Yuraszeck (2020) use an efficient decoding scheme for
the permutation list which is embedded in a self-tuning VNS for solving the
OSP with travel times and sequence-dependent setup times.

Furthermore, the PSP can also be seen as a resource constrained project schedul-
ing problem with sequence dependent setup times and time windows (Hartmann
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and Briskorn, 2010), but again with the addition of capacity constraints and
closing periods. Nevertheless, this problem becomes more relevant for the PSP
when the capacity of terminals is no longer limited to serve a single vessel.

In this work we use an Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) heuristic
inspired by Pisinger and Ropke (2007). This heuristic has been successfully
applied to several routing (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006; Pisinger and Ropke, 2007,
2010) and scheduling problems (Muller, 2009; Kovacs et al., 2012; Rifai et al.,
2016).

4.1.3 Constraint Programming

One of the most successful methods to solve scheduling problems is Constraint
Programming (CP), which has become the state-of-the-art method for many
scheduling problems (Laborie et al., 2018). As an example, Malapert et al.
(2012) reports the overall best performance for the classical OSP for a wide
range of benchmark instances available in the literature. However, this is no
longer the case for objective functions different from the make-span minimisa-
tion. IBM ILOG CP Optimizer provides a generic CP-based system to model
and solve scheduling problem, which uses a constraint programming engine to
prove optimality. We have chosen to benchmark against CPLEX, as the math-
ematical programming engine returns lower bounds and optimality gaps mea-
sures. Nevertheless, the implementation of CP tools for solving the PSP is an
interesting subject for future work.

4.1.4 Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are:

• First, we present a new scheduling problem for feeder vessels in multi-
terminal ports, which has been developed in close collaboration with in-
dustry. We model the problem as a mixed-integer programming (MIP)
model, inspired by machine-scheduling formulations, and show that it is
NP-hard.

• Secondly, we propose an ALNS heuristic to find good solutions for the
PSP, using a set of destroy and repair methods tailored for the problem.
The ALNS framework uses weights for pairs of destroy and repair methods
to promote pairs which work well together.
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• Thirdly, we present a suite of benchmark instances, denoted PortLib, that
have been generated with the aim of accurately representing realistic test
cases. The benchmark instances serve as an instrument to measure and
compare the performance of the proposed methods in the present paper,
as well as to provide a platform for future researchers to compare and
develop further heuristics and exact methods.

• Lastly, we conduct computational experiments to find a good parameter
setting and assess the performance of the heuristic. The results show that
the ALNS heuristic provides good results within reasonable computation
times, and that it outperforms CPLEX, which was used as benchmark.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 4.2 presents the mathematical model
for the PSP. Section 4.3 is devoted to the ALNS heuristic and the main adaptions
for this problem are described in detail. Section 4.4 provides a description of the
PortLib instances. The results for the computational experiments are reported
in Section 4.5. Finally, the paper is summarised and concluded in Section 4.6.

4.2 Mathematical Formulation

In this section we introduce the main notation for the PSP, which will be used to
model the problem mathematically as a MIP. This provides an exact definition of
the problem, and it is used for the benchmark. Appendix 4.A gives an overview
of all the notation used throughout the paper.

Let T̃ = {1, . . . , n} be the set of n terminals in the port and define T = T̃ ∪
{0, n+ 1}, where 0 is the entry point of the port and n+ 1 is the exit point of
the port. Let Ṽ = {1, . . . ,m} be the set of feeder vessels to route through the
port. Additionally, let us define V = Ṽ ∪ {0,m + 1}, where 0 and m + 1 are
dummy vessels for modelling purposes.

Further, let Ovi be the set of operations to be performed by vessel v ∈ V at
terminal i ∈ T . We also define Ov =

⋃
i∈T O

v
i , to be all the operations for

vessel v ∈ V , Oi =
⋃
v∈V O

v
i , to be all operations at terminal i ∈ T , and

O =
⋃
i∈T,v∈V O

v
i to be the set of all operations. Here, O0

i and Om+1
i are

dummy operations denoting when terminal i ∈ T starts working, respectively
finishes, for the considered time period. Similarly, Ov0 and Ovn+1 represent the
arrival and the departure, for vessel v ∈ V , to/from the port. Let further
Õ =

⋃
i∈T̃ ,v∈Ṽ O

v
i be what we call the set of interior operations, i.e. operations

which are not the dummy operations for the terminals or a vessel entering or
leaving port.
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Let δij be the time it takes for a vessel to travel between the terminals i ∈ T
and j ∈ T . The travelling time between the same terminal, i.e. when i = j,
is negligible and set to zero. Moreover, let wp be the number of containers to
be handled at operation p ∈ O. Positive values represent loading operations,
whereas negative values represent discharge operations. Associated with the
latter, let τp be the required time to perform operation p ∈ O. We assume the
gross crane productivities to be given, and we calculate the operation times as
the number of required container moves divided by the gross crane productivity.
Additionally, let λpq be binary precedence parameters, such that operation p ∈ O
has to be performed before operation q ∈ O if λpq = 1. For each operation p ∈ O,
denote the time window, in which the operation is allowed to start, by [αp, βp],
and let φp and νp be the corresponding terminal and vessel of the operation.
Note that α

Ov0
and β

Ov
n+1

denote the earliest arrival time and latest departure for
vessel v ∈ V to/from the port, respectively. Each vessel v ∈ V has a maximum
cargo capacity of Qv containers, and arrives to the port with an initial cargo of
q̂v containers. Lastly, let Si denote a set of closing periods for terminal i ∈ T ,
within which no operations can be performed, and let [ξs, ζs] be the time window
of closing period s ∈ Si.

With all necessary sets and parameters defined, let us define continuous variables
yp, representing the starting times of operations p ∈ O. As discussed in the
introduction, the general objective is to depart early to save fuel, and schedule
operations early to leave slack in the schedule for future changes. To model this,
we use the weighted sum of operation starting times as objective function,

f(yp | p ∈ O) =
∑

p∈Õ ∪ On+1

cpyp, (4.1)

where the sum over Õ denotes the scheduled time of the interior operations and
the sum over On+1 denotes the departure times of the vessels.

What remains is to define the coefficients cp. First, a problem with minimis-
ing the sum of start times in a schedule is that it strongly favours putting the
short operations early. To avoid this, we weigh each interior operation p ∈ Õ
by its service time in the objective function. Secondly, various vessels have dif-
ferent priorities, and to model this, we weigh each operation by a vessel specific
priority factor, γv. Lastly, we use a coefficient, ρ, which denotes the relative
importance between leaving early, and scheduling operations early. Hence, we
get the following weights:

cp =

{
τpγνp p ∈ Õ
ργνp p ∈ On+1
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The values for ρ and γv have to be set according to the preferences of the carrier.

As in most machine scheduling problems we define binary decision variables
representing the precedence between operations. For every distinct operation
pair (p, q) : p ∈ O, q ∈ (Oφp ∪Oνp) \ {p}, let xpq be a binary variable that takes
value 1 if operation p precedes operation q. Let zps be a binary variable, which
is 0 if operation p ∈ Õ is performed before the closing period s ∈ Sφp , and 1
if it is performed after. A MIP model for the PSP can then be formulated as
follows:

min
∑

p∈Õ ∪ On+1

cpyp (4.2a)

s.t. yq − yp ≥ δφpφq + τp −Mpq(1− xpq) p ∈ O, q ∈ (Oφp ∪Oνp) \ {p} (4.2b)

xpq + xqp = 1 p ∈ O, q ∈ (Oφp ∪Oνp) \ {p} (4.2c)

xpq = 1 p, q ∈ {O : λpq = 1} (4.2d)∑
q∈Ov

wqxqp ≤ Qv − q̂v − wp v ∈ V, p ∈ Ov (4.2e)

αp ≤ yp ≤ βp p ∈ O (4.2f)

yp + τp ≤ ξs + M̂pszps p ∈ Õ, s ∈ Sφp (4.2g)

yp ≥ ζs − M̄ps(1− zps) p ∈ Õ, s ∈ Sφp (4.2h)

xpq ∈ {0, 1} p ∈ O, q ∈ (Oφp ∪Oνp) \ {p} (4.2i)

yp ∈ R+ p ∈ O (4.2j)

zps ∈ {0, 1} p ∈ Õ, s ∈ Sφp (4.2k)

where
Mpq = βp − αq + δφpφq + τp,

M̂ps = βp + τp − ξs
and

M̄ps = ζs − αp.

The objective function (4.2a) minimises the weighted sum of starting times of
operations. The sum over Õ minimises the starting time of the interior opera-
tions, whereas the sum over On+1 minimises the departure time of the vessels
from the port. Constraints (4.2b) and (4.2c) define the disjunctive constraints
for the operations. Constraints (4.2b) ensure that if operation q is scheduled
after p, then q cannot be served before the completion of p, and Constraints
(4.2c) ensure that operations for the same vessel or in the same terminal are
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not performed simultaneously. Moreover, Constraints (4.2d) define the specified
precedence between operations.

The maximum cargo capacity must be respected at all times for each vessel dur-
ing the scheduling of operations in the port, as expressed in Constraints (4.2e).
For any operation of a given vessel, the current number of on-board contain-
ers is computed as the sum of the cargo handled by the vessel in the previous
operations plus the initial load of that vessel. After serving an operation, the
on-board containers shall not exceed the maximum cargo capacity of the vessel.

Constraints (4.2f) enforces the time windows of the operations. Additionally, an
operation cannot be served during the closing periods of a terminal, as seen in
Constraints (4.2g)–(4.2h). Constraints (4.2g) ensure that if an operation p ∈ Õ
is scheduled before a time period s ∈ Sφp , the operation must be completed
before the terminal becomes inoperative. Similarly, if the operation is scheduled
after the time period, Constraints (4.2h) make sure that the operation does not
start before the terminal becomes active again. Finally, the domains of the
decision variables are defined in Constraints (4.2i)–(4.2k).

4.3 The ALNS Heuristic

Solving general shop-like problems with exact methods tends to be very time
consuming. Hence, the more common approach to solve realistic-sized instances
is to develop a metaheuristic. In this work, we propose a ALNS heuristic for
solving the PSP. The ALNS framework has been successfully applied to several
routing and scheduling problems (Pisinger and Ropke, 2010; Muller, 2009).

The ALNS heuristic was first introduced by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) as an
extension to the Large Neighbourhood Search heuristic previously presented by
Shaw (1998). Starting from an initial solution, the heuristic progressively seeks
for a new solution applying specialised heuristics to destroy and repair the cur-
rent solution. Destroy methods are responsible for removing part of the current
solution, and normally, these methods contain some randomness to diversify the
search for new solutions. Repair methods are defined with greedy strategies for
the quick reconstruction of the current solution. The heuristic is encompassed
in an adaptive framework, where the decision of which destroy and repair meth-
ods to use is based on the performance of the methods earlier in the run. In
each iteration, a destroy method and a repair method are chosen based on their
current scores. They are then applied to the current solution, and the heuristic
decides whether to keep the new solution based on some acceptance criteria.
Lastly, the scores for the methods are updated depending on the quality of the
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achieved solution. For a more general description of the ALNS framework, we
refer to Pisinger and Ropke (2007). The main adaptions to this framework for
this problem are described in detail in the following Subsections 4.3.1–4.3.9.

4.3.1 Splitting the Order Operations and Time Assign-
ment

For a given order of operations, assigning optimal times for the operations can
be done in polynomial time. This makes possible to work with the order of
operations rather than complete schedules and then assigning optimal times as
part of evaluating a solution. This is commonly modelled with a disjunctive
graph (Brucker, 1999), where a solution is represented by an acyclic orientation
of the arcs. The structure of our particular disjunctive graph is that the op-
erations performed by the same vessel, as well as the operations served by the
same terminal, are connected. The connections are made up of conjunctive arcs
where there are precedence relationships and otherwise disjunctive edges.

As we are working with local search heuristics, we almost exclusively work with
orientations of the disjunctive graph and it turns out that it becomes slightly
cleaner if we instead work with the transitive reduction of the oriented disjunc-
tive graphs. This corresponds to a graph where, for each vessel, the arcs form a
path from the vessel’s dummy start node to the dummy end node, through each
interior operation served by that vessel, and similarly for the terminals. We will
denote this graph the order graph, as it represents in which order the opera-
tions are performed. The order graph has |O| nodes, and 2|O| − 3(m+ n) arcs,
where m is the number of vessels and n the number of terminals. An example
of an order graph can be seen in Figure 4.3. The squared nodes represent the
non-interior operations from the set O \ Õ, whereas the circled nodes represent
the interior operations Õ. Here, each vessel v ∈ V visits each terminal t ∈ T for
discharging and for loading containers. The vertical lines show in which order
the operations are performed at a given terminal, whereas the horizontal lines
show in which order the operations are performed for a given vessel.

The order graph does theoretically not need to be connected, but if the graph is
disconnected, each connected component represents a problem which could be
solved independently. So let us for the remainder assume that the order graph
is connected.
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Figure 4.3: Example of an order graph for an instance with two terminals and two
vessels.

4.3.2 Assigning Time

Once we have an ordering of the operations, assigning the optimal operation
times is a single-source shortest path problem with time windows in a directed
acyclic graph, which is solvable in polynomial time. We use a version of the
classic algorithm, described in Section 24.2 in Cormen et al. (2009), modified to
handle time windows.

The order graph provides a topological sorting of the operations. The earli-
est starting time for each operation can then be calculated through dynamic
programming. First, the time of the first operations, i.e. the operations for
the opening of the terminals and for the arrival of the vessels to the port, are
assigned, and then, recursively, the times of the successors are assigned. Each
time an operation’s starting time is assigned, it has to be pushed forward as to
satisfy the start of its time window and not collide with any closing periods.
This procedure will create a semi-active schedule as the order graph is acyclic.
This follows almost immediately from Theorem 24.5 in Cormen et al. (2009),
with minor adaptions to include time windows and closing periods.

Once the times for all operations have been assigned, the algorithm checks if the
time assignment is feasible with regards to the time windows and the capacity
constraints, and add the corresponding penalties to the objective value.
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4.3.3 The Destroy and Repair Methods

With the time assignment as part of the solution evaluation, the heuristic will
work with orders of operations. In our heuristic, we make use of a few dif-
ferent destroy methods, and a number of repair methods, which follow various
strategies when inserting operations. We define removing an operation from the
order graph as removing it from the ordered set of operations of its terminal
and of its vessel. Let p ∈ Õ be the operation to remove, and let Ô be the set of
removed operations. There exists one predecessor p′T ∈ Oφp and one successor
p′′T ∈ Oφp in the ordered set of its terminal, and one predecessor p′V ∈ Oνp and
one successor p′′V ∈ Oνp in the ordered set of its vessel. Now, removing p from
the order graph G, means that we remove the node representing the operation
p along with the arcs connected to it, and then we add an arc from p′T to p′′T
and one arc from p′V to p′′V, to keep the graph structure intact.

Inserting an operation p ∈ Ô means the exact opposite. We choose two oper-
ations p′T ∈ Oφp and p′′T ∈ Oφp from the ordered set of its terminal, such that
there is an arc from p′T to p′′T, and two operations p′V ∈ Oνp and p′′V ∈ Oνp from
the ordered set of its vessel, such that there is an arc from p′V to p′′V. Now we
remove those two connecting arcs, and instead add four arcs; from p′T to p, from
p to p′′T, from p′V to p, and from p to p′′V.

With removal and insertion defined, the destroy and repair methods are then
defined as follows:

Destroy Methods:

D1. Random Removal: Remove b random operations from the order graph.

D2. Vessel and Terminal Removal: Remove all operations from a single
vessel or a single terminal.

D3. Worst Removal: For each operation p ∈ Õ, compute the cost reduction
achieved by removing operation p, normalised by its service time. Remove the
b operations with the highest normalised removal cost reduction.

D4. Infeasible Removal: Remove b random operations as well as, with a
probability of 50%, every infeasible operation.
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Repair Methods:

R1. Greedy Insertion: For each operation p ∈ Ô, in a random order, insert p
where the resulting objective value is minimal.

R2. Sorted Greedy Insertion: Given an ordering of operations, for each
operation p ∈ Ô, insert p where the resulting objective value is minimal. The
operations can be ordered according to three sorting rules: In decreasing service
time, in decreasing size of its operational time windows or in decreasing end
time of their time window.

R3. 2-regret Insertion: Iteratively insert the operation p ∈ Ô, with the
largest difference in objective value between its best and second best insertion,
at its best position.

Note that many of the described destroy and repair methods cover a parametrised
family of different methods. For example, D1 describes B different destroy meth-
ods, one for each value of b ∈ {1, . . . , B} and R2 describes three repair methods,
one for each kind of sorting. In total, this constitutes 2B + 2 destroy options,
one for each value of B in D1 and in D3, and one for vessel removal and one for
terminal removal in D2. D4 is used instead of D1 when the current solution is
infeasible. Moreover, there are a total of five repair options, one for R1, three
for R2, and one for R3.

The repair methods R1 and R2 all use the same greedy insertion, only varying
the sorting of operations. R1 uses a random order, whereas R2 sort the oper-
ations according to the service time, the size of the time window or the time
window end. The reason for using sorted greedy insertion is to schedule the
most challenging operations first, as both operations with longer service time
and tighter time windows tend to be harder to accommodate.

For the sake of completeness, we also test some neighbourhoods from the classic
ALNS heuristic (Pisinger and Ropke, 2007, 2010) such as the destroy method
D3 and the repair method R3. Regret heuristics similar to R3 have further been
used for solving the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (Potvin and
Rousseau, 1993) and the Generalised Assignment Problem (Trick, 1992).

D3 is a destroy method, which iteratively selects the worst operation from Õ to
remove from the current solution. R3 is a 2-regret insertion, which computes the
second-best and best position, in which to insert the operations, in the current
partial solution, and inserts the operation at the position that maximises the
difference between them. The method tries to prioritise the insertion of those
operations that may incur a high cost if they are postponed.
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While D3 and R3 give rise to more sophisticated neighbourhoods, they also are
computationally more expensive. As the expensive part of the heuristic is the
solution evaluation, the complexity is best measured in insertion trials. Let
us assume that we should insert k nodes. The greedy insertion methods need
O(|O|2) insertion trials per operation to insert, and so runs in O(k|O|2), while
the 2-regret runs in O(k2|O|2). Further, D3 needs O(|O|) solution evaluations,
whereas the other destroy methods do not need any.

4.3.4 Initial Solution

The heuristic requires an initial solution, and due to the strong dependency
between operations, the time windows and the precedence constraints, finding
good or even feasible initial solutions is non-trivial. In this section, we present
the algorithm procedure for generating an initial solution.

The construction of the initial solution begins by defining an order graph G that
only contains the non-interior operations, i.e. the set O \ Õ. First, the interior
operations are iteratively added to the order graph using the greedy insertion
method. Then any operations leading to infeasibility are identified, removed
from the current solution and then re-inserted, again using the greedy repair
method. The latter stage is repeated until no better solution can be obtained.
Next, the initial solution is further improved by a simple local search heuristic,
where the relocation of an operation is defined as a move in the neighbourhood.

4.3.5 Accepting New Solutions

The heuristic generates new solutions iteratively, and as the repair methods are
heuristics, new solutions might be worse than previous ones. To avoid exploring
areas of the solution space less likely to lead to good solutions, it is often a
good idea to reject a new solution if it is worse than the previous one. The
common practice in ALNS algorithms (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006), to balance
exploration and exploitation, is to use the classic temperature based framework
from Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983), where the probability of
accepting a deteriorating solution decreases exponentially with time and with
the decrease in objective value. We use this and define the temperature curve
based on an initial and a final temperature, given as the objective value of
the initial solution times the factors Tst and Tf , respectively. As the acceptance
probability is dependent on the quote between the change in objective value and
the temperature, by scaling the temperature with the initial objective value, the
heuristic becomes more stable with regards to variations in instance size. While
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the Tf factor is always small enough for the algorithm to reject deteriorating
solutions towards the end of the run, its exact value is still of great significance
as it defines the shape of the exponential curve, for a given start value.

4.3.6 Adaptively Choosing a Destroy and Repair Method

As shown previously, there are a number of different destroy and repair methods
to choose between, where each combination of methods could work well for
different instances. Additionally, some methods may complement each other;
larger neighbourhoods provide a lot of exploration and smaller neighbourhoods
work better for exploitation. Since the nominal paper by Ropke and Pisinger
(2006), it has been demonstrated many times that using an adaptive framework
with probability weights for the different methods, is a well-working manner of
balancing the usage of different destroy and repair methods.

The specific way to update probability weights differ between papers. It is
common to promote methods which achieve local or global improving solutions,
and demote methods resulting in deteriorating solutions. But it is also possible
to promote exploration by for example rewarding solutions which have not been
seen before.

In our framework, we use a weight for each combination of destroy and repair
method, similar to what is done for example in Kovacs et al. (2012). This
way, combinations of destroy and repair methods, which work well together, are
promoted. The drawback, on the other hand, is that it generates significantly
more weights to update, which leads to slower adaptation. An argument for
using weights for pairs in this particular problem is that the algorithm runs
sufficiently many iterations that the methods have ample time to adapt even
the larger number of weights.

The update mechanism is then as follows: If a method pair finds an improving
solution, the weight is increased by a factor of π+; and if it finds a worse so-
lution, the weight is decreased by a factor of (1 − π−), where π+ and π− are
parameters guiding the adaptation speed. After each update, the weights are
scaled such that they sum to one, since they represent probabilities.
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4.3.7 Backtracking

To prevent getting stuck in local minima, and to intensify the search in promising
areas of the solution space, we use a intensification mechanism common in many
local search implementations (Gendreau and Potvin, 2019). If the heuristic fails
to find a new global optimum after a fixed number of iterations, θ, then it returns
to the best solution found so far. Furthermore, the temperature is increased to
half of the starting temperature, to encourage further exploration.

4.3.8 Infeasible Solutions

The heuristic allows infeasible solutions, but penalises them with a high cost.
While the heuristic has yet to find a feasible solution, the general scheme of
the temperature and acceptance of new solutions is modified. While the cur-
rent solution is not feasible, the temperature feature is not activated. Hence,
the acceptance criteria never rejects the new repaired solutions, allowing the
heuristic to move freely to explore the solution space until a feasible solution
is found. This proved significantly more efficient for finding feasible solutions
during initial testing. Further, the heuristic uses the destroy method D4, which
also removes all operations leading to infeasibility in the current solution, in-
stead of the destroy method D1. Once the heuristic finds a feasible solution,
the temperature feature is re-activated and the destroy method D4 is no longer
used by the heuristic, and is instead replaced by D1.

4.3.9 Initial Constraint Propagation

As a pre-processing phase, we perform a series of constraint propagation tech-
niques derived from Dorndorf et al. (2000). This phase narrows the time win-
dows of operations and defines new precedence relations between operations.
The earliest and latest start time of operations are progressively tightened by
applying several consistency tests. Note that while the new precedence con-
straints and tighter time windows generated by this process will never cut away
any complete solutions from the solution space, it could tighten the LP-bound
for the MIP and helps with discarding unfavourable operation placements dur-
ing the ALNS repair methods. For example, a placement that seems promising
while many operations are removed from the schedule, but which would lead
to an infeasible solution once they are all inserted, could be disregarded. In
practice it turned out to have a minor impact, however, partly because of that
modern solvers would perform a similar procedure in its pre-processing phase.
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4.4 Benchmark Instances

In this section, we introduce the set of benchmark instances, which we denote
the PortLib instances, developed to resemble real-life problems, which are used
to conduct the computational experiments.

The problem we have proposed has been defined in close collaboration with
representatives of the feeder line industry. While the PSP resembles other prob-
lems presented in the literature, the differences remain rather large. Hence, to
test our methods we have generated a set of benchmark instances aiming at
accurately representing realistic test cases. In addition to acting as a basis for
us to do parameter tuning and test our methods, we hope that the instances
can stimulate development of alternative heuristics and other variants of the
problem.

The instances are named PSP.n.m.r, where n is the number of container termi-
nals, m is the number of vessels and r is the generic name of the scenario.

Based on the weekly operations of the studied feeder company in the port of
Rotterdam, we consider instances with 2 to 5 terminals, and between 4 and 16
vessels. For each terminal-vessel combination, we assume a maximum of two op-
erations, i.e. discharge and loading of containers, and we generate instances with
70% of the total maximum number of operations. This comes from the fact that
normally not all vessels need to visit all terminals in the port, as it is almost
always the case in real life. Moreover, in addition to the obvious precedence
requirements for a vessel to discharge its containers before loading containers
from the same terminal, a number of precedence constraints are added, cor-
responding to 10% of the total number of operations. These precedence may
depend on the stowage plans and transshipment operations between feeder ves-
sels. Other precedence relations can be derived from more realistic examples,
where the feeder company requires a vessel to first discharge containers at a
specific terminal before visiting the remaining terminals.

Each operation is generated as a randomly selected combination of terminal
and vessel, where the corresponding type (discharge or loading of containers)
is randomly assigned. The required service time τ , in hours, follows a uniform
distribution U(2, 10), and the number of containers w to be handled at the oper-
ation is then calculated assuming a fix gross crane productivity of 20 containers
per hour, which is based on historical data on the average productivity of the
terminals. In each instance, roughly 15% of the operations are subject to strict
time windows.
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We will assume a fleet of small feeder vessels with varying maximum cargo
capacity from 500 to 1,000 TEU (Brouer et al., 2013). In addition, we assume
that vessels arrive at the port relatively loaded with containers, typically above
70% of its cargo capacity, something which is almost always the case in reality.
A high or low priority will be randomly assigned to each vessel of the fleet with
equal probability. The time windows for the vessels are generated so they arrive
within the first days of the planning horizon and they have sufficient buffer time
to service their operations in the assigned terminals.

In terminals such as Rotterdam, the sailing time between the farthest terminals
is significant, and up to 3 hours. Therefore, we randomly place the terminals in
a grid of dimensions d

√
n e × d

√
n e, where the pilot station, representing the

entry/exit gate of the port, is always placed in one of the corners. We use the
Manhattan norm as the distance function between terminals. This also ensures
that the triangle equality holds. Moreover, each terminal can have up to two
closing periods with a maximum duration of 15% of the total service time of the
busiest terminal.

Following the description above, we have generated two sets of benchmark in-
stances: The training instances, which were used to conduct the parameter
analysis, and the test instances, denoted PortLib, which were used to evaluate
the performance of the tuned heuristic. The sets are distinct, but have the same
characteristics. The PortLib instances will be published online at Zenodo.com1.
Additionally, a smaller set of instances were generated for the sensitivity anal-
ysis.

The generated instances are constructed to be realistic, but in addition we en-
sured that each instance has a feasible solution as well as strove towards that
each constraint should have a significant impact. In general, the instances are
made to be slightly harder to solve than the problems faced by industry, in
order to challenge the developed methods, as well as spurring further develop-
ment. Both the benchmark sets each contains 300 randomly generated instances
grouped into 15 terminal-vessel combinations. A brief summary of the instances
is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview of the PortLib instances. The instances are named PSP.n.m.r,
where n is the number of container-terminals, m is the number of vessels
and r is the generic name of the scenario.

Terminals 2 3 4 5
Vessels 4 6 8 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 14 10 12 14 16

Operations 12 17 23 26 34 42 51 45 56 68 79 70 84 98 112
Instances 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3760979

Zenodo.com
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4.5 Computational Experiments

To study the computational performance of the ALNS heuristic, we compare
it to solving the MIP model (4.2a)–(4.2k) using a commercial MIP-solver. As
a solver we used CPLEX version 12.9 limited with a maximum execution time
as specified in the following Section 4.5.1. Moreover, the ALNS heuristic has
been implemented in Java, and both methods were run on a Huawei XH620 V3
computer with a 2.6GHz Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3. The parameter analysis
was conducted on the training instances, whereas the test performance and
comparison of the proposed methods were conducted on the PortLib instances.

One of the main factors of almost every metaheuristic, is a good parameter
setting. We therefore first present experimental results for the analysis of the
main parameters of the heuristic. Next, the ALNS heuristic and the MIP model
solutions are compared. Lastly, a sensitivity analysis for the main constraints
is conducted.

4.5.1 Run Times

The inherent trade-off between run time and solution quality is a crucial question
for almost every optimisation algorithm. What to aim for depends on the use
case for the heuristic, which for the PSP is twofold. The first use case is the
operational planning of the daily schedule, which also includes remaking the
schedule in response to potential disruptions. In this case the heuristic has to
run in a few minutes as to not be a hindrance in the planner’s work. The second
use case is the strategic planning, where the aim is to make a recurring plan,
which is relevant as liner vessels sail on weekly itineraries. Here, the quality of
the solution is more important than the run time, and so longer run times are
accepted.

In an attempt to balance run time and performance, we decided to test the
heuristic for the two use cases. As the instances vary significantly in size, for
the short run times we decided to let the run times increase with the size of
the instances. We decided to use run times roughly proportional to the third
power – more precisely, for an instance with |Õ| operations, the run time would
be max(5, d|Õ|3/2000e) seconds. The precise run times can also be seen in Table
4.2. For a fair comparison in the computational experiments, we decided to use
a maximum time limit for CPLEX of 10 times that of the heuristic, for each
instance. For the long run times, we only study instances with 5 terminals and
there we instead used one hour for the heuristic, and 10 hours for CPLEX.
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Table 4.2: The short run times for the heuristic and for CPLEX for the different
sizes of instances.

Terminals 2 3 4 5
Vessels 4 6 8 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 14 10 12 14 16
ALNS [s] 5 5 7 9 20 38 67 46 88 158 247 172 297 471 703
CPLEX [s] 50 50 70 90 200 380 670 460 880 1580 2470 1720 2970 4710 7030

4.5.2 Parameter Analysis

In this section we aim to study the effect of the different parameters, as well as
the different destroy and repair methods, on the performance of the heuristic.
Both to increase the understanding of how the heuristic works and to find a
well-performing parameter setting.

Due to the large computational time required to carry out all the experiments,
we decided to perform the parameter analysis mainly using short run times on
the training instances. However, as the run time is likely to significantly affect
the performance of additional methods, we further tested the effect of including
extra methods for long run times on the best parameter setting found for short
run times, which is discussed in Section 4.5.3.1.

4.5.2.1 Parameters

The main parameters to study are those controlling which destroy and repair
methods to use. The random removal (D1) and the greedy insertion (R1) are
considered the core methods, and they will always be used by the heuristic.

The parameter B denotes the maximum operations to remove in the random
removal destroy method. A high number of removals opens up for a larger
search space, but can also challenge the repair method, and lead to increased
time consumption in each iteration.

The parameters Tst and Tf , are the start and end temperature factors, which
will then be multiplied by the initial solution value to get the initial and final
temperature. Further, θ, denotes the number of iterations without finding any
improving solutions before the algorithm resets to the best found value.
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For the update factors for the repair and destroy weights, π+ and π−, we have
decided to fix the penalty values to π+ = 1% and to π− = 0.5%, as this was
providing good results in the phase of initial testing.

4.5.2.2 Performance analysis of the ALNS heuristic

After a phase of initial testing to get a good initial parameter setting, we de-
cided to study and adjust the parameters individually. While the effect of the
parameters cannot be expected to be independent, to jointly study or tune the
parameters become exhaustively time-consuming, due to the inherent stochas-
ticity of the problem. A decoupled study of the parameters also adds valuable
insight into each individual parameter’s impact on the heuristic.

To be able to compare results over different instances with various objective
values, we have in all our experiments used percent over the best solution found,
as the metric. This way we can average results over different instances in a
meaningful way.

The most important parameter is the maximum number of removals in the
random removal destroy method. As it would make little sense to use the
same number of removals for an instance with 10 operations as for one with
200, we are interested to see how different settings perform for instances with
different numbers of operations. We then study the effect of this parameter on
the heuristic’s performance, aiming to define the maximum removals as function
of the instance size.

Each instance was run 10 times for each value of B ∈ {2n+ 1 | n = 0, . . . ,
√
O}

and then a second order polynomial was fitted to the best setting found for
each instance size tested. The resulting polynomial, over an interpolation of the
average gap for different maximum number of moves for different numbers of
operations is shown in Figure 4.4. We see that the heuristic performs poorly
when B is too low, but is less sensitive when B becomes larger. This is expected,
as the heuristic is embedded in an adaptive framework, and can as such, to some
extent, choose the number of removals which best fit the current instance. We
further see that the average gap increases significantly for larger instances.

Next, the start and end temperature factors, Tst and Tf were studied. Follow-
ing a similar approach, each instance was run five times for each combination
of parameters, and the results are shown in Table 4.3. We see that a start tem-
perature of 2.5% of the initial objective value and an end temperature of 0.1%
of the initial objective value yielded the best results.
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Figure 4.4: A contour map over how well the method performs for various numbers
of maximal removals and various number of operations with the fitted
second order polynomial.

Table 4.3: Average percentage deviation from the best solution found for the different
values of the temperature factors. The rows correspond to different values
for the start temperature factor, and the columns to different values for
the end temperature factor.

End Temperature Factor
0.01 0.001 0.0001

Start 0.1 1.658 1.234 1.342
Temperature 0.05 1.547 1.109 1.267

Factor 0.025 1.405 1.079 1.271
0.01 1.201 1.148 1.435

Further, we see that when we have a high start temperature, it is better to have
a low end temperature, and when we have a low start temperature, it is better
to have a high end temperature. A possible explanation is that it is important to
have elements from both exploration and exploitation, and that when both the
start and end temperature factors are either too low or too high, the heuristic
becomes too focused on a single one of them.

In Table 4.4 we see the average gap from the best solution found when intro-
ducing the reset mechanism, for a few different values of θ. We see that the
reset method has a clear improving effect on the heuristic and that the perfor-
mance increases progressively with the value of the reset parameter. Resetting
the current solution to the best known solution after 6,400 iterations without
improvement seems to yield the best performance, out of the tested values. The
reason for that no higher values were tested is that θ is reaching towards the
total number of iterations performed for the largest instances, which is around
to 10,000.
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Table 4.4: Average percentage deviation from the best solution found for the different
values of the reset parameter.

Reset Parameter Av. Gap [%]
800 1.139
1,600 1.047
3,200 1.031
6,400 1.020
∞ 1.095

Table 4.5: Summary of the results obtained by the ALNS heuristic with different
combinations of repair and destroy methods. For each of the tested de-
stroy and repair methods the average gap to the best solution found is
presented. In each combination, in addition to the presented methods,
the random removal (D1) and greedy insertion (R1) methods are also
used.

Additional Methods Gap [%]
None 1.016
Sorted Greedy Insertion R2 0.999
2-regret R3 1.414
Terminal and Vessel Removal D2 1.112
Worst Removal D3 1.024

Lastly, we studied the effect of including the remaining repair and destroy meth-
ods, presented in Section 4.3.3. In Table 4.5, we see the average gap when
running the heuristic 10 times on each instance, with the different additional
methods included. We see that the heuristic performs well when considering
exclusively the base case, and an improvement with the addition of the repair
method R2, which is the greedy insertion with different sorting strategies. Yet,
the differences are rather small, which is expected as each of the extra methods
only is one of many repair and destroy methods in an ALNS framework. More-
over, in trying several combinations of the repair method R2 with the remaining
methods seemed to not yield any further improvements.

It is clear from the results that, for this parameter setting, the performance of
the heuristic is better when considering the fast repair methods, which allow a
greater number of iterations, when using the short run times. Nonetheless, in
Section 4.5.3.1, we will see that the more elaborate methods perform better for
longer run times.

After iteratively improving the parameter values from an initial good parameter
setting, the final parameter setting which will be used in the computational
experiments is summarised in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Final parameter setting for the ALNS heuristic with short run times.

Parameter Value
B d−0.0013|Õ|2 + 0.25|Õ|+ 2.89e
Tst 0.025
Tf 0.001
θ 6,400
Destroy Methods D1
Repair Methods R1, R2

4.5.3 Computational Results

The complete results for all the test instances for both CPLEX and the ALNS
heuristic can be found as a supplement to this paper and online at Zenodo.com 2.
The results from solving the PortLib instances, using CPLEX, are summarised in
Table 4.7. The instances are grouped by number of terminals, and then further
divided by the number of vessels visiting the port. The smaller instances, with
less than 26 operations, were solved to optimality in a few seconds. We also see
that instances with around 40 operations seem to be the upper limit for what
CPLEX can solve to optimality within the given time frame. Note further,
how different instances of the same size vary significantly in difficulty. For the
instances that reach the maximum execution time, the resulting optimality gaps
are rather high, as shown in the lower part of the table, reaching up to 50% for
the largest instances. For the remainder of this section, we will report as the
CPLEX solution the objective value of the best integer solution found after
reaching the maximum CPLEX execution time for the given instance.

We run the ALNS heuristic 10 times on each of the PortLib instances with the
best configuration found during the parameter analysis process and using the
time limits from Table 4.2.

In Figure 4.5, we see the results for the PortLib instances, which have been nor-
malised and aggregated by the number of vessels and terminals. In particular,
the heuristic proves effective for larger instances with more than 50 operations,
where its average performance is consistently better than the solution obtained
from CPLEX. As shown in Figure 4.5, the average performance of the heuristic
does not deviate excessively from the best-known solution as the number of op-
erations increases; the difference between the average and best objective values
always stay below 2%. The difference between the CPLEX solution and by the
best-known solution increases more drastically, reaching more than 5% for the
largest instances.

2https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3760979

Zenodo.com
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Table 4.7: Summary of the CPLEX results for all PortLib instances. Instances are
grouped by number of terminals and number of vessels. The table re-
ports the total number of operations, the number of optimal solutions,
the average execution times in seconds (s), the average optimality gap
in percentage (%), and the interval optimality gap of the instances. The
results for the instances reaching the time limit are denoted with (t.l).

Instance Avg. CPLEX Avg. Optimality Interval
Name Operations Optimal Time (s) Gap (%) Gap (%)

PSP.2.4.r 12 20/20 0.0 0.0 [0.0,0.0]
PSP.2.6.r 17 20/20 0.1 0.0 [0.0,0.0]
PSP.2.8.r 23 20/20 1.4 0.0 [0.0,0.0]
PSP.3.6.r 26 20/20 2.6 0.0 [0.0,0.0]
PSP.3.8.r 34 17/20 64.7 1.8 [0.0,14.8]
PSP.3.10.r 42 7/20 286.0 9.5 [0.0,30.8]
PSP.3.12.r 51 1/20 651.5 20.5 [0.0,35.3]
PSP.4.8.r 45 4/20 404.8 10.2 [0.0,22.5]
PSP.4.10.r 56 0/20 t.l 23.7 [8.9,39.5]
PSP.4.12.r 68 0/20 t.l 31.2 [17.8,42.7]
PSP.4.14.r 79 0/20 t.l 35.3 [24.8,45.0]
PSP.5.10.r 70 0/20 t.l 27.7 [18.0,36.7]
PSP.5.12.r 84 0/20 t.l 34.1 [21.9,43.0]
PSP.5.14.r 98 0/20 t.l 38.1 [29.3,52.1]
PSP.5.16.r 112 0/20 t.l 38.8 [28.1,47.1]

Next, we look at the difference for individual instances. In Figure 4.6, for each
instance, we plot the quotient of the average ALNS objective value and the
CPLEX objective value. The graph is constructed so that, in each section,
the instances are ordered after the number of vessels, where instances with
more vessels are further to the right. We see that the ALNS heuristic in general
outperforms CPLEX, using significantly less time. As would be expected, we see
that the heuristic is performing better, relative to CPLEX, on larger instances.
For the smaller instances, where we know that CPLEX has found the optimal
solution, we see that the heuristic quite consistently finds the optimal solution
in each of the 10 runs, with only a few outliers. In the graph, those would be
the instances up until half-way through the section with 3 terminals.

If we instead look to Figure 4.7, we see the quotients between the best solution
of the ALNS over the 10 runs and the CPLEX solution. In this comparison, the
heuristic is consistently better, and for the largest instances the differences reach
10%. We also see that the differences between the the best solutions and the
average solutions are not that large, which we also saw in Figure 4.5. Finally,
to further clarify, the results are summarised in Table 4.8.

To further study the performance, we show the results for the PSP.5.16.r
instances in more detail in Table 4.9. Here, the upper bound from CPLEX
is presented, alongside the best and average objective values for the solutions
found by ALNS. We see that the best solutions found by ALNS are significantly
better than the best solutions found by CPLEX, and also that the average is
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Figure 4.5: The bar plot depicts the average objective value for the heuristic and the
objective value by CPLEX, aggregated by the number of terminals and
number of vessels, after being normalised with respect to the best-known
solution obtained from the both methods.

Figure 4.6: Ratio between the average performance of the ALNS heuristic and the
CPLEX solution for each of the PortLib instances, using the time limits
from Table 4.2. A value below 1 means that ALNS was able to find a
better solution than the solution from CPLEX.
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Figure 4.7: Ratio between the best solutions found by the ALNS heuristic the
CLPEX solutions for each of the PortLib instances, using the time lim-
its from Table 4.2. A value below 1 means that ALNS was able to find
a better solution than the solution from CPLEX.

Table 4.8: Summary of the results divided by number of terminals for the ratios
between the best and average solutions, respectively, found by the ALNS
heuristic and the solution from CPLEX.

Ratio r
2 Terminals 3 Terminals 4 Terminals 5 Terminals

Average Best Average Best Average Best Average Best
r < 1 0 0 22 23 55 69 63 77
r > 1 7 0 32 3 25 8 17 3
r = 1 53 60 26 54 0 3 0 0

consistently better. There is, on the other hand, a non-negligible discrepancy
between the best and average solutions found by the ALNS heuristic. To some
extent, this might be due to the fact that the problem consists of large discrete
blocks and a single change may have a large impact on the solution value.

4.5.3.1 Experiments with long run times

To study the performance of the heuristic as a tool for strategic planning, we
performed a number of experiments using a run time of one hour for the ALNS
heuristic and 10 hours for CPLEX. First, we are interested in the performance
of the destroy and repair methods in this new setting. For this experiment,
we considered all instances with 5 terminals from the PortLib instances. We
ran the heuristic 5 times on each instance for all of combinations of the destroy
and repair methods. We see from the results in Table 4.10 that, with the
increased run time, all specialised methods now individually improve the base
configuration of the heuristic.
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Table 4.9: Results for the PSP.5.16.r instances. Reported are: the best and aver-
age value found by the ALNS heuristic together with percentage error of
the discrepancy between the average and best value found by the ALNS
heuristic, and the best integer value found by CPLEX.

Instance ALNS ALNS Percentage CPLEX
Number Best Average Error Best

1 306,831 311,669.1 1.58 312,228
2 217,592 222,339.5 2.18 230,796
3 213,511 216,723.8 1.50 213,835
4 236,437 244,857.3 3.56 252,336
5 266,035 269,238.0 1.20 273,893
6 241,263 246,755.1 2.28 263,450
7 301,739 308,827.4 2.35 319,136
8 221,382 225,710.0 1.95 226,712
9 249,949 254,266.8 1.73 259,384
10 350,639 355,099.5 1.27 371,843
11 281,495 283,333.5 0.65 287,836
12 231,876 235,485.4 1.56 245,892
13 281,589 286,959.5 1.91 289,990
14 235,009 239,518.8 1.92 241,622
15 301,210 309,660.0 2.81 318,835
16 335,194 340,773.0 1.66 353,614
17 303,141 307,152.7 1.32 305,538
18 238,994 248,000.6 3.77 243,146
19 298,500 303,361.2 1.63 314,108
20 258,593 262,173.0 1.38 274,204
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Table 4.10: Summary of the results obtained by the ALNS heuristic with different
combinations of repair and destroy methods and a run time of 3,600
seconds (1 hour). Conf.: Configuration number of the methods. Av.
Gap: The average gap to the best found solution for the tested combina-
tions of destroy and repair methods. For each configuration the random
removal (D1) and greedy insertion (R1) methods are also included as
a base case. The table reports first the results for the addition of the
methods individually, and then, the remainder of the table is sorted by
decreasing average gap.

Repair Methods Destroy Methods
Conf. R2 R3 D2 D3 Av. Gap [%]
Base 1.719
1 × 1.493
2 × 1.417
3 × 1.665
4 × 1.609
5 × × × 1.744
6 × × 1.704
7 × × 1.643
8 × × × 1.612
9 × × 1.500
10 × × 1.499
11 × × × × 1.488
12 × × × 1.463
13 × × × 1.447
14 × × 1.388
15 × × 1.380
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How the methods work together is intricate, but in general we see that, combina-
tions including the worst removal (D3) seem to perform worse and combinations
including the sorted greedy repair method (R2) performs well. The 2-regret (R3)
seems to perform well, but not together with the worst removal. In the light of
the good performance of the sorted greedy insertion, it seems a little surprising
that configuration 14 performs so well. The move terminal and move vessel
neighbourhood (D2) constitutes only two destroy methods, and the impact of
adding this neighbourhood is less. This can be seen by that the configurations
which uses D2 together with another method, performs similarly to the same
configurations, but where D2 is excluded. In the end, the configuration which
includes the two other repair methods to the base configuration gave the best
result for the long run times.

While the results necessarily are affected by the stochastic nature of the heuris-
tic, the results presented in Table 4.10 are consolidated from 6,400 hours of run
time. Taking this into consideration, it seems unlikely that the results would
change significantly by running more experiments. We can conclude that, when
giving more time to the heuristic, the search for new solutions can be carried
out more effectively by considering more specialised neighbourhoods, and that
the most efficient setting for strategic planning is using both R2 and R3, apart
from the core methods D1 and R1.

In Figure 4.8, we show the results for each of the PSP.5.12.r PortLib instances.
The graph shows the results for the ALNS using the long run times of one hour
with the best configuration for the short run times as found in Section 4.5.2,
denoted ‘ALNS(1 hour, R2)’, as well as with the best configuration for the long
run times as discussed above, denoted ‘ALNS(1 hour, R2+R3)’. For reference,
it also contains the results for the ALNS using the standard short run time of
297 seconds with the best configuration for short run times, which is denoted
‘ALNS(297 seconds, R2)’. Lastly, the graph shows the objective value found
by CPLEX after 10 hours of execution time. In each case, the objective is
normalised by the best value found, and for the ALNS, each configuration is run
10 times on each instance, and the average ratio from the best found solution is
shown.

There are a few key observations to make. First, we see a significant improve-
ment in the results when running the heuristic for a longer time. The average
results are not only much better, but also significantly more consistent. We see
that even with the short run times, the heuristic still outperforms CPLEX on
some instances, even though it here uses less than 1% of the run time of the
solver. For the long run times, when the heuristic uses 10% of the run time of
CPLEX, the heuristic performs clearly better.
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Figure 4.8: The graph shows the average performance of the ALNS heuristic for a
number of configurations, divided by the best objective value found, for
the 20 PortLib instances in PSP.5.12.r.

Comparing the change in objective value for CPLEX when increasing the time
to 10 hours, from the standard 2,970 seconds, we see an improvement in the
average solution quality for these instances of about 1.51%. The average gap
here for the ALNS using shorter run times is around 2.74%, which is significantly
higher than what we see in Figure 4.5. This is due to the fact that we are now
dividing by the best value found using one hour, instead of as previously, using
297 seconds. The average difference between the best solutions found, between
using the longer and the shorter run times, in this case, turns out to be around
0.83% and 0.97% for when using the best configurations for short and long run
times, respectively. Lastly, while not better for every instance, the improved
configuration for longer run times, with the 2-regret option, performs better for
most of the instances.

4.5.4 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we present a study of how the difficulty of solving the PSP varies,
when changing the time windows and precedence constraints for the operations.
For this purpose 9 scenarios were generated, each corresponding to scheduling
the operations of 12 vessels in a port with 4 terminals. Each scenario consists
of a number of instances, which are identical except for that the number of
precedence constraints and active time window constraints differ. Together,
those instances make up the sensitivity instances. The number of precedence
constraints considered only accounts for precedence relations between operations
performed by the same vessel at two different terminals or between operations
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Table 4.11: Average Optimality Gap [%] for the sensitivity instances obtained using
CPLEX.

Optimality Gap [%] TW [%]
30% 15% 0%

PC [%]
20% 21.427 25.565 31.646
10% 24.645 29.510 35.927
0% 27.611 32.104 39.815

Table 4.12: Ratio between the best-known solution (left column) and the average
solution (right column) obtained from the ALNS heuristic and the upper
bound obtained using CPLEX for the sensitivity instances.

Ratio TW [%]
30% 15% 0%

PC [%]
20% 0.989 1.001 0.985 0.999 0.975 0.991
10% 0.983 1.001 0.971 0.992 0.972 0.991
0% 0.978 0.994 0.971 0.988 0.958 0.978

carried out at the same terminal by two different vessels. The requirement that
containers from a vessel are discharged at a terminal before loading containers
from the same terminal, is kept for all instances but does not count towards
the number of precedence constraints in the instances. Note that the PortLib
instances have been constructed so each instance roughly accounts that 15%
of the operations are subject to strict time windows, and that the number of
precedence requirements correspond to 10% of the total number of operations.

Having less constraints means that the operations can be scheduled more freely
within the port, making it easier to find feasible solutions. However, this comes
at the price of having a larger solution space. The aim of this study is to analyse
how this trade-off affects the two solution methods.

The sensitivity instances were first solved using CPLEX, and the average opti-
mality gap when varying the level of both constraints is presented in Table 4.11.
The column TW indicates the percentage of operations with strict time win-
dows, whereas the rows PC indicates the number of precedence requirements
between operations, given as a percentage of the total number of operations.
The optimality gap for the unconstrained case is relatively large, barely getting
below 40% after reaching the time limit. However, as the instances become
more constrained, the solution space shrinks, and the gap becomes significantly
smaller.

Table 4.12 presents the ratios of the two solution methods. The best-known
solution (to the left) and to the average solution (to the right) of the heuristic
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are compared to the solution found by CPLEX for the sensitivity instances. A
value below 1 means that ALNS was able to find a better solution (left column)
or a better average solution (right column) than the upper bound from CPLEX.
In general, the ALNS heuristic finds better solutions, and we see that the ratio
between the best solution by the heuristic and by CPLEX is always below 1.
We also see that the difference in performance is larger for the unconstrained
case, where the heuristic found solutions that in average were around 4% better
than those of CPLEX. As the problem becomes more constrained, however, the
ratio between the solutions increases. This increase in ratio may also be due
to the fact that the gaps for CPLEX become smaller. If parts of the improved
gap comes from better integer solutions found by CPLEX, this would lower the
ratio, which makes it difficult to say, whether the more constrained instances
are in fact easier or more difficult to solve for the heuristic.

4.6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new scheduling problem for feeder vessels,
which has been defined in close collaboration with the industry. The PSP ac-
counts for all of the most important practical restrictions faced by the carriers in
scheduling the operations, and a prototype is currently being tested in practice
by the shipping company with which we collaborate. The developed heuristic
in this work can be used as a decision support tool for planners.

We have proposed a compact formulation for the problem, inspired by machine-
scheduling formulations. As the PSP has not been studied previously, we have
created a set of benchmark instances, denoted PortLib, aiming at accurately
reflecting reality. Additionally, we have shown that the PSP is NP-hard, and
only small instances could be solved to optimality by CPLEX, within the given
time frame. Instead, in order to solve larger instances, an ALNS heuristic was
proposed.

An extensive parameter analysis process was carried out, during which we have
followed an iterative strategy to find a good parameter setting. Moreover, as
part of this analysis, we studied the performance of the heuristic with different
configurations of repair and destroy methods, which have proven efficient in a
variety of other ALNS applications.

The result was that the combination of repair methods based on the same greedy
insertion with different sorting strategies of operations performed the best when
using short run times. The more elaborate destroy and repair methods, however,
which uses more time per iteration, were shown to perform better than the
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base configuration for longer run times. Especially, the 2-regret neighbourhood
increased the performance of the heuristic significantly.

The developed method showed promising results for solving the PSP. As there
is no benchmark method to compare to, we compared the ALNS heuristic to
CPLEX and studied the variation of the obtained results. In general, it can be
said that the heuristic outperforms CPLEX in nearly all cases, even when using
significantly shorter run times. On 300 instances of different sizes, the average
objective value of solutions found by the heuristic was better than the solution
found by CPLEX for 140 of them and worse for 81, when giving the solver 10
times the run time of the heuristic. The 79 instances where the results were the
same, were mainly instances where both methods found the optimal solution.
In general, the heuristic performed better on larger instances, where it was also
given more time. When increasing the run time to one hour for the heuristic
and 10 hours for the commercial solver, the heuristic performed significantly
better, on average, for 19 out of 20 instances.

The results further showed that longer run times have a notable positive impact
on the quality of the method, both in terms of solution quality and robustness.
In application, this means that the run time, and consequently the neighbour-
hoods, should be adjusted based on the needs of planners.

To study the effects of the constraints, we studied a variety of scenarios with
an increasing number of constraints. It was clear that CPLEX benefited greatly
from a more constrained search space, which was seen as a significantly lower
final optimality gap. For the heuristic it is hard to compare the performance
over different settings, but we could see that it performs better, in comparison
to CPLEX, for less constrained instances.

For future work, it would be interesting to study the dynamic version of this
problem, where the decision-making of planners is done iteratively, minimising
the deviation between the operational schedule before and after the introduction
of a new event. Furthermore, some terminals have sometimes enough capacity
to serve more than one vessel simultaneously, so called dual-berth, but normally
this comes at an additional price. If planners know which vessels can be served
concurrently at the terminals, the heuristic can model it by adding proxy ter-
minals for such operations. Otherwise, if the terminals only can operate more
than one vessel at a time during certain time periods, the decision-making be-
comes more complex, and some of the basic structure utilised by the heuristic
is changed. But it adds some additional flexibility to the model and could be
an interesting subject to future work.

It is also noteworthy that the ALNS heuristic handles nonlinear objective func-
tions, at virtually no extra cost. This makes the method significantly more
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flexible than working with the MIP model, and it makes it easy to adapt to the
carriers needs. For future work, it would be especially interesting to see how the
results would differ if the cubic nature of the fuel consumption was included in
the objective function.

Lastly, in addition to being relevant in practice, the formulation turns out to
be a generalisation of the classic General Shop Problem, with the possibility to
model a variety of additional constraints which commonly appears in practice.
We hence believe that the developed heuristic would be a good choice for various
other scheduling applications.
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4.A Table of Notation

Table 4.13: General Notation for the Mathematical Formulation and the ALNS
heuristic.

Sets
T̃ = {1, . . . , n} Set of Terminals.

T = T̃ ∪ {0, n+ 1} Set of Terminals, including the entry and exit point of the port.
Ṽ = {1, . . . ,m} Set of Vessels.

V = Ṽ ∪ {0,m+ 1} Set of Vessels, including the dummy vessels.
O Set of operations.
Õ Set of interior operations.
Ovi Set of operations to be performed by vessel v ∈ V at terminal

i ∈ T .
Ov Set of operations for vessel v ∈ V .
Oi Set of operations for terminal i ∈ T .
Si Set of closing periods for terminal i ∈ T .
Ô Set of removed operations.

Parameters
δij Sailing distance between terminal i ∈ T and terminal j ∈ T .
wp Number of containers to be handled at operation p ∈ O.
τp Required time to perform operation p ∈ O.
λpq Binary precedence parameter. Equal to 1 if operations p ∈ O

has to be performed after operation q ∈ O, and 0 otherwise.
αp Time window start for operation p ∈ O.
βp Time window end for operation p ∈ O.
φp Terminal associated to operation p ∈ O.
νp Vessel associated to operation p ∈ O.
cp Cost coefficient of operation p ∈ O.
Qv Maximum cargo capacity of vessel v ∈ V .
q̂v Initial cargo capacity of vessel v ∈ V when arriving to the port.
γv Priority factor for vessel v ∈ V .
ρ Penalty weight for the departure of the vessel from the port.
ξs Start time of the closing period s ∈ Si for terminal i ∈ T .
ζs End time of the closing period s ∈ Si for terminal i ∈ T .

Mpq Maximum difference between the start time for operations p, q ∈
O.

M̂ps Maximum difference between the start time of operation p ∈ Õ
and start of the closing period s ∈ Sφp .

M̄ps Maximum difference between the start time of operation p ∈ Õ
and the end of closing period s ∈ Sφp .

B Maximum operations to remove in the random removal destroy
method.

Tst Initial temperature factor.
Tf End temperature factor.
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θ Maximum allowed number of iterations without finding a new
best solution.

π+ Penalty factor for updating a weight after finding a better solu-
tion.

π− Penalty factor for updating a weight after finding a worse solu-
tion.

Decision variables
yp ∈ R+ Start time of operation p ∈ O.

xpq ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if operation p ∈ O precedes operation q ∈ (Oφp ∪
Oνp) \ {p}.

zps ∈ {0, 1} Equal to 1 if operation p ∈ Õ is performed before closing period
s ∈ Sφp .
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Abstract: In the liner shipping business, shipping ports represent the main
nodes in the maritime transportation network. These ports have a collection
of terminals where container vessels can load and discharge containers. How-
ever, the logistics and planning of operations differ depending on the vessel size.
Large container vessels visit a single terminal, whereas smaller container ves-
sels, or feeder vessels, visit several terminals to transport containers within the
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multiple terminals of the port. In this paper, we study the Port Scheduling Prob-
lem, the problem of scheduling the operations of feeder vessels in multi-terminal
ports. The resulting problem can be identified as a version of the General Shop
Scheduling Problem. We consider a Constraint Programming formulation of the
problem, and we propose a math-heuristic solution approach for solving large in-
stances. The proposed math-heuristic is a hybrid solution method that combines
Constraint Programming with a local search heuristic. The solution approach
benefits from the fast search capabilities of local search heuristics to explore the
solution space using an Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search heuristic. During
the search, we further use the Constraint Programming model as an intensifi-
cation technique, every time a new best-known solution is found. We conduct
detailed computational experiments on the PortLib instances, showing that the
incorporation of Constraint Programming within the heuristic search can result
in significant benefits. The high instability in solution quality obtained by local
search heuristics can be lowered by a simple combination of both methods.

5.1 Introduction

Maritime transportation is one of the cheapest and most efficient mode of trans-
portation, carrying out more than 90% in volume of the international trade
(Unctad, 2019). The main characteristic of seaborne transportation is its huge
capacity, which allow to transport large volumes over long distances. This makes
maritime transportation one of the best options for international trade.

Within the maritime industry, we focus on the liner shipping industry. Here,
container vessels transport all of their cargo in standard containers, which are
commonly given in two standard sizes: twenty foot equivalent units (TEU) and
forty foot equivalent units (FFE). This standardisation helps to add flexibility
and versatility in the logistics operations, since containers can be used across dif-
ferent modes of transportation. Due to the steady increase in the containerised
cargo over the past 10 years, the size of current vessels is ever increasing, and
vessels that can carry over 20,000 TEUs are already sailing the seas (Unctad,
2018).

The liner shipping industry is built around so called services, operating in a
similar way to public transportation services, such as bus services. In liner
shipping, a service is a cyclic itinerary of port-visits, sailed by a number of
similar vessels with a weekly frequency. If the total round trip of a service takes
8 weeks to complete, then 8 vessels of the same class are deployed in the service
to ensure weekly departures from the ports. The shipping companies, also called
carriers, operate the vessels, and the largest carriers operate over 600 vessels.
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The liner shipping network covers most of the seas and oceans around the world.
However, to facilitate logistics and cargo transportation, each region is divided
between a few large ports, called hubs, and many small ports, called feeder ports.
Liner services are usually operated by large vessels, also called liner vessels, and
these vessels only visit hub ports in each region, where they discharge and load
all the containers designated to the corresponding region. Then, smaller vessels,
called feeder vessels, transport the containers from the hubs to the feeder ports.

Generally, shipping ports have a collection of container terminals, which are
designated areas within the port where vessels can load and discharge containers
by using quay cranes. Feeder ports are usually small, and they tend to have
a single container terminal. Large ports, such as Rotterdam or Singapore, are
multi-terminal ports. Here, the terminals are distributed along the port area,
and they tend to be far apart with a significant sailing distance between them.
When planning the port visits of container vessels in multi-terminal ports, the
logistics and planning of operations are different depending on the vessel size.
Liner vessels have large carrying capacities, and they normally visit only a single
terminal in the port. At this terminal, the liner vessel discharges and loads all
the containers designated to the port. Moreover, as liner vessels have priority
when planning the port visits, the terminal is assigned long time in advance. On
the other hand, feeder vessels usually handle cargo from multiple liner vessels,
and they need to visit several terminals to transport all containers to their
corresponding destinations.

This paper studies the problem of scheduling the operations of feeder vessels in
multi-terminal ports. This problem was first introduced in our previous work
in Hellsten et al. (2020), where we defined the Port Scheduling Problem (PSP).
In this paper, we consider a Constraint Programming (CP) formulation of the
same problem. Due to the extensive library of variables and constraints within
the CP tools for solving optimisation problems, the CP formulation can easily
accommodate more flexible definitions of decision variables and all additional
practical constraints. One of the biggest advantages of CP compared to linear
programming is the possibility of modelling non-linear constraints in a straight-
forward way without the burden of transforming them into linear constraints
(using big-M constraints, for example). It is experimentally shown that CP
can return high-quality solutions in short computational times. Furthermore,
we present an Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) math-heuristic for
solving large instances. A math-heuristic is an optimisation algorithm made
by the interoperation of metaheuristics and mathematical programming tech-
niques, combining the strengths of mathematical programming methods to in-
tensify the search and the strengths of metaheuristics to exploit a large solution
space (Boschetti et al., 2009). In the math-heuristic proposed in this paper,
we explore the solution space using an adapted version of the ALNS heuristic
from Hellsten et al. (2020). The main adaptions of the ALNS heuristic are
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described in Section 5.4.1. Moreover, we use CP to intensify the search every
time a new best-known solution is found. It is further shown in the computa-
tional experiments that the combination of both methods provides good results
within reasonable computation times, improving the performance of the former
ALNS heuristic. We demonstrate that the obtained results are competitive with
metaheuristic methods, showing that CP methods can be successfully applied
to scheduling problems in the maritime sector.

5.1.1 Contribution and Overview of the Paper

The main contribution of the paper is the ALNS math-heuristic framework for
the PSP, which combines the fast search capabilities of local search heuristics
with the systematic search of CP to explore the solution space. In order to
develop the math-heuristic, we first need to consider a CP formulation of the
problem. The CP formulation provides a flexible modelling framework, allowing
a more compact and straightforward definition of the problem. Additionally,
the CP formulation can easily add new side constraints to the problem without
changing the overall structure of the model. We compare the performance of
different solution methods on the PortLib instances, and show that the ALNS
math-heuristic reports superior results for large-sized instances. Furthermore,
we conduct detailed computational experiments to analyse the performance of
the math-heuristic under different configurations, providing insights on how to
design the math-heuristic framework for the PSP.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, we for-
mally describe the PSP and present a review of the literature related to this
problem. Section 5.3 presents how the PSP can be modelled using CP. The sec-
tion further provides an experimental evaluation of the performance of CP with
different search parameterisation, and compares CP with other mathematical
optimisation programs. Section 5.4 describes the hybrid solution method which
combines CP with an ALNS heuristic. A comparison on the performance of
the solution method against different configurations is further discussed in this
section. Finally, Section 5.5 summarises and concludes the paper.

5.2 Problem Definition

We study the operational planning process in an international shipping company.
The carrier wants to schedule all the operations for a set of feeder container
vessels visiting a multi-terminal port while respecting a variety of practical con-
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straints. In the following, we briefly describe the main characteristics of the
problem. For a more thorough definition of the problem, we refer the reader to
the seminal paper (Hellsten et al., 2020).

Each feeder vessel has a number of operations to perform in the port. These
operations are fixed, and most of them have to be carried out at different termi-
nals. Generally, these operations consist in discharging or loading all containers
designated to the specific terminal. However, other operations such as mainte-
nance or repair operations may be also considered. This means that a feeder
vessel can have multiple operations assigned to the same terminal, although all
of these operations may not be required to be performed during a single visit to
the terminal. In this work, we only assume handling operations, i.e. discharge
and loading operations. We consider non-preemptive operations, meaning that
an operation cannot be interrupted once started. Each operation has a re-
quired service time, which is usually calculated as the number of containers to
be handled at the terminal divided by the historical data on the gross crane
productivity of the terminal.

There is a given arrival time and estimated latest departure time for each feeder
vessel visiting the port, and all operations assigned to a vessel must be completed
within this interval. Some operations may be subject to stricter time windows, in
order to ensure the transshipment of cargo between services. The time window of
an operation indicates a time interval in which the operation can be performed.
However, vessels can wait in nearby lay-by terminals until the opening of the
time window. Each vessel arrives to the port with an initial cargo capacity,
and has a maximum cargo capacity that must be respected at any time during
the port stay. Additionally, there may be precedence relations between some
operations which have to be respected. The most common relation arises from
the imposition for a vessel to discharge all the containers in a terminal before
loading containers at the same terminal. Other precedence relations may be
defined by the transshipment of cargo between feeder vessels, or by stowage
plans. Lastly, there is a non-negligible sailing distance between the terminals
within the port.

We assume that each terminal can serve at most one vessel at a time. This comes
from the fact that the carrier must negotiate in advance with the terminals a
number of berths to serve the carrier’s fleet. Here, a berth provides quay cranes
and workforce to serve a single feeder vessel during a certain time period in
the terminal. During the previously negotiated time periods, the terminal is
freely available to serve the carrier’s fleet, and the carrier must decide when and
which feeder vessel should visit the terminal during those time periods so that
all operations can be carried out and all containers can be transferred. Although
it is of course possible to serve multiple vessels during a single berth, this would
require further negotiations with the terminals, which may result in greater
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leasing costs and lower terminal productivity. Therefore, the carrier prefers to
avoid multiple berths at the same time at terminals, and this is therefore a hard
constraint in our model. Furthermore, we assume that terminals can also have
time windows, corresponding to time periods where a terminal is closed or not
available for the carrier in question. A visual representation of a solution of the
problem is depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Example of an operational schedule for the PSP with three feeder ves-
sels, two container terminals and three closing periods. Feeder vessels
are depicted with different colors, and closing periods are depicted in
black. The operations are represented by rectangles, whose length is
given by the service time and color corresponds to the associated vessel.
The vessel name and type of operation (D: Discharge, L: Loading) are
written within the rectangle.

The objective is to define an operational schedule for feeder vessels which min-
imise the total staying time in the port while respecting all the aforementioned
constraints. There are two goals with the objective function: (1) We minimise
the weighted starting time of operations, scheduling operations as early as possi-
ble in order to design a ‘compact schedule’. This leads to more robust schedules
leaving more slacks for future changes; and (2) we minimise the departure time
of vessels from the port. We can observe an important trade-off between the
two objective functions, as scheduling operations early will consequently ensure
the early departure from the port. However, the minimisation of departure
times has a higher impact on the solution, as feeder vessels can benefit from
slow-steaming by sailing and arriving earlier to the next port. The reason to
consider a time-minimisation objective function is that most of the monetary
costs in this problem are either fixed or marginals.

5.2.1 Literature Review

Maritime logistics is a complex process, which involves the collaboration and co-
ordination of many sub-problems. In order to design a competitive and efficient
maritime shipping network, port operations must be carried out smoothly. How-
ever, the complete optimisation of the logistics activities is highly complicated,
and it is therefore often necessary to study smaller sub-problems.
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The problem studied in this paper belongs to the category of the optimisation of
operations in container terminals. The literature within this field is comprehen-
sive as can be seen in Gharehgozli et al. (2016), Meisel (2009), and Stahlbock
and Voß (2008). Nevertheless, among the great variety of operational prob-
lems included in these reviews, there are no conceptually related variants to the
PSP. The most common optimisation problems in container terminals comprise
the Berth Allocation Problem (BAP) and the Quay Crane Scheduling Problem
(QCSP). For a general survey of these problems, we refer the reader to Bierwirth
and Meisel (2015). Although the structure of both problems is quite different
from that of the PSP, the mathematical formulation and solution concepts of
these problems also involves the scheduling of operations during the vessel plan-
ning process at terminals, and have served as inspiration for the development
of this work. Kim and Moon (2003) present a mathematical formulation for the
BAP with continuous berths to determine berthing times and positions of vessels
in the ports, and propose a Simulated Annealing heuristic to solve large realistic
instances. Sammarra et al. (2007) present a mathematical formulation for the
QCSP with precedence and non-simultaneously constraints between tasks. The
problem can be decomposed into a routing and scheduling problem, and the
authors propose a Tabu Search heuristic for solving the routing problem, and a
local search heuristic for solving the scheduling sub-problem. The PSP presents
a similar problem decomposition, where the routing problem corresponds to the
order in which operations are performed at the terminals and for the vessels,
and the scheduling problem assigns the starting times of operations. Further-
more, the most employed methodology for solving some variants of the BAP
and QCSP are metaheuristics, such as Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Anneal-
ing, and Tabu Search (Kaveshgar et al., 2012; Kim and Moon, 2003; Lin and
Ting, 2014; Sammarra et al., 2007).

The literature on container terminals is mainly focused on the optimisation
of operations from the terminal point of view. There seems to be no papers
dealing with the operational planning of container vessels in terminals seen
from the carriers point of view, collaborating with the terminal for a better
management of the available resources. The PSP becomes relevant in this case.
In our previous work (Hellsten et al., 2020), we introduced the PSP, which has
been defined in collaboration with representatives of the feeder line industry.
The PSP accounts for most of the practical constraints derived from real-life
operations. We formulate the problem as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP)
model, and propose an ALNS heuristic for solving large instances. The results
in Hellsten et al. (2020) highlight the effectiveness of the heuristic, finding high
quality solutions and outperforming the mathematical model in almost all cases.
In this paper, we study the application of CP techniques for solving the PSP.

Having a closer look at the structure of the problem, we can easily see that
the PSP shares many similarities with machine scheduling problems, including
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problems such as shop scheduling. These type of problems typically involve the
scheduling of jobs to a series of machines, and the most commonly known prob-
lems are the job shop scheduling, open shop scheduling and flow shop scheduling
problems (Pinedo, 2012). However, the latter problems define specific problems
in the literature without a wide variety of extra constraints, whereas the PSP
covers a more general case of the shop scheduling problems. In particular, the
PSP can be identified as a version of the General Shop Scheduling Problem
(GSP) (Brucker, 1999). Each machine can be seen as a vessel, and each job
can be seen as a terminal. Each job consists in a set of operations, which must
be processed at specific machines, with individual processing times and without
preemption. However, each job does not necessarily need to be processed at all
machines. This comes from the fact that a feeder vessel might not need to visit
all terminals during a port stay. Moreover, each job can be processed by at most
one machine at a time, and each machine can process only one job. Further-
more, there may be some precedence relations between the operations. Up to
this point, the PSP can be defined as a machine scheduling problem. Following
the terminology from Graham et al. (1979), we classify the PSP as Gm|pred; rp;
dp; spq|

∑
wpCp. The machine environment corresponds to an m-machine GSP;

the job characteristics indicate general precedence relations between operations,
release, due and sequence dependent set-up times for operations; and the objec-
tive function denotes the weighted sum of the completion times of operations.
Nevertheless, the PSP further extends the problem by considering time window
constraints for operations, several closing periods at terminals (corresponding
to time periods where jobs cannot be executed) and capacity constraints for
vessels (or machines). As a generalisation of the GSP, the PSP is NP-hard and
difficult to solve in practice for large instances.

In this work, we propose an ALNS framework within the math-heuristic ap-
proach to solve large instances of the PSP. The ALNS heuristic has shown to
be very efficient in solving several routing and scheduling problems (Ropke and
Pisinger, 2006; Kovacs et al., 2012; Rifai et al., 2016; Hellsten et al., 2020).
Additionally, we propose a CP formulation for the PSP, as CP methods have
been successfully implemented to solve several variants of scheduling problems
(Baptiste et al., 2012). Since the GSP has received little attention in the liter-
ature, it is interesting to relate it with other well studied scheduling problems.
Grimes et al. (2009) present a simple CP model in combination of a weighted-
based learning heuristic to solve the open shop scheduling problem. Similarly,
Malapert et al. (2012) and Gedik et al. (2018) present optimal CP approaches
for solving the open shop scheduling problem and the parallel machine schedul-
ing problem, respectively, with make-span minimisation. Furthermore, Fleszar
and Hindi (2018) and Gökgür et al. (2018) also propose competitive CP models
for the parallel machine scheduling problem with make-span minimisation. In
the field of maritime optimisation, Kizilay et al. (2018) present MIP and CP
models for the integrated optimisation of container terminal operations, and
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Qin et al. (2016) evaluate the solution performance of the constraint and inte-
ger programming models for the BAP with additional constraints. Moreover,
Qin et al. (2020) investigate the joint scheduling problem of container handling
operations of a single vessel and propose a hybrid MIP/CP solution strategy to
solve the integrated problem.

The combination of local search methods with constraint and mathematical pro-
gramming models have been successfully applied to several variants of routing
and scheduling problems. For solving Vehicle Routing Problems (VRP), Shaw
(1998) uses a tree-based search with constraint propagation within a local search
framework, whereas De Backer et al. (2000) introduce a method for using local
search techniques within the CP framework. Hojabri et al. (2018) investigate
the synchronization of vehicles for a variant of the VRP and propose an hy-
brid scheme that couples the ALNS heuristic with a CP to reconstruct partially
destroyed solutions. Furthermore, Watson and Beck (2008) and Beck et al.
(2011) combine a local search algorithm with CP to solve job shop scheduling
problems. Gerhards et al. (2017) present an ALNS math-heuristic for the multi-
mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem, in which a MIP model
is used as a repair method within the heuristic framework. Finally, Talbi (2016)
studies the development of hybrid metaheuristics in the field of optimisation and
machine learning, which also includes the combination of metaheuristics with
constraint and mathematical programming approaches.

5.2.2 Test Instances

We consider the PortLib instances, a set of benchmark instances introduced in
Hellsten et al. (2020). These instances have been developed to reflect real-life
operations for feeder vessels in multi-terminal ports. The instances contain in-
formation on the arrival and latest departure time, the initial and maximum
cargo capacity, and the priority factor of each vessel. For each operation, the
instances include information of the time window, the required service time to-
gether with the cargo handling quantity, and the associated vessel and terminal.
Furthermore, the instances also contain information about precedence relations
between operations, the sailing distance between terminals and the time periods
at which the terminals are not operational.
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The benchmark suite consists of 300 instances of various sizes, grouped into 15
different terminal-vessel combinations. The instances range from small instances
with few operations to large instances representing big congested ports with
many feeder vessels visiting multiple terminals. All instances are available online
at Zenodo.com1. Table 5.1 presents an overview of the main characteristic of
the instances.

Terminals 2 3 4 5
Vessels 4 6 8 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 14 10 12 14 16

Operations 12 17 23 26 34 42 51 45 56 68 79 70 84 98 112
Instances 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Heuristic 5 5 7 9 20 38 67 46 88 158 247 172 297 471 703Run Times (s)

Exact Method 50 50 70 90 200 380 670 460 880 1580 2470 1720 2970 4710 7030Time Limits (s)

Table 5.1: Overview of the PortLib instances.

5.3 Constraint Programming

Scheduling problems involve the scheduling of operations, tasks or jobs over a
time frame while allocating some available resources. This kind of problems can
also be composed of additional constraints such as precedence relations between
operations, and release and due times for jobs, among many other practical
restrictions. Due their nature, scheduling problems seem suitable to be formu-
lated as CP models. CP is a programming paradigm where the user describes
the problem to solve in a declarative way, using a modelling language, by means
of variables (unknowns) and constraints (relations between variables). Then,
the problem is solved by a generic constraint solver. Most of these constraint
solvers explore the search space by building a search tree and using constraint
propagation to prune the tree. CP belongs to the family of complete solution
methods, meaning that for optimisation problems, CP can prove the optimal-
ity or infeasibility of a problem. Moreover, CP has been successfully applied
to solve many scheduling problems. Recently, IBM ILOG developed a model-
and-run paradigm to model and solve real-world optimisation problems, with
emphasis on planning and scheduling problems, the IBM ILOG CP Optimizer
(CPO). The developed tool provided a simple and accessible CP-based paradigm
suitable for modelling scheduling problems, which has become the state-of-the
art method for many of them (Laborie et al., 2018).

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078

Zenodo.com
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078
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5.3.1 Notation

We introduce the notation for the PSP that will be used throughout the paper
to model the problem using a CP formulation. First, the following sets are used:

• T = {0, 1, . . . , n, n+ 1} : Set of terminals, including dummy terminals (0
and n+ 1) for the entry and exit point of the port, respectively.

• V = {0, 1, . . . ,m,m+ 1} : Set of vessels, including dummy vessels.

• O : Set of all operations.

• Õ ⊂ O : Set of interior operations, excluding dummy operations for ter-
minals and vessels.

• Ovi ⊂ O : Set of operations to be performed by vessel v ∈ V at terminal
i ∈ T .

• Ov ⊂ O : Set of operations for vessel v ∈ V .

• Oi ⊂ O : Set of operations for terminal i ∈ T .

The parameters required for the CP formulation are:

• δij : Sailing distance between terminal i ∈ T and terminal j ∈ T .
• wp : Number of containers to be handled at operation p ∈ O. If wp < 0,

the operation discharges containers; whereas if wp > 0, the operation loads
containers.

• τp : Required service time to perform operation p ∈ O.

• λpq : Binary precedence parameter. Equals to 1 if operation q ∈ O has to
be performed after operation p ∈ O, and 0 otherwise.

• [αp, βp] : Time window for the starting time of operation p ∈ O.

• φp : Terminal associated to operation p ∈ O.

• νp : Vessel associated to operation p ∈ O.

• cp : Cost coefficient of operation p ∈ O. The precise values for the coeffi-
cients are given below.

• [ev, lv] : Time window for vessel v ∈ V , indicating the arrival and latest
departure to and from the port, respectively.

• γv : Priority factor for vessel v ∈ V .

• Qv : Maximum cargo capacity of vessel v ∈ V .
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• Kv : Total cargo capacity on-board of vessel v ∈ V when arriving to the
port destined to another port.

• ρ : Penalty weight factor denoting the relative importance for the early
departure of vessels from the port.

• Ft : Intensity function for terminal t ∈ T , i.e. the temporal function of
the intensity of work within a terminal. The intensity is equal to 0 during
the closing times of terminals, otherwise the intensity is set to 100.

Finally, in order to reflect the two primary goals of the objective function on
the set of operations, we define the cost coefficients cp as follows:

cp =


τpγνp p ∈ Õ
ργνp p ∈ On+1

0 p /∈ Õ ∪On+1.

For each interior operation p ∈ Õ, the cost coefficient is given by the required
service time and the priority factor of the corresponding vessel. These operations
contribute to the minimisation of the weighted starting times of operations.
Similarly, for each dummy operation p ∈ On+1 representing the departure of
feeder vessels from the port, the cost coefficient is given by the penalty weight
factor and the priority factor of the corresponding vessel. These operations
contribute to the minimisation of the departure time of vessels from the port.
Finally, we set to 0 the cost coefficients for the remaining operations, as they
do not contribute to the objective function.

5.3.2 Constraint Programming Formulation

In this section, we present the CP formulation for the PSP, which has been
modelled and solved using CPO. This formulation presents several advantages,
as it reduces the burden of modelling scheduling problems in other mathemat-
ical programming tools such as CPLEX. The total number of constraints and
decision variables can be largely reduced due to the combinatorial optimisation
framework for modelling scheduling problems within CPO, which allows a more
flexible definition of modelling concepts such as decision variables or constraints.

We apply interval decision variables to model the non-preemptive operations.
An interval decision variable represents an interval of time of a particular activ-
ity (or operation) in the schedule whose position in time is unknown (Laborie
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et al., 2018). As operations are non-preemptive, the size of the interval vari-
ables is fixed and set to the required service time of the operation. Moreover,
the domain of these variables is a fixed time interval corresponding to the time
window of the starting times of the operations. Additionally, we define dummy
interval variables for the discharge operations. These variables are needed for
defining the capacity constraints of vessels. This is because CPO does not allow
negative values for elementary cumulative expressions, and we model the capac-
ity constraints using modelling concepts from one-to-many-to-one pick-up and
delivery problems. We further declare sequence decision variables for terminals
and vessels. Here, a sequence decision variable represents a possible temporal
ordering of a set of interval decision variables (Laborie et al., 2018). Each se-
quence decision variable collects all operations associated to the specific terminal
and vessel, respectively. Furthermore, we define cumulative function expressions
to represent the temporal cargo evolution of vessels over the time horizon. The
on-board cargo destined to another port and the maximum cargo capacity of
vessels define the bounds on the cargo evolution for these expressions. Finally,
all decision variables are summarised below.

• yp : Interval variable for the starting time of an operation p ∈ O, defined
in [αp, βp] and of size τp.

• y′p : Dummy interval variable for the starting time of a discharge operation
p ∈ {O : wp < 0}, defined in [eνp , βp] and of size in [αp − eνp , βp − eνp ].

• STt : Sequence variable for terminal t ∈ T over {yp | p ∈ Ot}.
• SVv : Sequence variable for vessel v ∈ V over {yp | p ∈ Ov}.
• Cv : Cumulative function expression for vessel v ∈ V for the cargo load,

defined in [Kv, Qv].

Once the notation and decision variables have been defined, the CP model for
the PSP can be expressed as follows.

Objective:

minimise
∑

p∈Õ∪On+1

cp startOf(yp) (5.1a)

Constraints:

noOverlap(STt ) t ∈ T (5.1b)

noOverlap(SVv ,δij) v ∈ V (5.1c)
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endBeforeStart(yp,yq) p, q ∈ {O : λpq = 1} (5.1d)

forbidExtent(yp, Ft) t ∈ T, p ∈ Ot (5.1e)

Cv =
∑
p∈Ov :
wp>0

stepAtStart(yp, wp)+

∑
p∈Ov :
wp<0

pulse(y′p,wp) v ∈ V (5.1f)

endAtStart(y′p,yp) p ∈ {O : wp < 0} (5.1g)

The objective function (5.1a) minimises the weighted sum of the starting times
of operations and the sum of the departure times for the vessels. This is re-
flected in the objective function by the sum over the set of interior operations
Õ, and by the sum over the set of dummy operations On+1 representing the
departure of feeder vessels from the port. The cost coefficients cp collect the
corresponding weight factor for each operation, and the expression startOf(yp)
over the interval decision variable yp returns the starting time of an operation
p ∈ Õ ∪On+1.

The disjunctive resources constraints are defined in Constraints (5.1b) and
(5.1c). These constraints are expressed by the noOverlap constraints on the se-
quence variables, which state that the sequence defines a chain of non-overlapping
interval variables. The agreements between the terminals and the carrier state
that a terminal t ∈ T cannot serve more than a single vessel at a time. This is
ensured in Constraints (5.1b). Furthermore, a vessel v ∈ V cannot be simulta-
neously at two different terminals. Constraints (5.1c) define the non-overlapping
constraints on the sequences defined by the vessels’ operations. Moreover, these
non-overlapping constraints include the transition distance matrix δij to model
the sailing distance between terminals.

Constraints (5.1d) define the precedence relations between operations. This is
modelled by the temporal constraint endBeforeStart(yp,yq), ensuring opera-
tion p ∈ O must be completed before starting operation q ∈ O. Moreover, Con-
straints (5.1e) forbid operations to overlap with time periods in which a terminal
t ∈ T is not operational. This is modelled by the constraint forbidExtent(yp,
Ft), which does not allow an interval decision variable for an operation p ∈ Ot
to extend over a time period where the intensity function Ft is 0.

Lastly, Constraints (5.1f) and (5.1g) define the capacity constraints of vessels.
The temporal cargo evolution for the vessel v ∈ V during the port stay is defined
by Constraints (5.1f). In this expression, we see that the cargo evolution depends
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on the type of operation (loading or discharging containers) at the terminal. The
first term accounts for the loading operations (wp > 0), which increases the cargo
level on the vessel at the starting time of the loading operation. These operations
are modelled with stepAtStart functions, as the loaded cargo corresponds to
cargo to be delivered to other ports in the region, and it does not reduce the cargo
level of the vessel until the vessel leaves the port. The second term accounts for
the discharge operations (wp < 0), which decreases the cargo level on the vessel
at the beginning of the discharge operation. These operations are modelled
with pulse functions on the dummy interval variables y′. As the discharge
operations handle containers that are already on-board the vessel when arriving
to the port, the pulse function increases the cargo level at the arrival time
of the vessel. At the beginning of the discharge operation, the vessel starts
discharging containers, and therefore, the cargo level decreases. Figure 5.2 shows
the elementary cumulative expressions for loading or discharging containers for
a given interior operation p ∈ Õ.

Figure 5.2: Elementary cumulative expressions for loading containers (left) and dis-
charging containers (right) for a given interior operation p ∈ Õ. At the
beginning of operation p, the stepAtStart function increases the num-
ber of containers on-board, whereas the pulse function decreases the
cargo level.

The cargo capacity also includes the containers on-board the vessel when ar-
riving to the port, but not destined to be delivered at the port. Addition-
ally, the maximum cargo capacity of the vessel should not be exceeded at any
time, and this is reflected by the bounds of the cumulative function expres-
sion. Furthermore, Constraints (5.1g) define the channelling constraints be-
tween the discharge interval variables. These constraints ensure that as soon as
the discharge operation p ∈ {O : wp < 0} begins, the pulse for the dummy dis-
charge interval variable must end. This is modelled by the temporal constraint
endAtStart(y′p,yp). One could also model the loading operations following
the same reasoning, i.e. defining dummy interval variables for these operations.
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However, initial testing has shown that adding extra redundant interval vari-
ables for the loading operations does not provide any apparent benefit. The
interval variables y are sufficient for keeping track of the loading operations.
Nevertheless, the dummy interval variables for the discharge operations are nec-
essary for modelling the capacity constraints, and they need to be included.
These variables do not add unnecessary overhead to the model, as the time
assignment of one channel variable implies the time assignment of the other.
Finally, for a better understanding of the cargo evolution of a vessel, Figure 5.3
depicts an example of the temporal capacity of the vessel during a port stay.

Figure 5.3: Example of the cargo evolution of a vessel during a port stay. The vessel
performs two loading and two discharge operations. The operations are
represented by rectangles, whose length is given by the service time. The
type of operation (D: Discharge, L: Loading) and the number of contain-
ers to handle are written within the rectangle. The dummy discharge
operations are also represented by rectangles. However, its length cor-
responds to the total on-board time of the containers to discharge. The
vessel has a maximum capacity of Qv = 450 containers, and arrives to
the port with Kv = 130 containers destined to another port.

5.3.3 Computational Performance

In the following section, we study the performance of the proposed CP model
on the PortLib instances. The CP model has been implemented in Java, and
solved using the IBM ILOG CP Optimizer version 12.9 on a Huawei XH620 V3
computer with 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3. The complete results can
be found available online at Zenodo.com2.

2https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078

Zenodo.com
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078
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For comparison reasons, we decide to compare the results against the MIP model
presented in Hellsten et al. (2020). The CP model and the MIP model are solved
using commercial constraint and mathematical programming optimisation tools:
CPO and CPLEX solvers, respectively. Both tools use complete solution meth-
ods, and it seems to provide a fair comparison between the models. Furthermore,
we set a maximum time limit in all experiments as specified in Table 5.1. Fi-
nally, we report the deviation of the solutions with respect to the best-known
solution as comparison measure between the methods.

5.3.3.1 Search Parameterisation

A CP solver such as CPO uses constraint propagation techniques and search
heuristics for solving optimisation problems. These techniques are used to guide
the search for new solutions. However, the search can be influenced by many
search parameters and search phases. We consider the default parameter setting
of CPO. Nevertheless, we present different ways to parametrise the automatic
search, derived from the main characteristics of the problem and as presented in
Laborie et al. (2018). These considerations have shown to improve the perfor-
mance of the default configuration of CPO, obtaining overall better solutions.

Alternative Search Type: During the execution of CPO, we use the default
search, i.e. the restart search. This search type controls the search for new
solutions through progressive restarts. Although the restart search is the most
effective for most combinatorial problems, the search may stagnate and not find
feasible solutions for strongly constrained problems. If the restart search fails
to find an initial feasible solution, we use multi-point search to generate an
initial solution. The multi-point search combines a set of generated solutions
for producing better solutions. After a feasible solution is obtained, the solver
continues the search using the restart search with the previously found solution
as starting point.

Search Phases (2Ph): The domain of decision variables can be reduced dur-
ing the search, since CPO can assign values to some variables and propagate
constraints to filter the domain of the unassigned variables. If the current as-
signment is not successful, the domain of the decision variables can be restored
by backtracking the search. The order in which the decision variables are as-
signed is important. Assigning certain variables before others can result in faster
convergence or in obtaining better solutions. Therefore, we consider the instan-
tiation of the decision variables using two search phases, where the decision
variables in the first phase are instantiated before the decision variable in the
second phase. The first phase accounts for all interior operations p ∈ Õ, whereas
the second phase accounts for the remaining dummy operations p ∈ O \ Õ.
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Generally, the set of dummy operations for the vessels’ departure from the port
have a higher cost coefficient, as earlier departures of vessels from the port
is a priority for the shipping company. However, these operations are given
as a result of scheduling all the corresponding operations for the vessel within
the port, as vessels depart from the port as soon as all operations have been
performed. Taking this into account, we separate these operations into different
phases, in order to prioritise the search for the interior operations.

No Overlap Inference Level (nOE): One of the main features of the problem
comes with the definition of the disjunctive resources constraints. This assump-
tion is important, as it limits the maximum resource levels for terminals and
vessels to process up to one operation at a time. This enforces that operations
must not be carried out simultaneously on the resource. This is modelled using
the non-overlapping global constraints. In order to achieve a more thorough
domain reduction on the decision variables, we set the inference level of these
constraints to extended values.

5.3.3.2 CPO Performance and Comparison with CPLEX

In the following section, we study the performance of CPO. First, we test CPO
with the default parameter setting, and we compare the performance with the
different combinations of the aforementioned search parameterisation. For all
experiments, we consider the alternative search type as presented presented in
Section 5.3.3.1, as feasible initial solutions for all instances can be obtained
almost immediately.

In order to compare the performance of the methods on the set of all in-
stances, we report the average deviation over the best-known solution achieved
by the methods. For a given method d, we calculate the average deviation as
1
n

∑n
i=1 100 · ( ẑ

d
i

z∗i
− 1), where n is the total number of instances, ẑdi the ob-

jective value for instance i achieved by method d, and z∗i is the best-known
objective value for instance i. Furthermore, for a more complete comparison,
we also include the CPLEX results for MIP model from Hellsten et al. (2020).
All instances have been run with a maximum execution time as shown in Table
5.1, and the results can be found in Table 5.2. The row Settings indicates
the activated search parameterisation: 2Ph states two search phases and nOE
states an extended inference level on the non-overlapping constraints. The row
Average Deviation reports the average deviation of all instances with respect
to the best-known solution achieved by the methods. Finally, the row #Op-
timal indicates the number of instances where the method proves optimality,
the row #Best indicates the number of instances where the method finds the
best-known solution, and the row #Single indicates the number of instances
where the method is the only one to find the best-known solution.
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Method CPLEX CPO
Setting Default Default 2Ph nOE 2Ph+nOE

Average Deviation (%) 1.35 0.61 0.68 0.47 0.46
#Optimal 109 121 122 122 121
#Best 141 171 169 184 192
#Single 20 23 19 39 39

Table 5.2: Summary of the results for the solution methods with different search
parameterisation.

We see from the results that, in general, CPO performs better than CPLEX. For
all different search parameterisations, CPO reports average deviations smaller
than 0.7%, finding the best-known solution for more than 170 instances and
around 120 optimal solutions. On the other hand, CPLEX reports in compar-
ison a high average deviations of 1.35%, where the method is only able to find
the best solution for 141 of the 300 instances and finds 109 optimal solutions.
Additionally, Figure 5.4 shows the average deviation of the different solution
methods for each of the terminal-vessel combinations. The results show low av-
erage deviations for all configurations of CPO settings, reporting values always
below 2%. In contrast, the average deviation for CPLEX is consistently higher
for all cases, being higher than 2% from instances with more than 55 operations.
Furthermore, we see that the average deviation of CPO can be improved by acti-
vating the two search phases and increasing the categorical inference level of the
non-overlapping constraints. In general, this configuration (CPO 2Ph+nOE)
reports the overall best performance for all terminal-vessel combinations. As
seen in Table 5.2, the average deviation of the default configuration can be re-
duced from 0.61% to 0.46%, and the number of instances where we find the
best-known solution is increased from 171 to 192. It is further interesting to
see that, when activating the two search phases (Configuration CPO 2Ph), the
number of best-known solutions slightly decreases, and the average deviation
increases to 0.68% with respect to the default configuration. However, combin-
ing this configuration with an extended inference level of the non-overlapping
constraint (i.e. CPO 2Ph+nOE), the CPO performance is improved and a lower
average deviation of 0.46% is reported.

To have a clearer picture of the performance of CPO against CPLEX, we com-
pare in Figure 5.5 the ratio between the solutions found by CPLEX and by
CPO with default configuration for all PortLib instances. The graph groups the
instances by the same number of terminals, and in each group, the instances
are sorted by increasing number of vessels. We see from the graph that both
methods find the same solution for smaller instances, where the ratio between
the solutions is always 1. For all instances with 2 terminals, and for instances
with 3 terminals and few vessels, both methods converge and proved optimality
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Figure 5.4: Average deviation of the different solution methods with respect to the
best-known solution. The instances are grouped by the number of ter-
minals and number of vessels.

within the given time frame. From this point, we see how the solution-quality
of the found solutions by both methods begins to differ. Some optimal solu-
tions can still be found for some instances with larger number of operations,
though only feasible solutions are achieved for the largest instances within the
time limit. In general, CPO outperforms CPLEX in terms of solution-quality.
As represented in the graph, CPO tends to find better solutions than CPLEX,
with a clear predominance of ratios greater than 1, where some differences reach
up to 8% for some of the larger instances. Nevertheless, CPLEX still returns
better solutions for some few cases. From the 300 instances, CPO finds better
solutions for 141 instances, whereas CPLEX only finds better solutions for 39
instances. For the remaining 120 instances, CPO and CPLEX found the same
solution.

To further study the performance of the methods, we show in Figure 5.6 the
evolution of the current best solution of both methods over the time frame for
instance PSP.5.12.16, the instance with the lowest ratio from Figure 5.5. For
this instance, CPLEX was able to find a solution that is 4.57% better than
the solution returned by CPO. As shown in the graph, CPO finds good quality
solutions quite quickly. During the early stages of the search, CPO continuously
improves the current solution, and later on, the search stagnates without further
improving the best found solution. On the other hand, the evolution of the
current solution for CPLEX is more controlled. We see that after 300 seconds,
the current best solution for CPLEX is about 3.5% worse than the solution
obtained from CPO. Throughout the search, CPLEX maintains a lower quality
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Figure 5.5: Ratio between the solutions found by CPLEX and CPO. A value above
1 means that CPO finds a better solution than CPLEX within the time
limit. The instances have been sorted by increasing number of terminals
and vessels.

solution compared to the one obtained by CPO at the beginning. However,
CPLEX performance remains consistently steady, slowly improving the current
solution and finding a better solution only towards the end of the time limit.
This is a clear example of the difference between the search engines of the two
solvers.

The rapid increase in solution-quality during the first stages of the search re-
ported by CPO is observed in basically all PortLib instances, with some ex-
ceptions. A CP engine finds new solutions by assigning values to the decision
variables and using constraint propagation to reduce the domains on the remain-
ing variables. Moreover, this engine proves optimality when no better solution
than the current solution can be found. On the other hand, a mathematical pro-
gramming engine uses techniques from branch and bound and linear relaxations
to guide the search. Therefore, a CP engine is very effective in quickly finding
good solutions, though it will have difficulties in later stages if the solution space
is large and the search is trapped in areas where the optimality of the current
solution cannot be proved. Although CPLEX may return better solutions for
some instances, this dominance is restricted to long-term performance of the
solver. In order to test this, we depict in Figure 5.7 the time evolution of the
average deviation over the best-known solution for all PortLib instances when
we increase the time limit for the different solvers to 7,200 seconds. The figure
shows how the CP solver is able to quickly explore the solution space in the early
stages of the search, improving very efficiently the current solution. After that,
the CP solver maintains a regular performance with minor improvements until
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Figure 5.6: Evolution of the current best solution for CPO and CPLEX for instance
PSP.5.12.16.

the termination criteria is met. We further see how the search parameterisation
improves the overall performance of the CP solver. On the other hand, the fig-
ure shows how the curve evolution for CPLEX is considerably worse than that
obtained by CPO throughout the entire execution period. The mathematical
programming engine constantly improves the current solution, although we can
see that the search is trapped in a less promising area of the solution space,
from which it escapes only after long execution times. The rapid convergence
towards good solutions for CPO suggests that a combination of this method
with local search heuristics may prompt to improving performance.

Figure 5.7: Evolution of the average deviation over the best-known solution for the
different solvers (Average of all PortLib instances).
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5.4 The Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search
Math-heuristic

In the following section, we present an ALNS math-heuristic for solving the PSP.
The proposed approach is based on the integration of a local search method in
collaboration with an exact method. Hence, we classify this approach as a math-
heuristic method (Boschetti et al., 2009). As exact method, we consider CPO
for solving the CP model presented in Section 5.3.2. As local search method, we
consider an adapted version of the ALNS heuristic from our previous work in
Hellsten et al. (2020). A more detailed presentation of the local search method
and the general framework of the math-heuristic is given below.

5.4.1 The Local Search Framework

The Large Neighbourhood Search (LNS) heuristic was first introduced by Shaw
(1998). This heuristic follows a ruin-and-recreate principle, in which an initial
solution is continuously altered by means of destroy and repair methods. Destroy
methods randomly remove a part of the current solution, whereas repair methods
rebuild the previously destroyed partial solution into a complete solution using
greedy methods. Later on, Ropke and Pisinger (2006) introduce the Adaptive
Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) heuristic, which is an extension of the LNS
heuristic. Within this framework, the destroy and repair methods are chosen
statistically based on the previously achieved performance during the search.

In this paper we use an adapted version of the ALNS heuristic from Hellsten
et al. (2020). One of the most important key factors for the development of
the heuristic is the separation between the order and the time assignment of
operations. A solution of the problem is represented by an acylic orientation
of the disjunctive graph, and the starting time of operations can be optimally
assigned as part of the solution evaluation through Dynamic Programming.
For more details on the problem decomposition, we refer to the seminal paper
(Hellsten et al., 2020).

The former heuristic presents an adaptive framework for the selection of a pair
of destroy and repair methods. Although this promotes the selection of methods
that work well together, the number of combinations can grow rapidly, especially
if destroy methods are defined for many different sizes, and repair methods can
follow several strategies. To prevent loss of information during the search with
a large number of combinations, we reduce the number of methods and consider
separate weights for the destroy and repair methods. This is done for example
in the original ALNS framework presented in Ropke and Pisinger (2006).
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Let Ω+ and Ω− denote the set of destroy and repair methods, respectively.
At each iteration, the heuristic selects a destroy method d ∈ Ω+ and a repair
method r ∈ Ω− to modify the current solution based on the current proba-
bility of the methods. The methods are chosen statistically using the roulette
wheel selection principle. All weights are initialised with equal probability, and
are updated iteratively according to the quality of the obtained solution. At
each iteration, if the heuristic returns an improving solution, the weights of
the selected methods are increased by a factor of π+; if the heuristic returns a
deteriorated solution, the weights of the selected methods are decreased by a
factor of (1−π−); whereas if the heuristic returns the same current solution, the
weights are not updated. As the weights represent probabilities, the remaining
weights also need to be accordingly adjusted.

To control the exploration of the solution space of the heuristic, we use the classic
temperature acceptance criteria from Simulated Annealing, as first introduced
by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983), and also presented in Ropke and Pisinger (2006).
The heuristic makes use of a temperature parameter T to control the acceptance
probability of the new generated solution at each iteration. Let s be the current
solution, and let s′ be the resulting solution after applying the destroy and
repair method at a given iteration. The new generated solution will be accepted
with probability e

f(s)−f(s′)
T , where f(s) denotes the objective value of solution

s. The temperature is initialised as a factor Tst of the objective value of the
initial solution, and decreases exponentially throughout the search towards a
factor Tf of the objective value of the initial solution, reducing the margin
of acceptance in the final stages. Furthermore, we consider time as stopping
criterion, and we control the temperature parameter using the elapsed time.
Finally, we endow the heuristic with a restoring feature, returning to the best-
known solution after a certain number of iterations without improvement, and
increasing the temperature to half of the initial temperature.

At each iteration, the ALNS heuristic destroys part of the current solution. The
parameter b determines the number of operations to remove, and is randomly
chosen from the interval [1, B], where B is the maximum allowable number of
operations to remove. This is done to add some diversification into the search,
and to reduce the large number of destroy methods. Furthermore, we denote Ô
as the set of removed operations. We define two destroy methods:

• Random Removal: Remove b random operations from the current so-
lution.

• Predecessors and Successors Removal: Select a random operation p
to remove from the current solution. Remove as well the direct predeces-
sors and successors operations in the vessel’s and terminal’s route. Repeat
until b operations have been removed.
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Then, the ALNS heuristic repairs the previously destroyed solution using the
greedy insertion method, i.e. for a given operation p ∈ Ô, the operation is in-
serted in the current solution at the position where the resulting objective value
increases the least. We consider different sorting strategies for the removed
operations, and therefore, we define four repair methods. The operations are
inserted in the current solution according to the sorting strategies: (1) No sort-
ing, i.e. operations are sorted as they are removed; (2) sorting in decreasing
duration of the service time; (3) sorting in decreasing size of the operational
time window; and (4) sorting in decreasing time of the latest starting time of
the operational time window.

Finally, as infeasible solutions can be obtained during the repair of the current
partial solution, the heuristic allows infeasibility by incurring a high penalty
cost during the solution evaluation.

5.4.2 The General Math-heuristic Framework

The local search framework allows the heuristic to explore areas of the solution
space through a ruin-and-recreate procedure. Although this search is effective,
it heavily depends on the definition of the greedy methods and the acceptance
probability criteria to exploit promising areas of the search space. To compen-
sate for the randomness within the heuristic, and in order to move from local
optimums, many iterations may be required. On the other hand, a CP solver
uses constraint propagation to filter the solution space. The combination of
the two solution methods aims to take advantage of the search engines of each
method, and thus to improve the overall performance of the heuristic. Next, we
present the general math-heuristic framework of the solution approach, where
the ALNS heuristic interoperates with the CP solver during the search.

We embed the math-heuristic within a particle swarm framework (Poli et al.,
2007). In this framework, a population of candidate solutions explore indepen-
dently the solution space. Although it is advisable to always start the search
with the best-known solution, we risk of not being able to escape from the local
optimum. Furthermore, many local search heuristics are sensitive to the initial
search point. Therefore, in some cases, providing a population of candidate
solutions may result in more successful searches, as the heuristic can explore
different areas of the solution space. In our framework, we consider a popu-
lation of two initial candidate solutions to initialise the search of the ALNS
math-heuristic:

• The first candidate solution is obtained using CPO with maximum execu-
tion time of t0 seconds.
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• The second candidate solution is obtained using simple improving heuris-
tics. We use the construction procedure based on several sorting rules for
the insertion of operations. For more information, Appendix 5.A describes
the algorithm procedure.

The heuristic begins to explore the solution space from the two starting points
following the particle swarm framework. This promotes diversification within
the heuristic search. The particle swarm framework shares similarities with
the general framework of go with the winners algorithms (Aldous and Vazi-
rani, 1994). During the execution of the heuristic, the particles (or candidate
solutions) work independently, only communicating and updating the current
solution of each particle if a new best solution is found. When this happens,
the search continues using the CP engine. The CP solver is then initialised with
the best-known solution as the starting point, and performs a continuous search
until a certain number µ of failures without improving the current best solution
is obtained. Remark that this improving step is also performed on the initial
population of candidate solutions. Then, the heuristic search continues until a
new best solution is obtained. The heuristic search is very volatile, though it
allows to quickly explore different areas of the solution space. When the heuris-
tic finds a new best solution, the CP solver can be used to intensify the search
using constraint propagation to reduce the domains of the decision variables.

Algorithm 3 provides a high-level pseudo-code for the general framework of the
math-heuristic. At the beginning of the math-heuristic, we initialise the weight
parameters to have equal probability. We denote ρ− ∈ R|Ω−| and ρ+ ∈ R|Ω+|

the weight vectors for the destroy and repair methods, respectively. Next, in
lines 2-4, we generate and store the initial set of candidate solutions: sIH is
the initial solution obtained using simple improving heuristics, whereas sCP is
the solution obtained using CPO. The current best solution is denoted by s∗,
and the function BestOf() retrieves and stores the best initial solution, as seen
in line 4. Moreover, the heuristic initialises the temperature as a factor of the
objective function of the initial solution in line 5.

The subsequent while loop of lines 6-21 describes the ruin-and-recreate pro-
cedure under a simulated annealing scheme to search for improving solutions.
First, at the beginning of each iteration, the heuristic selects the current solu-
tion from the population of candidate solutions, as seen in line 7. We use a
simple selection policy, where the heuristic alternates between the population
of candidate solutions at each iteration. Next, we generate a new solution by
selecting a destroy and a repair method using a roulette wheel selection. This
is done in lines 8-10. In here, d(s) represents the partial solution achieved af-
ter applying the destroy method d() ∈ Ω− to the solution s, and equivalently
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Algorithm 3: Pseudo-Code for the ALNS Math-heuristic.
1 Set initial weights ρ− and ρ+ with equal probability, and initialise the

iteration parameter it;
2 sIH ← InitialSolutionLocalSearch() ;
3 sCP ← InitialSolutionConstraintProgramming(t0) ;
4 s∗ ← BestOf(sIH , sCP ) ;
5 Initialise Temperature: T = Tst · f(s∗) ;
6 while stopping criteria is NOT met do
7 s← SelectCandidateSolution(sIH , sCP , it) based on current

iteration it ;
8 Select a destroy method d() ∈ Ω− using ρ− ;
9 Select a repair method r() ∈ Ω+ using ρ+ ;

10 s′ ← r(d(s)) ;
11 if accept(s′, s) then
12 s← s′ ;

13 Update ρ− and ρ+ based on acceptance criteria ;
14 if f(s) < f(s∗) then
15 ŝ← s;
16 while f(ŝ) 6= f(s∗) do
17 ŝ← s∗;
18 s∗ ← ConstraintProgramming(ŝ, µ) ;

19 (sIH , sCP )← s∗ ;

20 Increase iteration parameter it ;
21 Update temperature parameter T based on elapsed time ;

22 return s∗ ;

r(s) is the complete solution from applying the repair method r() ∈ Ω+ to s.
The acceptance of the new generated solution is carried out in lines 11-12. The
weights of the methods are accordingly updated based on the acceptance cri-
teria, as seen in line 13. Every time a new best-known solution is found, the
heuristic switches the search engine to use CP. This is summarised in lines 14-
19. In the following step, we intensify the search by calling the CP solver with
the new current best-known solution as initial starting point. This process is
repeated while a new improving solution is obtained, as seen in lines 16-18. The
CP search continues until a certain number µ of failures are obtained since the
last improving solution. At the end of the loop, in line 19, we store the new best
solution and set the population of candidate solutions to the new best found so-
lution. Finally, we increase the iteration parameter and update the temperature
parameter based on the elapsed time, in lines 20 and 21, respectively.
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5.4.3 Computational Performance

In the following section, we study the performance of the proposed math-
heuristic on the PortLib instances. The math-heuristic approach has been im-
plemented in Java, and the CP model has been solved using the IBM ILOG CP
Optimizer version 12.9. Both methods have been run on a Huawei XH620 V3
computer with 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3. The complete results can
be found available online at Zenodo.com3.

The math-heuristic uses an adaptive search framework during the heuristic
search, and the parameter setting of the math-heuristic has been set to the
same values as documented in Hellsten et al. (2020). We set the maximum
initial execution time for CP to t0 = 60 seconds, since it corresponds to the
beginning of the stagnation of the average deviation for CP as seen in Figure
5.7. Moreover, we set the maximum number of failures within the CP engine
to µ = 75, 000. Furthermore, we also consider the running times of the math-
heuristic to be the same as in the seminal paper (Hellsten et al., 2020). The
exact running times of the PortLib instances can be seen in Table 5.1. In this
section, we study the performance of the ALNS math-heuristic and the efficiency
of incorporating CP techniques during the search. For this purpose, we com-
pare the solutions of the ALNS math-heuristic to the solutions obtained from
other methods. Due to the stochastic behaviour of the adaptive search frame-
work, we run the math-heuristic 10 times on each of the PortLib instances, in
order to reduce the variance in the results. For a more complete comparison, we
also include the results of the ALNS heuristic and CPLEX from Hellsten et al.
(2020). Finally, we report throughout the experiments the average deviation of
the solutions with respect to the best-known solution as comparison measure
between the methods. For each stochastic method, we consider two different
key performance indicators: the average and the minimum deviation over the
best-known solution, respectively. Let µdi and ẑdi be the average objective value
and the best objective value, respectively, for instance i achieved by method d.
Moreover, let z∗i be the best-known objective value for instance i, and n the total
number of instances. The average deviation compares the average performance
of the method with respect to the best-known solution, i.e. it is calculated as
1
n

∑n
i=1 100 · (µ

d
i

z∗i
− 1); whereas the minimum deviation compares the best solu-

tion found by the method against the best-known solution, which is calculated
as 1

n

∑n
i=1 100 · ( ẑ

d
i

z∗i
− 1).

Table 5.3 summarises the comparison of the average and minimum deviation
of the different solution methods. Moreover, Figure 5.8 depicts the aggregated
average deviation for each terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib instances.

3https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078

Zenodo.com
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3820078
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Solution Method
Math-heuristic ALNS CP/CPO MIP/CPLEX

Average Deviation (%) 0.53 0.95 0.90 1.80Minimum Deviation (%) 0.09 0.29

Table 5.3: Comparison of the average and minimum deviations for the different so-
lution methods on the PortLib instances. Remark that, for the exact
methods (CP and CPLEX), the average and the minimum deviation are
equivalent.

Figure 5.8: Average deviation of the different methods. The graph plots the average
deviation for each of the terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances.

In Section 5.3.2, we already saw how the complexity of the problem increases
rapidly. For large instances with more than 50 operations, CPO and CPLEX
reached the maximum time limit without being able to prove optimality. Nev-
ertheless, the results showed that the CPO performance was considerable better
than CPLEX. In this section, we include the results from the heuristic meth-
ods, and we see that the average deviation for CPO and CPLEX raises to 0.9%
and 1.80%, respectively. Additionally, we see in Figure 5.8 that the average
deviation for CPLEX is always higher than the rest of the solution methods.

From our previous work in Hellsten et al. (2020), we report promising results
for the ALNS heuristic on the PortLib instances. The ALNS heuristic clearly
outperforms CPLEX in nearly all cases. However, the superiority of the ALNS
heuristic against CPO is not so clear. In general, the ALNS heuristic returns
better quality solutions in most cases with considerable shorter execution times
than CPO, and the minimum deviation of the ALNS heuristic is consistently
lower. However, the heuristic is highly stochastic, and the average deviation is
not as stable, reporting a higher average deviation of 0.95% in comparison to
value of 0.9% reported by CPO. Moreover, the ALNS heuristic and CPO report
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similar performance for each terminal-vessel combination, as seen in Figure 5.8.
This difference between the average and minimum deviations of the methods
provides the first insights of the possible benefits when combining both methods.
We should further note that the maximum execution time of CPO has been
set to 10 times the run times of the heuristic. Although this can result in
an unbiased comparison, we see that, even with longer running times, CPO is
clearly outperformed by the math-heuristic. The results show that the math-
heuristic approach reports the lowest average deviation of 0.53%, and in average,
the math-heuristic is consistently better than all of the other methods, reporting
always lower average deviations for all terminal-vessel combinations, as seen in
Figure 5.8.

The incorporation of CP techniques within the heuristic search can lead to
overall improvements. The benefits of using a CP engine during the heuris-
tic search are significant. As we can be seen from the results in Table 5.3,
the math-heuristic approach reports a noteworthy lower average and minimum
deviations, 0.53% and 0.09%, respectively, outperforming the ALNS heuristic,
CPO and CPLEX. The solutions obtained by the math-heuristic are also much
more stable. The average deviation is almost 50% lower than that achieved by
the ALNS heuristic. Furthermore, the quality of the solutions returned by the
math-heuristic are quite high, being quite close in all cases to the best-known
solutions.

To further study the performance of the math-heuristic, we compare the re-
sults for different configurations of the math-heuristic on the PortLib instances.
The interest of this comparison is twofold: (1) to study if the particle swarm
framework helps to improve performance, and (2) to study if using a CP engine
within the heuristic search can also improve performance. For this purpose, we
consider four different configurations of the math-heuristic:

A. ALNS math-heuristic with particle swarm framework and CP engine within
the heuristic search.

B. ALNS math-heuristic with particle swarm framework without CP engine
within the heuristic search.

C. ALNS math-heuristic with single particle framework and CP engine within
the heuristic search.

D. ALNS heuristic with single particle framework without CP engine within
the heuristic search.

The comparison results are reported in Table 5.4. Moreover, in Figure 5.9, the
instances have been grouped by number of terminals and by number of vessels.
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The graph depicts the results for the average deviation of the different heuristic
configurations.

Configuration
Conf. A Conf.B Conf. C Conf. D

Average Deviation (%) 0.6 0.75 0.81 1.14
Minimum Deviation (%) 0.16 0.28 0.18 0.34

Particle Swarm × ×
CP Engine × ×

Table 5.4: Comparison of the average and minimum deviations for the math-
heuristic approach with different configurations on the PortLib instances.
The configurations have been sorted by increasing average deviation.

Figure 5.9: Average deviation of the different heuristic configurations. The graph
plots the average deviation for each of the terminal-vessel combinations
of the PortLib instances.

We see from the results in Table 5.4 that the heuristic configuration (Config-
uration D), corresponding to the solution approach that does not use any CP
technique, presents the highest average and minimum deviation, and it is clearly
outperformed by the rest of the heuristic configurations. In particular, the aver-
age deviation of this configuration is 1.14%, highlighting the great instability of
the heuristic approach. Moreover, from Figure 5.9, we see how this configuration
reports the highest average deviation for all terminal-vessel combinations.

Next, we see how using a CP engine during the heuristic search can improve
the performance of the solution method. The average deviations of both config-
urations are significantly reduced (0.6% and 0.81% for Configuration A and C,
respectively), in addition to report the lowest minimum deviations (0.16% and
0.18%, respectively). The benefits of the collaboration of both search engines
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are clear. The heuristic explores the solution space, and when a promising area
is found, the heuristic intensifies the search using CP techniques. Moreover, we
also see how the particle swarm framework helps the math-heuristic to control
the search for new solutions (Configuration A and B). Many local search heuris-
tics are sensitive to the initial search point, and therefore, the particle swarm
framework can add diversification to the search and prevent the heuristic being
stuck in a non-promising area of the solution space. Furthermore, Configuration
A, which combines the particle swarm framework with the CP engine within the
heuristic search, reports the overall best performance. The results from Figure
5.9 show that Configuration A clearly outperforms the rest of configurations
by reporting a significant lower average deviation for almost all terminal-vessel
combinations.

Finally, in Figure 5.10, we plot the performance of the ALNS math-heuristic
during a run of the PSP.4.12.3 instance. At the beginning, the heuristic ini-
tialises the search with a population of two different candidate points. During
the first stages of the search, the heuristic accepts non-improving solutions with
higher probability, allowing to explore large areas of the solution space. Once
the heuristic finds a new best-known solution, the heuristic switches the search
engine to use CP, and intensifies the search in the neighbourhood of the current
solution. After the intensification phase, the particle swarm framework updates
the population of the candidate solutions to continue the search from the new
best found solution. This process is repeated until the math-heuristic reaches
the maximum execution time. The acceptances criteria narrows the search dur-
ing the last stages.

Figure 5.10: Performance of the ALNS math-heuristic with particle swarm frame-
work and CP engine within the heuristic search (Configuration A) for
a run on the PSP.4.12.3 instance.
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5.5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented different solution approaches for solving the PSP,
the problem of scheduling the operations of feeder vessels in multi-terminal
ports. Large ports, such as Rotterdam or Singapore, have excessive container
traffic, and they represent the main transshipment points between container
vessels. Generally, these ports have many terminals, where vessels can load
and discharge containers. As liner vessels have large carrying capacities, they
have priority when planning the port visits and they visit a single terminal
in the port, where they discharge and load all containers designated to the
port. On the other hand, feeder vessels handle cargo from multiple liner vessels,
and they visit several terminals to transport all container to their corresponding
destinations. The PSP studies the logistics and planning of the feeder vessels. As
a generalisation of the GSP, the PSP isNP-hard and difficult to solve in practice
for large instances. In this paper, we presented a compact CP formulation for
the problem, and an efficient ALNS math-heuristic approach for solving large
instances.

The CP formulation provides a more flexible modelling environment, which al-
lows the user to easily add new side constraints to the problem without changing
the overall structure. This is not always the case when developing metaheuris-
tics, as a new constraint can sometimes make the basic structure of the heuristic
invalid. We modelled and solved the problem using CPO. The extensive library
of variables and constraints within CPO allows a compact and straightforward
formulation of the problem. One of the biggest advantages is the possibility
of modelling non-linear constraints without the burden of defining many big-
M constraints, as needed in mathematical programming formulations. Time
window constraints can be easily incorporated in the definition of the decision
variables, and capacity constraints can be efficiently modelled using a variant
of the one-to-many-to-one pick-up and delivery problem. CPO showed superior
performance to other mathematical programming solvers such as CPLEX. In
general, CPO found good quality solutions quite quickly, continuously improv-
ing very efficiently the current solution during the early stages of the search.

Furthermore, we should remark that the CP model only considered the han-
dling of containers between the hub port and other ports. In some occasions,
transshipment operations can also be performed between feeder vessels. These
operations are infrequent, and they are similar to the pick-up and delivery op-
erations in vehicle routing problems. In this case, the CP model can be easily
extended to account for these operations. The model then requires the defini-
tion of dummy interval variables, whose domain and size are defined by the time
windows of the pick-up and delivery operations. Finally, channelling constraints
are needed to ensure the connections with the corresponding interval variables
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of the operations, and the cumulative function expressions must be extended
with the pulse function for the new added variables.

However, the CP model cannot solve to optimality medium and large instances.
For this purpose, we further proposed an efficient ALNS math-heuristic ap-
proach. We aimed to develop a solution method combining techniques from
local search heuristics and CP in a meaningful way throughout the search. We
proposed a math-heuristic framework where the search is performed using an
ALNS heuristic, to efficiently explore the solution space. Then, when a new
best-known solution is found, we intensify the search using CP techniques. Fur-
thermore, we embedded the search with a particle swarm framework in order
to add diversification during the heuristic search. We conducted computational
experiments on the PortLib instances, showing that the combination of both
methods can result in significant benefits. The proposed ALNS math-heuristic
found overall best-known solutions as well as reported a more consistent average
performance.

Finally, one of the reasons for developing and relying on heuristic methods
for problem solving is that these methods can provide practical decision tools
that can be used during the decision planning process. In general, heuris-
tic approaches can return high-quality solutions relativity fast, without being
necessary to perform optimality tests. Nevertheless, these methods are highly
stochastic, and several runs are required to control the variance of the results.
In this paper, we saw that the instability of the heuristic methods can be re-
duced by incorporating CP techniques during the search. The combination of
both techniques improved the performance of the heuristic, returning more sta-
ble and better quality solutions, in addition to providing information about the
optimality of the solutions.
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5.A Algorithm Procedure for the Initial Solution

We present the algorithm procedure for generating an initial solution. We pro-
pose a two-stage construction heuristic, which is further improved by a local
search heuristic. The proposed algorithm is an extension of the algorithm pro-
cedure described in Hellsten et al. (2020).

The procedure starts by generating an empty initial solution that only contains
the dummy operations for the terminals and vessels from the set O \ Õ. During
the first stage, the heuristic iteratively adds the interior operations into the
empty initial solution using the greedy insertion method, i.e. the operations
are inserted into the current solution in the best position that minimise the
current objective value. The procedure continues to generate a family of initial
solutions at the next stage. During the second stage, we identify and remove
all infeasible operations from the current solution. Following this, we again use
the greedy insertion method to insert all the previously removed operations.
The last stage is then repeated until a feasible solution is obtained or until the
current infeasible solution cannot be further improved.

We consider different orders in which the operations can be inserted during
the second stage of the construction heuristic. The sorting rules, inspired by
the dispatching rules for scheduling problems (Montazeri and Van Wassenhove,
1990), are presented below. The operations are sorted by: (1) No sorting, i.e.
operations are sorted as they are removed; (2) earliest start of time windows; (3)
latest start of time windows; (4) increasing size of time windows; (5) increasing
service times; and (6) decreasing service times.

The method creates an initial solution for each sorting rule, and then retrieves
the solution with the lowest objective value as the initial solution. The pseudo-
code for generating the initial solution can be seen below in Algorithm 4. Next,
the initial solution is further improved by a simple local search heuristic, where
the relocation of an operation is defined as a move in the neighbourhood.
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Algorithm 4: Pseudo-Code for two-stage construction heuristic.
1 L← Set of different sorting rules;
2 s← Empty solution containing only non-interior operations from the set

O \ Õ;
3 for Each interior operation p from Õ do
4 Insert p in s using the greedy insertion method;

5 s∗ ← s;
6 for Each sorting rule l ∈ L do
7 s′ ← s;
8 while stopping criteria is NOT met do
9 Ô ← Infeasible operations from solution s′;

10 Sort operations from Ô using sorting rule l;
11 for Each interior operation p from Ô do
12 Insert p in s′ using the greedy insertion method;

13 if f(s′) < f(s∗) then
14 s∗ ← s′;

15 Return s∗;
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Abstract: Hub ports represent the main transshipment points between con-
tainer vessels. To satisfy the storage capacity in hubs, ports have several con-
tainer terminals where vessels can load and discharge containers. As large con-
tainer vessels, or liner vessels, operate long services and handle thousands of
containers, they visit a single terminal at hubs. The terminal is assigned long
time in advance, and it may not be the same terminal for all liner vessels. On
the other hand, smaller container vessels, or feeder vessels, transport containers
between terminals within the hub port. Due to the limited capacity of termi-
nals and time windows for picking-up and delivering containers at terminals,
feeder vessels must plan terminal visits as efficient as possible in order to ensure
that all containers can be transshipped to reach their final destination. Dur-
ing the operational planning process, container terminals must negotiate with
shipping companies when they are available for serving their fleet. Normally,
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terminals can serve at most one vessel at a time, although multiple berths of
vessels at terminals may be allowed by incurring an extra cost and leasing extra
workforce and quay cranes. Alternatively, the operational planning process can
further consider the co-planning of sea and land transportation, handling cargo
at nearby terminals and using land transportation to reach the final destination.
We propose a Constraint Programming formulation that can be easily extended
for modelling multiple berths and collaborative planning of feeder vessels at
multi-terminal ports. Thereafter, we conduct computational experiments on
the PortLib instances and study the impact of increasing the terminal capac-
ity and how much can be gained by adding more flexible and alternative berth
options during the operational planning process.

6.1 Introduction

Liner shipping is the business of transporting goods by means of container ves-
sels. These vessels connect all the important ports around the world by the op-
eration of services, which are fixed itineraries of port-visits sailed with a weekly
frequency. The size of the shipping network is prohibitively large, notably in-
creasing the complexity of the service network design problem. Therefore, to
reduce complexity, the liner shipping network usually adopts a hub-and-spoke
structure. The main advantage of this structure is that it facilitates the trans-
portation of containers between ports through an efficient use of hub ports as
transshipment points. Here, large container vessels, or liner vessels, operate
services where they only visit hub ports from the shipping network. These hub
ports serve as well as connection points for many small ports of the region to the
main services of liner vessels. The small ports represent the spokes in the net-
work structure, and are often called feeder ports. Moreover, the transportation
of containers between the feeder ports and the main hub port from the region
is operated by container vessels with lower carrying capacity, which are often
referred to as feeder vessels. Figure 6.1 is an illustration of a hub-and-spoke
network structure in liner shipping.

Figure 6.1: Example of a simple hub-and-spoke network structure in liner shipping.
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The hub-and-spoke network adds more flexibility to the transportation system,
because cargo from different origin ports destined to the same port can be
gathered at the hub port, and then jointly flowed to the final destination by
feeder vessels. Nevertheless, hub ports handle a large number of containers
from many different vessels, and the storage capacity of hubs can be easily
exceeded. To satisfy this large demand, hub ports are frequently multi-terminal
ports, i.e. they have many container terminals distributed throughout the port.
A container terminal is a large facility in the port where vessels can berth to load
and discharge containers. These operations are carried out using quay cranes
located on the quay side of the terminal. However, container terminals are not
generally located close to each other. Furthermore, due to speed restrictions
of vessels within the port, the sailing time between terminals may take up to
several hours. Figure 6.2 depicts the layout of the distribution of the main
container terminals in the port of Singapore. On the other hand, feeder ports
are usually smaller, and they only have a single container terminal where all
operations take place.

Figure 6.2: Layout of the distribution of the main container terminals in the port of
Singapore. There are 9 distinct container terminals indicated with dots.

Liner vessels operate long services that can take several weeks to complete.
Additionally, they have a significant high upkeep, and handle thousands of con-
tainers at each port-visit on their itineraries. Therefore, these vessels have
priority during the operational planning at terminals, because any disruption or
alteration in the vessel’s schedule can propagate large delays through the overall
shipping network. This means that liner vessels visit a single terminal at hub
ports, where they discharge and load all containers designated to the region.
The terminal is assigned long time in advance, and it may not be the same for
all different liner vessels visiting the port. Furthermore, in order to ensure trans-
shipments between services, the transportation of containers between different
terminals at the hub port and remote small ports in the region is carried out by
feeder vessels. This means that each feeder vessel visiting the port must perform
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some operations at different terminals. Therefore, efficient in-port scheduling of
feeder vessels plays a key role during the operational planning process in liner
shipping.

Most container terminals do not serve operations in chronological order of arrival
when scheduling the operations of container vessels. Berth spaces and quay
cranes are expensive assets at terminals, and shipping companies must negotiate
in advance the leasing of these assets. During these negotiations, the shipping
company agrees with container terminals time periods in which terminals are
available to serve the company’s fleet. More precisely, container terminals offer
some berth spaces at the quay accompanied by a number of quay cranes and
workforce. Then, the shipping company is free to decide how to schedule its fleet
at the terminals during the negotiated time periods. Hence, we assume in our
approach that each terminal has a maximum berth capacity and a fixed gross
crane productivity. The maximum berth capacity indicates the total number
of vessels that a terminal can serve at the same time, whereas the gross crane
productivity measures the hourly number of containers that a terminal can
handle at each berth.

In this paper, we study the problem of how to schedule in-port operations of
feeder vessels at multi-terminal ports. The resulting problem is denoted the Port
Scheduling Problem (PSP). This problem was first introduced in our previous
work in Hellsten et al. (2020). The PSP aims to create an operational schedule
for the shipping company so that all vessels’ operations can be scheduled while
respecting the available resources of terminals, capacity constraints of vessels,
and time windows and precedence requirements of operations. The objective
function minimise the weighted in-port time of feeder vessels and the weighted
sum of the starting times of all operations. In the present project, we extend
the formulation of the PSP to include flexible and alternative berth options for
feeder vessels during the operational planning process. The extensions stem
from real-life constraints requested by the collaborating feeder shipping com-
pany when scheduling vessels’ operations in the daily planning. The alternative
berth options are strategies frequently used by shipping companies to recover
operation in case of disruption at terminals. The extended formulation of the
PSP adds more flexibility in the scheduling problem – making possible to save
more energy by ensuring earlier departure of vessels from the port, and making
the best use of the available resources at terminals. First, we consider the mul-
tiple berths case, where the maximum berth capacity of terminals is increased
and terminals can serve more than one vessel at a time. Second, we study the
co-planning of sea and land transportation, where vessels may perform some
operations at nearby terminals instead of at the requested terminal. Lastly,
we study the integration of both alternatives into the same formulation. For
modelling all the previous cases, we propose different Constraint Programming
(CP) formulations.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 6.2 presents a review
of the literature related to the PSP and discusses which solution methods have
been successfully used. Section 6.3 describes the problem, introduces the general
notation, and presents the CP formulations for the PSP with different alternative
berth options. The results for the computational experiments on the suite of
benchmark instances, denoted the PortLib instances, are discussed in Section
6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the paper.

6.2 Related Literature

Container terminals are logistic infrastructures specialised in the handling of
containers between sea and land transportation. Due to the rapid growth in
world trade and the large increase in volume of containerised cargo during the
last decades (Unctad, 2019), container terminals are facing new challenges to
improve the operational planning process and the port management activities,
and new optimisation problems in resource scheduling at container terminals
are receiving increasing attention from the Operations Research community
(Stahlbock and Voß, 2008; Meisel, 2009; Gharehgozli et al., 2016).

The PSP is a newly proposed scheduling problem at container terminals in the
port that arises from the collaboration between a shipping company and the
container terminals. The owner of the problem, in this case, is the shipping
company, whose objective is to schedule the operations of its fleet within the
limited resources previously negotiated with the container terminals. This is
a novel consideration, since most optimisation problems at container terminals
focus on the scheduling of operations from the terminal point of view. Further-
more, as container vessels must visit several terminals at the port, the PSP also
includes the routing of vessels in the optimisation problem. The PSP was first
introduced in our previous work in Hellsten et al. (2020). We formulated the
problem as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model, and proposed an Adap-
tive Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) heuristic for solving large instances.
As we only considered the case of single berths at terminals (i.e. a terminal can
serve at most one vessel at a time), we developed a heuristic framework that
separates the routing and scheduling problem. The heuristic works with the
order of operations, and then assigns the optimal starting times of operations
through dynamic programming. Later on, we extended our work in Sacramento
et al. (2020) to consider a CP formulation of the same problem. Moreover, we
further proposed a matheuristic approach that interoperates with the CP model
to solve large instances.
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The basic structure of PSP can be related to the General Shop Scheduling Prob-
lem (GSP) (Brucker, 1999). As the name implies, the GSP is a more gen-
eral definition of the classical shop scheduling problems such as the Open Shop
Scheduling Problem (OSP) and the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSP) (Kan,
2012). The machines correspond to the vessels visiting the port, whereas the
jobs correspond to the different container terminals within the port. Each job
has a number of non-preemptive operations with individual processing times
that have to be carried out by specific machines, but jobs do not need to be pro-
cessed at all of the different machines. Moreover, there may be some precedence
relations between the operations of the jobs. A single machine can process at
most one operation at a time, and similarly, a single job cannot be split over
more than a single machine simultaneously. Heretofore, the PSP and GSP are
identical structure-wise. However, the PSP extends the scheduling problem
to include individual time windows for operations, travelling distance between
terminals (or dependent sequence set-up times between operations), capacity
constraints for vessels (or machines), and closing periods for terminals (or time
periods where jobs cannot be processed). Furthermore, the objective function
of the PSP can be written as a weighted sum of the starting times of operations.
The PSP is an NP-hard problem, because it can be seen as a generalisation of
the GSP. Nevertheless, the GSP has received little attention in the literature, as
researches tend instead to study the classical OSP with additional constraints
(Abreu et al., 2020; Mejía and Yuraszeck, 2020). The GSP and OSP share the
same basic structure, and some solution concepts and approaches for the OSP
are also valid for the GSP. Anand et al. (2015) present an extensive literature
review of the classification and solution methods for the OSP. Some metaheuris-
tic implementations have been proposed for solving several variants of the OSP,
among which Genetic Algorithms seem to stand out (Hosseinabadi et al., 2018;
Abreu et al., 2020). On the other hand, a few exact methods such as Branch
and Bound algorithms (Guéret et al., 2000; Dorndorf et al., 2001) and CP mod-
els Grimes et al. (2009); Malapert et al. (2012) have also been considered for
solving the OSP.

When we increase the maximum berth capacity of terminals, the PSP can be
seen instead as a Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP)
(Abdolshah, 2014). Each activity can be seen as an operation that needs to
be carried out in the port. The activities are non-preemptive with individual
processing times, and there may be some precedence relations between the activ-
ities. Moreover, vessels and terminals represent the set of renewable resources.
The vessel resources are disjunctive resources, since vessels cannot be served at
several terminals at the same time. On the other hand, the terminal resources
are cumulative resources for the case of multiple berths, since the resource can
process several activities at the same time. Each activity has a specific demand
for the corresponding vessel and terminal associated to the operation. At any
period of time, each activity demands a single unit of each resource. Similarly
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as before, the PSP extends the RCPSP to include individual time windows for
activities, travelling distance between activities, capacity constraints for vessels,
and closing periods for terminals. Therefore, the PSP with multiple berths at
terminals is an NP-hard problem, as it is a generalisation of the RCPSP. An
extensive survey of various metaheuristic approaches for solving the RCPSP
can be found in Pellerin et al. (2020). The survey focuses on the best methods
that are mainly based on hybridisation frameworks. The features of the best
performing methods mainly rely on the use of randomisation and memories (He
et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2016; Berthaut et al., 2018).

For the collaborative planning of sea and land transportation, the PSP can be
seen as a general version of the Unrelated Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem
(UPMP) (Allahverdi, 2015). Each job requires that a single operation must be
processed in at most one of a given subset of the machines. The operations
have the same individual processing time at the different machines, although
the operational time windows may be different. Furthermore, for the case of
the PSP with the integration of collaborative planning and multiple berths at
terminals, the RCPSP can handle the inclusion of extra activities by defining
a set of alternative operations for the port operations, and the model can be
easily extended to select exactly one activity for each operation. Fanjul-Peyro
et al. (2017) propose two MIP models and three matheuristic strategies to solve
a version of the UPMP with the minimisation of the make-span. Fleszar and
Hindi (2018) present a combination of a MIP model with a CP model for solving
a similar problem. Moreover, Bülbül and Şen (2017) present a MIP formulation
for a version of the UPMP with minimisation of the total weighted completion
time of machines, and propose an exact Benders decomposition approach to
solve it.

The heuristic framework from our previous work in Hellsten et al. (2020) and
Sacramento et al. (2020) is not suitable for solving the PSP with multiple berths
and collaborative planning of sea and land transportation, as the routing prob-
lem needs to be defined differently and the scheduling problem can no longer
assign optimal starting times of operations in polynomial time. Therefore, the
resulting variants of the PSP rather lead to the definition of scheduling problems.
In particular, scheduling is one of the most successful areas for the application
of CP techniques (Laborie et al., 2018). More precisely, several CP approaches
have been proposed for solving different variants of machine scheduling prob-
lems. Grimes et al. (2009) presents a simple CP model that combines naive
propagation with a generic adaptive heuristic. Later on, Malapert et al. (2012)
report the overall best performance for the classical OSP using an optimal CP
approach, whereas Fleszar and Hindi (2018), Gedik et al. (2018) and Gökgür
et al. (2018) propose competitive CP models for the parallel machine schedul-
ing problem. The previous approaches consider the objective to minimise the
make-span. Finally, CP has also been successfully applied for solving the RCPSP
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(Liess and Michelon, 2008; Berthold et al., 2010; Kreter et al., 2017). Based on
this, we propose in this work CP formulations for the different variants of the
PSP, which are extensions of the CP formulation presented in Sacramento et al.
(2020). The CP formulation allows modelling the variants of the problem in a
more compact and straightforward way, which can be easily extended to handle
extra constraints. The presented formulations are easier to maintain and un-
derstand by decisions planners, as well as they can be efficiently solved by CP
tool as we will see in the following sections.

6.3 Constraint Programming Formulation

We now introduce the main notation for the PSP that will be used throughout
the paper. We make use of the same notation and model definition as described
in Sacramento et al. (2020). First, we focus on defining the main characteristics
of the problem. Next, we define the models for the alternative berth options,
where the necessary notation to extend the problems will be introduced. We
start by defining and modelling the PSP with multiple berths at terminals, and
we continue by considering the collaborative planning of sea and land trans-
portation.

6.3.1 Notation

The set T = T̃ ∪ {0, n + 1} denotes the set of all terminals, where the set T̃ =
{1, . . . , n} corresponds to the n container terminals in the port, and terminal 0
and terminal n+ 1 are dummy terminals representing the entry and exit points
of the port, respectively. Similarly, the set V = Ṽ ∪{0,m+1} denotes the set of
all feeder vessels, where the set Ṽ = {1, . . . ,m} are the m feeder vessels arriving
to the port, and vessel 0 and vessel m + 1 are dummy vessels for modelling
purposes.

Let O be the set of all operations in the port. Here, we define an operation as
the visit of a feeder vessel to a container terminal to either load or discharge
containers. Note that while other operations can also be included in the set of
operations, such as maintenance or refueling, we only focus in this project on
the operations of handling containers. We assume non-preemptive operations,
i.e. an operation cannot be interrupted once it has been started. Moreover, all
operations are fixed and must be performed at their corresponding terminals
without exception. Let Ov ⊂ O be the set of all operations for a given vessel
v ∈ V , and let Ot ⊂ O be the set of all operations to be performed at terminal
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t ∈ T . Furthermore, let Ovt ⊂ O denote the set of all operations for vessel v ∈ V
to perform at terminal t ∈ T . Lastly, we define the set of interior operations
Õ =

⋃
i∈T̃ ,v∈Ṽ O

v
i as the set of all operations that do not include operations for

dummy vessels or for dummy terminals.

For each operation p ∈ O, we define φp and νp as the associated terminal and
vessel, respectively. We further define wp as the number of containers to be
handled at the associated terminal. If wp < 0, the operation discharges contain-
ers, whereas if wp > 0, the operation loads containers. Moreover, τp indicates
the required service time to perform operation p ∈ O, given as the number of
containers divided by the gross crane productivity of the terminal. As many op-
erations correspond to cargo that need to be transshipped between services, the
operations are subject to time windows, and [αp, βp] denotes the time interval
for the starting time of operation p ∈ O. An operation can never start before
the end of the time window, although the associated vessel can wait in a nearby
lay-by terminal close to the associated terminal until the time window opens.
Additionally, λpq denotes the binary precedence requirements between opera-
tions. If λpq = 1, the operation q ∈ O must be performed after the completion
of operation p ∈ O. Finally, let cp be the associated cost coefficient of opera-
tion p ∈ O, indicating the weight of each operation. The cost coefficients are
given by Equation (6.1). For each interior operation p ∈ Õ, the cost coefficient
cp is given by the required serviced time τp and the priority factor γνp of the
corresponding vessel, whereas for each dummy operation p ∈ On+1 representing
the departure of the vessel from the port, the cost coefficient cp is given by the
priority factor γνp and the penalty weight factor ρ. The cost coefficients of the
remaining operations are set to 0.

cp =


τpγνp p ∈ Õ
ργνp p ∈ On+1

0 p /∈ Õ ∪On+1.

(6.1)

We denote [ev, lv] as the operational time window for vessel v ∈ V at the port,
indicating the arrival and latest departure to and from the port, respectively.
Further, let Qv be the maximum cargo capacity of vessel v ∈ V , and let Kv the
total cargo capacity on-board of vessel v ∈ V destined to another port when
arriving to the hub port.

The sailing distance between terminal i ∈ T and terminal j ∈ T is given by
the parameter δij , where we set δii = 0. For modelling the closing periods of
terminals, let Ft be the intensity function at terminal t ∈ T . The temporal
function measures the intensity of work of the terminal during the planning
process. The intensity is equal to 0 when the terminal is not operative for
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the shipping company, and operations cannot be scheduled during these time
periods. Otherwise, when the terminal is available to serve the company’s fleet,
the intensity of work is set to 100.

To model the PSP using a CP formulation, we require the definition of different
decision variables and expressions to represent the unknown information in the
problem. We use some of the basic concepts for modelling scheduling problems
in CP, as described in Laborie et al. (2018). First, we use interval decision
variables to schedule the non-preemptive operations. Each operation can be
represented as a time interval in the schedule whose position in the time horizon
of the problem is unknown. The domain of each decision variable corresponds
to the time window of the starting times of the operation. Moreover, as the
operations are non-preemptive, the size is set to the required service time of
the operation. Additionally, we need to define dummy interval variables for
modelling the discharge operations. These dummy variables represent the time
that containers are on-board the vessel before being discharged. Therefore, the
domain and size of these variables are not fixed and they are given by the arrival
time of the vessel to the port and the time window of the operation. Second, we
use sequence decision variables to model the temporal ordering of the vessels’
operations. Each sequence variable represents a feasible permutation of the
associated interval variables of the vessel. Lastly, we use cumulative function
expressions to model the cargo evolution of the vessel during the port stay. A
summary of the decision variables and expressions for the PSP is listed below.

• yp : Interval variable for the starting time of an operation p ∈ O, defined
in [αp, βp] and of size τp.

• y′p : Dummy interval variable for the starting time of a discharge operation
p ∈ {O : wp < 0}, defined in [eνp , βp] and of size in [αp − eνp , βp − eνp ].

• Sv : Sequence variable for vessel v ∈ V over {yp|p ∈ Ov}.
• Cv : Cumulative function expression for vessel v ∈ V for the cargo load,

defined in [Kv, Qv].

6.3.2 Multiple Berths at Terminals

During the operational planning process, the shipping company must agree with
the container terminals time periods in which the terminals are available to serve
a single vessel of the company’s fleet. The purpose of these agreements is that
the shipping company leases a berth space and quay cranes at the container
terminal to serve a single vessel. These assets are generally very expensive, and
the shipping companies must negotiate the leasing of these assets in advance.
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Additionally, these agreements also include a minimum gross crane productiv-
ity at the terminals that must be respected at each berth. This productivity
measures the hourly number of containers that the terminal can handle.

The agreements usually state that terminals can serve at most one vessel at
a time. Nevertheless, a terminal may serve more vessels at the same time by
incurring an extra cost. In general, leasing more berths is expensive and ship-
ping companies prefer to avoid these situations. By leasing extra berths, the
terminal must hire extra workforce and quay cranes in order to handle the same
number of containers and maintain the minimum gross crane productivity. In
this approach, we define the PSP with multiple berths at terminals, and study
the effect of having more flexible berth options during the operational planning
process. We consider the notation as defined in Section 6.3.1, though we need
to define additional notation to extend the CP formulation. Let Bt be the max-
imum berth capacity at terminal t ∈ T , i.e. the total number of vessels that the
terminal can serve simultaneously. Finally, we define the following cumulative
function expressions:

• Tt : Cumulative function expression for the maximum berth capacity at
terminal t ∈ T , defined in [0, Bt].

Once the notation and the decision variables have been defined, we can model
the PSP with multiple berths at the terminals as follows using a CP formulation.
The formulation is an extension to the one presented in Sacramento et al. (2020).
The main difference is the addition of a cumulative function expression to model
the maximum berth capacity of terminals, and the extra cost for having multiple
berths in the objective function.

Objective:

minimise
∑
p∈Õ

cp
(∑
q∈Õ:
φp=φq

(1 + overlapLength(yp,yq)
)
startOf(yp)+

∑
p∈On+1

cpstartOf(yp) (6.2a)

Constraints:

noOverlap(Sv,δij) v ∈ V (6.2b)

endBeforeStart(yp,yq) p, q ∈ {O : λpq = 1} (6.2c)
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forbidExtent(yp, Ft) t ∈ T, p ∈ Ot (6.2d)

Tt =
∑
p∈Ot

pulse(yp,1) t ∈ T (6.2e)

Cv =
∑
p∈Ov :
wp>0

stepAtStart(yp, wp)+

∑
p∈Ov :
wp<0

pulse(y′p,wp) v ∈ V (6.2f)

endAtStart(y′p,yp) p ∈ {O : wp < 0} (6.2g)

The objective function (6.2a) consists of the two primary goals of the problem.
The first term minimise the weighted sum of the starting times of all interior op-
erations, i.e. operations from the set Õ; the second term minimises the weighted
in-port time of feeder vessels, i.e the dummy operations from the set On+1,
which represent the departure of vessels from the port. We use the expression
startOf(yp) over the interval decision variable yp to return the starting time of
operation p ∈ Õ ∪ On+1. Additionally, the objective function takes into account
the extra cost for having simultaneous berths at terminals. In our approach, we
assume that if a terminal serves several vessels at the same time, the shipping
company must pay an extra cost to acquire extra berthing hours, extra work-
force or more quay cranes, in order to handle the same number of containers and
maintain a similar productivity in the terminal. To model the extra cost, we
penalise in the objective function the starting times of those operations being
served simultaneously in the terminals. Note that the penalty factors make the
objective function non-linear. For each operation, we consider this penalty to
be proportional to the total time in which this operation overlaps with other
operations. Therefore, for any two distinct operations p, q ∈ Õ assigned to the
same terminal, i.e. φp = φq, the expression overlapLength(yp,yq) accounts
for the number of hours that the operations are served simultaneously. The
penalty factor further adds one unit to ensure that terminals with only one
hour of overlapping incur a higher cost in the schedule.

Figure 6.3 depicts an illustrative example of the operational planning of a ter-
minal during a certain time period. In this example, the terminal can serve
simultaneously at most three vessels. The dashed diagonal lines represent the
hours where an operation is being served during a time period where the termi-
nal handles multiple berths of different vessels. The terminal handles multiple
berths during a total time of 7 hours. The penalty factors for operations p1

and p2 are 3cp1 and 3cp2 , respectively, because the operations overlap during
2 hours. Nevertheless, we should penalise higher the time periods where more
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vessels are being served simultaneously. The penalty factors for operation p3

is (3 + 2)cp3 , because it overlaps 2 hours with operation p4 and 1 hour with
operation p5.

Figure 6.3: Example of the overlap of operations within a terminal. The dashed
diagonal lines represent the hours where an operation is being served
during a time period where the terminal handles multiple berths of dif-
ferent vessels.

Constraints (6.2b) define the routing of vessels in the port. For each vessel
v ∈ V , we use noOverlap constraints on the sequence variable of the vessel to
define a chain of non-overlapping interval variables over the vessel’s operations.
Moreover, the non-overlapping constraints include the transition distance matrix
to model the sailing distance between terminals.

The precedence requirements between operations are defined in Constraints
(6.2c). We use to the temporal constraints endBeforeStart(yp,yq) to ensure
that operation q ∈ O must be performed after the completion of operation p ∈ O
if λpq = 1. Moreover, the closing periods of terminals are defined in Constraint
(6.2d). This is modelled by the constraint forbidExtent(yp, Ft). This con-
straint forbids operations to be served during the time periods in which the
terminals are not available for the shipping company, i.e. an interval decision
variable cannot be extended over the time period in which the intensity function
Ft is 0. Furthermore, the maximum berth capacity at terminals is defined in
Constraints (6.2e). Every time that a terminal t ∈ T is serving an operation,
the cumulative function expression increases one unit of capacity. This can be
modelled with a pulse function. By definition, the maximum berth capacity of
the terminal is limited to Bt.

Finally, Constraints (6.2f) and (6.2g) define the capacity constraints of vessels,
represented by the cumulative function expression on the interval variables for
the corresponding vessel. We use the same definition as presented in Sacramento
et al. (2020). For each loading operation (wp > 0), the cumulative function
expression increases the cargo level on the vessel at the starting time of the
operation by using the stepAtStart function. Similarly, for each discharge
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operation (wp < 0), the cumulative function expression decreases the cargo level
on the vessel at the starting time of the operation. For modelling these discharge
operations, we require the definition of dummy interval variables y′, representing
the time that containers are on-board the vessel before being discharged. The
cumulative function expression includes the pulse function over the dummy
interval variables. The cargo level of the vessel is increased at the arrival time to
the port, and when the discharge operation begins, the pulse function ends and
the cargo level of the vessel decreases. The channelling constraints (6.2g) ensure
that when the discharge operation p ∈ {O : wp < 0} starts, the corresponding
dummy operation must end, decreasing the cargo level on-board the vessel.

6.3.3 Collaborative Planning of Sea and Land Transporta-
tion

Feeder lines operate a route net of a relative small size, and shipping companies
may benefit from the collaboration with land transportation to improve the
operational planning in the port. In some cases, vessels have to discharge or
load a small number of containers at a specific terminal in port, and the sea
transportation of containers to the requested port may not be beneficial. For
example, delivering containers to a busy terminal where vessels may need to
wait long times before being served, long closing periods of terminals for not
having operating quay cranes, and so on. Frequently, in these cases, vessels may
have the choice to load or discharge containers to the requested terminal or in a
nearby terminal and pay for the transportation to the requested terminal. This
brings a new dimension into the problem, where an intermodal transportation of
containers can be applied for the best use of the available resources in the port.
We consider the collaborative planning of sea and land transportation, where the
land transportation network presents various cost parameters for representing
the associated costs for transporting and handling containers to and from the
requested terminal by means of trucks or trains.

We are interested in studying the effect of introducing collaborative planning of
sea and land transportation during the operational planning. First, we study the
case where the terminal can serve at most a single vessel at a time. Nevertheless,
we present a general formulation of the problem, and we can easily extend this
problem to consider multiple berths at terminals by increasing the maximum
berth capacity Bt, but this will be discussed later on.

First, we define the extra sets, parameters and decision variables needed to
formulate the problem as a CP model. The land network is different from the
sea network, and we define δLij as the land distance between terminal i ∈ T and
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terminal j ∈ T . Taking this into account, we can now define the set OAp ⊂ O

of alternative operations for an interior operation p ∈ Õ, and the set of all
alternative operations as OA =

⋃
p∈Õ O

A
p . This set contains a list of operations

for discharging or loading containers in a nearby terminal different from the
requested terminal. We assume that these operations have the same service time
and number of containers to be handled, although the operational time window
is dependent on the type of operation. For loading operations, the alternative
operation q ∈ OAp for the interior operation p ∈ Õ represents that the vessel
loads the containers at terminal φq instead of at terminal φp. This requires
moving the containers from φp to φq, and perform the loading operation at
the latter terminal. The operational time window for the alternative operation
must respect the time window of the interior operation. We must ensure that
containers are loaded and transported to the alternative terminal, having the
following time windows: [αq, βq] = [αp+δ

L
φp,φq

+τp, βp−δLφp,φq−τp]. Similarly, for
discharge operations, the alternative operation q ∈ OAp for the interior operation
p ∈ Õ represents that the vessel discharge the containers at another terminal
φq instead of at terminal φp. This requires to transport the containers from
φq to φp to meet the operational time window of the interior operation, always
respecting the earliest arrival time of the vessel. The resulting time window is
[αq, βq] = [max(eνp + δ0,φq , αp − δLφq,φp − τq), βp − δ

L
φq,φp

− τq]. Figure 6.4 shows
a network representation of the different types of alternative operations.

Figure 6.4: Consider the interior operation p ∈ Õ, and the alternative operation
q ∈ OAp . The figure plots the network representation and the opera-
tional time windows (in brackets) for the different types of alternative
operation.

Furthermore, given two interior operations p, q ∈ Õ such as λpq = 1, then the
alternative operations must respect the same precedence requirements:

λpq = 1 =⇒ λjq = λpk = 1 ∀j ∈ OAp , k ∈ OAq .
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The land transportation network involves transporting containers to a nearby
terminal by means of trucks or trains. The alternatives operations offer a num-
ber of various routing options for the containers using this land network, and
these operations should further entail different cost parameters. Nevertheless,
these routing options are associated to the same operation, so the cost coef-
ficients for these options should be roughly similar to the one of the interior
operation. Therefore, given an interior operation p ∈ Õ, for all of their alter-
natives operations q ∈ OAp , we use the same cost coefficient cq = cp. However,
as the cost of using land transportation is usually more expensive than using
sea transportation, we penalise the starting times of alternatives operations by
a penalty factor cL, setting in this way the cost coefficients of the land network
to be proportional to the ones of the sea network. For modelling purposes, we
define cLp as the penalised cost coefficients associated for using the land trans-
portation network for a given a operation p ∈ O. We set cLp = cL · cp for
all alternatives operations p ∈ OA, whereas we set cLp = cp for the remaining
non-alternative operations p ∈ O \OA.

Finally, we use the same decision variables as introduced in Section 6.3.1. How-
ever, we extend the domain of the interval decision variables y and y′ to include
the optional status, as we now need to decide which alternative operation must
be selected. The optional status is only added to the domain is the set of al-
ternative operations is not empty, i.e. if OAp 6= ∅ for a given interior operation
p ∈ Õ. Lastly, for modelling reasons, we define extra dummy variables xp for the
interior operation p ∈ Õ whose domain is always present. The CP formulation
can be extended for modelling the PSP with collaborative planning. Note that
the addition of alternatives operations only increase the total number of opera-
tion in the set O of all operations, and hence, the definition of most constraints
remains the same. Therefore, we consider the same exact constraints from the
previous model presented in Section 6.3.2 with the following extensions:

Objective:

minimise
∑

p∈(Õ ∪ OA ∪ On+1)

cLp startOf(yp) (6.3a)

Constraints:

(6.2b)− (6.2g)

alternative(xp, {p} ∪OAp ) p ∈ Õ (6.3b)
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The objective function (6.3a) minimises the weighted in-port time of feeder
vessels by summing over the set On+1 of the dummy operations representing
the departure times of the vessels from the port. Moreover, we also consider the
minimisation of the starting time of all present operations. In this approach,
in addition to the interior operations from the set Õ, the objective function
also includes the set of alternative operations OA, as we aim to schedule the
operations as early as possible. Note, that if an operation is not present in the
solution, the corresponding interval variable is omitted in the objective function.
Furthermore, the objective function considers the penalised cost coefficients cLp
to entail the cost parameters of using the land network. Finally, although we
first study the case of single berths at terminals, the objective function can
easily accommodate the extra cost for having simultaneous berths at terminals.
This case is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.4.

We use the same Constraints (6.2b)–(6.2g) to model the main characteristic
of the problem. Additionally, we define Constraints (6.3b) for modelling the
collaborative planning of sea and land transportation. For each interior op-
eration p ∈ Õ, we are given a list of alternative operations where the vessel
can load or discharge containers, i.e. the alternative operations from the set
OAp . The alternative constraint ensures that exactly one operation from the
list {p} ∪ OAp must be selected. For modelling purposes, we include the extra
dummy variables xp for each interior operation p ∈ Õ. However, as feeder ves-
sels must perform all requested operations, the domain of the dummy variables
xp is always present.

Finally, the CP model for the collaborative planning can easily accommodate
the multiple berths case, and the objective function (6.3a) needs to be extended
to include the set of extra costs for having simultaneous berths at terminals,
leading to the following objective:

minimise
∑
p∈O

ĉp startOf(yp) (6.4)

where ĉp is the penalty expression for the each distinct operation p ∈ O. Further,
let ÕAp be the set of the interior and alternative operations performed at the same
terminal for a given operation p ∈ (Õ∪OA), i.e. ÕAp = {q ∈ (Õ∪OA) : φp = φq}.
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Hence, we define ĉp as follows:

ĉp =



cp
∑
q∈ÕAp

(1 + overlapLength(yp,yq)) p ∈ Õ

cp · cL
∑
q∈ÕAp

(1 + overlapLength(yp,yq)) p ∈ OA

cp p ∈ On+1

0 p /∈ (Õ ∪OA ∪On+1).

(6.5)

6.4 Computational Results

In the following section, we provide a throughout analysis of the performance
of the CP models presented in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. The experiments are
carried out on the set of PortLib instances, and the CP models have been
implemented in Java, and solved using the IBM ILOG CP Optimizer version
12.9 on a Huawei XH620 V3 computer with Intel Xeon Processor 2660 v3 at
2.6 GHz. As stopping criteria, we use the same run time limits as defined in
Hellsten et al. (2020). Table 6.1 reports the time limits for the instances. The
complete results can be found available online at Zenodo.com1.

Terminals 2 3 4 5
Vessels 4 6 8 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 14 10 12 14 16

Operations 12 17 23 26 34 42 51 45 56 68 79 70 84 98 112
Max. Run
Times [s] 50 50 70 90 200 380 670 460 880 1580 2470 1720 2970 4710 7030

Table 6.1: The run times for the PortLib instances.

In general, the time limits of the instances are relatively short, because we aim
to use these models during the operational planning of the daily schedule. We
begin by providing a systematic analysis of the different models, in which we first
evaluate each model separately, and then study the advantages and disadvan-
tages of integrating both models. Furthermore, as we study possible extensions
of the standard model for the operational planning, we include a sensitivity
study for the extra-cost parameters such as the penalty factor cL for using the
land transportation network. The reason for doing the latter sensitivity study
is to help the shipping company to analyse the impact of including different
options into the logistics. In addition, it is not easy to quantify the real cost of
using these alternative options, especially if we are solving the problem from a

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4001688

Zenodo.com
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4001688
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time-minimisation perspective. Hence, the sensitivity study returns a good esti-
mate of the advantages of including these activities, where shipping companies
can experiment with the values of the extra-cost parameters depending on the
importance that they consider.

First, we study in Section 6.4.2 the case of multiple berths at terminals, and
we compare the results with the base case where terminals can handle at most
one vessel a time. Second, Section 6.4.3 considers the case where a land trans-
portation network is available for the shipping company to transport containers
by means of trucks or trains. For this case, we limit the maximum capacity of
terminals to a single vessel, and again, we compare the results with the base
case of only using the sea transportation network. The latter model can be
easily extended to integrate the case of multiple berths at terminals, and we
analyse the results for this case in Section 6.4.4. Lastly, Section 6.4.5 briefly
discusses the run times and quality of the solutions for the different alternative
berth options.

6.4.1 Generating an Initial Starting Solution

Before solving the models for the alternative berth options, we first apply a
more restricted version of the model to generate a good initial solution. In this
case, we consider the base case of having single berths at terminals (i.e. maxi-
mum berth capacity of Bt = 1) as the restricted version of the problem. This
helps the CP solver to start the search from a good starting point and thus
avoid getting trapped in a non-promising area of the solution space. The initial
point is obtained following a similar procedure as the intensification technique
presented in Sacramento et al. (2020), where the CP solver is repeatedly called
to perform a continuous search until a certain number of failures without im-
proving the current solution is obtained. Thereafter, we initialise the model for
the alternative berth options using the previously obtained solution as starting
point.

6.4.2 Results for Multiple Berths at Terminals

We begin by testing the CP model for the case of multiple berths at terminals.
For the maximum capacity Bt at terminals, we consider up to 4 berths, where
Bt = 1 is the base case of having single berths at terminals. We model the
relative importance of the leasing costs for multiple berths as a penalty in the
objective function that is proportional to the length of the overlapping times of
operations. We further study the case that multiple berths are already included
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during the negotiations between the terminals and the shipping company, and
therefore, no extra cost is incurred in the objective function. We refer to this
case as the Free case. Finally, we report the average results for each of the 15
different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib instances.

Figure 6.5: For each of the different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances and for the different values of the maximum berth capacity at
terminals, we report the following KPIs. Top: The average accumulated
extra hours of the multiple berths at terminals. Bottom: Reduction in
the objective function with respect to the base case of having single berths
at terminals (i.e. Bt = 1).

Figure 6.5 summarises the results, grouped by the maximum berth capacity,
and further divided by different terminal-vessel combinations. We consider two
main Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to analyse and quantify the results of
the particular berth options based on the predetermined objective. We show on
the top of Figure 6.5 the first KPI, i.e. the average accumulated extra hours of
the multiple berths at terminals for each combination and maximum capacity.
This KPI shows the total number of hours that operations are overlapping or
being served at the same time in the terminals. The results for the base case
(i.e. Bt = 1) have been omitted from the graph, because this case forbids the
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overlapping of operations. On the bottom, we show the results for the second
KPI, i.e. the percentage reduction in the objective function for multiple berths
with respect to the base case of only having single berths (i.e. Bt = 1) at
terminals.

The results provide some interesting insights from the operational planning at
the port. We see that, for a fixed number of terminals, the accumulated extra
hours of multiple berths at terminals regularly increase with the total number
of operations and vessels. We notice that for less congested instances, there are
practically no multiple berths at terminals, reporting a maximum of around 5
hours of accumulated extra hours. As the instance size grows and the instances
become more congested, more multiple berths are observed, and larger instances
return schedules with up to 20 accumulated extra hours of terminals serving mul-
tiple vessels at the same time. Figure 6.5 also shows interesting results on the
maximum berth capacity of terminals. It seems that the effect of increasing the
maximum number of berths at terminals above 1 is quite limited. In particular,
for each value of the maximum berth capacity, the variance of the accumulated
extra hours is very low for all terminal-vessel combinations. This is a realistic
observation, because multiple berths at terminals usually bring additional costs
to the operational planning, and by incurring high penalties, we ensure that op-
erations are scheduled simultaneously at terminals only when strictly necessary.
Furthermore, the leasing cost of having multiple berths at terminals is expen-
sive, and the model does not return better schedules compared to those obtained
from the base case for some less congested instance groups. The results report
small reductions with respect to the single berth case (Bt = 1) for instances up
to 3 terminals. For the remaining larger instances with 4 or more terminals, the
results report some small reductions up to 1%, although negative reductions are
reported for some less congested instances. Finally, by increasing the maximum
berth capacity of terminals, we are also increasing the size of the solution space,
and the CP solver spends more time exploring the solution space to find higher
quality solutions. Despite considering more flexible berth options, the leasing
costs are expensive and the solution space is large. Hence, the complexity of
the model grows and better schedules are not necessarily obtained.

Overall, the results from Figure 6.5 are as expected. Frequently, the negotiations
between the shipping company and terminals state that only single berths are
allowed. Hence, the shipping company must pay an extra cost for having mul-
tiple berths at terminals. However, one of the main problems of modelling the
case of multiple berths in our approach is that we consider a time-minimisation
objective function. This is because we assume that most of the operational mon-
etary costs are fixed. Therefore, we model the extra costs of multiple berths in
the model by incurring a penalty in the cost coefficients of the operations. This
leads to the following question:
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• How much can we improve the operational planning if the negotiations
include the possibility of multiple berths at terminals with no additional
extra costs?

To answer this question, we remove the penalty factor from the objective func-
tion (5.1a), and rerun all experiments. We consider this case as the Free case,
where terminals do not impose any restriction for serving multiple vessels at
the same time. The results are summarised in Figure 6.6, showing the accumu-
lated extra hours of multiple berths at terminals (top) and the reduction in the
objective function with respect to the single berth case (bottom).

Figure 6.6: For each of the different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances and for the different values of the maximum berth capacity
at terminals without additional cost for multiple berths, we report the
following KPIs. Top: The average accumulated extra hours of the mul-
tiple berths at terminals. Bottom: Reduction in the objective function
with respect to the base case of having single berths at terminals (i.e.
Bt = 1).

For the Free case, we see how the accumulated extra hours for each combination
quickly skyrocket with the total number of operations, reaching relatively high
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values of more than 100 hours for the largest instances. We also observe that as
the maximum berth capacity increases, the number of accumulated extra hours
actually decreases. By increasing the maximum berth capacity from 2 berths to
4 berths, the accumulated extra hours at the terminals decrease around 20% in
nearly all combinations. This is consistent with the assumption of the Free case,
because the model takes full advantage of the available capacity and schedules
together as many operations as possible.

Additionally, the results show that more noteworthy reductions in the objective
function can be obtained during the planning process when the leasing costs are
disregarded, reporting reductions up to almost 30% for most instances. Further-
more, we see that, in general, the reduction in the objective function is mainly
obtained when considering double berths at terminals. The operational plan-
ning becomes far more flexible when terminals can handle at most two vessels
simultaneously. The overall productivity of the terminals can be boosted be-
cause scheduling operations in the available resources (i.e. the multiple berths
at terminals) can be carried out in a more efficient way. When the maximum
berth capacity is greater than 2, the reductions in the objective function slightly
increase. One of the reasons why these reductions are much smaller, apart from
the increase on size of the solution space, may be due to the time window con-
straints, the precedence requirements, and the non-overlapping constraints for
vessels. To some extent, these constraints restrict the flexibility in the opera-
tional planning when increasing the maximum berth capacity at terminals.

6.4.3 Results for Collaborative Planning

In the next section we test the CP model for the collaborative planning of
sea and land transportation. The purpose of this section is to investigate how
beneficial the incorporation of the collaborative planning is compared to the
standard operational planning using exclusively the sea transportation. In the
first approach, we study the collaborative planning for the single berth case,
i.e. Bt = 1. We include a sensitivity study for the penalty factor associated
with using the land transportation network. For this, we study the impact
of the values of the penalty factor. We consider the range of possible values
for the penalty factors to be cL = {1, 2, 3}. These values represent that the
cost of an operation carried out by the land transportation network can cost
the same, double or triple, compared to performing the operation only using sea
transportation. Finally, we report the average results for each of the 15 different
terminal-vessels combinations of the PortLib instances.

The set of alternative operations is not determined by the set of all interior
operations. In order to add more flexibility and defining a more realistic model,
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we only consider alternative operations for those operations in the port handling
a small number of containers at terminals. For these operations, containers must
be transported by means of trucks or trains through an internal network in the
port. Normally, the capacity of these vehicles is much smaller than by sea, and
it may not be realistic or cheaper to transport a large number of containers
using these means of transportation. Therefore, we define a set of alternatives
operations OAp for a given interior operation p ∈ Õ, if the interior operation
handles a small number of containers at the terminal. In our approach, we
consider this quantity to be |wp| ≤ 80. Likewise, because the land transportation
is also slower, we define the alternative operations to be performed exclusively
at a set of nearby terminals to the original requested terminal of the interior
operation. For this particular study, the alternative operations are defined at
terminals that are no more than two hours of sailing distance from the requested
terminal of the interior operation. The following Table 6.2 provides an overview
of the average number of interior and alternatives operations for the different
combinations of the PortLib instances.

Terminals 2 3 4 5
Vessels 4 6 8 6 8 10 12 8 10 12 14 10 12 14 16

Operations 12 17 23 26 34 42 51 45 56 68 79 70 84 98 112
Alternative 3.4 3.5 7.3 11.5 15.0 18.5 23.3 20.0 29.9 35.9 40.3 50.8 56.0 64.7 73.9Operations

Table 6.2: Overview of the average number of interior and alternatives operations
for the PortLib instances.

First, we analyse the results for the reduction in the objective function with
respect to the base case of having single berths at terminals, as seen on the
top of Figure 6.7. The results show that incorporating land transportation can
improve the overall operational planning process. The reductions seem to be
fairly stable for all combinations, improving in all cases the base case of not
having collaborative planning. We further see that, for a fixed number of termi-
nals, greater reductions can be obtained as the number of vessels increases. To
some extent, these instances are more condensed relative to the total number
of operations and the instance size, i.e. there is a greater number of operations
per terminal with overlapping time windows. In these cases, the operational
planning improves due to the incorporation of collaborative planning. On the
other hand, we further see that less congested instances obtain smaller reduc-
tions. Finally, we see that the greatest reductions are obtained when the cost of
land transportation is equal to the cost of sea transportation. This result is ex-
pected, although it is highly unrealistic, because land transportation is generally
more expensive. Nevertheless, even with double or triple penalty factors, land
transportation can reduce the operational costs, especially for more congested
instances, although these reductions are never greater than 3%.
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Figure 6.7: For each of the different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances, we report for the collaborative planning of sea and land trans-
portation the reduction in the objective function with respect to the base
case of having single berths at terminals (i.e. Bt = 1) (Top), and the av-
erage number of alternative operations performed during the operational
planning process (Bottom).

On the bottom of Figure 6.7, we show the average number of alternative op-
erations that have been performed, for each terminal-vessel combination, using
the land transportation network. Loading operations are depicted by filled rect-
angles, whereas discharge operations are depicted by rectangles with checkered
patterns. In general, we see that the number of alternatives operations car-
ried out at terminals increases with the total number of interior operations and
decreases with higher values of the penalty factor. Furthermore, alternative
operations seem to have a slightly higher tendency to perform discharge oper-
ations. It is also interesting to see that, although the largest instances do not
carry out more than 11 alternative operations (for double penalty factors) or
7 alternative operations (for triple penalty factors), some small savings up to
2.5% can still be obtained during the operational planning process. The results
show that the outsourcing of certain operations to nearby terminals can bring
some benefits to the entire operational planning.
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6.4.4 Integration of Multiple Berths and Land Transporta-
tion

In the previous section, we studied different berth options that shipping compa-
nies can consider during the operational planning process. The results showed
that the option of having multiple berths at terminals achieves large reductions
in the objective function, although this is mainly restricted to the Free case.
On the other hand, the collaborative planning of sea and land transportation
only provides small improvements. Hence, can the combination of the afore-
mentioned berth options improve the operational planning process? For this
set of experiments, we consider the maximum berth capacity at terminals to
be Bt = 2 for each terminal t ∈ T , and we use the objective function (6.4),
including the extra cost for multiple berths at terminals.

Figure 6.8 depicts the results for the integration of both alternative berth op-
tions. We further include the results for the penalty factor cL = ∞, which
corresponds to only having double berths at terminals and disregard the collab-
orative planning. The results show a similar behaviour to the one presented in
Section 6.4.2. First, we see that the integration of both alternative berth op-
tions considerably reduces the number of accumulated extra hours of multiple
berths at terminals. Due to the huge cost of having multiple berths, the model
tends to schedule alternative operations and only use single berths at termi-
nals. Multiple berths at terminals seldom exceed 6 hours for the collaborative
planning, whereas the number of alternative operations carried out at the port
increases with the instance size. In general, when considering double berths at
terminals (Bt = 2), we can improve the operational planning for all terminal-
vessel combinations (with few exceptions for small instances) by the integration
of both alternative berth options. The reductions in the objective function for
the penalty factor cL = ∞ are generally smaller than the other cost factors,
although we further observe that the difference between the reductions for the
penalty factors is not large. Nevertheless, the integration of both berth options
results in better and profitable schedules with respect to the base case of having
single berths for all terminal-vessel combinations. Additionally, for instances
with 4 or more terminals, the schedules from the integration become now prof-
itable with respect to the case of only having multiple berths at terminals. Some
negative reductions are still observed for some less congested instances, though
these differences are technically zero.

On the other hand, when the case of multiple berths at terminals does not
bring additional extra costs in the objective function, the integration of both
alternative berth options does not improve the operational planning process.
The results for these experiments are summarised in Figure 6.9. We see that
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Figure 6.8: For each of the different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances for the integration of multiple berths at terminals with the
collaborative planning of sea and land transportation, we report the av-
erage accumulated extra hours of the multiple berths at terminals (Top),
the average number of alternative operations performed during the op-
erational planning process (Middle), and the reduction in the objective
function with respect to the base case of having single berths at terminals
(i.e. Bt = 1) (Bottom).

considering exclusively double berths (i.e when the penalty factor is cL = ∞),
the schedules use a significantly greater number of extra hours for multiple
berths, also resulting in greater reductions in the objective function with respect
to the base case of single berths for all terminal-vessel combinations. For this
case, the integration of several alternative berths options into the same model
makes the complexity of the model grow rapidly, and better schedules can be
achieved by disregarding some alternative berth options.
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Figure 6.9: For each of the different terminal-vessel combinations of the PortLib
instances for the integration of multiple berths at terminals without ex-
tra additional cost and with the collaborative planning of sea and land
transportation, we report the average accumulated extra hours of the
multiple berths at terminals (Top), the average number of alternative
operations performed during the operational planning process (Middle),
and the reduction in the objective function with respect to the base case
of having single berths at terminals (i.e. Bt = 1) (Bottom).
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6.4.5 Discussion about Run Times and Quality of Solu-
tions

Finally, in this section we briefly comment on the run times of the instances
and the quality of the solutions obtained from the previous results. As stopping
criteria, we use a maximum time limit proportional to the instance size. We
aim to quickly generate schedules with different alternative berth options, and
compare the resulting solutions. Additionally, these models can also be used for
recovery planning, and short run times are required. If a disruption occurs, the
planners can quickly generate schedules and evaluate the quality of the alterna-
tive berth options, where the optimality of the solutions is not a requirement.
In some other cases, a disruption can reduce the time windows of some opera-
tions, which may sometimes cause infeasibility of the base case problem. The
planners should then quickly generate several schedules for alternative berth
options, which, although they may be more expensive, guarantee the comple-
tion of all operations in the port. Table 6.3 collects the information about the
optimality of the solutions for the different terminal-vessel combinations of the
PortLib instances. Each row presents the results for the alternative berth op-
tions, where Opt. stands the total number of optimal solutions and Gap stands
for the average optimality gap in percentage (%).

The results show that optimality of the solutions is only assured for the smallest
instances for most of the different cases. As the instance size increases, the
number of optimal solutions decreases rapidly, reporting only feasible solutions
for the largest instances in all cases. In the following, we discuss some interesting
insights on how the complexity of the models varies with respect to the base
case.

First, we focus on the case of having multiple berths at terminals. We observe
that when the objective function includes the penalty factors, the model be-
comes non-linear, making the problem more difficult to solve by MIP and CP
solvers. The results show that less optimal solutions are obtained with respect
to the base case, mainly for instances with less than 20 operations. For this
case, the total number of optimal solutions does not change significantly as the
maximum berth capacity increases. For each terminal-vessel combination, the
average optimality gap is very similar for the different values of the maximum
berth capacity, obtaining average gaps up to 34% for the largest instances. Nev-
ertheless, the average optimality gaps for instances with more than 4 terminals
are smaller than those obtained by the base case model. On the other hand,
for the Free case, we find more optimal solutions and much more smaller aver-
age optimality gaps. In particular, the results for the Free case finds optimal
solutions for almost all instances with 3 or less terminals. For the remaining
instances, the reported average optimality gaps are smaller than 12%. This
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model is a relaxation of the base case model, since the objective function does
not include the penalty factors and the terminals have a greater capacity.

We further see that the complexity of the model grows drastically when we con-
sider the collaborative planning of sea and land transportation. This is expected,
as the total number of operations increases, the complexity of the model further
increases with the addition of constraints for selecting exactly one alternative op-
eration for each interior operation. We find very few optimal solutions (only for
14 instances), and always for small instances with up to 2 terminals. The aver-
age optimality gaps steadily increases with the total number of operations, from
8% for the smallest instances to around 30% for the largest instances. Further-
more, the complexity grows even more with the integrated planning of having
multiple berths at the terminals with penalty factors in the objective function.
For this case, the model returns optimal solutions only for 11 instances, and
higher average optimality gaps for all terminal-vessel combinations. Similarly
as before, we find more optimal solutions and smaller average optimality gaps
for the integrated planning with the Free case of multiple berths.

6.5 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied different alternatives for the operational planning of
feeder vessels in multi-terminal ports, motivated by the real-life operations of
shipping companies in hub ports. Feeder vessels have to visit multiple termi-
nals within the port for loading and discharging containers. To carry out these
operations, shipping companies must negotiate in advance with container ter-
minals the leasing of berth spaces and quay cranes during certain time periods.
The leasing of these assets is expensive, and terminals usually agree to serve
at most one vessel of the company’s fleet at a time. We proposed several Con-
straint Programming formulations for modelling alternatives berth options into
the planning process of feeder vessels in the port. The formulations provide flex-
ible modelling frameworks, allowing to add new side constraints to the problem
without changing the overall structure of the model.

The first alternative is the increase of the maximum berth capacity of terminals,
meaning that terminals can now serve several vessels at the same time. Never-
theless, this involves incurring an extra cost, which is generally quite expensive
in practise. By contract, container terminals must maintain a minimum gross
crane productivity when serving vessels, and by increasing the berth capacity
of terminals, the shipping company must pay for the extra workforce and quay
cranes needed to maintain a similar productivity. A computational study was
performed to study the effect of including this option in the planning process
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with different price scenarios. The results showed that this alternative can bring
important benefits in the overall operational planning with respect to the base
case of exclusively considering single berths. However, this alternative seems to
be very effective only when the extra cost for multiple berths is negligible.

The second alternative is the collaborative planning of sea and land transporta-
tion. In this case, the shipping company has the possibility of using the land
network to transport a small amount of containers from nearby terminals to the
final requested terminal. In this way, the company can better use the available
time windows at terminals to schedule the operations of feeder vessels in the
port. Frequently, the land network is more expensive and slower, but allows
more flexibility during the operational planning process and feeder vessels may
leave earlier. The results showed that the combination of sea and land trans-
portation can improve the planning even for high cost values for the using the
land network.

Finally, we showed that the integration of several alternative berth options into
the same model makes the complexity of the model grow rapidly. Nevertheless,
this allows the model to be more complete and robust, and better schedules
can be achieved. When the case of multiple berths at terminals does not bring
additional extra costs, the results suggest that better schedules can be obtained
if the shipping company disregards the collaborative planning. On the other
hand, if we include the extra cost for multiple berths, the integration of the
berth options results in better schedules as long as the land transportation
remains inexpensive.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

The work presented in this PhD thesis contributed to the field of Operations Re-
search with application in maritime optimisation. The main contributions cover
the modelling, methodology and application of feeder line operations within the
domain of liner shipping. The work of this thesis has been disseminated in
conferences, workshops and international peer-reviewed journals. In this chap-
ter, we summarise the main conclusions and future research directions of the
research papers.

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis we have investigated the network design and cargo routing for
a shipping company under a feeder line structure. During the recent years, a
number of decision support tools for liner shipping networks have been presented
in the literature. However, these results are difficult to use for feeder lines,
where one often needs to have a more dynamic route net, enabling the carriers
to reschedule the vessels based on the available cargo and the arrival times of
intercontinental vessels.
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We aimed to design the feeder shipping network to deliver a high level of service
minimising the operational cost of routes and the starting time of operations
in ports. These objectives represent the inherent trade-off in the design of the
shipping network. The minimisation of the operational costs allows carriers to
design a shipping network that offers low freights rates and enables to utilise
their fleets efficiently to their full potential. Nevertheless, this may result in
extended transit times for some demands, making these networks not attractive
to customers. On the other hand, if carriers focus on minimising the transit
time of demands, the resulting shipping network is likely to be very expensive,
operating many services with direct connections at high sailing speeds. Finally,
carriers must also design shipping networks that minimise the starting time of
operations in ports. This is relevant during the operational planning process at
large ports, where operational costs are mostly fixed. In these cases, carriers
aim to schedule operations as early as possible, in order to leave more resources
available in case of later changes, making the operational schedule more robust.

We began this thesis by analysing the maritime container business with a pri-
mary focus on containerised liner shipping. First, in Chapter 2, we provided a
brief introduction to the main assets, infrastructure, rules and regulations of the
liner shipping business, and introduced the main variants of the liner shipping
network design problem (LSNDP) studied in the literature. Later, we presented
an in-depth literature overview of the existing models and solution methods for
the LSNDP, and discussed the main challenges in designing the shipping net-
work together with the four main families of solution methods: Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) based algorithms, two-stages algorithms, subset of services
based algorithms, and backbone network algorithms.

Many of the MIP-based algorithms can in principle solve the LSNDP to optimal-
ity. However, due to the intrinsic complexity, only small instances can be solved
to proven optimality within a reasonable time frame. We summarised several
MIP and graph based models to define the LSNDP under different assumptions.
Furthermore, we saw how the complexity and formulation of these models in-
creased notably when considering simple additional assumptions. Similarly, the
subset of services based algorithms can also solve the problem to optimality
given that the proposed candidate services are valid. However, there may be
an exponential number of valid services, and the enumeration and generation
of all these candidate services may be prohibitive. Finally, the two-stages and
backbone network algorithms are the most common algorithms used in the liter-
ature to solve shipping network design problems. These algorithms are heuristic
approaches, and they exploit the two-layer structure of the problem: the vessel
service network design and the container flow problem. The algorithms first
solve one stage, and then optimise the second stage with the decisions from the
first-stage fixed. The two-stage algorithms construct the service network dur-
ing the first stage, and then flow the containers in the resulting network at the
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second stage, whereas the backbone network algorithms reverse the order of the
two stages to first flow containers in a relaxed network and then design services
to cover the flow.

Since the LSNDP is highly complex, due to the large number of real-life con-
straints, studying simplified problems may lead to achieve more general (theo-
retical) insights that can be used in solving the more complex problems. Liner
shipping companies frequently organise the shipping network as hub-and-spoke
networks. Ports are divided by regions, and each region typically has a few
hub ports and many small feeder ports. Large vessels mainly visit hub ports
to pick-up and deliver all containers designated to the region. Then, smaller
vessels operate feeder lines to transport containers to feeder ports from hubs.
Hence, it is of utmost importance to have an efficient feeder network for the
small vessels in order to better utilise the overall shipping network.

In Chapter 3, we studied the shipping network design problem under a feeder
line structure, namely the feeder network design problem. This problem arises
from the planning of services for a fleet of small container vessels in regional
feeder networks. As the size of the service network for feeder lines is often much
smaller, the results presented in the literature from the LSNDP are difficult
to use, and different specialised algorithms must be developed to design this
type of shipping networks. Due to the intrinsic interaction between the main
liner and feeder lines, the feeder network design problem needs fast solutions
times, since routes are frequently changed to adapt to the schedule/demands
from liner vessels. We proposed an efficient iterative two-phase heuristic to
solve this network design problem, where the two-stages decomposition of the
problem is encompassed within the framework of the heuristic. The heuristic
approach was able to generate high profitable shipping networks for feeder lines
in relatively short times, reporting very promising results with the current state-
of-the-art methods for shipping network design problems. One of the most
interesting insights from the results of the heuristic was that better solutions
can be obtained in practise by simplifying some assumptions. The heuristic
approach returned overall best known solutions when transshipment operations
were ignored and considering variable speed in services (but same speed in all
legs of a service), as opposed to other methods from the literature.

Given the shipping network of container vessels on the strategic level, we contin-
ued in Part III studying the interaction between liner and feeder vessels together
with the transportation of containers in hub ports. Generally, shipping ports
have a collection of container terminals, where vessels can load and discharge
containers. Hub ports are multi-terminal ports, i.e. the port has several ter-
minals distributed along the port area with a non-negligible sailing distance
between them. When planning the port visits of container vessels in multi-
terminal ports, the logistics and planning of operations are different depending
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on the vessel size. Liner vessels have large carrying capacities, and they normally
visit a single terminal in the port. At this terminal, the liner vessel discharges
and loads all containers designated to such port. Moreover, as liner vessels have
priority when planning the port visits, the terminal is assigned long time in
advance. On the other hand, feeder vessels usually handle cargo from multiple
liner vessels, and they need to visit several terminals to transport all containers
to their corresponding destinations.

The resulting problem has been identified in close collaboration with the dan-
ish shipping company Unifeeder, and the problem is introduced in Chapter 4.
Together with the industry representatives, we defined a new planning prob-
lem, namely that of routing and scheduling the operations of feeder vessels in
multi-terminal ports. We aimed to define a realistic problem with a variety
of additional constraints, in order to accommodate most of the practical re-
strictions faced from the company’s activity. We developed an Adaptive Large
Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) heuristic approach that showed promising results
for solving this planning problem, outperforming in nearly all cases the math-
ematical formulation of the problem. The developed ALNS heuristic returned
good quality schedules in short run times, and it can be used as a decision
support tool for planners. Additionally, in Chapter 5, we further considered
a Constraint Programming (CP) formulation of the problem, as the problem
involves the scheduling of operations over a time frame while allocating some
available resources. The results showed that the CP solver was able to find good
quality solution during the early stages of the search. Moreover, the CP solver
reported a superior performance to other mathematical programming solvers
such as CPLEX and a similar performance to the ALNS heuristic approach.
For this purpose, we aimed to develop a math-heuristic approach combining
techniques from local search heuristics and CP in a meaningful way through-
out the search. The proposed math-heuristic found overall best-known solution
as well as reported a more consistent average performance than the heuristic
approach.

To conclude, we have also seen in Chapter 6 that the CP formulation provided
a more flexible modelling environment, allowing the user to easily accommodate
new side constraints to the problem without changing the overall structure.
This chapter studied several extensions of the CP formulation for the problem
to include flexible and alternative berth options for feeder vessels during the
operational planning process. We considered the multiple berth case, where the
maximum berth capacity of terminals is increased and more vessels can be served
simultaneously at terminals; and the co-planning of sea and land transportation,
where vessels may perform some operations at nearby terminals instead of at
the requested terminal. The latter extensions of the planning problem were
not suitable to be solved with the previous heuristic frameworks, whereas the
CP formulation could easily accommodate these extensions. The results showed
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that the incorporation of several alternative berth options can bring important
benefits in the overall operational planning with respect to the base case of
exclusively considering single berths at terminals. However, these alternatives
seemed to be effective only when the additional extra costs were negligible.

All in all, the work presented in this thesis shows how techniques from Oper-
ations Research and Network Algorithms can be used to optimise operations
in feeder lines. This thesis presents efficient mathematical and constraint pro-
gramming models to describe mathematically network design problems, as well
as several metaheuristic approaches for solving more realistic sized instances
of the problems. Additionally, different solution techniques proposed and de-
veloped in this thesis can be used as decision support tools for planners in
the shipping industry. The cargo fluctuates more for feeder vessels, and small
changes in the demand quantities or in the arrival times of liner vessels to ports
may lead to change completely the schedules of feeder vessels. This may be
a huge hindrance for planners, as they must remake the schedules, and many
of these planning tasks are still done manually. The use of decision support
tools as the ones presented in this thesis can help planners to automatise the
operational planning of feeder vessels and return more robust schedules; leading
to a more efficient planning of operations and a better utilisation of vessels and
terminal resources.

7.2 Future Work

Maritime transportation has revolutionised in recent years the international
trade. Unlike other transportation modes, such as air or rail, maritime trans-
portation allows the shipping of large volumes of cargo at very economical costs.
This has aroused great interest in the research community, where the number
of publications on maritime optimisation has increased during the last decades.
Nevertheless, this field is still in early research stages, and further research is
needed in order to develop practical decision support tools. Below we include
some future directions for further research as continuation to the work presented
in this thesis.

Looking at the optimisation in containerised liner shipping, we reviewed most
of the relevant papers in the literature focusing on models and algorithms that
seem to be applicable in practice. LSNDP problems are highly complex, due
to the large number of real-life constraints, and some future work may be dedi-
cated to the development of new heuristic solution approaches. Although more
sophisticated formulations and exact methods are emerging to design networks
in liner shipping, the performance is limited to small-sized instances. There-
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fore, for solving large-sized instances, researchers should rely on heuristics. The
current approaches of splitting heuristics into a service design step, and a con-
tainer flow step seem to be the most promising solution methods, and more
research should be put into exploiting such algorithms. In particular, these
algorithms should be enhanced to include speed optimisation, transportation
times, number of transshipments, and operational costs, in order to design more
cost-efficient services and balance several objectives. One possible approach to
include the latter extensions into the sub-problems can be through the use of
memory mechanisms or the decomposition of the sub-problem into phases.

Some more interesting future work could be dedicated to the integration of
environmental measures in the network design problem, such as the reduction of
emitted pollutants from container vessels or the introduction of more sustainable
technologies. Some of these measures can be easily included in the algorithms.
For example, algorithms can estimate the amount of pollutants given by energy
approaches, which can be obtained from the fuel consumption and appropriate
emission factors, and design shipping networks with the objective of maximising
profit within a target allowable level of emissions.

Given the high complexity of the LSNDP, the problem is not computationally
tractable and it is often required to study simplified problems that are easier
to analyse. The thesis continues studying the shipping network design problem
under a feeder line structure. Due to the structure of the demand, we ignore
transshipment operations in ports. This is a valid assumption that allows the
definition of a fast Linear Programming model to solve the container flow prob-
lem in the two-stage decomposition of the problem. For future work, it may be
interesting to study how to include speed optimisation into the container flow
problem. As the fuel consumption depends non-linearly on the speed, the opera-
tional cost of the services can be greatly reduced based on the transit times of the
transported demands. Another interesting subject for future work is to extend
the optimisation problem to include multiple hubs or feeder-to-feeder demands.
Nevertheless, the resulting problem can be solved with solution methods for the
LSNDP, as the container flow problem must include transshipment operations
in the design of the shipping network. The main challenge is how to include
transshipment operations in the container flow problem in a meaningful way for
feeder lines, as solving the latter problem with a column generation approach is
computationally demanding for large instances.

It would be further interesting to include variable berthing times at the ports
based on the number of containers to load and discharge at each visit. This
leads to a more accurate modelling of the service times of container vessels in
ports. Additionally, it may be interesting to include some uncertainty in the
optimisation problem, looking for a more robust network design under small
changes in the demand statistics.
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Looking at the operational planning of feeder vessels in hub ports with multi-
ple terminals, there are still many interesting topics to be addressed in future
work. It would be interesting to study the dynamic version of this optimisation
problem, where the decision-making of planners is done iteratively, minimising
the deviation between the operational schedule before and after the introduc-
tion of a new event (or disruption). The dynamic version may further include
alternative berth options for the operations, in order to ensure the validity of
the schedule in the event of a major disruption.

In our approach, we consider non-preemptive operations, meaning that opera-
tions must be completed without interruption once started. Although this is a
realistic assumption frequently used in practice, it may be interesting to study
the problem with preemptive operations, where loading and discharge opera-
tions may be interrupted for a better distribution of operations in the schedule.
Interrupting the service of an operation in a terminal to serve a vessel with
higher priority or with a more narrow operational time window may lead to
better quality schedules. Similarly, future studies could investigate the case
where the available quay cranes for the carrier at terminals can be split among
several vessels. This reduces the gross crane productivity of terminals, but al-
lows to serve multiple vessels simultaneously without incurring extra costs. In
this thesis, we assume that carriers must maintain a minimum gross crane pro-
ductivity in the terminals if several vessels are served at the same time, and
carriers must pay for extra workforce and quay cranes to maintain a similar
productivity. Finally, some future work can be dedicated to the development
of local search heuristics and math-heuristics for solving the optimisation prob-
lem for the alternative berth options for feeder vessels during the operational
planning process. In our preliminary work, we modelled these alternatives us-
ing CP formulations, and the results showed some potential benefits from this
application. More specialised algorithms for solving these extensions may lead
to better results, easing the decision making of planners.

Finally, another interesting subject for future work may be to study the op-
erational planning of feeder vessels with the collaboration of multiple shipping
companies. In this case, multiple carriers may collaborate jointly with container
terminals to schedule their fleets at the port. The general structure of the prob-
lem would be basically the same, as considering multiple carriers mainly affect
to the set of vessels visiting the port and the agreements between terminals and
carriers. Although the collaboration of multiple carriers may potentially lead to
a more reduced fuel consumption and a more efficient use of terminal resources,
carriers do not usually share information with other shipping companies.
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Abstract: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, commonly known as drones, have at-
tained considerable interest in recent years due to the potential of revolutionising
transport and logistics. Amazon were among the first to introduce the idea of
using drones to deliver goods, followed by several other distribution companies
working on similar services.

This paper studies an extension of the Traveling Salesman Problem to incor-
porate drones in the planning of last-mile delivery operations. The drone can
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be launched and recovered at certain visits on the truck route, and both vehi-
cles can deliver goods to customers in parallel. This generalisation considerably
decreases the operational cost of the routes, by reducing the total fuel consump-
tion for the truck, as some customers can be serviced by drones without covering
additional miles, and hence increase productivity. The problem is formulated
as a Mixed Integer Programming model for the capacitated multiple-truck case
with time limit constraints and minimising cost as objective function, which we
denote the Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones. For solving large instances, an
Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search heuristic is proposed. Finally, extensive
computational experiments are carried out. The tests investigate the benefits
of the drone-delivery option compared to delivering all items using exclusively
trucks. Moreover, a detailed sensitivity analysis is performed on several drone-
parameters.

A.1 Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), better known as drones, have attained con-
siderable attention during the last decade due to their huge potential in logistics,
inspection and monitoring. As the name indicates, UAVs are vehicles that are
able to stay in the air and travel along specified routes in an automated way.
Among the many applications, the transport of parcels, food or other goods
stands out, and pilot projects are being studied by several companies (French,
2015).

The delivery of goods using drones reached a new level, when Jeff Bezos (Ama-
zon’s CEO), announced that Amazon was developing the idea of using UAVs
for the delivery of small commodities (Rose, 2013). Amazon intended to launch
its program for the delivery of goods from warehouses to customers, or sim-
ply moving goods between warehouses, using its “Prime Air” drone from 2017
(Wang, 2016). Later, DHL stated it was already developing a similar project
for the delivery of medicals and other goods considered as urgent on a small is-
land in northern Germany, obtaining promising results (Hern, 2015). A similar
project is being developed by Google X, using the drone “Project Wing” with
similar properties as a plane. Moving vertically and horizontally, it drops the
merchandise from the air, when it arrives to the location, with the help of a
wire to guarantee a safe landing (Muoio, 2016). Many more companies have be-
gun joining parcel-deliveries with drones, highlighting UPS, FedEx or Domino’s
Pizza (Sacramento, 2017). An example of a delivery drone is shown in Figure
A.1.
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Figure A.1: Example of a delivery drone. Photo by Sam Churchill. This
image is available at: https: // www. flickr. com/ photos/
samchurchill/ 14586999783/ and licensed under CC BY 2.0:
https: // creativecommons. org/ licenses/ by/ 2. 0/ .

The use of drones can lead to controversial issues, causing accidents or being
used improperly for surveillance. The American organisation Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has laid down regulations that limit the use of drones
for commercial activities when operating in the airspace. The new rules will
greatly favor companies, but will continue representing a considerable amount
of constraints (McDougal, 2016). The combined total weight of drones cannot
exceed 55 pounds (Choi-Fitzpatrick et al., 2016), and the drone being within
the visual line of sight during operation is still a prevailing rule. The latter
regulations mean that fully automated drone delivery still is a future scenario.

Looking at the potential use of drones to deliver goods, it can be seen that there
are limitations to the distance, the flight endurance battery, and the drone’s
weight capacity. However, the synchronisation of drones and trucks when deliv-
ering goods can be of great importance in reducing operational costs or delivery
times. The disadvantages of a truck are counteracted by the advantages of flying
vehicles and vice versa. The use of airborne robots capable of safely grasping
and transporting small packages will significantly change the delivery industry,
since it will be an important tool to assist drivers in making deliveries, allowing
more deliveries per hour without covering additional miles (Trop, 2016).

In the operations research literature, delivery of small packages are frequently
formulated as a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) (Toth and Vigo, 2014), where a
number of trucks are based at a common depot and delivery routes starting and
ending at the depot are constructed in order to serve all delivery requests and
minimise routing costs. After the emergence of drones as a delivery option, it has
been envisioned that each truck can be equipped with a supporting drone. The
drone performs some deliveries while using the truck as launch and recovery
site (allowing the truck to move between launch and recovery if the drone is

https://www.flickr.com/photos/samchurchill/14586999783/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/samchurchill/14586999783/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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used). Modelling the addition of drones leads to the Vehicle Routing Problem
with Drones (VRP-D). The first works that study the cooperation between truck
and drone used the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) (Applegate et al., 2011)
as a base model.

The pioneers in studying the truck-drone problem were Murray and Chu (2015),
who formulated the Flying Sidekick Travelling Salesman Problem (FSTSP). The
problem is a variant of the TSP where only one truck equipped with a single
drone delivers goods to customers. The drone is dispatched from a location to
deliver goods to a customer and meet again in a rendezvous location with the
truck. While the drone is flying, the truck can visit other customers, however,
it will have to recover the drone at the rendezvous location before the drone’s
battery runs out. The objective is to minimise the completion time of the
route. Recent studies, as Murray and Chu (2015) and those presented in Section
A.2, have investigated the advantages of using these two vehicles for operations
management, comparing the results with distributing the goods only using the
truck. The benefits obtained are noticeable in terms of completion time.

This paper studies an extension of the VRP where each truck is collaborating
with a single UAV. Since the problem is a generalisation of the classical VRP, it is
NP-hard to solve. Although it is not the main contribution of the paper, a new
mathematical formulation for the problem is presented, which is an extension of
the FSTP for the multi-truck case, and includes capacity and time completion
constraints, while having cost minimisation as objective function. An Adaptive
Large Neighbourhood Search (ALNS) heuristic is presented for solving large in-
stances of the multi-truck problem. The algorithm represents a new approach
for route planning of both vehicles in cooperation. It is experimentally shown
that solutions of very high quality can be obtained, and the results provide
significant savings in operational cost compared to the truck-only case.

Section A.2 presents a review of the literature related to routing problems us-
ing drones for delivery of goods. Most of these studies focus on the TSP and
there seems to be very few papers focusing on the application of several trucks.
Section A.3 reports the mathematical model for the VRP-D, inspired by the
mathematical model presented by Murray and Chu (2015). The formulation
includes different vehicles, multi-trucks, capacity constraints, and time limita-
tions. Section A.4 is dedicated to the ALNS heuristic to solve this variant of the
VRP. Furthermore, the section describes how the initial solution is obtained.
Section A.5 deals with the generation and analysis of the instances used for the
problem presented in this paper. Likewise, a comparison of the performance of
the algorithm against the case of not using drones is presented and discussed.
Finally, a study concerning the modification of different characteristics of the
drones is assessed. The paper is concluded and future research is discussed in
Section A.6.
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A.2 Related Literature

Technological progress has allowed drones to be increasingly used in the civilian
sector, where one of the most immediate applications is the delivery of goods.
This extends the classical TSP and VRP to use UAVs for complete or partial
delivery. The literature for TSP and VRP is comprehensive as can be seen
in Eksioglu et al. (2009), Applegate et al. (2011) and Toth and Vigo (2014).
Among the many variants of these problems, there are a few papers considering
delivery of goods in combination with UAVs. Also, there are conceptually related
variants of these problems in the literature.

The model considered in this paper has similarities with the FSTSP formulation
by Murray and Chu (2015). This is an optimisation problem of parcel deliver-
ies using a single truck with a single drone in synchronisation. The objective
is to reduce the total route duration time to service all customers and return
both vehicles to the depot. The paper also presents a different problem that
is applicable to scenarios in which the distribution center is close to a signif-
icant proportion of customer that may be serviced by the UAV, the Parallel
Drone Scheduling TSP (PDSTSP). In this problem, a single truck and a fleet
of UAVs work together to deliver the goods to customers, although synchro-
nisation between UAVs and the truck is not needed since the truck operates
independently on the remaining customers. Furthermore, saving heuristics for
both formulations are provided by the authors, obtaining considerable improve-
ments in the solution with respect to the truck-only case. Later, Ponza (2016)
presents a Simulated Annealing heuristic for an improved formulation for the
FSTSP, whereas Freitas and Penna (2018) present a hybrid heuristic, where the
initial solution is obtained by solving a MIP model for the TSP route, which is
converted to a FSTSP by an improvement heuristic, based on several truck-only
neighbourhoods and a single truck-to-drone relocation. Ham (2018) studies an
extension of the PDSTSP, where the drone can perform multiple trips to carry
out pick-up and deliver operations. A Constraint Programming approach is
proposed to solve this variant of the problem.

Within the last-mile delivery concept, Agatz et al. (2015) introduces the Trav-
elling Salesman Problem with Drones (TSP-D), a very similar to the FSTSP,
but the authors assume that the drone is faster than the truck by a factor α
and both vehicles travel on the same road network. It is therefore possible to
provide a bound on the maximum attainable gains that can be achieved by
using the two vehicles in union versus the case of using a truck exclusively.
Moreover, this problem assumes that the truck can wait for the drone in the
same position that it is launched, an aspect not considered in the FSTSP. A
heuristic approach is presented, based on a route first—cluster second procedure
with a greedy and exact partitioning algorithm as well as the consideration of
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an iterative improvement procedure to find a solution. Later, Poikonen et al.
(2019) presented different heuristics based on a branch-and-bound algorithm for
the TSP-D, considering only a subset of the potential package delivery orders
at each node. Mathew et al. (2015) study a similar problem, called the Het-
erogeneous Delivery Problem (HDP), for the scheduling and routing problem
of the cooperating vehicles in urban environments, while minimising the total
delivery cost. In this problem all deliveries are done by the drone, and the truck
is waiting at a single point (called a street vertex) while the drone is doing a
delivery. A number of street vertices are given, and not all of them have to be
visited. The authors propose a solution approach by reducing the problem to a
Generalised Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP), which can be solved by ex-
isting heuristic methods. Moreover, the authors propose additional algorithms
for solving the special case of the HDP where all street vertices are considered
warehouses. In this version the truck becomes superfluous, since the drone can
just fly between warehouses to collect goods to be delivered. Lastly, an iterative
approach for the TSP-D is proposed by Yurek and Ozmutlu (2018). At each
iteration the solution approach is divided into two stages, determining the truck
route in the first-stage and assigning the drone customers in the second-stage.

Another problem for the parcel delivery with UAVs is considered in Ha et al.
(2018). Like the FSTSP, the launch and recovery operations for the drone are
again restricted to different locations. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) formulation is proposed as an extension to the formulation proposed
by Murray and Chu (2015). Nonetheless, the objective function is focused on
minimising the overall operational costs, which includes the transportation cost
as well as a penalty for wasted time, incurred when vehicles need to wait for
each other. The paper presents two different heuristic approaches, known as
TSP-LS and Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP). The first
algorithm is an adaptation of the saving-algorithm proposed by Murray and Chu
(2015) to solve the cost-minimisation problem, whereas the second algorithm is
a metaheuristic based on a split procedure to construct a feasible solution of
the TSP-D from a TSP solution. The performance of the methods is compared
under different objective functions and construction heuristics. The effectiveness
of the GRASP algorithm is documented, outperforming TSP-LS in terms of
solution quality. Furthermore, the GRASP algorithm, with a min-time objective
function, is compared with FSTSP, achieving better results for small instances
with 10 customers.

Four versions of a “single drone and single truck” routing problem are studied
by bin Othman et al. (2017). Common to all versions is that the truck’s route
is predetermined. The two main variations of the problem considered are 1)
the truck can stay at a single point while launching and receiving the drone, 2)
the truck has to move between launching and receiving the drone. Two more
variants are obtained by disallowing that the drone can move together with the
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truck (hitch a ride). The paper studies complexity of the different versions,
polynomially solvable cases and approximation algorithms.

Carlsson and Song (2018) and Campbell et al. (2017) use continuous approxi-
mation methods for the strategic analysis of the design of hybrid truck-drone
delivery systems. Carlsson and Song (2018) show that the efficiency of the de-
livery system is proportional to the square root of the ratio of the speed of both
vehicles. Moreover, the authors develop intuitive heuristic rules to determine
the coordinated routes of the vehicles. On the other hand, the results provided
by Campbell et al. (2017) highlight the economic advantages of such a system
in many settings, especially with multiple drones per truck. However, the au-
thors show that the benefits from the truck-drone delivery system are dependent
on the relative operating and idle costs of both vehicles, and spatial density of
customers.

The drone literature is mainly focused on the use of drones exclusively or in
combination with a single truck, especially with focus on delivery operations.
There seems to be few papers dealing with the joint work of a fleet of trucks
equipped with a series of drones. The most interesting is presented by Wang
et al. (2017), which presents a theoretical study of the maximum savings ob-
tained when using drones in a fleet of vehicles. The goal remains to minimise
the total time to complete the routes. The coordination between the vehicles
in this problem provides a theoretical bound on how beneficial the drones can
be, confirming in the results the time saved in comparison to the case of simply
using the fleet of trucks. This work is extended by Poikonen et al. (2017) where
the effect of limited drone battery life and the effect of having two different
distance matrices for the trucks and drones are considered. Relations to the
close-enough VRP (CEVRP) are also considered. In the CEVRP, the truck
does not have to visit all customer but just travel “close-enough” to each cus-
tomer. An application of this problem is, for example, reading of meters using
wireless technology. Pugliese and Guerriero (2017) present a mathematical for-
mulation for the multi-truck approach with time windows and minimisation of
the total transportation cost, and Daknama and Kraus (2017) propose a nested-
local search heuristic for solving the Vehicle Routing with Drones (VRD), where
drones are allowed to be travel between trucks.

Finally, Otto et al. (2018) present an exhaustive review of optimisation problems
considering the use of drones for operations planning to civil applications. The
authors give an overview of more than 218 articles in the field, most of them
published in the five past years, but they do not include papers dealing with
military and security applications of drones or obstacle-avoiding path planning.
The paper highlights the recent growing presence of drones in business activities
and the advantage to combine and assist the operations to available vehicles and
robots.
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A.3 The Vehicle Routing Problem with Drones

Given a fleet of homogeneous driver-operated delivery trucks, each of them
equipped with a single UAV or drone, the task is to deliver packages to a given
set of customers, each of whom must be served exactly once by either the driver-
operated delivery truck or the UAV operating in coordination with the truck.
Each truck with its corresponding UAV on board must depart from, and return
to, a single depot. The two vehicles may depart (or return) either in tandem
or independently to the depot. When the drone is not operational, it will be
transported by the truck, saving battery power. The drones can be dispatched
from the truck and picked up again by the same truck in a different location
multiple times along the truck route. However, the drone can visit only a single
customer each time due to the limited payload capacity and there is a maxi-
mum flying endurance due to battery capacity. A time is associated with the
launch and recovery of the drone, as well as a service time for the customers
when delivering the packages. The trucks have a limited capacity that must
be respected and the route of the trucks should not exceed a certain time limit
during the day of operation. The objective is to minimise the overall cost of the
operation of using the fleet of vehicles while respecting the capacity and time
constraint, and while meeting the customers’ demand. A visual representation
of a solution to the problem is depicted in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Example of a VRP-D solution. The solid lines indicate the route of the
trucks, while the dashed lines indicate the trips of the drones. Filled
circle nodes represent customers that, due to a heavy delivery, can only
be visited by the truck and emptied circle nodes represent customers
that can be visited by either the truck or the drone. Triangle nodes
corresponds to drone visits in the solution.
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A.3.1 Mathematical Formulation for the VRP-D

We now present a mathematical formulation for the VRP-D, which is an exten-
sion of the MIP formulation of the FSTSP presented in Murray and Chu (2015),
taking into account the time at which a truck and/or a UAV visits a customer.
The truck and the UAV must be synchronised in time during the truck’s route,
except at the end, where the truck and the UAV can arrive separately to the
depot. Moreover, the capacity and the completion time of the routes are consid-
ered. The mathematical formulation is extended with an extra index indicating
the truck assigned to the route.

A.3.1.1 Definitions

The following sets will be used for this formulation.

• C = {1, 2, ..., c} : Set of customers.

• C ′ ⊆ C : Subset of customers that may be serviced by the UAV, i.e. whose
demand can be carried by a drone.

• D = {0, c + 1} : Depot nodes indicating the beginning and end of the
route, respectively.

• N = {0, 1, ..., c, c+ 1} : Set of all nodes.

• N0 = {0, 1, 2, ...c} : Set of nodes from which a vehicle may depart.

• N+ = {1, 2, ..., c, c+ 1} : Set of nodes to which a vehicle may arrive.

• ∆+(i) = N+\{i} : The set of nodes that can be reached from node i ∈ N0.

• ∆−(i) = N0\{i} : The set of nodes that can be used to reach node i ∈ N+.

• A = {(i, j) : i ∈ N0, j ∈ ∆+(i)} : Set of feasible arcs.

• V = {1, ...,m} : Set of homogeneous trucks, where m is a sufficiently large
number.

The parameters required for the mathematical formulation are introduced below.
The truck and the drone do not present the same features, and this is reflected
by different parameters for each vehicle.

• τTij : Time required for a truck to travel from i ∈ N0 to j ∈ N+.

• τDij : Time required for a UAV to travel from i ∈ N0 to j ∈ N+.

• cTij : Cost for operating a truck to travel from i ∈ N0 to j ∈ N+.
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• cDij : Cost for operating a UAV to travel from i ∈ N0 to j ∈ N+.

• Q : Capacity of the trucks.

• qi : Demand of customer i ∈ C.
• e : Flight endurance of the battery of the UAV.

• SeTi : Service time for the truck at customer i ∈ C.
• SeDi : Service time for the UAV at customer i ∈ C ′.
• SL : Required time for launching the UAV.

• SR : Required time for recovering the UAV.

• M : A sufficiently large number. A precise value is given in the following.

• Tmax : Maximum duration time of a route.

Furthermore, additional notation is needed for the identification of the possible
three-node sorties from where a UAV can operate in the problem. Let P be the
set of possible sorties, represented by the tuples 〈i, j, k〉. The first node repre-
sents the launch position of the UAV, the second node represents the customer
that is visited by the UAV, and finally, the third node represents the recov-
ery position of the UAV. Hence, an element 〈i, j, k〉 belongs to the set P if the
following conditions hold:

• The launch position i ∈ N0 of a tuple is the location from which a UAV
can be launched, corresponding to the location from which a truck can
depart.

• The delivery position j ∈ {C ′ : j 6= i} of a tuple is the set of customers
that can be serviced by the UAV different from the launch position i.

• The rendezvous position or recovery position k ∈ {N+ : k 6= i, k 6= j, SL+
SR + τDij + τDjk + SeDj ≤ e} of a tuple is the location at which the UAV
can be recovered by the truck while respecting the battery life.

Furthermore, the tuples 〈0, i, c + 1〉 are excluded from P for all i ∈ C ′. These
tuples correspond to drone deliveries with launch and rendezvous position at
the depot. For a sortie s = 〈i, j, k〉, we define its cost as cDs = cDij + cDjk. We
define P+

i as all the sorties from P with a launch at node i ∈ N0, P−k as all the
sorties from P with a recovery at node k ∈ N+ and Pj as all the sorties from P
that delivers to customer j ∈ C ′.
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The formulation makes use of the following variables.

• xvij : Binary variable indicating if truck v ∈ V travels from i ∈ N0 to
j ∈ N+.

• uvi : Continuous variable indicating the position of the visit i ∈ N in the
route of truck v ∈ V .

• tvi : Continuous variable indicating the time in the route of truck v ∈ V
arriving to location i ∈ N .

• t′vi : Continuous variable indicating the time of a UAV from truck v ∈ V
arriving to location i ∈ N .

• pvij : Binary variable indicating if a customer j ∈ C is visited after location
i ∈ N0 in the route of truck v ∈ V .

• yvs : Binary variable indicating if the sortie s ∈ P is used in the route of
truck v ∈ V .

A.3.1.2 Mathematical Formulation

We can now formulate a MIP model for the VRP-D.

min
∑
v∈V

( ∑
(i,j)∈A

cTijx
v
ij +

∑
s∈P

cDs y
v
s

)
(A.1)

Subject to:∑
v∈V

∑
i∈∆−(j)

xvij +
∑
v∈V

∑
s∈Pj

yvs = 1 j ∈ C (A.2)

∑
j∈N+

xv0,j ≤ 1 v ∈ V (A.3)

∑
i∈N0

xvi,c+1 ≤ 1 v ∈ V (A.4)

xv0,c+1 = 0 v ∈ V (A.5)∑
i∈∆−(j)

xvij =
∑

k∈∆+(j)

xvjk v ∈ V, j ∈ C (A.6)

uvi + 1 ≤ uvj +M(1− xvij) v ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ A (A.7)

uvj ≤M
∑

i∈∆−(j)

xvij v ∈ V, j ∈ N+ (A.8)
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∑
j∈C

 ∑
k∈∆+(j)

qjx
v
jk +

∑
s∈Pj

qjy
v
s

 ≤ Q v ∈ V (A.9)

∑
s∈P+

i

yvs ≤ 1 v ∈ V, i ∈ N0 (A.10)

∑
s∈P−

k

yvs ≤ 1 v ∈ V, k ∈ N+ (A.11)

2yvs ≤
∑

h∈∆+(i)

xvih +
∑

l∈∆−(k)

xvlk v ∈ V, s = 〈i, j, k〉 ∈ P (A.12)

tv0 = 0 v ∈ V (A.13)

t′v0 = 0 v ∈ V (A.14)

tvc+1 ≤ Tmax
∑
i∈N0

xvi,c+1 v ∈ V (A.15)

t′vc+1 ≤ Tmax
∑

s∈P−c+1

yvs v ∈ V (A.16)

tvh + τThk + SeTh + SL
∑

s∈P+(h)

yvs+

SR
∑

s∈P−(k)

yvs ≤ tvk + Tmax(1− xvhk) v ∈ V, (h, k) ∈ A (A.17)

tvi + τDij + SL− Tmax
(

1−
∑

s∈P+
i ∩Pj

yvs

)
≤ t′vj v ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ A (A.18)

t′vj + τDjk + SeDj + SR−

Tmax
(
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∑

s∈Pj∩P
−
k

yvs

)
≤ t′vk v ∈ V, j ∈ C′, k ∈ ∆+(j) (A.19)

tvi − Tmax
(

1−
∑
s∈P+

i

yvs

)
≤ t′vi v ∈ V, i ∈ N0 (A.20)

tvi + Tmax
(

1−
∑
s∈P+

i

yvs

)
≥ t′vi v ∈ V, i ∈ N0 (A.21)

tvk − Tmax
(

1−
∑
s∈P−

k

yvs

)
≤ t′vk v ∈ V, k ∈ C (A.22)

tvk + Tmax
(

1−
∑
s∈P−

k

yvs

)
≥ t′vk v ∈ V, k ∈ C (A.23)
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e+ Tmax
(

1−
∑

s∈P+
i ∩P

−
k

yvs ) ≥ t′vk − t′vi v ∈ V, i ∈ N0, k ∈ N+ (A.24)

(uvj − uvi ) ≤Mpvij v ∈ V, i ∈ N0, j ∈ C \ {i} (A.25)

(uvj − uvi ) ≥M(pvij − 1) + 1 v ∈ V, i ∈ N0, j ∈ C \ {i} (A.26)

t′vk −

Tmax
(

3−
∑

s∈(P+
i ∩P

−
k

)

yvs −
∑
s∈P+

b

yvs − pvib
)
≤ t′vb v ∈ V, i ∈ N0, k ∈ N+, b ∈ C \ {b}

(A.27)

xvij ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ A (A.28)

yvs ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V, s ∈ P (A.29)

uvi , t
v
i , t
′v
i ≥ 0 v ∈ V, i ∈ N (A.30)

pvij ∈ {0, 1} v ∈ V, i ∈ N0, j ∈ C \ {i} (A.31)

The objective function (A.1) minimises the operational cost when visiting the
customers. Constraints (A.2) ensure that each customer is visited exactly once,
either by a truck or by a drone. Constraints (A.3) ensure that all trucks must
depart from the depot at most once. Similarly in (A.4), all trucks must return
to the depot at most once. Moreover, it is prohibited to travel between depots
as given by (A.5). The flow conservation constraints for the truck are defined
in (A.6). The subtour elimination constraints for the truck are defined in Con-
straints (A.7) and (A.8), referring to the position a customer is visited in the
truck’s route. Moreover, the capacity constraint is given in (A.9). Additionally,
the UAV can be launched and recovered at most once from each node, as given
by Constraints (A.10) and (A.11). Constraints (A.12) make sure that if the
UAV is launched and recovered in location i ∈ N0 and k ∈ N+ respectively,
then the truck visits the same locations.

The initialisation of the times for the truck and the UAV at the beginning of
each route are given in (A.13) and (A.14). Moreover, the maximum duration of
a route is established by imposing a limit to the time of returning to the depot
by the vehicles, as stated in (A.15) and (A.16).

The time constraints (A.17) for the truck movement define the time at which
a truck arrives to the location with respect to the corresponding actions that
can happen in between. The time constraints for the drone movement, defining
the time a UAV visits a customer according to the truck position, are defined
in (A.18) and (A.19). Constraints (A.18) ensure that if a UAV is launched
from location i ∈ N0 to customer j ∈ C ′, then the arrival time for the UAV to
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customer j has to be greater than the arrival time for the truck to location i
plus the travel time for the UAV between the location and the launch time of
the UAV. Similarly for the recovery operation, Constraints (A.19) ensure that if
a UAV finishes serving a customer j ∈ C ′ and flies back to the truck at location
k ∈ N+, then the arrival time of the UAV to location k has to be greater than the
arrival time of the UAV to location j plus the travel time between the locations,
the service time of the UAV at customer j and the recovering time of the UAV.

The time synchronisation constraints for the truck and the UAV are defined
in (A.20)–(A.23). These constraints impose that the launch and recovery op-
erations are time synchronised. Note that the synchronisation is not needed
when the truck and the UAV are separately coming back to the depot, hence
Constraints (A.22) and (A.23) are defined for the set of customer C instead of
N+.

The endurance constraint for the battery of the UAV is given by the launch and
recovery variables. Constraints (A.24) assure that if a UAV is launched from
position i ∈ N0 to customer j ∈ C ′ to be recovered at position k ∈ N+, then
the difference in time between the operations has to satisfy the endurance time
of the battery.

The binary variable pvij defines the order in which the truck makes the visits,
establishing whether one customer is visited before another on the route. The
value for this variable is assigned according to the difference in the position
between the location as stated in (A.25) and (A.26). Assuming the departure
location i ∈ N0 and the customer j ∈ C, if the truck does visit the customer
j after being in location i, then the difference between the position variables
uvi will be positive, imposing the value 1 to pvij . Otherwise, if the difference is
negative, pvij is imposed to 0. When a truck does not visit a customer in the
route, the previous constraints (A.7)–(A.8) set the position of the visit to zero.
Therefore, in Constraints (A.26) a 1 is added on the right hand side to ensure
that pvij is set to zero when both uvi and uvj are zero.

Constraints (A.27) are defined to avoid that new launches occur while the UAV
is already flying in the route. The arrival time of a UAV to another customer
location b ∈ C from which the UAV can be launched again has to be greater
than the arrival time to the location k ∈ N+ if and only if a drone is recovered
at location k occurred earlier. This is taken into account by the order in which
the truck visits locations i and b (pvib), if a launch occurs from position b and if a
drone is recovered at location k. Finally, the domain of the variables is defined
in (A.28)–(A.31).
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A.3.2 Discussion of the Mathematical Model

The mathematical formulation presented in Section A.3.1 is an extension of the
formulation presented by Murray and Chu (2015). The formulation keeps the
sortie selection from the set P in a single variable and the variables are ex-
tended with an extra index to account for different trucks (yvs ). We consider an
unlimited homogeneous fleet of delivery trucks, assuming that there are no spe-
cific distinctions between them. As expected, the formulation becomes harder
to solve with the extra index, increasing considerable the running time as the
number of trucks and customers increase compared to the case of a single vehicle.

Contrary to Murray and Chu (2015), the objective function is no longer focused
on reducing the completion time for the trucks returning to the depot, instead,
there is a maximum duration time for all routes. This comes from the assump-
tion that drivers have contracts with maximum workable-hours per day that
has to be respected. Additionally, there is a cost cTij and cDij associated with the
truck and the UAV respectively for traversing arc (i, j), where the cost entails
for an estimation of the fuel consumption incurred by the vehicles. We are inter-
ested in studying the problem from a cost-minimisation perspective, as seen in
(A.1), rather than from a time-minimisation. Technology is continuously devel-
oping, and in the near future, autonomous trucks will be available for delivery
purposes, where drivers will no longer be needed. Therefore, the driver cost is
neglected in this case. Moreover, we could also assume that the driver cost is
a fixed cost already incurred in the drivers’ contracts. Therefore, it would be
interesting to study the collaboration of both vehicles for delivery operations
under a cost-minimisation objective function, where the vehicles are operated
within a time limit as long as they incur minimum cost. Furthermore, it is
important to notice that drone-arc costs can be direction dependent in reality,
due to the payload and speed, among many others. However, we do not have
actual data for correctly modelling these generalisations, and hence assume that
drone-arc costs are symmetric and independent of the load.

The endurance constraints (A.24) can be more easily defined than in Murray
and Chu’s formulation. The number of constraints can be reduced, as it is
not necessary to consider the arrival time of the UAV to the delivery position.
Instead, the constraint only accounts for the time difference between the launch
and recovery positions incurred by the UAV, if there exists such sortie.

The model presents several constraints regarding the prohibited moves that
cannot be carried out by the UAV. These moves correspond to illegal dispatches
of drones in the route. For a better understanding, as shown in Ponza (2016),
visual representation of the prohibited moves are depicted in Figures A.3-A.6.
The solid and the dashed lines indicate the route of the truck and the UAV,
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respectively. Circle nodes correspond to customers visited by the truck whereas
triangle nodes correspond to customers visited by the drone. The filled squared
node correspond to the single depot. Firstly, the truck cannot wait for the UAV
in the same location from which it was launched. In the formulation, this move
is not considered in the definition of the sorties and its visual representation
can be seen in Figure A.3. Similarly, due to the definition of the depot nodes,
it is not allowed for a UAV to operate independently from the truck, i.e. start
the operation from the depot, deliver the goods to the customer, and then come
back to the depot. This is also ensured by the set of feasible sorties P . The
visual representation of this prohibited move is similar to the previous one, but
considering the depot node, as shown in Figure A.4.

Figure A.3: Prohibited move of the
UAV for the launch
and recovery operation.

Figure A.4: Prohibited move of
the independently
operation of the UAV.

Finally, Constraints (A.27) ensure that new launches do not occur before the
previous UAVs in the same route have been recovered. Regarding the definition
of the variables pvij , the time of the launch t′vb of the UAV from the location
b ∈ C is forced to be greater than the time of the recovery t′vk of the previous
UAVs. The corresponding prohibited moves can be seen in Figures A.5 and A.6.

Figure A.5: Prohibited move of new
launches.

Figure A.6: Prohibited move of new
launches within a sor-
tie.

A.3.3 Parameters

The mathematical formulation for the VRP-D introduces several parameters
reflecting the characteristics and operation times related to the UAV and the
truck. We have attempted to find values close to reality, but there are no eligible
parameters to be considered in the models as drone delivery is still in early stages
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to be applied in reality. Table A.1 summarises the parameters and their values.
The values have been found in the literature or have been used by companies in
their prototype models.

Table A.1: Values for the parameters in the main configuration of the problem.

Parameter Notation Value Reference
Launch Time SL 1 min Murray and Chu (2015)
Recovery Time SR 1 min Murray and Chu (2015)
Truck Speed νT 35 mph Ponza (2016)
Drone Speed νD 50 mph Trop (2016)
Endurance e 30 min Kharpal (2016)

Truck Capacity w/ drones Q 1300 kg See text
Truck Capacity w/o drones Q∗ 1400 kg See text

Drone Capacity QD 5 kg Trop (2016)
Fuel Price fp 1.13 e/ l See text

Fuel Consumption fc 0.07 l/km See text
Miles Converter mc 1.61 km/mi –

Drone Factor Cost α 10 % Kharpal (2016)
Maximum Route duration Tmax 8 hours Standard working hours

The subset C ′ of potential drone customers is determined by the maximum load
capacity of a drone QD. A given customer i ∈ C is a potential drone customer
if the drone can carry its demand, i.e qi ≤ QD. Amazon states that its drones
can carry up to 5 pounds (2.27 kilograms) (Allain, 2013), although there are
companies like Workhorse that are capable of carrying up to 10 pounds (4.54
kilograms) (Trop, 2016). As future technological achievements may increase the
load limit, we set the maximum load for drones to 5 kg. Furthermore, the trucks
used for the operations are assumed to be similar to Long Wheelbase Vans, such
as a Ford Transit Custom Van 330 L2 2.2 TDCi 125 CV, with a total payload
of 1400 kg and an average fuel consumption of 0.07 l/km, as indicated in its
technical specifications. However, since the trucks have to be equipped with the
UAV material (i.e. the drone, batteries, tools, among other things), the capacity
of the truck is reduced by 100 kg. Therefore, the payload capacity of truck fleet
is imposed to 1300 kg for the truck-drone case, whereas in the truck-only case,
the truck capacity is imposed to 1400 kg.

The speed for the different vehicles is defined assuming the average speed in
the operations. The speed limitation of the truck may vary according to the
road network, but it is assumed that trucks operate with a constant average
speed of 35 mph (Ponza, 2016). For the UAV’s speed, we will look at companies
researching drones for delivery operations, such as Amazon and Workhorse,
stating that drones can fly at up to 50 mph (Trop, 2016). Similarly, regarding
the endurance of the UAV, the battery total life is set to 30 minutes (Kharpal,
2016).
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The distance dij between locations i ∈ N0 and j ∈ N+ in the problem is given
as the Euclidean distance between the coordinates in the plane. This distance
matrix can be used to determine the travel time matrix τTij and τDij for the truck
and the UAV, respectively. Assuming the equation of motion, as the speed νT,D
of the vehicles (UAV and truck respectively) was set to constant, the travel time
matrix can be calculated as τT,Dij = dij/ν

T,D.

The cost matrix cT,Dij is determined by the distance matrix dij . The truck’s cost
is related to the fuel price fp and consumption rate fc as cTij = fp · fc ·mc · dij .

As the cost of using the UAV is considerably cheaper than using the truck, it is
set to a factor α of the cost matrix for the truck, as cDij = α · cTij . Although it
might be difficult to determine a precise factor of the total cost, α = 0.1 seems
to be a good approximation, since Workhorse determined an approximate value
of 2 cents per mile because of the electricity (Kharpal, 2016), which closely
corresponds to between 10-15% of the total truck’s cost. Moreover, the fuel
price is set to 1.13 e/l, as the average diesel price in Europe by the end of year
2017.

Finally, the model presents several big-M constraints. The value M is solely
used in the subtour elimination constraints and in the order on which the truck
visits the locations. As the uvi variables determines the position in the truck’s
route, the worst case scenario is that only one truck visits all the customer and
return to the depot and this is given by the cardinality of the set of all the
nodes, i.e. M = |N | = n+ 2.

A.4 Adaptive Large Neighbourhood Search

In this section, we propose an ALNS heuristic for the VRP-D. The ALNS frame-
work has been applied to many other VRP variants in the past and is often easy
to adapt to new problems (Pisinger and Ropke, 2010). The Large Neighbour-
hood Search (LNS) was introduced by Shaw (1998) and is based on progressively
improving an initial solution by repeatedly destroying and repairing the current
solution. The ALNS framework presented by Ropke and Pisinger (2006) is an
extension of LNS, which presents many destroy and repair methods that are
statistically chosen according to the performance achieved during the search.
Destroy methods eliminate part of the current solution, while repair methods
rebuild the partial solution. Typically, the destroy methods contain some ran-
domness to be able to destroy different parts of the solution and thus to diver-
sify the search for new solutions. The repair methods can also be stochastic
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to avoid building the same solution if the same partial solution is encountered
several times during the search. An important parameter of the heuristic is the
degree of destruction. If a too small part of the solution is destroyed, it can
be difficult for the method to escape local minima. On the other hand, if too
much of the solution is destroyed, the repair can have difficulties reconstructing
a good solution.

Let Ω− and Ω+ denote the set of destroy and repair methods, respectively. At
each iteration, a destroy method d ∈ Ω− and a repair method r ∈ Ω+ are selected
to modify the current solution. The selection of each of these methods are chosen
probabilistically, based on the weights assigned to the different methods and
using the roulette wheel selection principle. At the beginning, the weights are
initialised with equal probability and they are updated iteratively with respect
to a reaction factor ρ ∈ [0, 1] and the score Ψ of the corresponding method, as
defined in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Score of the corresponding method.

Parameter Ψ Description
σ1 The new solution resulted in a new global best solution
σ2 The new solution resulted in a solution which was accepted with

a cost better than the cost of the current solution
σ3 The new solution resulted in a solution which was accepted with

a cost worse than the cost of the current solution
σ4 The new solution is rejected

Let wij be the weight of the method i at iteration j. Therefore, after each
iteration, the weights are updated as follows:

wi,j+1 = ρwij + Ψ(1− ρ).

To avoid that the algorithm moves randomly through the solution space, it
is necessary to control and accept the solutions that are created by each de-
stroy/repair iteration. The ALNS heuristic is therefore extended with an accep-
tance criteria borrowed from Simulated Annealing (see e.g. Kirkpatrick et al.
(1983) and Černỳ (1985)). The algorithm makes use of a temperature parameter
T that controls the acceptance probability. If a destroy/repair operation results
in an solution st with better objective value than the current solution s, then
st is always accepted. If the new solution st has a higher objective value then
st is accepted with probability

e
f(s)−f(st)

T

where f(s) denotes the objective value of s. We let T start at value Tst and it is
linearly decreased towards zero (following Santini et al. (2018)). We wish to use
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time as a stopping criterion for the algorithm, and for that reason we want T to
reach zero when the time has run out. Therefore, we control the temperature
using the elapsed time. Let telap denote the elapsed time since the algorithm
was started and let tmax denote the time limit imposed on the algorithm. We
then update the temperature using the formula

T = Tst
(
1− telap

tmax
)
.

The algorithm is stopped as soon as telap ≥ tmax. The elapsed time is measured
using CPU time.

The pseudo-code for the algorithm is given in Algorithm 5. Different from other
ALNS heuristics, the algorithm includes a feature that restores the best solution
so far if a certain number of iterations has passed without any improvement
(Lines 15 to 17 in Algorithm 5).

Algorithm 5: Pseudo-Code for the ALNS Algorithm.
input: Initial Temperature: Tst,

Max iterations without improvement: noImpvMax,
Time limit: tmax

1 s← InitialSolution();
2 s∗ ← s;
3 noImpv ← 0 ;
4 while telap < tmax do
5 Choose a destroy method d() and a repair method r() from Ω− and Ω−;
6 st ← r(d(s));
7 T = Tst(1− telap/tmax);
8 if Random(0,1) < exp( f(s)−f(st)

T
) then

9 s← st;

10 if f(s) < f(s∗) then
11 s∗ ← s;
12 noImpv ← 0;
13 else
14 noImpv ← noImpv + 1;
15 if noImpv > noImpvMax then
16 s← s∗ ;
17 noImpv ← 0 ;

18 Update scores of Ω− and Ω+ based on acceptance criteria

19 return s∗;
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A.4.1 Initial Solution

Algorithm 6: FindSortie(c, s, η) function for finding the best sortie for
customer c in the partial solution s with respect to a threshold cost η.
input: Partial Solution: s, customer to insert as drone-customer: c,

threshold cost: η
1 BestSortie = ∅;
2 for Each Route in s do
3 if Capacity(Route) + qc < Q then
4 for Pair Positions (i, k) in Route where i < k do
5 Construct sortie p = 〈i, c, k〉 with launch-position i, delivery

position c and recovery-position k;
6 Check feasibility for sortie p ;
7 if SL+ SR+ τDic + τDck + SeDc < e AND f(s)+ CostSortie(p)

< η then
8 BestSortie← p;
9 Update η;

10 return BestSortie;

The initial solution is divided into three steps: a construction algorithm that
only considers service by trucks; a local search algorithm that also only considers
service using trucks; and a drone addition algorithm. The chosen construction
algorithm in the first step is the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm. The truck route
is built progressively looking for the nearest neighbor to the last visit added as
long as the capacity and the time of the route have not been exceeded. If one of
these resources is exceeded, a new route is initiated and the process is repeated
until all customers have been visited. The solution will be improved in the
second phase by means of an improvement heuristic through relocation moves
(Fosin et al., 2014). The insertion of customers visited by drones is carried out
in the third phase. First, a set D of all customers that can be visited by the
drone in the current solution is constructed. Then, for each customer in D, the
customer is removed from the truck route and all possible feasible sorties in the
current solution where the customer is visited by the drone are identified. The
selection of the sortie is performed by the function FindSortie(c, s, η) as shown
in Algorithm 6, which finds the best sortie where customer c ∈ D is a drone
customer in the partial solution s with respect to a threshold cost η. The check
of the feasibility of the sortie in Line 6 ensures that prohibited moves are not
constructed in the current solution. The customer is then returned to the truck
route and the method continues until all customers in the subset D are checked.
The sortie incurring the biggest saving is retrieved and it is added to the current
solution. This phase is repeated until no more savings can be obtained.
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The initial solution is further improved by a local search heuristic with a string
relocation neighbourhood. Basically, the local search heuristic selects a string
of customers to be relocated in the same order somewhere else in the current
solution. The operator depends on the route to relocate the string, defining a
2−opt move if the string is relocated in the same route and a string relocation
move if the string is relocated to another route. The string can have any length,
but the start location and end location of the string should not be locations
that are visited while a drone is conducting a sortie. The implementation of the
string relocation may improve the obtained solution in the previous phases, as
it is able to eliminate crosses between visits that cannot be eliminated by single
relocation moves. Figure A.7 presents examples of how a string is relocated in
the same route (top) and in another route (bottom). It can be seen in green the
string to be relocated, while the read arcs corresponds to the arcs that will be
removed (left) and added afterwards (right).

Figure A.7: Example of the String Relocation algorithm in the same route (top)
and in another route (bottom). On the left, we see the initial solution
after the first three steps; and on the right, we see the initial solution
improved after the string relocation algorithm.

A.4.2 Destroy Methods

In each iteration, the ALNS algorithm destroys a part of the current solution.
The number β of customers to remove is controlled by the parameters δ, clow
and clim using the formula

β = min
(

max(clow, δ · |C|), clim
)

(A.32)

Here, δ is the ratio of customers to remove, while clow and clim defines absolute
lower and upper bounds on the number customers to remove. The parameter
clow is chosen as a random number between the interval 1 to 3 while parameter
clim is set to 40. In the formula we consider δ as the main parameter, but clow
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and clim are included to ensure that the values for β are sensible even for very
small and very large instances.

Two destroy methods are defined as described below. In each iteration one of
them is chosen randomly with equal probability. The same probability is used
throughout the whole course of the algorithm. The adaptive part of ALNS is
therefore only used for the repair methods.

A.4.2.1 Random destroy

The first destroy method removes random customers from the solution until β
customers have been removed. If a customer that hosts a launch or recovery op-
eration is chosen for removal, the corresponding drone customer(s) are removed
as well. We note that both a launch and a recovery operation can take place
at a single customer and therefore the removal of one truck customer can lead
to the removal of two drone customers. Hence, the method may remove one or
two more customers than specified by β.

A.4.2.2 Cluster destroy

Algorithm 7: Cluster Removal of Customers.
input: Current Solution: s,

number of customers to remove: β
1 c1 ← RandomCustomer(s);
2 remove c1 from s;
3 removed← c1;
4 while removed < β do
5 c← RandomCloseCustomer(c1, s);
6 if c is Launch and/or Recovery Position then
7 remove drone customer(s) associated with c from s

8 remove c from s;
9 update removed;

10 return s;

In the second destroy method the removal of customers is carried out in a zone
around a random seed customer. A random customer c1, defining the focal
point of the removal, is selected and removed from the current solution. Then,
progressively, customers are removed until β customers have been removed. In
each step the next customer to be removed is chosen randomly from a subset
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of the two closest customers to the focal customer c1 in the current partial
solution. The elimination of customers occurs in a concentrated zone of the
current solution but adding some noise to the elimination procedure to avoid
obtaining the same partial solution before the repair step. Like the previous
random destroy method, if the corresponding customer to be removed presents
a launch and/or recovery operation, the drone customer(s) will be removed as
well. The pseudo-code for this destruction method is outlined in Algorithm 7.
Notice that in line 9, removed is incremented by 1, 2 or 3 depending on whether
any extra drone customers are removed when removing c.

A.4.3 Repair Methods

During the second phase, the algorithm rebuilds the current partial solution.
The destroy step has removed a subset of customers (denoted D) from the
solution and these need to be reinserted. The chosen repair methods are greedy
algorithms, as they repair the solution by inserting the customers fromD one-by-
one in the position that seems most promising. The repair methods ensure that
infeasible solutions are not constructed. If no feasible insertion for a customer
can be found in the current partial solution by the repair method, the customer
is kept for a later insertion or a new route is opened to serve such customer. The
ability to open a new route ensures that the repair methods always will find a
feasible solution, since it is always feasible to serve a customer by a truck, when
the customer is alone on the truck route. The adaptive part of the algorithm is
defined in the selection of repair methods. These methods indicate the strategy
to be followed when deciding how to reconstruct the partial solution. Four repair
methods are defined and the ALNS heuristic chooses one of them according to
the corresponding weights which are assigned to the repair methods iteratively.
The repair methods are described in the following subsections.

A.4.3.1 Greedy truck-first sortie-second repair method

The first repair method is divided in two phases. Phase one inserts the customers
from D into the routes as truck visits while phase two changes the service of
some customers from truck to drone. The method is shown in Algorithm 8. The
first phase of the repair method takes place in Lines 1–4. A random customer
from D is selected and the function TruckBestInsertion(c, s) inserts customer c
in the partial solution s by a Best Insertion algorithm, i.e. at the position that
increases cost the least. The function only considers truck-service insertions in
the current routes and the opening of a new route for the selected customer c.
Moreover, as the truck-insertion can be performed within a sortie, the function
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also checks if the endurance time of a sortie is respected after the insertion.
Hence, only feasible solutions are considered when inserting the customers in
the current partial solution. The procedure is repeated until no more customers
are left in D. Lines 6–17 implement phase two of the algorithm. Similarly,
a random customer is selected from the set C of all customers in the current
solution s. In line 9 we check if the selected customer c currently is visited as a
truck-only customer (no launch or recovery is taking place at c) and we check
whether the demand qc of customer c is within the drone capacity QD. If these
checks are positive, we remove the customer from the route and we attempt to
find a suitable way of serving c by a drone using the function FindSortie(c, s, η),
as defined in Algorithm 6, where η is the objective value of s before the removal
of customers c. Only if this results in a solution with lower cost, the move is
carried out.

Algorithm 8: Repair method Greedy truck-first sortie-second.
input: Partial solution: s,

set of free customers: D
1 while D 6= ∅ do
2 c← RandomCustomer(D);
3 D = D \ {c};
4 TruckBestInsertion(c, s);

5 C = AllCustomers(s) ;
6 while C 6= ∅ do
7 c← RandomCustomer(C);
8 C = C \ {c};
9 if qc ≤ QD AND Type(c) = Truck then

10 s′ ← s;
11 η = f(s′);
12 s← s \ {c};
13 p← FindSortie(c, s, η);
14 if p 6= ∅ then
15 s← s ∪ {p}
16 else
17 s← s′;

18 return s;

Figure A.8 shows an example of the repair method. Initially, a set of customers
has been removed from the current solution (Figure A.8 left). Then, the truck
route is reconstructed through the best insertion algorithm for the removed
customers (Figure A.8 middle). Finally, for all those customers that can be still
visited by a drone, the algorithm finds the best sortie to add in the current
solution (Figure A.8 right).
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Figure A.8: Example of Greedy truck-first and sortie-second repair method in the
algorithm. The solid lines indicate the route of the trucks, while the
dashed lines indicate the trips of the drones. Filled circle nodes repre-
sent customers that can only be visited by the truck and circle nodes
represent customers that can be visited by either the truck or the drone.
Triangle nodes corresponds to drone visits in the solution.

A.4.3.2 Nearby-Area truck-first sortie-second repair method

This repair method works in a similar way as the previous repair method pre-
sented in Section A.4.3.1, however, the seeking of new solutions in the neigh-
bourhood is no longer performed by the Best Insertion algorithm. The method
is divided in two phases, as defined previously. Nonetheless, during the first
phase, the customers are inserted into the routes as truck visits by randomly
selecting a feasible position from a set of nearby positions to the customer in
the current partial solution. The nearby area is defined within a 5-mile range.
Furthermore, in the second-phase, the service of some customers is changed
from truck to drone. Similarly as before, a random truck-only customer c with
a portable demand by a drone (qc ≤ QD) is selected. The customer is removed
from the route and we identify all the feasible sorties that can be added to the
current partial solution as presented in function FindSortie(c, s, η). However,
instead of selecting the sortie which incurs the biggest saving, we randomly se-
lect a sortie that does not increase the cost of the partial solution more than
10% with respect to the partial solution before the removal. This method can
be seen as a weaker version of the previous repair method presented in Section
A.4.3.1. Instances of smaller size can benefit from this method, as it presents a
greater variability when searching for sorties.
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A.4.3.3 Closest insertion repair method

The next repair method attempts to insert customers using both truck and drone
services, as outlined in Algorithm 9. For each free customer c, it only attempts
insertion into one route, namely the one that contains the customer closest to
c in the current partial solution, this takes place in lines 5–7. The function
AttemptBestInsertion(c, r) considers every feasible insertion of c into route r,
both using the truck and the drone and performs the least costly insertion. If it is
not possible to insert c in r then c is added to the set of leftover customersDN . It
can be observed that this repair method internally calls another repair method,
as the customers left in DN are inserted using the repair method described in
Section A.4.3.1 (see Line 10).

Algorithm 9: Repair method Closest Insertion.
input: Partial solution: s,

set off free customers: D
1 DN = ∅;
2 while D 6= ∅ do
3 c← RandomCustomer(D);
4 D = D \ {c};
5 c′ ← NearestCustomer(c, s);
6 r ← RouteOf(c′);
7 if AttemptBestInsertion(c,r) = false then
8 DN = DN ∪ {c} ;

9 if DN 6= ∅ then
10 s← RepairTruckFirstSortieSecond(DN , s) (Algorithm 8);

11 return s;

A.4.3.4 Heavy insertion repair method

Finally, the last repair method follows a heavy-first policy. The method retrieves
all customers from the set D with a demand greater than the drone capacity
QD, and these customers are removed from D and added to a new set DT of
truck customers to be inserted. First, a random truck-customer c from DT is
selected and inserted in the current partial solution s through the Best Insertion
Algorithm, as defined in the function TruckBestInsertion(c, s). This process is
repeated until no more customers are left in DT . In this way, we first introduce
those customers that cannot be serviced by a UAV. Next, the remaining cus-
tomers in D are inserted using the close insertion repair method described in
Section A.4.3.3. Similarly as before, there is also an internal call to the previous
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repair method. In the first place, the left-out customers in D are attempted to
be inserted in the route of their closest active neighbor, and next, the remaining
customers are greedily inserted as defined in Section A.4.3.1.

A.5 Experiments and Empirical Results

The ALNS heuristic was implemented in Java, and run on a Huawei XH620 V3
computer with Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3 at 2.60 GHz. The mathematical
model presented in Section A.3.1.2 has been solved using CPLEX version 12.7.

A.5.1 Test Instances

Since we have no knowledge of real-life instances publicly available, we generated
random instances to test the algorithm. The central depot is always located at
coordinates (0,0), while the customers are generated in a grid of dimensions
2d × 2d around the depot, with coordinates following a uniform distribution
U(−d, d). The random generated instances are named n.m.t, where n is the
number of customers in the scenario, m is the dimension of the grid and t is the
generic name of the scenario. Moreover, a few clustered instanced are studied
in Appendix A.B.

Amazon assumes that drones can operate a round trip with a range of about
10 miles from the distribution center (Rose, 2013). Setting the dimension of
the grid d to values greater than 10 miles might generate scenarios where the
drone cannot work independently, therefore the interaction of the drone with
the truck is enforced. On the other hand, generating bigger grids for d > 20 will
expand the horizon and cover a fairly large area, typical of rural areas. Hence,
for the experiments, we will generate instances with grid sizes between 5×5 and
40× 40.

Amazon argues that 86% of its deliveries correspond to items weighing less
than 5 pounds (2.27 kilograms) (Allain, 2013). Moreover, since the truck is only
operated by the driver, we impose an upper limit on the weight of packages
delivered by the truck. According to UPS, the maximum load for a package
transported in the truck is 150 pounds (68 kilograms) (UPS, 2017). Following
the above limits, the customer demands are generated according to a uniform
distribution, depending on whether the delivery can be served by a drone or
not. Let c be a customer in the instance and let 0 ≤ p < 1 be a random number
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associated with the customer in the instance. Then the customer’s demand (in
kilograms) is given by:

q(c, p) =

{
qc ∈ U(0, 2.27) if p < 0.86

qc ∈ U(2.27, 68) otherwise
(A.33)

The aforementioned assumption imposes that capacity constraints may not play
a major role, even for some larger instances. As specified in Sections A.3.2 and
A.3.3, we have assumed a homogeneous fleet of standard delivery vans with
a capacity limit of 1300 kg for the truck-drone case. For some instances, the
capacity constraint may become irrelevant, as the total demand of customers will
be less than the truck capacity. However, this corresponds to real-life scenarios
for small package delivery where we envision that drones may be used. Several
routes may still be necessary, but more likely because trucks run out of time
compared to that they run out of capacity. Finally, all instances have been made
available at Zenodo1.

A.5.2 Experiments and Results

In the following sections, the performance of the algorithm and the results ob-
tained for VRP-D will be studied, using the configuration for the problem-
parameters (i.e. drone endurance, truck speed, etc.) described in Section A.3.3.
In Section A.5.2.3 we perform a sensitivity study for some of the problem-
parameters to analyse the effect of different drone features.

The algorithm-parameters were found using a parameter tuning experiment,
documented in Sacramento (2017). The algorithm-parameters are set as fol-
lows: initial temperature factor T ∗ST = 0.004, degree of destruction δ = 0.15,
and non-improvement parameter noImprovMax = 1000. The reconstruction
of the solution is based on greedy methods, therefore, it makes sense that the
non-improvement parameter is set to a small value. If the algorithm cannot find
better solutions in the given number of iterations, it returns to the best known
solution to continue the search from this origin. Moreover, the degree of de-
struction, although being a small percentage, destroys an important part of the
solution within the specified threshold. The remaining algorithm-parameters
concerning the adaptive part of the heuristic were set to the values as docu-
mented in Ropke and Pisinger (2006). The reaction factor is set to ρ = 0.9 and
the scores of the methods to σ1 = 33, σ2 = 9, σ3 = 13 and σ4 = 0.

1https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2572764
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Repair Method Nearby-Area Greedy TF-SS Close Heavy
Accepted 20128 136142 167992 187523

Best 3 1 5 7
Iterations 768228

Repair Method Nearby-Area Greedy TF-SS Close Heavy
Accepted 0 2376 2734 7243

Best 0 23 12 50
Iterations 67648

Figure A.9: Top: The figures show the cost of the accepted solutions and the best
know solutions as function of the iteration count for instance 12.10.3
(Left) and for instances 150.10.3 (Right). Bottom: The tables show
information about the number of iterations, the number of times the
corresponding repair method produced a solution which was accepted,
and the number of times such solution provided a new global best so-
lution. The first table shows the results for instance 12.10.3, whereas
the second table shows the results for instances 150.10.3.

The initial temperature TST is calculated as T ∗ST times the value of the initial
solution. This adaptation allows the algorithm to adjust the temperature ac-
cording to the size of the instance. To avoid too small temperatures for small
instances, the initial temperature is increased by 10% for these instances. As
an example, in Figure A.9 the value of the accepted solutions at each iteration
when solving instance 12.10.3 (left) and instance 150.10.3 (right) is shown
along with the value of the best known solution found so far at each iteration.
Moreover, the number of times that the different repair methods were accepted
during the running of the algorithm and the number of times the accepted so-
lutions provided a new global best solution are shown in the adjacent tables.
Focusing on instance 12.10.3, it can be seen that the optimal solution is found
in the early stages of the algorithm, hence the flat curve for the best known so-
lution. During the search, the algorithm inspects the solution space, accepting
solutions that are worse than the current best with certain probability accord-
ing to the value of the current temperature. Due to the size of the problem,
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the algorithm accepts very poor moves at the beginning of the search, the ac-
cepted solutions are considerably worse than the best know solution and the
graph fluctuates notoriously. However, as the temperature is decreased, these
fluctuations are more controlled and only very mild deteriorating solutions are
accepted. On the other hand, for instance 150.10.3, the fluctuations in the
graph are less aggressive and the curve for the best known solution presents a
more gradual drop, as we do not have information about the optimal solution.
Similarly, the algorithm is more likely to accept solutions that are much worse
than the current best know solution at the beginning of the algorithm, but in a
more controlled manner. Correspondingly, towards the end, the algorithm only
accepts solutions which are slightly worse. Furthermore, from the tables below,
it can be observed how the first repair method (Section A.4.3.2) is mainly ben-
eficial for small instances. The adaptive part of the algorithm ensures that this
repair method is mainly used when it can help the search.

A.5.2.1 Experiments with small instances

First, the mathematical formulation will be tested against the ALNS heuristic.
It is known that VRP is an NP-hard problem, which makes VRP-D also a
computationally difficult problem to solve. Thus, in order to be able to run the
mathematical models to optimality and compare the solutions, a collection of 36
small instances are considered. Each of the instances has been run in Java with
an execution of exactly tmax = 5 minutes, and the results can be found in Table
A.3. The table provides information regarding the value of the optimal solution
(z∗) and the execution time (tMIP ) to optimality by the MIP model, as well as
the value of the best obtained solution (zALNS), the average objective function
(µALNS), the standard deviation (σALNS) by the heuristic, together with the
average amount of time (topt) in seconds within the 5 minutes time limit before
the heuristic encounters the best solution of each individual run in the 10-run
batch, for each instance. Finally, the ratio of the average value of the heuristics
with respect to the optimal solution is calculated as zALNSRatio = µ

z∗ − 1.

The small instances are constructed with 6, 10 and 12 customers randomly
generated in a grid of dimensions 5×5, 10×10 and 20×20. Table A.3 shows that
optimal solutions can be reached relatively easily in all cases by the heuristic.
Moreover, for all instances, the average objective value µ coincides with the
optimal value of the instances, therefore, the standard deviation σ and the
optimality gap present a zero value. This proves the effectiveness of the heuristic,
which is able to find the optimal solution for any of the 10 runs of the instances.

From the results, it can also be seen that when the number of customers in-
creases, the mathematical model becomes more difficult to solve to optimality
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Scenario |C ′| z∗ tMIP (s) zALNS µALNS σALNS topt(s) zALNSRatio (%)
06.05.1 5 1.09821 0.926 1.09821 1.09821 0.000 0.014 0.00%
06.05.2 6 0.84215 3.506 0.84215 0.84215 0.000 0.001 0.00%
06.05.3 5 1.21137 2.429 1.21137 1.21137 0.000 0.001 0.00%
06.05.4 5 0.94599 1.365 0.94599 0.94599 0.000 0.003 0.00%
06.10.1 5 2.40611 7479.000 2.40611 2.40611 0.000 0.004 0.00%
06.10.2 6 1.67927 6.802 1.67927 1.67927 0.000 0.002 0.00%
06.10.3 6 1.32552 5.360 1.32552 1.32552 0.000 0.003 0.00%
06.10.4 6 1.44307 5.228 1.44307 1.44307 0.000 0.001 0.00%
06.20.1 6 2.67759 4.726 2.67759 2.67759 0.000 0.011 0.00%
06.20.2 5 4.31959 1.164 4.31959 4.31959 0.000 0.054 0.00%
06.20.3 6 3.82475 1.813 3.82475 3.82475 0.000 0.002 0.00%
06.20.4 6 3.67872 2.170 3.67872 3.67872 0.000 0.001 0.00%
10.05.1 5 1.65563 13.368 1.65563 1.65563 0.000 0.002 0.00%
10.05.2 9 1.45185 433.150 1.45185 1.45185 0.000 0.339 0.00%
10.05.3 8 1.47357 236.110 1.47357 1.47357 0.000 0.193 0.00%
10.05.4 9 1.28489 345.220 1.28489 1.28489 0.000 0.002 0.00%
10.10.1 8 2.32647 369.920 2.32647 2.32647 0.000 0.026 0.00%
10.10.2 8 3.15856 121.280 3.15856 3.15856 0.000 0.075 0.00%
10.10.3 7 2.55274 88.410 2.55274 2.55274 0.000 0.427 0.00%
10.10.4 9 2.53931 246.430 2.53931 2.53931 0.000 0.008 0.00%
10.20.1 7 4.45240 6.650 4.45240 4.45240 0.000 3.946 0.00%
10.20.2 8 6.16776 180.160 6.16776 6.16776 0.000 0.011 0.00%
10.20.3 9 4.54630 251.140 4.54630 4.54630 0.000 1.197 0.00%
10.20.4 7 6.15355 275.360 6.15355 6.15355 0.000 49.170 0.00%
12.05.1 9 1.37381 1161.880 1.37381 1.37381 0.000 31.444 0.00%
12.05.2 12 1.05899 62131.170 1.05899 1.05899 0.000 1.110 0.00%
12.05.3 10 1.44765 433.900 1.44765 1.44765 0.000 0.028 0.00%
12.05.4 10 1.58100 2259.660 1.58100 1.58100 0.000 0.100 0.00%
12.10.1 10 2.68103 811.260 2.68103 2.68103 0.000 81.447 0.00%
12.10.2 10 2.68420 1004.350 2.68420 2.68420 0.000 0.059 0.00%
12.10.3 9 2.88048 793.870 2.88048 2.88048 0.000 0.030 0.00%
12.10.4 10 2.31418 176.740 2.31418 2.31418 0.000 0.011 0.00%
12.20.1 11 5.77759 3723.830 5.77759 5.77759 0.000 0.272 0.00%
12.20.2 10 8.27254 1081.570 8.27254 8.27254 0.000 0.004 0.00%
12.20.3 9 4.16693 24.520 4.16693 4.16693 0.000 0.054 0.00%
12.20.4 11 6.08859 1335.740 6.08859 6.08859 0.000 0.210 0.00%

Table A.3: Performance of the ALNS heuristics for small scenarios. The column
tMIP reports the execution time (in seconds) in CPLEX for obtaining the
optimal solution z∗, whereas the column topt reports the average amount
of time (in second) within the 5 minutes time limit employed by the
heuristic to obtain the best know solution zALNS.

in a reasonable amount of time. As an example, CPLEX spends nearly 17 hours
to solve to optimality instance 12.05.1. On the other hand, the heuristic is able
to obtain optimal solutions for all instances quickly, using at most a couple of
seconds, with some exceptions.
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A.5.2.2 Larger Instances

Due to the computational complexity, the MIP model cannot be used to evaluate
the performance of the heuristic for larger instances. In order to check the effi-
ciency of the algorithm and the quality of the solution obtained by the heuristic
when considering drones in delivery operations, the solutions will be compared
to the solutions for the truck-only case. For this purpose, 112 instances have
been generated, containing between 6 and 200 customers distributed in areas
from 5 × 5 miles to 40 × 40 miles and the ALNS heuristic has been applied
10 times to each instance with an execution time of exactly tmax = 5 minutes.
Two main KPIs are extracted from these experiments, the saving obtained by
serving the customers using a mixed truck/drone approach compared to using
a truck-only approach (SVRP) and the saving obtained by the ALNS heuristic
over the initial solution in the mixed truck/drone case (SI). For each instance,
the two KPIs are calculated as shown in Equation (A.34), using the notation
zALNS : the best objective found using ALNS and drones, zV RP : best objective
found for the truck-only case, zin objective found by the heuristic for generating
initial solutions for the drone case (described in section A.4.1).

SVRP = 1− zALNS

zV RP
and SI = 1− zALNS

zin
(A.34)

zV RP was obtained using an updated version of the ALNS heuristic described
in Pisinger and Ropke (2007), the ALNS heuristic was applied 10 times to
each instance and the best objective value was kept. As the drone constraints
have been removed from the problem, the truck will have a larger capacity,
corresponding to the space that would occupy all the material related to the
drone in the truck. This means that we, in the truck-only experiment, have set
Q∗ = 1400 kg, as discussed in Section A.3.3.

Figure A.10 (left) shows the savings with respect to the initial solution. In
most of the instances, it can be observed how the initial solution is improved by
15-25% by the ALNS heuristic, thus showing the effectiveness of the heuristic
to escape local optima and to obtain better solutions. For small instances, the
saving with respect to the initial solution is scattered on the chart. This might
be because near-optimal solutions can sometimes be obtained by the initial
solution, presenting a small gap with respect best-known solutions.

Figure A.10 (right) shows the savings with respect to the truck-only approach.
The saving is typically in the range of 20% to 30% and sometimes even larger.
It is noticeable that the smallest instances have the largest variation in saving
relative to the truck-only solution. We explain this observation by the fact that
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the placement of one or two customers in a small instance can have a huge
impact on the potential saving. If one or two customers are placed far from the
depot and both must be served by the truck (due to heavy deliveries) it can
be impossible to obtain a significant saving for that instance compared to an
instance where such customers are placed close to the depot. In instances with
many customers such variation is to a certain extent cancelled out because larger
instances, by-and-large, would contain a similar mix of easy and hard customers
that must be served by the truck. A more detailed study of the behavior of the
savings with respect to the truck-only approach is carried out in Appendix A.C.

Overall the impact of the drones is significant, showing remarkable improve-
ments to the objective value. The cooperation of both vehicles presents a signif-
icant saving that must be considered when planning the routes of the vehicles. It
is important to point out that the objective is based on an estimate of fuel costs
and does not cover all the cost involved in goods distribution. An important
factor that is not considered is, for example, driver wages. Giving a more precise
estimation of the total cost involved in both distribution modes is an interesting
subject for future work. The complete results for all 112 instances are shown in
Table A.4 in Appendix A.A. Furthermore, from the results presented in Table
A.4, it can be seen that even the initial solution presents a considerable saving
with respect to the truck-only case.

Figure A.10: Average saving of the best known solution with respect to the initial
solution (left) and to the truck-only case (right) per instance.

Figure A.11, on the left, shows the average number of sorties used by the solu-
tions for each instance. We see how the number of customers visited by drones
grows linearly as the number of customers increases, corresponding approxi-
mately to a total of 50% of potential customers to be visited by a drone. It is
important to remark that due to the definition of the tuples 〈i, j, k〉 for drone
operations, where i 6= j 6= k, there is a theoretical limit on the maximum number
of sorties that can be operated. Considering that a route with nt truck visits can
at most launch nt + 1 drones, a VRP-D instance with n customers can operate
at most 2n

3 sorties with n
3 trucks. However, deploying so many trucks would be

very expensive, and the number of drone deliveries is within reasonable limits.
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From Figure A.11, on the right, we see how the average usage of the total
endurance time tends to decrease as the number of customers increases. More-
over, this reduction is present in all scenarios, indicating a greater use of the
endurance time as the scenario grid increases. We understand the usage of the
total endurance time as the flying time of the drone while performing a sortie.
In general, it can be seen that no more than 60% of the endurance time is con-
sumed between the launch and recovery of a drone. In the following Section
A.5.2.3, a more detailed sensitivity analysis for this parameter is carried out.

Figure A.11: Average number of sorties (left) and average sortie endurance utilisa-
tion (right) per instance.

Finally, Figures A.12 and A.13 show the best known solutions found by the
heuristics for the VRP-D and the VRP for a scenario with 20 and 100 customers,
respectively. From the figures it can be seen how the final routes for the trucks
are affected by the addition of drones in the problem. It is noticeable how
the drone routes tend to shorten the truck route by sending the drone to the
hard-to-reach customer, if possible.

Figure A.12: Best known solution for the VRP-D and VRP for an instance with
20 customers. The solid lines indicate the route of the trucks, while
the dashed lines indicate the trips of the drones.
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Figure A.13: Best known solution for the VRP-D and VRP for an instance with
100 customers. The solid lines indicate the route of the trucks, while
the dashed lines indicate the trips of the drones.

A.5.2.3 Experiments with the Drone Features

The main setup provides a study of the performance of the algorithm using
problem-parameters set to realistic values used by companies and other stud-
ies. These parameters have been selected according to certain assumptions as
explained in Section A.3.3. However, as there is still no real-life parameters on
drones delivery, we would like to study the relative importance of different drone-
parameters on the model output. In this section we perform a sensitivity study
by changing the value of certain parameters of interest. For this, we will fix the
main configuration of the problem, and for each parameter of interest, we will
study the impact of altering the value of the aforementioned drone-parameter.
The sensitivity analysis will help us draw some preliminary conclusions on the
collaboration of both vehicles for delivery operations. For a clear comparison,
we have set the size of the grid to 30× 30. The experiments are carried out for
a collection of 100 randomly generated instances of four scenarios, each of them
consisting of 25 instances. The scenarios are 100.30.X, 150.30.X, 200.30.X
and 250.30.X.

Battery Cost The collaboration of both vehicles is the innovative feature in
this VRP-approach. We are studying the problem from a cost minimisation
perspective, where the use of the drone is given as a percentage of the fuel
consumption of the truck. In the main setup, this value was set at 10%, but what
would happen if the cost associated with using a drone was more expensive?
Would it be beneficial with regard to the truck-only case?
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Figure A.14: Left: Average saving with respect to the best known solution for the
truck-only case as function of the drone-arc cost for each scenario.
Right: Average number of sorties as function of the drone-arc cost
for each scenario.

Figure A.14 shows the impact of the drone-arc costs in different scenarios.
Clearly, the advantages of the collaboration of both vehicles is reduced as the
associated drone-cost is increased. The operational cost can be reduced consid-
erably if the use of drones is relatively cheaper than operating a truck. However,
the savings become negligible as the drone-cost is increased to 50% of the truck
cost. The same trend can be observed in the number of sorties, which decrease
as the use of drones becomes more expensive. Figure A.14 also indicates that,
for a fixed drone cost (e.g. 10%), the curve that describe the savings as a func-
tion of the number of customers has a bell-like shape. This shape is also visible
in the following experiments and in Appendix A.C. We explain this shape as
follows:

• In a scenario, with few customers scattered in a large area, it may be
difficult to make use of the drones if endurance is low compared to the time
needed to travel between customers. Even if endurance is not limiting it
may be necessary for the truck to drive long stretches between customers
since the truck has to move for every sortie performed and since there are
some customers that only can be served by the truck.

• As we increase the number of customers while keeping other parameters
fixed we are enlarging the possibilities for using the drones since more
potential customers will be within range and we have better possibilities
for stringing together good routes where the trucks drive little and the
drones do most of the travelling.

• At a certain point, the area becomes saturated and adding more customers
no longer increase savings, but rather decrease the saving per customer.
One can think of the extreme scenario where customers are located so
close that the truck could already have served the next customer in the
time we spend on launching and recovering the drone. Some saving is still
possible, but not as much as in a more sparse scenario.
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Part of the explanation for the drop-off in saving for larger number of customers
can also be that the time limit of the heuristic is fixed to 5 minutes and therefore
solution quality deteriorates for larger instances. Furthermore, Figure A.14
shows instances in the ranges from 100 to 250 customers. In the future it
could also be interesting to investigate the saving for small number of customers
as Figure A.10 seems to indicate a higher saving with around 10 customers
compared to 50 customers. One cannot make firm conclusions from Figure A.10
given the small number of samples for a fixed set of instance parameters.

Endurance The main setup from Section A.3.3 sets the total time endurance
of a drone to 30 minutes, however, as shown in Figure A.11, drones do not
consume all the endurance time once they are dispatched. If the endurance
time is decreased, the battery can be reduced, which would decrease cost and
the reduced battery weight could be used for carrying higher loads instead. At
the same time, technology is constantly improving, and it is not hard to image
drones equipped with better batteries that will allow them to stay longer in the
air. By increasing the endurance, the set of feasible drone visits will increase.
Therefore, we investigate whether it would be relevant to increase or decrease
the endurance time.

Scenario
Endurance 100.30.X 150.30.X 200.30.X 250.30.X

Avg. Sorties

5 min 0.712 1.784 3.528 6.840
7.5 min 11.480 28.512 46.760 67.312
10 min 28.720 52.680 75.832 97.840
15 min 42.400 65.448 86.824 107.952
30 min 45.008 67.320 86.896 108.056
60 min 45.160 67.224 87.024 108.392

(%) Endurance

5 min 55.58 75.47 94.88 94.06
7.5 min 88.20 87.87 86.67 85.37
10 min 83.02 79.81 76.85 73.75
15 min 68.48 62.34 58.06 54.68
30 min 38.20 33.19 29.97 28.41
60 min 19.77 16.77 15.00 14.22

Figure A.15: Left: Average saving with respect to the best known solution for the
truck-only case as function of the endurance time for each scenario.
Right: The table shows the average number of sorties and the average
time of the total endurance time used by the sorties for each scenario
and for the different endurance times.

From Figure A.15 it can be seen that there needs to be an appropriate endurance
time for the collaboration of the vehicles to be efficient. Modest savings are
obtained when the endurance time is low, because drones do not have enough
time to perform feasible sorties, and these savings are much lower when the
customers are more spread within the grid. Negative savings are observed in
scenarios where the drone endurance time is set to 5 minutes. In this case 3
minutes are spent on launch, recovery and serving the customer, leaving only 2
minutes of flying time. With such a short flying time no or only a few sorties
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will be possible and the instances almost turn into ordinary truck-only VRP.
Assuming identical vehicle capacity (recall that in the truck-only scenario the
truck can carry 100 kg more, see Section A.3.3) an exact method for the VRP-D
would never experience negative savings. Since the proposed method is only a
heuristic, negative savings can occur. The negative savings indicate that the
heuristic for the truck-only case (Pisinger and Ropke (2007)) is superior to the
VRP-D heuristic when the VRP-D heuristic cannot make use of its drones. This
is no surprise as the VRP-D heuristic is not constructed for this scenario.

When the endurance time increases, drones have more room for maneuver and
large savings can be obtained, especially for larger instances, as the average
distance between customer is reduced. However, due to the limited drone ca-
pacity of carrying a single payload per sortie, increasing the endurance past 15
minutes hardly impacts the value of the objective function and the number of
drones launched. The fact that the objective function is almost unchanged may
seem surprising at first, but it can be explained. One reason can be found by
inspecting the solution for VRP-D shown in Figure A.13, left. The customers
shown with filled circles have to be visited by the truck due to their demand,
which limits the flexibility even when the drone endurance is increased. Further-
more, given the definition of the problem (following Murray and Chu (2015)),
we require the launch customer to be different from the recovery customer. This
further limits the use of the drones in a single route, as it implies that we at
most can do a k+ 1 drone deliveries on a route with k truck visits. Finally, the
drone sorties that become possible with the increased endurance are often not
very attractive, since they require travelling far and are time consuming.

We notice that the savings curves for 7.5 and 10 minutes endurance at first look
different from the bell-like shape observed in Figure A.14 and in Figure A.15
for higher values of endurance. We believe that for these values, we are only
observing the beginning of the bell-like curve. If we increased the number of
customers in these scenarios we expect to see that the saving again decreases.

Drone Speed The drone speed is another critical factor for the collaboration
of both vehicles in the delivery process. The value of the drone speed was set to
50 mph in the main setup, and we are interested in studying what would happen
if the drone operated at the same speed as the truck, as well as slower speeds
and considerably superior ones. Similar to the endurance time, by increasing
the drone speed, the set of feasible sorties is expanded, since the drone can travel
faster and reach more customers within the endurance time.

As seen from Figure A.16, the speed of the drone has a minor impact on the
objective function. As the speed of the drone increases, the savings with respect
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Scenario
Speed 100.30.X 150.30.X 200.30.X 250.30.X

Avg. Sorties

25 mph 42.640 55.952 83.760 97.656
35 mph 44.264 65.552 86.304 107.240
50 mph 44.920 67.416 87.296 108.368
75 mph 45.632 67.888 88.072 108.456

(%) Endurance

25 mph 57.93 46.91 45.24 39.55
35 mph 47.07 40.12 36.48 32.13
50 mph 37.90 33.40 30.02 28.54
75 mph 31.81 28.08 25.87 24.57

Figure A.16: Left: Average saving with respect to the best known solution for
the truck-only case as function of the drone-speed for each scenario.
Right: The table shows the average number of sorties and the average
time of the total endurance time used by the sorties for each scenario
and for the different considered drone speeds.

to the truck-only case grows more monotonously. However, the collaboration of
both vehicles brings a notable benefit even operating drones at speed lower than
the trucks, with saving above 20%. As seen in Figure A.16, the total number of
sorties remains stable as the speed increases. However, the average delivery time
of drones is progressively reduced as the speed increases. Moreover, we observe
that the saving curve of the 25 mph scenario does not exhibit the bell-like
shape as observed earlier. We explain this by the limited number of 25 samples
instances used for this experiments. We expect to observe that ordinary curve
if the experiment was based on an even higher number of instances.

Payload Capacity According to the main configuration, the maximum pay-
load capacity of a drone is set to 5 kg. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that
drones could, in the future, be equipped with better engines that will allow
them to carry heavier loads. This increase in drone capacity will extend the set
of customers that may be serviced by the drone.

The effect of the maximum payload capacity is much more significant as we
increase this value, with a clear rise in the savings with respect to the truck-
only case, as it can be seen from Figure A.17, left. On the right-hand side, it
is shown that by increasing the payload capacity of the drone, the number of
potential drone customers increases. This means that customers, who could only
be visited by the truck, might now be visited by dispatching a drone. Thus, the
truck’s route can be more efficient, launching more drones and perhaps reducing
the total cost of the route by not forcing to send a truck to far-off locations.
Due to the distribution followed by the customers’ demand, the savings tend to
stagnate in the intermediate values of the figure, since larger payload only means
a slight increase in the number of potential drone customers. Nevertheless,
when no limits on the maximum payload is imposed, the savings for the truck-
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Scenario
Payload 100.30.X 150.30.X 200.30.X 250.30.X

Avg. Sorties

1 kg 21.456 34.936 45.488 58.664
2 kg 40.032 60.456 79.104 100.032
3 kg 44.896 67.128 87.032 108.160
5 kg 45.224 67.464 87.104 108.080
20 kg 45.52 68.144 88.224 109.232

Unlimited 47.552 70.128 90.920 112.12

(%) Potential
Drone

Customers
|C′|/|C|

1 kg 34.80 35.87 34.20 34.94
2 kg 69.20 69.01 67.64 69.71
3 kg 86.40 85.79 85.72 86.54
5 kg 86.72 86.32 86.14 86.82
20 kg 90.16 89.63 89.86 89.76

Unlimited 100 100 100 100

Figure A.17: Left: Average saving with respect to the best known solution for the
truck-only case as function of the maximum payload capacity for each
scenario. Right: The table shows the average number of sorties and
the average percentage of potential drone customers for each scenario
and for the different maximum payload capacity. A potential drone
customer belongs to the subset C′ if its demand can be carried by
drone, as discussed in Section A.3.3.

drone case are higher, due to the possibility of reaching more distant customers
with drones. As an example, Figure A.18 shows an instance where 56% of
the customers have a demand below 2 kg, whereas 88% of the customers have
a demand below 20 kg. Considering the maximum payload capacity of the
drone to 20 kg supposes an increase of 32% in the number of potential drone
customers. It can be observed how customers that previously were forced to be
visited by a truck now become drones customers, reducing the total operational
cost significantly.

Figure A.18: Scenario with a light drone capacity (2 kg, left) with a total operational
cost of z = 12.660 and a heavy drone capacity (20 kg, right) with a
total operational cost of z = 10.511. The solid lines indicate the route
of the trucks, while the dashed lines indicate the trips of the drones.
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A.6 Conclusion and Future Researches

Amazon, DHL and Workhorse, among many other companies, are intensively
studying how drones can be used for delivery activities. This new technology
has also stimulated the development of several mathematical models and solu-
tion techniques for this problem, contributing with an analysis of the possible
benefits of using small aircrafts in the delivery of merchandise. Especially, the
cooperation of the drones along with the trucks on the day of operation can
improve the last-mile delivery, since the routes can be designed more efficiently
in terms of time and cost savings.

Analysing the results obtained in the previous section, the clear advantage of
using these small aircraft for delivery activities is remarkable. Comparing the
results with the case of only using trucks in the problem, the savings are note-
worthy. Even the initial solution in most cases surpasses the best known solution
for the trucks-only approach. However, we must point out that the objective
considered is based on an estimate of fuel costs and does not cover all the cost
involved in goods distribution.

The sensitivity analysis shows some preliminary conclusions on the drones’ en-
durance, which has to be significantly reduced compared to our initial estimate
of 30 minutes before it has a clear impact on the solutions obtained. The sensi-
tivity analysis also pointed out that the speed of the drone is not a determining
factor in the objective function, bringing notable benefits even operating drones
at speeds lower than the trucks. On the other hand, by modifying the maxi-
mum payload-capacity of the drone, a reduction on the fuel cost can be more
easily observed. Routes can be built more efficiently since the number of po-
tential drone customers increases. This might avoid the dispatch of a truck to
visit some remote customers, enabling better routes by sending drones to those
positions.

Many extensions of the VRP-D can be studied in future works. One interesting
subject is the dynamic case, where routes can be altered during the day of
operation through cancellations, break-down of vehicles and other factors related
to time and capacity of the customers. These constraints pose a problem of
greater complexity where the optimal solution may be utopia. To solve this
problem it would be necessary to develop different heuristic methods that can
solve the problem quickly to come back to the scheduled plan as fast as possible
without affecting many of the routes.

Other possible extensions to the problem that can successfully increase the
parcel-delivery are related to the number of drones per vehicle, their total trans-
port capacity and the interaction with the vehicle. The increase on the number
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of drones per vehicle and payload capacity of the drones could significantly im-
pact the operational cost of the problem. However, when considering this new
feature in the problem, energy consumption may be affected, influencing the
speed and endurance of the drone due to the increased transport load. One
possible adaptation to this consideration in the problem is the inclusion of a
factor that affects the speed and duration of the battery as more loads are con-
sidered to be transported. Furthermore, due to the definition of the objective
function, it would be interesting to consider the case where the truck can wait
in the same location where it launches the drone, as considered in Agatz et al.
(2015). Therefore, several potential launches of drones could be done from the
same location while the truck is stopped, saving the total truck cost, since the
truck is just waiting to recover the drone in the same location.

Finally, future research could investigate how to solve this problem to optimal-
ity through exact methods. Like other VRP-like problems, the VRP-D has a
structure that makes it possible to apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to reach
a tighter formulation.
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A.A Table Result for Large Instances
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where each instance is run in a 10-run batch with a time limit of 5 exactly
minutes. From the table the best known value (z), the average and standard
deviation of the performance of the algorithm (µ and σ, respectively), the av-
erage number of iterations (it), the cardinality of the set of potential drone
customers (|C ′|), the average number of drone customers in the solution (#C ′)
and the average number of routes (#V ) can be observed. Moreover, the savings
with respect to the initial solution zin and to the best known solution for the
VRP zV RP are computed (SI and SVRP, respectively).
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Table A.4: Performance of the heuristics for each scenario.

Scenario |C′| zALNS µALNS σALNS itALNS #C′ #V zin SI (%) zVRP SVRP (%)
6.5.1 5 1.09821 1.09821 0.000 41959813 3 1 1.33681 17.85% 1.74449 37.05%
6.5.2 6 0.84215 0.84215 0.000 42802018 3 1 1.10843 24.02% 1.41679 40.56%
6.5.3 5 1.21137 1.21137 0.000 44620683 3 1 1.33722 9.41% 1.78165 32.01%
6.5.4 5 0.94599 0.94599 0.000 44129451 3 1 1.01979 7.24% 1.81631 47.92%

6.10.1 5 2.40611 2.40611 0.000 38949492 4 2 2.87963 16.44% 3.02602 20.49%
6.10.2 6 1.67927 1.67927 0.000 37191908 4 2 1.77023 5.14% 3.26563 48.58%
6.10.3 6 1.32552 1.32552 0.000 38426647 4 2 1.90326 30.36% 3.18434 58.37%
6.10.4 6 1.44307 1.44307 0.000 40046320 3 1 1.73451 16.80% 2.65423 45.63%
6.20.1 6 2.67759 2.67759 0.000 39483597 4 2 3.67040 27.05% 5.81887 53.98%
6.20.2 5 4.31959 4.31959 0.000 42665143 3 1 5.56104 22.32% 5.95116 27.42%
6.20.3 6 3.82475 3.82475 0.000 43387965 4 2 5.05161 24.29% 7.48706 48.92%
6.20.4 6 3.67872 3.67872 0.000 38621176 4 2 4.54767 19.11% 7.25279 49.28%
10.5.1 5 1.65563 1.65563 0.000 25746784 2 1 1.66376 0.49% 2.00444 17.40%
10.5.2 9 1.45185 1.45185 0.000 26450623 5 1 1.51512 4.18% 1.76462 17.72%
10.5.3 8 1.47357 1.47357 0.000 27265176 5 1 1.86194 20.86% 2.10786 30.09%
10.5.4 9 1.28489 1.28489 0.000 25627890 5 1 1.80316 28.74% 2.15180 40.29%

10.10.1 8 2.32647 2.32647 0.000 28019615 5 1 2.67365 12.99% 4.37806 46.86%
10.10.2 8 3.15856 3.15856 0.000 26639115 5 1 3.50870 9.98% 3.85290 18.02%
10.10.3 7 2.55274 2.55274 0.000 29000966 6 2 3.54566 28.00% 3.94166 35.24%
10.10.4 9 2.53931 2.53931 0.000 26113164 5 1 2.87111 11.56% 3.67069 30.82%
10.20.1 7 4.45240 4.45240 0.000 26201747 4 1 4.53510 1.82% 7.10035 37.29%
10.20.2 8 6.16776 6.16776 0.000 26938008 4 1 6.78446 9.09% 8.18607 24.66%
10.20.3 9 4.54630 4.54630 0.000 27736599 5 1 5.16542 11.99% 7.15878 36.49%
10.20.4 7 6.15355 6.15355 0.000 28239850 4 2 6.74167 8.72% 7.65948 19.66%
12.5.1 9 1.37381 1.37381 0.000 22287186 6 1 1.53008 10.21% 1.77670 22.68%
12.5.2 12 1.05899 1.05899 0.000 22431403 7 2 1.78259 40.59% 2.08454 49.20%
12.5.3 10 1.44765 1.44765 0.000 23479327 6 1 1.62929 11.15% 2.32577 37.76%
12.5.4 10 1.58100 1.58100 0.000 23118928 6 1 1.75405 9.87% 2.19318 27.91%

12.10.1 10 2.68103 2.68103 0.000 23554627 7 2 3.77076 28.90% 4.17530 35.79%
12.10.2 10 2.68420 2.68420 0.000 21947382 6 1 3.30802 18.86% 4.00144 32.92%
12.10.3 9 2.88048 2.88048 0.000 21958882 6 1 3.68373 21.81% 3.89544 26.06%
12.10.4 10 2.31418 2.31418 0.000 22823268 6 1 3.17127 27.03% 4.43975 47.88%
12.20.1 11 5.77759 5.77759 0.000 22746779 7 2 7.01873 17.68% 9.69233 40.39%
12.20.2 10 8.27254 8.27254 0.000 20178441 4 1 8.27325 0.01% 9.91900 16.60%
12.20.3 9 4.16693 4.16693 0.000 21708160 5 1 5.43964 23.40% 6.65320 37.37%
12.20.4 11 6.08859 6.08859 0.000 24023052 7 2 7.71453 21.08% 8.17198 25.49%
20.5.1 15 1.79347 1.79347 0.000 11301575 9 1 2.03456 11.85% 2.55338 29.76%
20.5.2 14 1.95401 1.95401 0.000 10631574 8 1 2.04774 4.58% 2.58028 24.27%
20.5.3 19 1.48658 1.48658 0.000 11114470 9 1 1.91912 22.54% 2.11026 29.55%
20.5.4 18 1.37893 1.37893 0.000 12616178 10 1 1.84439 25.24% 2.16427 36.29%

20.10.1 17 3.25253 3.25253 0.000 13287214 10 1 3.92297 17.09% 5.27324 38.32%
20.10.2 19 3.08938 3.08938 0.000 12565887 10 1 4.75887 35.08% 5.17932 40.35%
20.10.3 19 3.70226 3.72576 0.050 11718401 9.8 1 4.63102 20.06% 5.04668 26.64%
20.10.4 15 3.30890 3.31367 0.015 12508345 10 1 4.36469 24.19% 5.69902 41.94%
20.20.1 19 7.34453 7.35115 0.021 11638755 10 1 8.04799 8.74% 9.60624 23.54%
20.20.2 16 7.54889 7.54889 0.000 11942478 9 1 8.58928 12.11% 9.54910 20.95%
20.20.3 18 7.46100 7.47458 0.043 10418184 10 1 8.52744 12.51% 10.84568 31.21%
20.20.4 17 7.01331 7.01331 0.000 11091582 9 1 8.66985 19.11% 10.52166 33.34%
50.10.1 37 5.86134 5.86134 0.000 1110439 18 1 6.25507 6.29% 6.96079 15.79%
50.10.2 41 5.58493 5.62101 0.076 1351994 21.2 1 6.40940 12.86% 7.74661 27.90%
50.10.3 44 5.42240 5.42546 0.001 1453177 25 1 7.10793 23.71% 7.89376 31.31%
50.10.4 44 5.20834 5.35262 0.109 1762387 23.7 1 6.80485 23.46% 7.71366 32.48%
50.20.1 41 10.45526 10.45635 0.001 1313010 22 1 13.20900 20.85% 14.28486 26.81%
50.20.2 44 10.05611 10.05611 0.000 1396076 23 1 12.68456 20.72% 14.39691 30.15%
50.20.3 44 10.54249 10.65703 0.060 1337178 23 1 14.34467 26.51% 15.43061 31.68%
50.20.4 46 10.66415 11.00082 0.187 1299549 24.1 1 12.78350 16.58% 14.61995 27.06%
50.30.1 40 15.81788 15.81788 0.000 1509428 24 1 19.87087 20.40% 23.01535 31.27%
50.30.2 39 15.01482 15.46361 0.473 1427745 22.5 1 20.04851 25.11% 20.32863 26.14%
50.30.3 43 16.76899 16.77134 0.003 1340989 24 1 21.10088 20.53% 23.73563 29.35%
50.30.4 40 18.28746 18.28746 0.000 1138204 21 1 22.09943 17.25% 22.33797 18.13%
50.40.1 46 20.37508 21.17709 0.551 1230243 24.1 1.3 25.11031 18.86% 28.17186 27.68%
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50.40.2 41 20.62624 20.62624 0.000 1277543 21 1 23.10381 10.72% 28.65285 28.01%
50.40.3 42 22.64523 22.70534 0.190 1132225 21.1 1 27.08039 16.38% 30.03933 24.61%
50.40.4 41 22.33708 22.78912 0.195 1222262 22.5 1 28.07438 20.44% 27.71988 19.42%

100.10.1 89 6.85741 6.89015 0.027 202025.6 47.5 1 8.92083 23.13% 10.18307 32.66%
100.10.2 89 7.58505 7.67814 0.081 165090.6 44.9 1 9.23212 17.84% 10.21628 25.76%
100.10.3 91 7.18353 7.30551 0.092 184845.5 45.3 1 8.80568 18.42% 10.12143 29.03%
100.10.4 82 7.45675 7.54594 0.064 165521.3 42.2 1 8.98069 16.97% 9.58098 22.17%
100.20.1 90 13.60671 13.79462 0.114 123349.4 43.9 1 16.33884 16.72% 18.68459 27.18%
100.20.2 89 14.13399 14.53749 0.145 144851.9 45.7 1 17.14718 17.57% 19.21943 26.46%
100.20.3 87 13.70990 13.76722 0.065 169246.9 47.4 1 17.45722 21.47% 19.57115 29.95%
100.20.4 89 13.84944 14.19761 0.245 158024.7 46.9 1 18.50382 25.15% 20.59972 32.77%
100.30.1 84 22.58818 23.63641 0.546 288147.8 42.9 2 28.15762 19.78% 30.26120 25.36%
100.30.2 87 22.31432 22.38464 0.102 373620.6 45.1 2 26.18374 14.78% 29.15228 23.46%
100.30.3 91 23.71948 23.90941 0.114 327255.5 40.5 2 28.99190 18.19% 31.24545 24.09%
100.30.4 88 22.37011 22.65848 0.149 436002.3 43.1 2 26.60071 15.90% 29.45129 24.04%
100.40.1 85 29.13966 30.18073 1.109 517088.9 44.3 2 37.98380 23.28% 39.42798 26.09%
100.40.2 85 30.98999 31.20916 0.177 413419.1 45.2 2 39.43678 21.42% 41.23168 24.84%
100.40.3 89 29.02475 29.66526 0.309 448000.5 46.2 2 37.51525 22.63% 40.77274 28.81%
100.40.4 87 28.97348 29.20493 0.160 420257.9 41.7 2 37.16760 22.05% 40.03808 27.64%
150.10.1 125 8.79027 8.93509 0.057 57856.8 70.8 1 11.59840 24.21% 12.05540 27.08%
150.10.2 126 8.25905 8.41602 0.113 53928.8 70.2 1 10.76381 23.27% 11.59550 28.77%
150.10.3 141 8.49602 9.02065 0.215 47886.9 71.4 1 12.00592 29.23% 12.31929 31.03%
150.10.4 120 8.83734 9.03983 0.129 47691.9 62.4 1 11.24672 21.42% 11.93587 25.96%
150.20.1 132 17.31938 17.59636 0.372 65611.7 66 2 21.41857 19.14% 24.01554 27.88%
150.20.2 131 16.63405 17.45066 0.610 134442.8 68.7 2 23.71366 29.85% 24.19077 31.24%
150.20.3 128 17.40579 18.34468 0.512 108024.1 69.5 2 23.48900 25.90% 24.02131 27.54%
150.20.4 130 16.87516 17.47742 0.389 137595.5 70.7 2 23.60548 28.51% 24.48108 31.07%
150.30.1 130 25.98537 26.54882 0.333 126168.8 68.3 2 31.65118 17.90% 35.89031 27.60%
150.30.2 125 26.20552 26.74112 0.258 129856.2 67.8 2 33.74515 22.34% 35.38576 25.94%
150.30.3 130 25.31642 26.11368 0.456 133103.9 68 2 33.04898 23.40% 35.63752 28.96%
150.30.4 125 26.10274 27.29231 0.900 128121.4 63.7 2 32.40173 19.44% 35.03643 25.50%
150.40.1 137 34.01210 35.45338 1.059 125867 68.8 2.2 46.74029 27.23% 47.36621 28.19%
150.40.2 124 36.56164 38.29645 0.682 162347.4 66.1 2.3 47.78252 23.48% 49.99371 26.87%
150.40.3 125 36.65738 38.29545 0.896 162241.7 66.3 2.3 48.15427 23.88% 51.72573 29.13%
150.40.4 129 35.01556 36.06616 1.054 157272.4 67.7 2.2 46.55322 24.78% 48.88489 28.37%
200.10.1 173 10.09452 10.40499 0.163 24243.3 92.3 2 12.54765 19.55% 13.71736 26.41%
200.10.2 173 10.42260 10.61488 0.105 24545.7 90.4 2 13.59715 23.35% 13.92221 25.14%
200.10.3 177 9.79897 9.92350 0.057 75473.9 94 2 12.80248 23.46% 13.93832 29.70%
200.10.4 176 10.35528 10.63997 0.202 41038.9 89.8 2 13.26367 21.93% 13.90924 25.55%
200.20.1 178 21.21505 21.46013 0.259 55098.4 90.6 2 26.51774 20.00% 28.12148 24.56%
200.20.2 168 21.45845 22.04610 0.627 46691.8 87.4 2 26.92906 20.31% 27.98806 23.33%
200.20.3 176 20.85218 21.06040 0.131 49845.9 89.4 2 24.93983 16.39% 27.39656 23.89%
200.20.4 172 19.23495 20.18035 0.436 52022 87.8 2 25.65556 25.03% 26.62789 27.76%
200.30.1 171 30.36023 31.78264 0.764 82205.8 86.9 2.7 37.89680 19.89% 40.88607 25.74%
200.30.2 176 32.81279 33.21640 0.307 33974.5 87.7 2 38.32423 14.38% 41.67798 21.27%
200.30.3 171 32.25350 32.73727 0.358 29877.2 83.1 2 40.03489 19.44% 42.77400 24.60%
200.30.4 172 32.09314 32.76376 0.450 59024.9 90.9 2.5 40.50484 20.77% 42.47321 24.44%
200.40.1 172 41.49802 42.30479 0.556 95321.1 90.6 3 57.06515 27.28% 56.81091 26.95%
200.40.2 178 43.25021 44.22107 0.476 93067.4 89.6 3 55.14169 21.57% 55.84941 22.56%
200.40.3 165 43.33753 44.26132 0.642 100623 88.4 3 54.07578 19.86% 56.85219 23.77%
200.40.4 178 42.05785 43.33703 0.850 98119.2 89.8 3 53.38600 21.22% 55.68861 24.48%
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A.B Clustered Instances

The previous experiments have been carried out assuming that the customers’
location follow a uniform distribution around the distribution center. Although
this is a fair assumption, we would like to better simulate neighbourhoods of
delivery, where customers are located in clusters, and test the performance of the
algorithm. Therefore, we will generate a new batch of 10 randomly generated
clustered instances, named as n.m.c.t, where n is the number of customers, m
is the dimension of the grid, c is the cluster label of the instance and t is the
generic name of the scenario.

The instances have been generated in a grid of dimensions 30 × 30, where the
central depot is still considered to be located at coordinates (0, 0). For each
instance, we will generate θ focal points around the grid, where θ is a random
number in the interval 1 to 5. Then, each customer is randomly assigned to
a focal point and the customer’s location is generated to follow a normal dis-
tribution centered on the focal point and with a standard deviation of 2 miles.
As an example, Figure A.19 shows instance 150.30.c.10, where customers are
located in three clusters around the distribution center.

Figure A.19: Instance 150.30.c.10, where customers are located between three
clusters around the distribution center. The solid lines indicate the
route of the trucks, while the dashed lines indicate the trips of the
drones.

The ALNS heuristic has been applied 10 times to each clustered instance with
a time limit of exactly 5 minutes, and the results can be seen in Table A.5. The
table provides information of the best know value (z), the average and stan-
dard deviation of the performance of the algorithm (µ and σ, respectively), the
average number of iterations (it). Moreover, the number of focal points (|θ|),
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the average number of routes (#V ), the cardinality of the set of potential drone
customers (|C ′|) and the average number of drone customers in the solution
(#C ′) can be observed. Finally, the savings with respect to the initial solution
zin and to the best known solution for the VRP zV RP are computed (SI and
SVRP, respectively). As in Section A.5.2.2, zV RP was obtained using an up-
dated version of the ALNS heuristic described in Pisinger and Ropke (2007),
the ALNS heuristic was applied 10 times to each instance and the best objective
value was kept.

From the results in Table A.19, it can be observed that the algorithm seems
to show a similar performance as when solving uniformly distributed instances,
hence we can draw similar conclusions as discussed in Section A.5.2.2. How-
ever, it seems that the algorithm performs more steadily in clustered instances,
presenting moderately low standard deviation. This may be due to the relative
location of the clusters. In some cases, the clusters are totally separated from
each other, basically decomposing the problem into individual problems, where
each cluster is served by one vehicle. However, if the clusters are relatively close
to each other, it may be advantageous to have routes visiting several clusters.
As shown in the table, the average number of routes does not coincide with the
number of focal points in the instances. For example, the algorithm finds high-
quality solutions for instance 150.30.c.10 where customers from two clusters
are combined into a single route. Nonetheless, the algorithm can be improved
by incorporating more specialized repair methods for clustered instances, which
is an interesting subject for future work.

Table A.5: Performance of the heuristics for clustered instances.

Scenario |θ| |C′| zALNS µALNS σALNS itALNS #C′ #V zin SI (%) zVRP SVRP (%)
150.30.c.01 1 134 7.2521 7.3515 0.2225 49574.8 69.7 1 9.92438 26.93% 11.4568 36.70 %
150.30.c.02 4 127 17.4822 17.6275 0.1085 114685.9 67.4 2 21.442 18.47% 22.4591 22.16 %
150.30.c.03 5 135 19.0905 19.2616 0.1044 134913.3 68 2 23.6677 19.34% 26.3510 27.55 %
150.30.c.04 3 134 17.4954 17.7494 0.1725 146067.7 70 2 21.7615 19.60% 24.1744 27.63 %
150.30.c.05 3 121 13.4906 13.5734 0.095 46701.4 65.4 2 15.8102 14.67% 18.7106 27.90 %
150.30.c.06 2 127 12.2798 13.1751 0.4578 98147.5 67.6 1.8 16.7385 26.64% 17.3142 29.08 %
150.30.c.07 2 131 10.3291 10.561 0.1591 32354.1 68 1 15.3784 32.83% 17.3957 40.62 %
150.30.c.08 5 134 16.0884 16.4721 0.2272 87546.3 68.8 2 20.8928 23.00% 22.2966 27.84 %
150.30.c.09 5 138 14.1275 14.5081 0.2074 66638.6 69.6 2 18.8961 25.24% 20.1679 29.95 %
150.30.c.10 3 127 17.8299 18.005 0.1424 114454.4 66.9 2 22.7758 21.72% 24.6002 27.52 %
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A.C Drone Savings as Function of Grid Size and
Number of Customers

The incorporation of drones in delivery operations brings significant savings
in the operational cost, compared to the case of only using delivery trucks.
Certainly, the savings obtained from the collaboration of both vehicles vary ac-
cording to the considered scenario. In this section, we will present an analysis of
the savings for different delivery scenarios. The experiments are carried out for
a collection of 375 randomly generated instances, corresponding to 15 scenarios,
each represented by 25 instances.

Figure A.20: Distribution of the saving obtained by serving the customers using a
mixed truck/drone approach compared to using a truck-only approach
(SVRP) for different scenarios. The average saving for each scenario
is marked with a cross.

Figure A.20 shows the distribution of the savings for the different scenarios,
which are grouped by grid size, and further grouped by number of customers.
For this analysis, the main configuration of parameters is considered, as pre-
sented in Section A.3.3. From the figure, it is seen that, for each value of the
grid size, the curve that describes the saving as a function of the number of cus-
tomers has a bell-like shape, i.e. the curve first increases until it reaches a peak
from where it slowly declines as observed earlier. The figure clearly visualises
that the variability for instances with few customers is much higher compared
to that of instances with many customers. This behaviour was already observed
in the main text (Section A.5.2.2). In the 30x30 scenario, we see that the 50
customer case has a higher average saving compared to the 100 customer case.
This is unexpected with respect to the bell-like saving curve “conjecture”. We
see two possible explanations: 1) either the computed average for the 50 cus-
tomer case is far from the true average of the underlying distribution due to
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the high variance of the data caused by the long endurance time, which raises
the average saving for this scenario. In this case, we expect that an experiment
with more sample instances per scenario would make the shape of the curve
approach to the expected form. 2) Alternatively, it may be that average savings
are actually higher for instances with few customers such that the saving curve
starts high at a low number of customers, then dips, then rises again and peaks
before it ultimately starts declining as more customers are added. As already
mentioned in the main text, there is some evidence for the latter conjecture in
the data presented in Figure A.10. We leave to future work to decide which of
the two explanations, if any, is true.

From Figure A.11, on the right, in Section A.5.2.2, it is seen that, on average,
the dispatched drones do not use more than 50% of the total endurance time.
Figure A.21 shows the distribution of the savings with respect to the truck-only
case for the different scenarios when halving the total endurance time. From
the figure, it can be seen that the endurance time has a significant impact on
the savings. It is interesting to observe that for instances with few customers
the saving drops significantly as the grid size increases while the instances with
many customers are less sensitive to the grid size. Another observation is that
the decreased endurance time causes the variance of the results to decrease
significantly compared to the results in Figure A.20.

Figure A.21: Distribution of the saving obtained by serving the customers using a
mixed truck/drone approach compared to using a truck-only approach
(SVRP) for different scenarios, when considering 15 minutes of total
endurance time. The average saving for each scenario is marked with
a cross.
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